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SINGING THE NATION:
MODERN T IBETAN MUSIC AND NATIONAL IDENTITY1
Lama Jabb
I’ll sing you a song today
Not to flaunt my voice
But I’ll sing to please you
2
From a traditional Tibetan song

A

n unwelcome effect of the scholarly preoccupation and
public fascination in the West with Tibetan Buddhism is
that other salient aspects of contemporary Tibetan culture
are often neglected. Modern Tibetan music is one such overlooked
cultural phenomenon which offers many insights onto a people
undergoing drastic transformations, while also illuminating the
complex influence of Buddhism on the creative output of the
contemporary Tibetan laity. In tandem with modern Tibetan
literature, popular music indicates the tentative formation of an
embryonic public space within which Tibetans are expressing their
common concerns and collective identity under difficult political
circumstances. Popular songs provide a channel for voicing dissent,
while also reinforcing Tibetan national identity by evoking images
of a shared history, culture, and territory, bemoaning the current
plight of Tibetans and expressing aspirations for a collective destiny.
To use a concept of Karl Deutsch, popular music is an effective and
wide-reaching “communicative facility” that stores, recalls and
transmits information and ideas in a predominantly oral society like
Tibet. As with poetry, its power lies in its inherent ability to effect
delight in the audience. Tibetan popular music, like contemporary
literature, is one of the artistic means through which Tibetans
imagine themselves as a nation. It is also a mode of subversive
narrative that counters the master narrative of Chinese state power
and its colonial conception of Tibetan history and society. This
paper provides a close reading of a sample of typical lyrics, drawn
from contemporary songs, to support such an assertion.

1
2

With humility and gratitude I dedicate this paper to Chapdak Lhamokyab and
Dhatsenpa Gonpo Tsering.
Ngas de ring khyed tsho glu zhig len/ skad yod gi zer nas blangs ni min/ khyed dga’ gi
zer nas blangs ni yin. All the translations in this paper are by the author.
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Strumming Songs

Modern Tibetan music has a comparatively short history. Like all
modern music, it is in a state of constant change and development.
Although its roots can be found in traditional musical instruments,
melodies, and folksongs, it largely departs from Tibetan folk music
traditions and can safely be deemed a distinct genre.3 In its
embryonic stage, modern Tibetan music was deployed to serve
Chinese state propagandist purposes during the 1960s and 1970s.
Tseten Drolma’s (Tshe brtan sgrol ma) songs in praise of Chairman
Mao and the Chinese Communist Revolution exemplify this early
phase.4 In the 1980s, Tibetan music, like modern Tibetan literature,
found a breathing space and tentatively freed itself from serving
purely propagandist purposes. With an incremental assertiveness it
began to express the collective concerns and identity of a people
under colonial conditions. Palgon (Dpal mgon) from Amdo and
Dadron (Zla sgron) from Lhasa [along with great Tibetan exile
singers like Tawo Lobsang Palden] were pioneering figures of the
1980s and 1990s who blazed a path for later Tibetan singers and
musicians.
Modern Tibetan music comes in a variety of forms. It ranges from
songs sung in Tibetan and Chinese accompanied by Western
musical instruments such as electronic synthesisers, and fusions of
traditional Tibetan music with Indian or Western melodies, to
subversive Tibetan rap. This paper focuses on a type of popular
Tibetan music called Dranyen Dunglen (sgra snyan rdung len) from
the Amdo region of Tibet, which I would argue is one of the most
potent artistic modes of communication in contemporary Tibet.5 The
name means “strumming and singing” (rdung len) and it is performed with the musical accompaniment of a traditional Tibetan guitar
(sgra snyen) or mandolin. The genre is commonly referred to simply
as Dunglen. Palgon, widely considered the father of this genre
(picture 1), started playing and mentoring some exceptional
protégés like Dubei (Bdud bhe) and Doray (Rdo red) during the
early 1980s. Dunglen’s popularity spread far and wide through radio
and cassette tapes in the 1980s and multimedia formats in the new
millennium. Palgon’s catchy melodies and nationally-conscious
lyrics have served as an inspiration to thousands of aspiring
Dunglen players across Eastern Tibet. Dunglen music has spread
beyond Amdo all over Tibet and even among the Tibetan diaspora.

3

4
5

Having stated this like many things modern Tibetan music is not completely
independent of the past. The link with the past is much subtler. There is a
harmonious, be it at times faint, echo which links it to traditional Tibetan music
in terms of both melodies and lyric composition.
Yangdon Dhondup 2008: 287–289.
See Yangdon Dhondup (2008: 285–304) and Stirr (2008: 305–331) for discussions
of other types of popular Tibetan music.
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Picture 1: Palgon’s collected Dunglen Songs 1989.

Tibet: An Aggregate of Components
Before analysing three Dunglen songs, I will briefly clarify how
national identity is conceptualised in this paper. Identity is what a
person or thing is, or what an entity is constituted of. Identity is
defined in part by what psychologists refer to as the distinctiveness
theory, according to which identity is formed by distinguishing one
entity from another and emphasising perceived contrasting features
(i.e. Tibetans being defined in opposition to the Chinese). However,
it can also be established through common objective elements
shared with others such as history, language, or tradition. As the
psychoanalyst Erik Erikson posits, identity “connotes both a
persistent sameness (self-sameness) and a persistent sharing of some
kind of essential character with others.”6 Applied to a collective
entity, shared values and characteristics are not confined within a
so-called nation but link different peoples. Tibetans tend to identify
themselves with India as the sacred home of the Buddha, while
acknowledging that India is a distinct civilisation.
The identity of a people is therefore defined by both what they
are, and are not. This is somewhat akin to the way that identity can
be conceptualised through the lens of Buddhist philosophy. If we
look at identity through the Buddhist concept of dependent
origination (rten ’brel), it arises dependent on a multiplicity of
interacting causal factors and cannot exist on its own as an
independent entity. Like all natural phenomena it is an aggregated
entity (’du byed kyi phung po).7 Among the multiple factors that shape
a collective Tibetan identity it is necessary to look to both China and
India as well as other contacts. To borrow a phrase from postcolonialist discourse, Tibetans “find the self within the other.”8
Therefore, Tibet’s cultural, historical and political encounters with
6
7
8

Erikson 1956: 57.
Charles Ramble (1990: 196–197) uses a similar analogy in his anthropological
account of the social tradition in Buddhist societies.
A phrase cited by Professor Elleke Boehmer in a lecture on “Gandhi and
Mandela” delivered at Wolfson College, University of Oxford, 3 December 2008.
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other civilisations are pivotal in the formation of Tibetan national
identity.
In its project to identify and fix ethnic groups as minority
nationalities (sh!oshù mínzú) within the modern Chinese state, the
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) drew on what Joseph Stalin called
“four commons” when he defined a nation as “a historically
constituted, stable community of people, formed on the basis of a
common language, territory, economic life, and psychological makeup manifested in a common culture.” 9 By “psychological make-up”
Stalin can be interpreted as meaning “national character” which is
shown through the unique culture of a people. On top of these
essential characteristics, the CCP added “customs and historical
traditions” as shown by the following statement, which still informs
its concept of nation: “The distinctive attributes of a nation as
represented by modern scientific research are commonalty of
language, culture, customs and historical tradition, a certain stage of
socio-economic development, and a certain pattern of territorial
distribution.”10 In his definition of nation Anthony D. Smith also
stresses similar features when he categorises it as “a named human
community residing in a perceived homeland, and having common
myths and a shared history, a distinct public culture and common
laws and customs for all members.” 11 Tibetan possession of these
national attributes is fairly evident but understanding Tibetan
national identity requires looking beyond these to collective
memory and public will.
Formation of a nation entails more than a few essential features.
In his celebrated essay, What is a nation?, French political theorist
Ernest Renan did not accord much importance to such common
features and instead defined nation as, “a soul or spiritual principle”
that is constituted by collective memories of the past and the
collective will in the present to live as a community “to perpetuate
the value of the heritage that one has received in an undivided
form.” 12 Victories, defeats, happiness and suffering of a people form
what he refers to as “a rich legacy of memories.” 13 Remembrances of
past victories and tragedies play a crucial role in the construction of
contemporary Tibetan identity. Stressing that common suffering is
more cohesive than joy, Renan states, “Where national memories are
concerned, griefs are of more value than triumphs, for they impose
9
10

11
12
13

Cited in Dawa Norbu 1988: 338; and also see Gladney 2004: 9–10.
Dawa Norbu 1988. For the influence and endurance of this definition see
Chinese state documents such as the one published by Rgyal khab mi rigs las
don Au yon lhan khang gi srid jus shib ’jug khang gis rtsom sgrig byas pa (1979)
and Bawa Phuntsok Wangyal’s (2009) reflection On Marxist Theory of Nationality,
mar khe si ring lugs kyi mi rigs lta ba’i skor at http://www.sangdhor.com/pics_
c.asp? id =618, 20 June 2009.
Smith 2010: 13.
Renan 1990: 19.
Ibid.: 19.
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duties, and require a common effort.” 14 Plaintive songs constantly
remind Tibetans of past and present tragedies and call for national
unity and a concerted effort to change the political status quo.
Spirited songs celebrate a common cultural identity among Tibetans
and express an aspiration for a shared future.
This aspiration for a shared future often takes the form of a
political community. Max Weber, while stressing the vital role of
common memories in the formation of national identity, notes that a
collective will to live together entails an ambition for a political
community, which for him means a state. Acknowledging the
ambiguity of the term nation, Weber defines it as “a community of
sentiment which would adequately manifest itself in a state of its
own; hence, a nation is a community which normally tends to
produce a state of its own.” 15 In a similar vein, Ernest Gellner sees
the realisation of a political community in the form of the centralised
modern state as inextricably linked to nation formation.
Nationalism, he states is “primarily a principle which holds that the
political and national unit should be congruent.”16 As will be shown
in my analysis of Dunglen songs, Tibetans’ longing for a shared
future plays a crucial part in the formation of their national identity.
Nevertheless, the political manifestation of this aspiration is not as
straightforward as Gellner’s and Weber’s state-centric approaches
suggest. In terms of political institutions, this aspiration is
manifested either through a desire for a sovereign state (rang btsan),
or a devolutionary demand for a meaningful autonomy (don dang
ldan pa’i rang skyong ljong) that guarantees a high degree of self-rule
for Tibetans in a community of their own within the constitutional
framework of People’s Republic of China.
National movements do not always seek to realise what Gellner
describes as a “marriage of the state and culture” so as to ensure
that the former protects and diffuses the latter.17 Political
communication and cultural socialisation can of course be
undertaken by agencies other than a Weberian state laying claim to
the monopoly of legitimate violence within a specific territory.
Czech-American social scientist Karl Deutsch agrees that a people
with shared values and aspirations do pursue political power, but
he gives greater prominence to the fact that their community is
made possible by effective “communicative facilities” 18 such as
beliefs, customs and language subsumed under a socially
standardised system of symbols. Modern Tibetan music is one such
facility that stores, recalls, interprets, reapplies and transmits
information and ideas about a particular community that does not
possess a centralised political authority of its own.
14
15
16
17
18

Ibid.: 19.
Weber 1994: 25.
Gellner 2006: 1.
Gellner 1998: 50–58.
Deutsch 1994: 26–29.
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To sum up, national identity is constituted of a common sense of
history, culture, territory, collective memory and a will to live in a
community of shared values. Modern Tibetan music as a
“communicative facility” encapsulates all these constitutive
elements and thus reinforces Tibetan national consciousness.
Tibetans, through their shared historical and cultural experiences,
are the principal agents in the construction of a pan-Tibetan identity.
Contemporary Tibetan music, by glorifying, mythologising, and
celebrating historical achievements, evoking past and present
sufferings and the real or perceived uniqueness of a Tibetan plateau
culture steeped in Buddhism, is an important medium or vehicle in
this process of national construction. This will be demonstrated
through an analysis of extracts from three Dunglen music videos.
Savouring Songs
Although Tibet has boasted a literate “high culture” over centuries,
it remains a predominantly oral society in which the sung word has
a wider scope and more profound impact than the printed word.
Few rural Tibetans, who make up the large majority of Tibetan
population and are the target audience of Dunglen music, are
capable of understanding the complex symbolism or coded
intellectual idiom used by literary poets. However, the popularity of
contemporary music with its novelty and catchy melodies helps to
spread the message of even highly literary lyrics far and wide. This
is enhanced by the use of colloquial language, clear enunciation of
sentences against the backing of a single, simple yet rhythmic
instrument like dranyen, Tibetan guitar or mandolin.
The first Dunglen extract I will look at is taken from a song
entitled An Ingrained Dream, sung by one of the most influential and
politically conscious of Dunglen singers.19 This song is far more
complex than it first appears. The folksy, slow-paced melody of the
song, combined with an optimistically prophetic voice tinged with
sadness, evokes intense emotions. However, as with other songs in
the Dunglen genre, it is the lyrics that ultimately determine a song’s
popularity. Audiences pay particular attention to the expressiveness, poetic quality, and currency of Dunglen lyrics and, increasingly, their patriotic elements or public-spiritedness. In the following
extract, the lyric is a mélange of literary topoi and vernacular speech.

19

Due to the subversive elements of the songs explored here, the identity of this
and other singers are kept anonymous throughout this paper.
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An Ingrained Dream
Last night in my first dream I dreamt
At the peak of the Machen snow mountain in the east
Two turquoise-maned snow lion cubs at play
With a Golden Wheel in their clasp
Last night in my second dream I dreamt
On the Golden Throne of the Sacred Fortress
A Lama imbued with compassion
Gave me a Dharmic sermon
Last night in my third dream I dreamt
In this snowy land of Tibet
I sang a little song of celebration
Upon the reunion of Tibetans
Last night in my fourth dream I dreamt
To this region of snowy Tibet
Returned its Lord of the Realm
Emerging from the sublime Potala Palace
Like most songs of the patriotically-informed Dunglen genre, this
song is rich in symbolism of political and historical import. The
singer is very well known and was detained by the Chinese
authorities several times for singing politically suggestive songs.
Employing symbols that reinforce Tibetan national identity, he
begins by evoking the image of the banned Tibetan national flag,
which is itself a rich system of symbols.20 The Tibetan national flag is
popularly known as the Snow Lion Flag (gangs seng dar cha) because
it displays a snow-capped mountain and two snow lions as its
centrepiece (picture 2).21 Machen, also known as Amnye Machen, is
regarded as one of the most sacred mountains of Tibet.22 Reference
to it in the song under review is an obvious allusion to the snow
mountain depicted on the Tibetan flag. In Amdo, where Amnye
Machen is situated, many people refer to it as “the soul mountain of
snowy Tibet” (bod gangs can gyi bla ri). As a historic and popular
pilgrim site, it is a sacred hub attracting Tibetans from afar and
functions as a nationally cohesive force. Amnye Machen, also
known as, Magyal Bomra (Rma rgyal sbom ra), the ancient
mountain deity and mythical ancestral figure who is believed to
20
21

22

For an explanation of the symbolism visit “The Tibetan national flag”:
http://www.tibet.net/en/index.php?id=10&rmenuid=8, 27 July 2009.
For an informative piece on the provenance of the Tibetan national flag, see
Jamyang Norbu 2007.
Some of the sacred and ritual texts on Amnye Machen can be found in A bu
dkar lo et al.: 2008. For the significance of Amnye Machen as a pilgrimage site
see Buffetrille: 1997 and 2004.
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reside there, is worshiped daily across Tibet.23 It must be noted that
the name of the mountain and that of the deity are interchangeable.
The Tibetan Bon religion regards him as one of the Nine Primordial
Tibetan Deities in charge of guarding Tibet (bod srid pa chags pa’i lha
dgu). Amnye Machen is also regarded as the soul mountain (bla ri) of
the legendary Gesar, the supernatural hero of the Tibetan epic
narrative, which is itself another Tibetan national marrow. When the
Dalai Lama was awarded the US Congressional Gold Medal in 2007,
many Tibetans celebrated the occasion by flocking to this holy
mountain.

Picture 2: The Tibetan National Flag which is also known as the Snow Lion Flag

The two young lions with “a Golden Wheel in their clasp” evoke the
image of the pair of snow lions on the Tibetan national flag, the
mythical national totems of Tibet. On the Tibetan flag the snow lions
are depicted hoisting up a blazing tricolored jewel with one pair of
arms, whilst holding a swirling jewel of wish-fulfilment at ground
level with the other pair. The former denotes Tibetan reverence for
Buddhism and the latter signifies adherence to the divine and
secular ethical codes grounded in Buddhism. In the song, the
“Golden Wheel” grasped by the snow lions as they play has a
similar significance in that it is a well-known motif for the teachings
of the historical Buddha. The Dharmic wheel and youthful energy of
the lions are suggestive of an emergence of a new generation of
Tibetans conscious of their cultural and historical heritage.
Similar allusions are made to the Tibetan flag in other forms of
popular art as demonstrated by a typical poster displayed in many
23

In Denkhok area of Kham (in today’s Degé, Sichuan province) every year a
sacred dance, ’cham, is performed featuring Magyal Bomra surrounded by lesser
local deities on Tibetan New Year’s Eve. He is regarded as the principal regional
deity and as such the Amnye Machen mountain remains an object of daily
worship and occasional pilgrimage for the local Khampas. I am grateful to Jamji,
a Tibetan artist from Denkhok, for this information.
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family homes in Amdo (picture 3).24 The collage of a snow
mountain, snow lions, and the Dharmic wheel echoes the images
visualised at the outset of the song. The poster also features
superimposed pictures of the Dalai Lama and the disappeared
Eleventh Panchen Lama (images banned in Tibet),25 who flank the
snow-clad peak under the arch of a magnificent rainbow, which
signifies the fulfilment of wishes. The rainbow as a Buddhist symbol
denotes spiritual liberation (i.e. the attainment of the rainbow body,
’ja’ lus thob pa), but here it implies an earthly political liberation. This
rainbow corresponds to the leitmotif of the song, which entertains
the realisation of a “dream” for Tibetans. It is a very similar “dream”
that the poster and its caption refer to:
In the sacred realm encircled by snow mountains
May the stringed jewels of infinite wonder and profundity,
The twinned Dalai and Panchen Lamas
Assume the religious and secular powers of Tibet,
And may all sentient beings be graced with peace.

Picture 3: A Popular poster from Amdo 2007
24
25

I am indebted to Emilia Sulek for drawing my attention to this poster.
This is the child, Gedun Choekyi Nyima; recognised by the Dalai Lama as the
reincarnation of the Tenth Panchen Lama on 14 May 1995. The Chinese
authorities rejected this recognition and immediately seized the boy and his
parents, whose whereabouts are still unknown. Through an elaborately-staged
ceremony the CCP recognised another boy, Gyaltsen Norbu, as the
reincarnation of the Tenth Panchen Lama on 12 November 1995. For issues and
events surrounding the Panchen Lama dispute see Tibetan Information
Network and Human Rights Watch/ Asia (1996: 52–66) and an illuminating
paper by Barnett (2008: 353–421) on the complex selection procedure and the
use of new technologies of cultural communication and production by both
parties for legitimating authority.
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The significance of the song’s dream motif becomes more apparent
in the second, third and fourth stanzas, which allude to the Dalai
Lama and his return to the Potala Palace, the seat of political and
religious power in Tibet. The Dalai Lama returns home to reassume
the combined political and spiritual authority (chos srid zung ’brel kyi
bdag dbang). He gives a “Dharmic sermon” and returns to the Potala
Palace as the rightful “Lord of the Realm,” that is Tibet. With his
return the Tibetan longing for the reunion of Tibetans who have
been separated since the Tibetan uprisings in the 1950s is also
materialised. As already noted, the song is entitled An Ingrained
Dream and dream is the reoccurring motif of the lyric. This motif
emphasises a deeply embedded aspiration to regain a homeland, or
what Renan and Weber refer to as the strong will of a people to live
in a collectively cherished community of their own. It also entails a
desire to give political expression to a cultural identity.
Tibet’s past, present and future converge in this “dream.” The
song-writer’s evocation of Amnye Machen, and by extension its
mythic deity, is not simply retrieval of ancient myth for publicspirited artistic use, which the Irish man of letters Standish O’Grady
sees as a form of restoring myth to the people.26 Amnye Machen has
a mythic origin but, as already mentioned, is still worshipped daily
and remains a unifying part of a living culture. Juxtaposition of
powerful and prevalent Tibetan symbols both in the lyric and the
visual images that accompany the song on the music video (i.e.
soaring snow mountains, sweeping grasslands, blue skies, the Potala
Palace, massive religious gatherings, and devout khatak-offering
pilgrims) link this living present to an immemorial past and fuses
both with a vision of a better future Tibet. Even Benedict Anderson,
who embraces a modernist concept of nationalism, acknowledges
that “[I]f nation-states are widely conceded to be “new” and
“historical,” the nations to which they give political expression
always loom out of an immemorial past, and still more important,
glide into a limitless future.” 27 This song expresses a political
aspiration for the stateless nation of Tibet, first and foremost by
invoking the Tibetan national flag, and an ancient and living Tibetan
national deity. This is immediately followed by a spiritual and
political longing for its highest incarnate lama, in whom once again
Tibet’s past, present, and future, come together.
Such an observation makes one take notice of the ambivalent role
of Buddhism with regard to the formation of Tibetan national
consciousness. Buddhism remains a defining attribute of
Tibetanness and is one of the central forces that inform popular
Dunglen songs. This is despite the fact that the central tenets of
Buddhism contradict the concept of an exclusive identity be it
national or otherwise. Concepts such as emptiness, dependent
26
27

Eagleton 1999: 33–34.
Anderson 1991: 11–12.
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origination (interdependence) and universal compassion negate the
existence of the unique self upon which the modern notions of
individual and national sovereignty are premised. Rang med, or nonexistence of self, can hardly be reconciled to the modern political
concept of rang btsan, or supremacy of self, which is the Tibetan term
for national sovereignty. The Buddhist cosmological concepts of
karmic justice and interdependence inform Tibetan understandings
of the world. From early childhood Tibetans are repeatedly told to
be altruistic, adhere to the laws of causality, and uphold ideals like
“loving others before oneself” (rang las gzhan gces) and generating
prayers for all cosmic beings, all of whom have at one stage been
our mothers (ma gyur sems can thams cad).
Nevertheless, despite this propagation of Buddhist universalism,
Tibetans retain a strong sense of communitarian distinctiveness and
a passion to govern a community of their own. There is therefore a
tension between Buddhist ideals and the construction of a Tibetan
identity centred around Buddhism. Although Buddhist teachings
stress the interdependence of all sentient beings and negate unique
identities of individual and collective entities, Buddhism as a shared
system of beliefs and practices continues to be one of the central
forces of a Tibetan national consciousness that seeks the right to
form a unique self-governing community, if not national
sovereignty.28 Association of Buddhism with Tibetans’ shared sense
of consciousness is not a modern phenomenon. It can be traced back
to the distant past. The idea of Tibet as the divine dominion of
Avalokite!vara (spyan ras gzigs kyi gdul zhing) has its genesis in the
Dharma kings of the Tibetan empire.29 In the contemporary age the
relationship between Tibetan identity and Buddhism remains
undiminished if not redoubled, as evidenced by the nationally
unifying leadership of the Dalai Lama and the series of protests
across the Tibetan plateau in 2008 initiated by Buddhist clergy. One
finds the creation of an exclusive identity, which many modern
Tibetan songs celebrate, thanks partly to a religion with a cosmic
worldview of intricate interdependence.
The second song extract demonstrates how Dunglen can act as an
effective vehicle for conveying the current socio-political issues of
Tibet. It is by a young, prolific singer noted for his expressive lyrics
and distinct voice. This song is once again slow-paced and sung in a
deliberately quiet melodious voice. It carries a deferential tone with
28

29

Analytical literature on the role of Buddhism in the formation of Tibetan
national identity and Tibetan political struggle, and Chinese reaction against it
see: Schwartz 1994; Dreyfus 2003: 492–522, 2002: 37–56; TCHRD 2008; Sperling
1994: 267–84; Germano 1998: 53–94; Kapstein 1998: 95–119; and Tibetan
Information Network and Human Rights Watch/ Asia 1996.
For early Buddhist mythological accounts of Avalokite!vara’s spiritual conquest
of Tibet see Dpa’ bo gtsug lag phreng ba 1986: 105–146; Smon lam rgya mtsho
1989: 1–57; and Davidson 2004: 64–83. Also see Dreyfus 2003: 492–522 for the
importance of treasure texts and Buddhist deities such as Avalokite!vara in the
formation of an early Tibetan collective identity.
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an assertive undercurrent. The lyrics are written in a vernacular
idiom and wilfully reiterative to hammer home its central message.
Tibetan Finery
I’m a singer who loves Tibet
I sing pure Tibetan songs
Not that I can’t sing in a foreign tongue
But within my heart resides Tibetan pride
I’m a singer born in Tibet
I wear rosaries around my neck
Not out of a lack of gold, turquoise or coral
But within my heart lies the behest of the Lama
I’m a singer in the Land of Tibet
What I wear is woven of cotton and wool
Not that I don’t possess the skins of leopards and otters
But because our Venerable Lama advised us so
Once again the song demonstrates and encourages Tibetan
attachment to a nation or common cultural territory called Tibet, as
the primary refrain of the song. The singer reminds the audience
that he was born in Tibet, lives in Tibet, speaks Tibetan, loves Tibet
and sings in Tibetan. Every single line of the first stanza features the
term Bod, Tibet or Tibetan. Thanks to this repetition the very being
of the singer and, by extension, that of Tibetan listeners, becomes
infused by Tibet. This subjective consciousness of being Tibetan
through language, territory and “love” for a cultural entity is
instrumental in forming national sentiments. The song also contrasts
“pure Tibetan songs” against those sung in “a foreign tongue” thus
expressing attachment to Tibetan language as well as mocking those
Tibetans who sing in foreign languages, especially Chinese. This
contrast reinforces an ideal of pureness or authenticity, appealing to
deeply embedded emotions, wherein lies its strength. It also shows
Tibetan resistance against the assimilationist policies of the Chinese
state, which exercises a hitherto unknown foreign stranglehold on
Tibetan cultural production. The gentle pace of the song and silvertoned voice belies the assertiveness and resolution of the lyrics. This
particular singer is widely admired for deliberately choosing not to
sing in Chinese.
The central symbol of the song, expressed in its second refrain, is
the word lama. It is a clear reference to the Dalai Lama. This
explains the overall deferential tone of the singing voice, which a
Tibetan would usually reserve for paying homage to a senior
Buddhist lama. This song is a celebration of a wide-scale political
and environmental movement on the Tibetan plateau, which started
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in February 2006, prefiguring the protests across Tibet in spring 2008
in all its intensity, geographical scale and composition of
participants. In January 2006, at a public teaching in India, the Dalai
Lama denounced the Tibetan tradition of adorning chubas (phyu pa)30
with endangered animal fur and urged all Tibetans to cease the
practice. He dramatically declared to a gathering of over ten
thousand devotees, “I am ashamed and don’t feel like living when I
see all those pictures of people decorating themselves with skins
and furs.” 31 One should not underestimate the gravity of this
message to Tibetan devotees, who could not bring themselves to
even contemplate the natural demise of their exiled leader let alone
to be a cause of it. Although the Dalai Lama’s teachings are banned
in China, there were many pilgrims from Tibet among the
worshipers who would carry the news back. The Tibetan response
to the message of their exiled leader was immediate.
As a show of obedience, public burnings of endangered animal
furs started the following month in Amdo Rebgong, in today’s
Qinghai province. This sparked off an intense Tibet-wide campaign,
and put an end to an age-old tradition in a matter of a few months.
As this campaign combined environmental activism with Tibetan
political dissent it was widely reported in the international media.32
Renunciation of a traditional chic fashion was correctly interpreted
as an expression of unfailing allegiance to the Dalai Lama.
Conscious of this fact, the Chinese authorities resorted to coercing
Tibetans to wear fur in an effort to counter the Dalai Lama’s
influence.33 The lyrics of this Dunglen song are a reiteration of this
allegiance and a pledge to carry on the anti-fur campaign. Unlike
the Tibetan Dunglen artists who, prior to the public burning of
animal furs, used to dress lavishly, the music video that
accompanies the song features the singer in simple modern attire
without excessive jewellery. The projection of this unpretentious
self-image underscores the immediate impact of the Dalai Lama’s
words in the very person of the singer, not to mention his fellow
countrymen. As the lyrics demonstrate, the song also advocates that
Tibetan identity can be kept alive by dressing humbly in traditional
clothes “woven of cotton and wool” and wearing a rosary, without
the need to fall back upon the traditional fur-trimmed costumes and
jewellery, which had become frivolously extravagant.
This dress code of humility is also observed by our next Dunglen
singer who sings a beseeching song, Lady, addressed to Tibetan
women in general. Although the singer is a newcomer to the
30
31
32

33

Traditional Tibetan overgarment.
Quoted in Ridder and Collins 2006.
Many international news media outlets saw this anti-fur movement in terms of
Tibetan discontent with the Chinese rule in Tibet and their show of loyalty to
the Dalai Lama: Hilton 2006; Spencer 2006; Phayul 2006; and Wildlifeextra.com
2009.
Ridder and Collins 2006; Macartney 2007.
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Dunglen scene his song is worth examining for it typifies many of
the politically charged songs inside Tibet. It has simple yet
memorable lyrics and an upbeat melody. The music, voice, and
words fuse into a rhythmic collage reminiscent of the hoof-beats of
mounted horses breaking into a canter. It is tempting for a Tibetan
listener to imagine that the riders are none other than the legendary
Tibetan armies the song evokes.
Lady
Lady, Lady
Lady of Utsang!
Please don’t go, please don’t go,
Listen to me! Listen to your big brother!
For it’s time to safeguard the political sovereignty
Of Ganden Phodrang, the “Blissful Palace.”
Please Lady don’t go,
And stay with me.
Please stay with me.
Lady, Lady
Lady of Kham!
Please don’t go, please don’t go,
Listen to me! Listen to your big brother!
For it’s time to command the armies of Chushi Gangdrug,
The “Four Rivers and Six Ranges.”
Please Lady don’t go,
And stay with me.
Please stay with me.
Lady, Lady
Lady of Amdo!
Please don’t go, please don’t go,
Listen to me! Listen to your big brother!
It’s time to behold the blessed face of the Wish-fulfilling Gem.
Please Lady don’t go,
And stay with me.
Please stay with me.
This song evokes the prevalent and unifying notion of Tibet as an
integrated territory, constituted of three provinces or cholka-sum (Bod
chol kha gsum). The geographical division of Tibet into three
principal components has its origins in the distant past. According
to written records, the term cholka-sum appears to have been used at
the latest by the mid thirteenth century during the height of the
Sakya rule. It is quite apparent that this term is modelled on even
earlier sources. When Kachem Kakholma (Bka’ chems ka khol ma), one
of the oldest and most cited Tibetan history books, identifies Tibet as
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the divine dominion of Avalokite!vara it describes Tibet as
composed of three regions rich in biodiversity. This book, which is
believed to have been written no later than 1049,34 conjures up a prehuman civilisation Tibet: the upper region is a terrain of snow and
rock mountains with roaming carnivores and herbivores; the middle
part is a zone of rocky meadows and woods teeming with primates
and ursine species; and the lower area is an expanse of lakes, forests,
and grasslands abounding in species of birds and quadrupeds
including elephants and semi-aquatic mammals.35 Many Tibetan
historical texts echo this earlier description of Tibet when they refer
to the upper part of Tibet as Three Rings of Ngari, the middle part
as Four Horns of U-Tsang, and the lower section as the Six Ranges
of Dokham or Three Zones of Dokham, denoting the regions of
Kham and Amdo. Metaphorically, Ngari is said to resemble a
reservoir lake, U-Tsang channels and Dokham fields. This symbolic
irrigation system fuses cholka-sum into Tibet giving it a territorial
integrity as life-giving waters flow from Ngari through U-Tsang to
the fertile fields of Kham and Amdo.36
As the song shows, the idea of a territorially-integrated Tibet is
an enduring one. It was this Tibet that in 1253 Kublai Khan offered
to Sakya Pakpa Lodro Gyaltsen (Sa skya ’phags pa Blo gros rgyal
mtshan) as the latter’s dominion after receiving a tantric initiation
from the Tibetan Lama for the second time.37 It was this Tibet that
the Great Fifth and Thirteenth Dalai Lamas aspired to restore and
rule, following in the footsteps of the Tibetan imperial kings. As will
be shown in the following section, there is absolutely no doubt that
Tibet, constituted of cholka-sum, was etched into the Tibetan
imagination and part of common parlance well before the
establishment of Communist Chinese rule. Such a Tibet roughly
corresponds to the Tibetan plateau and is what Tibetans mean by
Bod even today. The Dunglen song, Lady, utilises such a perception
of Tibet to remind Tibetans of a glorious past and to call for a
concerted effort for its emulation. A unique feature of each Tibetan
province is evoked in order to make this appeal.
At the very outset the song jogs the collective historical memory
of Tibetans by recalling the Great Fifth Dalai Lama’s Ganden
34

35
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This book is believed to be a treasure text which contains the testament of the
Tibetan emperor, Songtsen Gampo. It is said to have been concealed in one of
the pillars inside Lhasa Jokhang Temple and later discovered by Atisha in 1049.
See editor Smon lam rgya mtsho’s preface 1989: 1–3 and Dung dkar blo bzang
’phrin las 2002; 1–2 for a brief description and dating of the text. In his analysis
of Tibetan kingly cosmogonic narrative Davidson (2004: 67, 78–80) dates it to the
twelfth century.
Smon lam rgya mtsho 1989: 47.
For an explanation of cholka-sum and the internal territorial divisions of
respective provinces see Dung dkar blo bzang ’phrin las 2002: 1430–1431; Brag
dgon pa dkon mchog bstan pa rab rgyas 1982: 1–2 and Shwa sgab pa dbang
phyug bde ldan 1976: 26–7.
Ibid.: 281–83 and Shing bza’ skal bzang chos kyi rgyal mtshan 1992: 653.
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Phodrang government (Dga’ ldan pho brang, the Blissful Palace),
which was situated in Lhasa, U-Tsang. The Fifth Dalai Lama is a
nationally unifying figure. He is renowned for his distinguished
service to Tibet including its reunification in the mid seventeenth
century.38 By evoking the image of this celebrated Tibetan political
institution, which was established in 1642 and persisted until 1959,
the song not only remembers a political community of the past, it
also entertains an idea of its restoration in the future. This is what
many theorists of nation recognise as the will to live in a political
community of shared values. In fact, the song refuses to
acknowledge the current political reality that Ganden Phodrang has
been exiled and its power sapped. The lyrics imply that it is still in
charge of Tibet although its sovereignty or sovereign jurisdiction,
srid mtha’, is in dire need of protection.
The second stanza recalls a very recent event in Tibetan history—
the military campaigns of Chushi Gangdrug (Chu bzhi sgang drug)
against the advancing Chinese Communist forces in the 1950s and
1960s. The lyricist selects this historic movement for its evocative
power as well as its association with the second Tibetan province of
Kham. Its name translates as “Four Rivers and Six Ranges,” 39
indicating that its members were predominantly from Kham where
most of these famous Tibetan landmarks can be located. This
organisation is also known as Tensung Danglang Magar (Bstan
srung dang blangs dmag sgar), the “Voluntary Force for the Defence
of Dharma.” This guerrilla movement was initiated as a reaction
against the bloody crackdown on Tibetan resistance to CCP reforms
in Kham and Amdo in the mid 1950s. It was formed in 1956 and its
military campaigns finally came to an end in 1974. It was partly
financed by the CIA from 1957 until 1968.40 The military operations
carried out by the agents of Four Rivers and Six Ranges, former
Tibetan nomads, farmers and traders, have acquired a mythic status
and continue to fire the imagination of young Tibetans. Although
the soldiers of Chushi Gangdrug laid down their arms long ago, this
song imagines commanding its armies once more, yet again
expressing an aspiration to recapture an imagined sovereign nation,
through violent means if necessary.
The song concludes by invoking the name of the exiled
Fourteenth Dalai Lama, who was born in the third Tibetan province
Amdo. As in the previous songs, the Dalai Lama is not mentioned
38

39
40

The legacy of the Great Fifth Dalai Lama is acknowledged by many scholars but
to name a few: Karmay 1998: 504–522; Dawa Norbu 2001: 65–85; Shwa sgab pa
1976: 397–463; Dung dkar blo bzang ’phrin las 2002: 677–678; and Laird 2006:
152–184.
For a breakdown of this list of names see Dung dkar blo bzang ’phrin las 2002:
824.
Aspects of this violent Tibetan resistance are still shrouded in mystery but
recent accounts can be found in Andrugtsang 1973; Sarin and Sonam 1998;
Knaus 1999; Dunham 2004; and Tsong kha lha mo tse ring 1992, 1998, 2002, and
2003.
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by name to avoid Chinese censorship and political trouble for the
singer, but as the “Wish-fulfilling Gem” (Yid bzhin nor bu).41
Although this is an epithet usually associated with the Dalai Lama,
it is sufficiently ambiguous to allow for an argument that it refers to
another senior lama in case of political interrogation over the lyrics.
The music video of the song synchronises an image of the late Tenth
Panchen Lama with the utterance of this honorific title as another
deflection. He is paying homage to Jowo Shakyamuni, the most
venerated statue of Buddha in Tibet, which is also known as the
“Wish-fulfilling Gem” (Jo bo yid bzhin nor bu). Despite these
deflections, the identity of the holy person is clear for a devout
Tibetan listener in tune with the political message of this song. That
the producers go to such great length to conceal the identity of their
exiled leader when the song openly calls for the resurgence of “the
armies of Chushi Gangdrug” may seem perplexing but it reflects the
hidden nature of Tibetan subversion within contemporary China.
Like James Scott’s “hidden transcripts” assertive messages are
conveyed, but only to their targeted audience “behind the back of
the dominant.” 42 They do not seek open confrontation but build tacit
community solidarity. The central message of the song is a call to
Tibetans to regain a Tibet constituted of three cholkas by restoring
Ganden Phodrang, enthroning the Dalai Lama and safeguarding it
by military means, Chushi Gangdrug.
That Sweet Home of Snow
There is a common intellectual consensus that the concept of native
territory or homeland plays a pivotal role in the formation of
national consciousness as can be seen in the already cited
“objective” definition of nation given by Stalin. Distinguishing
nation from a state or an ethnic community Anthony D. Smith too
places emphasis on its territorial dimension when he writes that a
nation “must reside in a perceived homeland of its own, at least for
a long period of time, in order to constitute itself as a nation” with a
shared culture and an aspiration for nationhood.43 It is also this
attachment to a sacred, ancient, and uniquely sublime land, which is
a reoccurring theme in many of today’s Dunglen songs. The Tibetan
concept of homeland transcends immediate tribal and regional
boundaries as well as the administrative demarcations established
by the Chinese state. This “delocalisation in the imagination” 44 of
Tibetans can be traced as far back as the Tibetan empire and has also
been reinforced by the current collective experience of Chinese rule.
The idea of Tibet as a “land of snow” or a “land encircled by snow41
42
43
44

Yid bzhin nor bu is an honorific term signifying reverence to a sacred entity.
Scott 1990: xii.
Smith 2010: 13.
Bulag 1998: 173–179.
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capped mountains” permeates historical and religious texts, classical
and contemporary Tibetan literature, and traditional oral narratives
and ordinary speech. For example, a passage from The Old Tibetan
Chronicle, which describes the descent of the first Tibetan mythic
king, Nyaktri Tsenpo (Gnya’ khri btsan po), displays a self-centric
spatial representation of Tibet, characteristic of pre-Buddhist
Tibetan thinking, when it celebrates Tibet as:
Centre of the sky
Middle of the earth
Core of the continent
Ring of snow mountains
Source of all rivers
High peaks, pure earth45
A great land where
Men are born wise, brave and devout
Where flourish horses ever so swift.46
The Kachem Kakholma, another early Tibetan historical source
intersperses its text with the phrase “Tibet—the Land of Snow” so
frequently that it resonates in the ear long after reading. For
instance, the chapter on the origin of the Tibetan race uses the
phrase no less than sixteen times with slight variations.47 Another
frequently cited verse gives what is typical in Tibetan histories: a
depiction of the Snow Land of Tibet as divinely-chosen—the
dominion of Avalokite!vara, indicating the arrival of Buddhism in
Tibet:
To the north of Eastern Bodhgaya
Lies the Purgyal48 land of Tibet
High mountains like celestial pillars
Low lakes like turquoise ma"#ala
Snow mountains like crystal st$pa
Golden mountains of amber meadows
Sweet fragrance of medicinal incense
45
46

47
48

This is a borrowing of Hugh Richardson’s translation of the Tibetan phrase ri
mtho sa gtsang.
This extract can be found in PT1286 and its Tibetan transcription as follow:
Gnam gyI ni dbus / sa ’I ni dkyil / glIng gi ni snying (36) po / gangs kyi nI ra ba / chu
bo kun kyi ni mgo bo / / rI mtho sa gtsang / yul bzang / myi ’dzangs shing (37) dpa’ du
skye / chos bzang du byed / rta mgyogs su ’phel ba ’I gnasu—as found at
http://otdo.aa.tufs.ac.jp/archives.cgi?p=Pt_1286. For a translation of a longer
passage from PT1286 including this extract see Snellgrove and Richardson 1995:
24. For similar quotations expressing Tibetan geo-spiritual self-representations
see Shwa sgab pa 1976: 17–18 and Macdonald 1971: 190–391.
Smon lam rgya mtsho 1989: 45–57.
Purgyal, pur rgyal, is an old epithet for Tibet. Tibetan scholars disagree over the
etymology of the term but for an analysis of it see Don grub rgyal 1997, volume
3: 1–13.
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In autumn bloom, flowers golden
In summer bloom, flowers turquoise
Oh! Avalokite!vara!
The Lord of snow mountains
Your dominion lies in that land
In that dominion live your converts-to-be! 49
As already noted the idea of Tibet as a land of snow is not confined
to historical or religious texts. It is also pervasive in oral expressions,
the impact and reach of which, given that Tibet is still a primarily
oral society, far transcends that of textual sources. A stereotypical
Amdo wedding recital (gnyen bshad) gives prominence to the snowy
features of Tibet, reiterating metaphorical idioms found in the above
verse:
Yes! Let me praise the lie of the solid land, the flow of the
pristine rivers and the formation of the high snow
mountains of Tibet—this Land of Snows. In its upper
region, the Three Rings of Ngari resemble a crystal st$palike snow mountain; in its middle region, the Four Horns
of U-Tsang50 are like a snow lion flaunting its turquoise
mane around its neck; in its lower region, the Six Ranges
of Dokham blaze like a tigress and her cub. The majestic
Machen snow mountain is like a crystal pillar soaring into
the azure sky. The Snow Mountain of Ultimate Victories51
is like a silver banner fluttering in the wind. The runaway
expanse of the Blue Lake 52is like the azure sky fallen upon
the earth.53
Within these grandiose, archetypical images are allusions to Tibet’s
snow-peaked sacred landscape and past military prowess. U-Tsang
known for its association with the four great divisions of the Tibetan
imperial army and Dokham, where many imperial battles were
49
50
51
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Quoted in Shwa sgab pa dbang phyug bde ldan 1976: 17.
Dbus gtsang ri bzhi can alternatively be rendered into English as Four Divisions
of U-Tsang reflecting its initial military connotation.
This is the name of a mountain in Northeastern Tibet (Gangs dkar phyogs las
rnam rgyal). It appears to be an outlier of Kulun Mountains (Khu nu la’i ri ryud)
and can be located in today’s Themchen county, Qinghai. Some argue that it is
called Gangs dkar phyogs las rnam brgyad, the Eight-peaked Snow-mountain.
For a discussion of this mountain initiated by Mda’ tshan pa visit:
www.khabdha.org/?p=7601, 10 May 2010. I am grateful to all the contributors.
Mtsho sngon khri shor rgyal mo is another Tibetan term for Mtsho sngon po, the
Blue Lake (Kokonor). A more literal translation would be “The Blue Lake that
Caused Ten Thousand Losses” or “The Blue Lake that Flooded the Land of Ten
Thousand Families.” Legend has it that when its primordial waters first gushed
out of the earth to form a lake it burst forth to deluge a massive expanse of land
inhabited by ten thousand nomadic families.
A written version of this nuptial recital can be found in Karma mkha’ ’bum and
Bkra shis rgyal mtshan 1995a: 65.
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fought, garrisons stationed and later settled, are likened to the
physical beauty and ferocity of feline beasts. Ngari, the home of holy
Mt Kailash represents Tibet’s snow enshrined sacredness. This
sacredness is emphasised further as the nuptial recital continues
listing one great snow mountain of Tibet after another before
launching into the main section. Many Tibetan ballads contain
similar passages. One of the most famous bandit ballads begins as
follows:
Beneath the celestial stars, moon and sun
Lies Tibet where high mountains compete
Looking up, beholding that mountain
There in that misty mountain
Reside I, Long-necked Yedak54
Whose tale is endless to tell
Whose deeds are never done.55
A traditional oral ode to the tribal land of Mayshul (Dme shul) in
the Upper Rebgong region of Amdo, once again demonstrates the
centrality of the Tibet image in its narrative. Before praising the
beauty, natural resources and the bravery of its people, first and
foremost it locates their land:
Beneath the tent of the azure sky
Atop the fine mat of the solid earth
Inside Tibet, the land of snow mounts.56
These citations could be expanded upon endlessly and form an
inexhaustible repertoire of enduring historical concepts and symbols
which call into question the fashionable notion that the national
concept is an invention of the moderns.57 Versed in the discourse
that views nation and nationalism as products of modern invention
Gellner states: “The cultural shreds and patches used by nationalism
are often arbitrary historical inventions. Any old shreds and patches
would have served as well.” 58 There are, of course, many cases of
deliberate “inventions of tradition” involving re-appropriations of
long lost symbols and rituals for nationalistic ends as demonstrated
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The real name of this particular bandit was Bsam grub rgya mtsho but he was
and is better known by the nickname Yi dwags ske la meaning the “longnecked” or “scrawny-necked hungry ghost.”
For a written version of this ballad see Karma mkha’ ’bum and Bkra shis rgyal
mtshan 1995b: 47. For an account of this bandit and his socio-political milieu see
Lama Jabb 2009.
Karma mkha’ ’bum and Bkra shis rgyal mtshan 1995b: 87.
See Dreyfus 2003: 492–522 for an account of Tibetan collective sense of identity
predating the modern age that critiques this extreme modernist conception of
national identity.
Gellner 2006: 55.
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by Eric Hobsbawm and others.59 However, as shown by the concept
of Tibet found in the above examples and the cited Dunglen lyrics,
this is not always the case. The conceptualisation of Tibet as a vast
snowy land constituted of three zones has been embedded in the
Tibetan psyche for a long time. This continuity with the past cannot
be dismissed as mere use of ancient material for novel nationalistic
purposes. Whether or not such an idealised, mythologised Tibet
conforms to historical facts is a moot point. Time-honoured affection
for an ancestral homeland provokes emotive political loyalty and
generates a sense of national solidarity. It is this and similarlyoverlooked fluid continuities from the past that partially explain
Tibet’s enduring cohesive dynamism in the absence of a state of its
own to, in the idiom of Gellner, provide a “political roof” for
preserving its national culture.60
Closely associated with this concept of Tibet is the political reality
and idea of exile, which entails if not total loss then partial loss of
that idealised home. An exile’s predicament, sense of alienation, and
acute homesickness are commonly recognised features of a forced
life in a foreign land. What is little acknowledged is the other side of
the exile coin, at least in the case of Tibetans: the sense of loss,
anguish, and predicament experienced by those who are left behind
in a troubled homeland. This experience of exile by those who are
not in exile is characterised by pain of separation, the current plight,
and a longing for a banished leader and reunion with exiled fellow
countrymen. Exile thus plays an influential role in the formation of
modern Tibetan national consciousness as evident in its impact
upon contemporary Tibetan artistic output such as songs, poetry,
and fictive narratives. These artistic productions make it plain that
exile is a powerful transnational force in the reconstruction of
Tibetan national identity inside contemporary Tibet. Homeland,
exile, and loss of identity are inextricably intermeshed as shown by
the following prose poem by Jangbu, one of the most acclaimed
modern Tibetan poets.
Homeland
Our homeland is the liberating property of a term in the
dictionary of the future that may only reach us from a
remote place after many years. Inside that term the river
is forever ebbing away while the fish, seizing the
opportunity presented by the distant flow of the river, are
pursuing already formed particularities in the distance.
After many years, when they meet in a foreign land they
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Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983.
Gellner 1998: 53.
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will nurture a new home by an old philosophy61 and will
have forgotten the past intimidations, massacres and
betrayals, and may speak to their children of a distant
river of ancient times and a distant borrowed home of the
future. Upon pondering this, those who lost their homeland may only then pay attention to their homeland. In
essence, homeland is our own body and the fragmentary
explanation upon which the body itself relies.62

Following the advice of Cleanth Brooks, I will not maul and distort
the meanings this poem communicates through clumsy paraphrases.63 Allowing the poem to speak for itself, it is sufficient to say
that loss of political power at home results in an experience of exile
akin to that felt by Tibetan refugees in foreign lands, even if one
corporeally exists in Tibet. The acclaimed Tibetan writer Woeser
speaks of a similar national psychology when she opines that
regardless of their place of residence all Tibetans are exiles “in body
and spirit.” 64 The exiling of the Dalai Lama is a constant reminder of
that assault on the Tibetan body in the 1950s and Woeser
underscores this when she writes: “Every time His Holiness the
Dalai Lama speaks to Tibetans in India or in other countries he
frequently repeats the words tsenjol (exile) and tsenjolpa (an exile),
and the deep impression left by these two words has become a
significant identifier of the Tibetan people post-1959.”65 The Dalai
Lama, the Tibetan community and government in exile indeed
occupy a special place in the imagination of Tibetans still inside
Tibet. Many follow the incessant global travels of His Holiness and
his every deed unflaggingly. The naming of Dharamsala as “Little
Lhasa” is not a mere cliché. With the flight of Tibetan refugees to
India, the centre of Tibetan political identity shifted, to use a Tibetan
flourish, beyond the Himalayas. Although Dharamsala possesses no
economic and military hard power, it does enjoy soft power. In the
eyes of many Tibetans, political legitimacy to rule Tibet resides
there.
Charles Ramble has traced the shifting centres of Tibetan identity
throughout the ages and noted the pivotal role India still plays.66
Influenced by Bon cosmology, pre-Buddhist Tibetans saw Tibet
occupying the centre of the world, as evident in the extract from The
Old Tibetan Chronicle cited above. The advent of Buddhism turned
Tibet into a self-styled “Region of Barbarians” (mtha’ ’khob kyi yul) in
61
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Byed thabs snying ba shig can be more literally translated as “an old method.”
Here philosophy in its connotation as a theory or attitude that guides one’s
behaviour is preferred.
Ljang bu 2001: 23.
Brooks 1959: 256.
Woeser 2009: 10.
Ibid.: 10.
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dire need of a Buddhist liberation. Tibet’s spiritual centre shifted to
India, the “Land of Spiritually Exalted Beings” (rgya gar ’phags pa’i
yul). I would argue that the flight of the Dalai Lama and the Ganden
Phodrang government has reinforced this spiritual locus by also
shifting the centre of political legitimacy. India captured and still
captures the imagination of Tibetan Buddhist devotees, but it now
also fuels the political imagination of Tibetan artists and activists.
Under colonial conditions the narration of exile in Tibetan
imaginative writing, including songs and poetry, becomes a form of
remembrance, resistance, and living. “The struggle of man against
power,” writes Milan Kundera “is the struggle of memory against
forgetting.” 67 Dunglen songs are part of this struggle. They counter
the Chinese colonial narrative of Tibetan history and society by
remembering the silenced tragedies of a very recent past and a
living present. Singers and song writers remember through a
creative fusion of music and oral and literary arts, with far-reaching
consequences.
Fusing Literary and Ordinary Speech
Dunglen songs have a popular reach even though many of the
impassioned lyrics are at times conspicuously literary. This popular
reception is achieved through a fusion of literary and ordinary
speech in lyric writing, and in performance through enunciation of
the words in the most prevalent accent accompanied by explanatory
visual images. The contrived style of some Dunglen lyrics seems to
exemplify the Formalist definition of literature as an “organised
violence committed on ordinary speech.” 68 Through the use of
literary devices and deliberate crafting, ordinary language is
transformed, intensified, condensed, inverted and made unfamiliar
to a plain speaker. For instance, the lyrics of An Ingrained Dream are
versified using a combination of formal phraseology and spoken
language, with greater emphasis on the latter. However, even this
song employs the complex classical synonym “Harbour Palace of
the Pure Realm” (zhing dag pa gru ’dzin pho brang) as a substitute for
the Potala Palace. This is the classical Tibetan translation of the
Sanskrit term Potala, but it is only in circulation among literate
Tibetans. According to Buddhist mythology, Mount Potala is the
abode of Avalokite!vara and situated on an island south of Sri
Lanka.69 The Potala Palace in Lhasa was named after it. This
mythological allusion would fail to signify the Potala Palace to nonliterate Tibetans if it was not accompanied by the term Phodrang for
palace and the music video featuring the signified. Although an
67
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excessive reliance on formal phraseology and classical Tibetan
poetics would no doubt undermine the popular reach of Dunglen,
moderate use of highly literary terms is valuable in articulating
politically sensitive issues and ideas.
A synthesis of literary and ordinary speech enables Dunglen
songs to function as a communication link between Tibetan
intellectuals and the ordinary people, thereby bringing them into a
cohesive discourse. Something akin to Antonio Gramsci’s
“democratic centralism” is in operation here, with an “organic
unity” between the intellectuals and ordinary people ensured
through constant communication and interaction.70 The intellectual
keeps abreast of the concrete realities and basic necessities on the
ground through “active participation in practical life, as constructor,
organiser,” and as “permanent persuader.” 71 Through a combination
of formal phraseology and ordinary speech many Dunglen songs
express deep emotions, anxieties and grievances that concern
ordinary Tibetan people. It is this ability to organise and coherently
articulate many unexpressed feelings, ideas, and issues of the
ordinary people that makes Dunglen an effective mode of
communication in contemporary Tibet. The intellectual lyricists are
highly sensitive to the current situation in Tibet and conscious of
Tibetan historical experience and cultural heritage. As a result, their
songs not only express a variety of emotions but also convey
political ideas and ideals, such as national pride and national
liberation, back to the listening masses.
Conclusion
The Dunglen genre has been flourishing since the early 1980s.
Although this paper emphasises the politically suggestive songs,
these constitute only a part of the Dunglen genre and the variety of
subject matter it tackles. Yet, for nearly three decades there has been
a proliferation of nationally-expressive songs and even a cursory
overview of some of the lyrics produced since the birth of the
Dunglen reveals that its patriotic content augments as the years
progress. In the songs of the early 1980s, one finds many
archetypical images and tropes referring to Tibet and Tibetans as a
collective identity, but less frequent and less explicit than is the case
today. Songs have progressively become more audacious and
expressive over the decades. The coded language and ambiguity of
earlier songs have given way to more explicit expressions of
nostalgia for past glories and aspirations for their emulation. These
songs are informed by complex systems of beliefs and values deeply
embedded in Tibetan society alongside textual knowledge and
70
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traditional oral narratives. They in turn inform the Tibetan audience
and have become a vital mode of cultural communication and
production serving a patriotic socialisation of contemporary
Tibetans. The expressiveness of modern Tibetan music and its
preoccupation with common concerns make it one of what
Durkheim, following Albert Schaeffle, refers to as social “tissues” or
“social bonds” that facilitate national solidarity.72
Modern Tibetan music is one of the many communicative modes
currently deployed to narrate the Tibetan nation from the margins
of the contemporary Chinese state. This process of narration entails
a reconstruction of Tibetan national consciousness that draws on
Tibet’s past, present, and future. Whilst appreciating the significance
of this role we should also not forget that the communicative
efficacy of Dunglen resides in its ability to delight its audience.
Ultimately it adheres to the old Tibetan adage:
When happy sing songs of tea, wine, and mirth
When sad sing songs of self-consolation.73
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THE ALTERNATIVE TO DEVELOPMENT ON THE T IBETAN PLATEAU:
PRELIMINARY RESEARCH ON THE ANTI-SLAUGHTER MOVEMENT
Gaerrang (Kabzung)
“I feel better off, even though my income has decreased.”
A Tibetan herder who participated in the anti-slaughter movement,
Hongyuan, 2008.

eng Xiaoping’s slogans of the early 1980s—“It doesn’t matter
whether the cat is white or black, as long it captures the
mice” and “[economic] development is the first principle”—
marked the beginning of economic reforms in China, and have now
been in place for longer than the commune system. These
accelerated after Deng’s famous “Southern Tour” of 1992, which
made the rapid growth of a market economy the Chinese state’s
hegemonic goal. The Chinese nation’s resource and landscapes have
been significantly shaped by this goal.
Like all local governments under the decentralised fiscal system
put in place as part of China’s economic reforms, governments in
high-altitude pastoral areas of the eastern Tibetan Plateau, where
the majority of the population are Tibetan herders and animal
husbandry is the primary form of livelihood, are under tremendous
pressure to promote development and generate income. Many
governments have sought to develop the livestock industry by
setting up livestock economic zones, inviting outside investors,
cultivating local entrepreneurs, promoting the sale of yak meat by
branding it as “green,” environmentally-friendly and healthy, and
encouraging herders to increase their off-take rate (rate of selling or
slaughtering). These efforts have prioritised the increased
circulation of commodities and the cultivation of a “vision of
commodity production” among Tibetans.1
As a result of these integrated efforts, Tibetan herders have, over
the past two decades, been selling ever-larger numbers of their
livestock to Chinese and Hui (Chinese Muslim) middlemen, who
transport hundreds of thousands of yaks to urban markets each
year. Economic reforms thus appear to have succeeded in turning
Tibetans into market subjects. However, the “opening up and
reform” campaign also included political reforms that allowed the
return of a measure of religious freedom, producing contradictory
effects. The overwhelming majority of Tibetan herders practice
Buddhism; according to Buddhist principles, killing is one of the
most serious sins that can be committed, and should be avoided if at
all possible. Over the past five years, increasing numbers of lamas,
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particularly from the Nyingma school of Tibetan Buddhism, have
become concerned about the phenomenon of mass slaughter. Using
their tremendous social influence and moral authority, these lamas
have initiated an anti-slaughter movement, persuading local people
through teachings at religious gatherings to stop selling their yaks
for slaughter—in direct contradiction to the state’s advice regarding
development. Many herders have responded to these appeals by
taking oaths to stop selling their yaks for periods of time ranging
from three years to the rest of their lives.
Tibetan herders’ livelihoods depend on sale of animal products;
aside from the sale of dairy products, the sale of yaks has been the
most important source of Tibetan herders’ annual income.
Furthermore, because of linguistic and educational barriers, and
unequal access to the labour market, few alternative sources of
income are available. Nevertheless, when asked about the impacts
of the movement on their livelihood, many herders claim that they
have experienced no livelihood losses; but feel much better now that
they are absolved of the guilt of slaughter. Yet a preliminary
examination of household economy shows that some such
households have in fact experienced significant declines in cash
income, often by as much as 50 percent.
Why, given that their incomes have been significantly reduced,
do Tibetan herders express the sentiment that their lives are better
off, and that they have lost nothing by refraining from livestock
slaughter? Moreover, what implications does this have for our
understandings of China’s current trajectory of neoliberal economic
development as it has been contested and compromised in Tibetan
areas? This paper presents some preliminary findings with regard to
the anti-slaughter movement from research conducted in Hongyuan
County (Tib. Dmar thang, Rnga ba prefecture), Sichuan province, in
the summer of 2008. Based on this preliminary research, I argue that
the anti-slaughter movement contests and compromises capitalist
development. In particular, the feelings of enhanced well-being
expressed by herders under conditions of quantifiably lower income
force us to question broader understandings of development and
modernisation embedded within the development practices of the
post-reform Chinese state.
Theories of development
A rich body of critical scholarship on development and culture in
the fields anthropology and geography frames this study. Drawing
on the extensive corpus of work of philosopher Michel Foucault,
James Ferguson (1990) and Arturo Escobar (1995) examined
development as a discourse. Escobar’s Encountering Development
showed in rich detail that the theory and practice of development
has been characterised by extraordinary errors of cultural bias,
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misunderstanding, and (ultimately) failed promises. His central
argument is that there is no linear or universal model of economic
and social development that can be applied objectively to the
diverse local cultures of the societies that have been grouped as “the
Third World.” He argues passionately that the construct of the
“Third World” is an ethnocentric invention of the West following
the Second World War and that development is an equally flawed
regime of representation crafted from a confluence of ideology,
group interests, and the attempt of the West to impose its interests
on non-western peoples. In the end, development collapses as a
unifying conceptualisation of social progress, following the
possibility of different culture-based alternatives in specific local
settings. In a similar way, Ferguson, in The Anti-Politics Machine,
studies the ways in which “development” works in practice in
Africa. He shows that development discourse creates an imaginary
object, a “less developed country,” in order to justify it, and traces
the effects of the application of development discourse on a society.
Development, argues Ferguson, is a type of “anti-politics machine,”
which pretends to be a disinterested, neutral bureaucratic function
that exists outside the realm of politics. Meanwhile, its main effect is
the dramatic reorientation of power through the state apparatus.
Though these studies were extremely influential and successful
in countering the economism of Marxian and neoliberal approaches
to development, they tended to rely on textual analysis, treating
development as a universal “machine” emanating from the West.
My study is grounded in the early work of Escobar and Ferguson,
but is also engaged with recent works that have argued that
development is better understood as a set of historically and
geographically specific projects, which are further contested and
reshaped by localized movements.2 While a Foucauldian theory of
governmentality can lead to a good understanding of the project of
rule, the actual accomplishment of the “will to improve” embedded
in development can be understood only through an analysis of “the
understandings and practices worked out in the contingent and
compromised space of cultural intimacy.” 3 My ethnographic study
of lamas’ religious teachings and observations of herders’ everyday
lives examines how dominant projects of neoliberal economic
development are contested in this space of cultural intimacy.
Origins of the movement
Khenpo Jigme Phuntsok (Mkhan po ’Jigs med phun tshogs, 1933–
2004), the most influential lama of the Nyingma tradition of Tibetan
Buddhism in contemporary Tibet, started the anti-slaughter
2
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movement. A Tibetan Buddhist meditation master and renowned
teacher of Great Perfection (rdzogs chen), Khenpo Jigme Phuntsok
founded the Serta (Gser rta) Institute, known as Larung Gar (Bla
rung sgar) Buddhist Academy, in the Larung (Bla rung) Valley, near
the town of Serta, Kandze (Dkar mdzes) Prefecture, Sichuan
Province. The purpose of the institute was to provide ecumenical
training in Tibetan Buddhism and to meet the need for renewal of
meditation and scholarship all over Tibet in the wake of China’s
Cultural Revolution of 1966–1976. Despite its remote location, it
grew from a handful of disciples who gathered in the Khenpo’s
home to become one of the largest and most influential centres for
the study of Tibetan Buddhism in the world, numbering nearly
10,000 monks, nuns, and lay disciples by the year 2000. The student
body of the Serta Institute was made up of monks, nuns, lay “vowholders” of both Tibetan and Chinese origin, and practitioners of
tantric Buddhism. Khenpo Jigme Phuntsok played an outstanding
role in revitalising the teaching of Tibetan Buddhism following the
liberalisation of religious practice in 1980. He travelled extensively
across Tibet and China teaching Nyingma traditional Buddhism. In
1989, at the invitation of His Holiness Penor Rinpoche (Pad nor rin
po che), he visited India. Khenpo was also an extraordinary terton
(gter ston), revealer of Buddhist treasures, uncovering many
Buddhist texts in both Tibet and India.4
In the 1990s, Khenpo saw an increasing slaughter rate of livestock
from Tibetan households and the suffering of livestock in
transportation to markets in China. He was primarily concerned
about the suffering of the animals during transportation, as well as
in the slaughterhouses, and the negative karma people accrued
when killing the animals. Drawing from Buddhist philosophy, he
taught Tibetans that all sentient beings are the same insofar as all
beings desire to live, and all circulate in samsara. Because all
sentient beings want to live and are afraid of being killed, human
beings should not kill other beings for their own needs. Thus, as a
religious teacher, he requested that Tibetan herders reduce, or
completely halt, their sale of livestock to commercial markets. He
made this request in many of his religious teachings where many
people were gathered, as well as promoting the idea through
modern media such as video and tape recordings of the religious
teachings. In addition, because Khenpo Jigme Phuntsok was such a
highly respected lama in the pastoral areas of Eastern Tibet, many
Tibetan popular singers have sung songs praising him and
circulating his message, some of which have been written by monks.
For example, one singer, Namkha (Nam mkha) sang:
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Nyam chung srog chags kyi smre sngags
The despairing lamentation of the powerless livestock
Dbang chen mi yi kha zas su,
gnyom chung dud ’gro’i sha khrag zas,
snying rje med par za ba ’di,
drang bden med pa’i tshul la ltos.
Om mani padme hum
Powerful human beings
Mercilessly eat the powerless animals’ flesh
and blood as their food—
how unfair it is!
Om mani padme hum
Nga ni nyam chung sems can yin,
’o zho mar khul bal rtsid kyis,
bdag po ’byor pa ldan byas kyang,
nga tsho’i drin lan mi bsam par,
gshed mar gtad pa’i sdug bsngal ltos.
Om mani padme hum
I am a powerless animal,
Although my master is wealthy from the milk, curd, butter and
soft fur he takes from me,
He does not feel grateful to us,
He sends end to the butcher in the end,
How we suffer!
Om mani padme hum
Nga ni nyam chung sems can yin,
’jig rten ’di na rang srog las,
rtsa che ba ni gzhan med pas,
rang gi las la dpe longs la,
nged cag srog la gnod ma byed.
Om mani padme hum.
Nga ni nyam chung sems can yin.
I am a powerless animal
There is nothing more important than to have one’s life in this
world
Put yourself in my situation as I’m being killed
Please don’t hurt our lives!
Om mani padme hum
I am a powerless animal.
Large numbers of herders responded to these efforts by taking oaths
to stop selling their livestock for slaughter for a period of three
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years, or forever. Because Khenpo Jigme Phuntsok was a great
teacher, he had a great many students dedicated to continuing his
work. After he passed away, his students and many other lamas
made similar appeals to herders to refrain from selling their
livestock for commercial slaughter. Today, the movement that began
in Serta of herders vowing to refrain from commercial activity with
their yak herds has spread across the Eastern Tibetan Plateau,
including Tibetan pastoral areas of Sichuan, Qinghai, Gansu, and
the Tibet Autonomous Region (TAR).
Preliminary Findings
Located at an average elevation of 3500 meters, Hongyuan County
has a population of 40,000, of whom the majority are pastoral
Tibetans who make their living herding yaks. Hongyuan has a very
active anti-slaughter movement with many local herders
participating, while the local government has also been particularly
enthusiastic promoting the production of local yak meat sales as a
development strategy, including through the Aba (Rgna ba) Tibetan
Plateau Yak Economic Zone. Within Hongyuan, the anti-slaughter
movement began in Rakor (Ra skor), a village in Qiongxi (Tib.
Khyung mchu) with a population of 950 herders in roughly 200
households. My preliminary fieldwork was conducted with ten
Tibetan herding families in Qiongxi Town and Amu Township (A
mos khog), and in addition I interviewed several lamas and
monastic scholars.
Local lamas began to teach about the importance of not
slaughtering in 2003. However, the movement gained significant
momentum at the end of 2005, when Khenpo Tsultrim Lodroe
(Mkhan po Tshul khrims blo gros), one of the four most important
figures at the Serta Buddhist Institute since the passing of Khenpo
Jigme Phuntsok visited Rakor village and held a religious meeting
for all herders and monks. In two days of religious teaching, he
lectured on the sinfulness of large-scale sale for slaughter,
emphasising the cruelty of livestock transportation to distant
markets, and of contemporary methods employed in industrial
slaughterhouses. In response, in October 2006, all household heads
of Rakor village took oaths not to sell yaks for slaughter for at least
three years. The majority of households in the village were able to
keep their oaths for the initial three-year period. Tsultrim Lodroe
also travelled to villages in five other townships of Hongyuan,
holding similar meetings, and securing similar pledges.
Despite the fact that all of the herders I interviewed showed great
pride in their oaths, there were differences in terms of the perceived
impact the action has had on their income and livelihoods, and
whether they would continue with the policy after the initial oath
period ended. Some indicated they would likely renew their oaths
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in front of a lama, and further that not selling yaks did not
negatively affect their livelihoods. However, further detailed
questions regarding household income revealed that their cash
income did in fact decrease. Other herders interviewed said that if
the lama were to return after three years, they would continue their
agreement, and that they feel there is no difference between selling
and not selling the yaks for slaughter in terms of income and their
livelihood. They explained that when they sold many yaks, they
made lots of money but always felt guilty and fearful about the
associated negative karma. However, when they did not sell yaks,
they felt much relief from that guilt and assumed they were making
good karma for the current and next life, which they claimed is
much more important to them than accumulating money. In
addition to this, they also argued that there are other income
resources that can substitute for income from livestock, such as
doing business, collecting herbs, selling dairy products, and so on.
Further, some claimed that the money they earned from yak sales
was spent very quickly, but that the lower income they earn now
from activities such as selling milk and collecting herbs is a better
quality income that lasts longer.
According to the interviewees, many rich herders said that they
would continue their promise even after October 2009. One very
rich household had released all of their male yaks as tshe thar
(livestock that the owner promised to not slaughter for the entire life
of the animal) and given them all to poor households to be used for
assistance with transportation. Because that household has retained
a herd composed entirely of female milking yaks (’bri), they do not
need to sell them in the coming years, because they can make money
from dairy products. One interviewee speculated that many rich
households would continue to keep their promises after the initial
oath term ended, as would poor household without many livestock
to sell. On the other hand, he thought that middle-stratum
households might start to sell their livestock again after October
2009, a prediction that turned out to be accurate.
A smaller number of herders stated in 2008 that participating in
the movement had already had a significant impact on their income,
and that they might therefore be reluctant to continue the oath for
another three years. Most of the households that expressed their
reluctance were those of medium income. For them, the material
impact of refraining from selling livestock had been significant,
because that income accounted for about 50 percent of their annual
income. After they stopped selling yaks for the promised period,
herders who own only small amounts of livestock have had to look
for other ways of making a living, such as collecting herbs,
operating small business, and finding temporary employment.
However, those alternative income resources have been very limited
for herders, because many of them do not read or write Chinese,
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which is very important in China for obtaining a job, or successfully
doing business.
One herder stated that for the last three years he had not sold any
livestock, but that he would have to sell some after October 2009
and would not take an oath for the next three years. The primary
reason he gave was his participation in the state settlement project,
which the state designed to transform “backward herders” into
modern, settled herders by encouraging them to stay in more
comfortable houses rather than tents. He had to invest 30,000 RMB
in addition to the state contribution of about 16,000 RMB for
housing construction. Thus, he stated that he needed to sell his
livestock to earn cash in order to build a house through the
settlement project. In 2009, the state offered many such projects
(chin. mu min ding ju) for each township and it is said that half of
villagers in Rakor village participated in the project. Because the
herders are given both a subsidy and an interest-free loan, and their
houses can be built at their current village location, most have been
willing to take part.
In addition to these economically medium households, some rich
households also stated that they would not participate in the next
round of oath-taking. For example, one herder, who is the richest in
the village and a previous village leader, stated that he now has to
sell lots of livestock that he has not been willing to sell for the past
three years. He said that the three-year period of refraining from
slaughter could only extend the lives of those animals for a couple
of years, and that he is very sorry that he has to sell them again, but
will do so because he needs money to build a house.
There are also rumours that some herders have sold yaks to
people from other places who have not participated in the anti
slaughter movement, and that these people have in turn sold them
on the market. On one occasion, a man from another area came to
Rakor village and bought many yaks, saying he was buying them
for the purpose of milk production. But after a while some villagers
found out that the man had sold the yaks to Chinese merchants.
Concerned about the situation, the villagers contacted Khenpo
Tsultrim Lodroe, who sent money and bought the livestock and
released them as tshe thar.
In recent years, herders have become accustomed to eating more
vegetables and rice, and have become less dependent on meat and
the traditional staple of rtsam pa, or ground roasted barley flour. In
conjunction with this general trend, the anti-slaughter movement
has also had a significant impact on herders’ nutrition. During
Khenpo Tsultrim Lodroe’s teaching in Rakor, half of the herders also
promised to stop slaughtering livestock for their own consumption.
Most of these households have been purchasing meat from livestock
that died naturally, while a few others have also been purchasing
meat from local meat markets, which is much more expensive.
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The anti-slaughter movement has had an impact on the herders’
pastures; especially those households that own more livestock than
their pasture can sustain. In order to ease the pressure on their
pastures and increase their income, some of these herders sold
dozens of female yaks and less productive, young yaks to others
who promise to keep them for at least three years; or otherwise
given adult male yaks to others to look after for at least three years.
However, giving (as opposed to selling) these livestock occurred
only rarely. During the three years pledge, anyone wanting to sell
their livestock had to come to the monastery, register the livestock
and ensure that the buyer took an oath not to sell the livestock to the
meat market for at least three years. They also had to rent new
pasture or expanded their previously rented pasture in order to
accommodate the increased grazing intensity. These pastures are
generally rented from herders who own no livestock or fewer
livestock than their pastures can sustain.
Contested development
The anti-slaughter movement enables us to understand how
capitalist development has been compromised and contested in
culturally specific ways by Tibetan pastoralists. The movement
contests the idea of this-worldly economic improvement that, as
Deng put it “[economic] development is the first principle” (chin.
fazhan cai shi yingdaoli). Tibetan herders have been giving up their
main income source for the sake of spiritual gain. By refraining from
the sinful activity of livestock slaughter, they seek a long-term state
of well-being and goodness not only for their current life, but also
for many coming lives. This is to be achieved not through economic
development but through the collecting of positive karma. The
principle of cause and effect (las rgyu ’bras) in Buddhist philosophy
states that anything that one has done in any of one’s previous lives
will determine one’s current and future fortune and life. If a person
collects good karma, during his or her past life, then he or she will
enjoy reward for that good karma in this life. Bad karma collected in
previous lives, will in turn, result in punishment. The way that
he/she treats other beings in the present life will determine how
other beings will treat her/him in future lives. In this regard, killing
is one of the most serious sins that people try to avoid in their
everyday lives. If one kills another, the other will kill him/her in a
similar way, if not worse in a future life. For this reason, the social
position of a butcher is ranked among the lowest echelons of Tibetan
society, and slaughtering is considered an activity to be avoided,
unless necessary for survival.
This is radically opposed to the assumption embedded within
capitalist development that all human beings share the same form of
rationality and yearn for the improvement of material living
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conditions as a first priority and as a goal to be achieved at any cost.
The Buddhist philosophy of cause and effect as understood by
Tibetan herders also contests the neoliberal idea of the importance
of the free market and individual freedom for solving social and
economic problems. Neoliberalism emphasises maximum personal
responsibility in a free market economy. If people have problems, if
they do not have the things they want in their lives, then they must
take personal responsibility, put their minds to it, and have the right
attitude. The taking of personal responsibility by atomized
individuals is the key to bringing about positive change, and the
market and individual positive attitudes are the solutions to social
problems.
The anti-slaughter movement rejects the ever-increasing
competition necessitated by participation in the free market. As one
Buddhist monk who has been teaching in a Tibetan school
explained, “One of the driving forces of our problems is increasing
competition, which has been causing all of our problems such as
sins, jealousy, unhappiness, dissatisfaction, and conflicts.” The
competition for wealth between households and individuals has
driven the increasing rate of livestock selling. Tibetan lamas I
interviewed believe that refraining from participation in the free
market and reducing inter-household competition would resolve
the social problems that Tibetans face today. They see controlling
endless desires as a way to solve problems whereas capitalism as a
system only works through the proliferation of desires. For teachers
and participants in the anti-slaughter movement, both social and
individual problems can be solved not through participating in the
competitive market, but through collecting more positive karma and
controlling one’s desires, which is also the only way to have better
current and future lives. What many herders said during their
interviews was that they already had means to make an adequate
living without needing to sell their livestock in the market for
slaughter.
The anti-slaughter movement also contests the expansion of
capitalism into cultural Tibet in other ways. The Aba Tibetan
Plateau Yak Economic Zone aims to promote the yak industry and
incorporate herders and their livestock more fully into the market
economy. By providing services and preferential policies for local
and outside enterprises, the planned zone attempts to establish a
market for “green” yak products including meat, dairy products,
and tourism services and products. The ultimate goal is to induce
more herders to participate in the market and instil the values of
market competition, but these efforts have been severely challenged
by herders refraining from selling livestock in the market as a result
of the anti-slaughter movement. Tibetans believe that economically
rational decision-making, accurate calculation, and hard work are
only some factors of one’s success. The most important factor in
one’s success is tshogs gsog bsod nams, which means “collection of
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good karma.” Many Tibetan herders state that they do not believe
and do not see any of those who are engaging in the livestock trade
for the purpose of slaughtering becoming rich, because they collect
negative karma along with their business profits.
At the same time, the fact of some households’ unwillingness to
participate in the next three years’ pledge shows that the dominant
ideology of capitalist development and the various development
projects have had a material impact on herders’ lives and decisions.
Most of these herders expressed the opinion that they could not
avoid having to sell livestock in the slaughter market, mainly
because the capitalist-development ideology and the various
changes in the social system have given them no other option but to
follow the demands of the new social order. Modern society instils
in them many new needs such as the need for education, health
care, new transportation, and housing. Accompanying those needs
are new secular values that go along with capitalist development.
In addition to these herders, there are also some educated
Tibetans of the younger generation who criticise the movement,
saying that it is not realistic and hurts the herders economically. A
Tibetan teacher who is teaching in a middle school has openly
criticised the lamas who initiated the movement. He said that selling
livestock is the only way for Tibetan herders to improve their lives,
and that therefore lamas should not ask herders to stop. One could
say that many young, educated individuals have become subjects of
capitalist ideology.
Conclusion
In conclusion, I have demonstrated, based upon preliminary
research, that by employing Tibetan Buddhist idioms and religious
concepts, Tibetan herders and lamas contest capitalist development
and construct an alternative vision of development that is based on
their own understanding of the world and value system. Through
their participation in the anti-slaughter movement, they have been
trying to create a different cultural landscape where all beings are
treated equally, and where killing and slaughterhouses do not exist.
Tibetan herders and lamas are articulating their own
understandings of development that are based on Buddhist
philosophy rather than neoliberalism. Thus, development is not a
universal machine that produces the same hegemonic results
everywhere. Across China, market development has clearly had
different impacts and been understood differently in Tibetan areas
than other regions.
At the same time, the majority of Tibetans do not adhere to the
alternative vision of development advanced by the anti-slaughter
campaign. Many herders plan to take up livestock sales again after
their initial oath period ends. Of these, many herders express that
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they feel they have no option, but that if they did, they would not
sell their livestock for slaughter. Even those who are not going to
participate in the future feel guilty and reluctant about their
decisions to resume commercial slaughter. Thus, many Tibetan
herders are constantly negotiating between two different ideologies:
one grounded on Buddhist belief, and the other on secularism and
capitalism. This constant tension is illustrated by one herder who
said that when he thinks of his family and his children’s future lives
and sees his neighbours adopting practices and ways of being
associated with modernization, he feels he must sell his livestock to
make money to catch up in terms of the rate of material
improvement; but then when he hears the lamas’ teachings and
thinks of what will happen when he dies, and he is afraid to sell a
single head of livestock.
Within the cultural politics of development in pastoral Tibet,
some herders have been making one decision at the cost of another,
while others have been moving their position back and forth across
the line between different cultures and ideologies competing and
contesting with each other in development. The result is a hybrid
form of development with strong Tibetan characteristics. The results
of this ethnographic study stand in contrast to those grounded in
modernisation theory that see all cultures ultimately moving along
the same linear path toward the same end. Development is not
merely a technical or quantitative matter of income levels or
material possessions, but also always a process of the creation of
certain kinds of subjects and of cultural contestation and change.
This study reveals the cultural politics of changing values, showing
development in Tibet to be a cultural process, something that has
not been captured effectively in the existing literature, implicitly
grounded in modernisation theory.5
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THE THIRD DRAGKAR LAMA: AN IMPORTANT FIGURE FOR FEMALE
MONASTICISM IN THE BEGINNING OF TWENTIETH CENTURY KHAM
Nicola Schneider
esearch on Tibetan nuns and nunneries is still in its infancy,
and suffers from many shortcomings. One of the reasons for
this situation is the lack of historical materials, be it texts
written by Tibetan nuns or on their behalf. Even among the vast
corpus of Tibetan biographies (rnam thar) and autobiographies
(rang rnam), very few concern women, and even fewer nuns.1 The
same is true for the history of nunneries, so that for instance we
have to rely on some highly mythical foundation stories, such as
Gari Nunnery (Gar ri a ne dgon pa) near Lhasa (Lha sa), which oral
history attributes to Phadampa Sangye (Pha dam pa Sangs rgyas,
eleventh or twelfth century) without any historic evidence. Some
scholars have suggested that women disappeared from the official
narrative with the establishment of the Buddhist schools and the
canonisation of Tibetan translations of Buddhist literature. These
developments gave society a markedly clerical and patriarchal
character.2 Others think the hegemony of the celibate Gelugpa
(dge lugs pa) school, which started at the beginning of the fifteenth
century and culminated in the seventeenth century with the arrival
of the Fifth Dalai Lama, may have been at the origin of the
disappearance of women from the religious spheres and in the same
time from literature.3
All the more surprising is the fact that we can find at least two
lamas (bla ma) from a small Gelugpa lineage in Kham (Khams) who
were very supportive of the development of nuns and nunneries in
their region from the eighteenth century on. The name of their
lineage is Dragkar (Brag dkar), “White rock,” after their monastery’s
name, Dragkar Jangchubling (Brag dkar byang chub gling), situated
few kilometres away from the city centre of Kandze (Dkar mdzes),
located in modern Sichuan. The objective of this article is to present
findings on the history of nuns and their nunneries based on the
reading of the Third Dragkar Lama’s writings in this light.

R

Sources
This paper will mainly draw from primary data found in the
collected writings (gsung ’bum) of the Third Dragkar Lama, Lozang
1
2
3

According to Schaeffer (2004: 52), only three or four out of the one hundred fifty
currently known autobiographies are by women.
Hermann-Pfandt 2003: 59.
See for example Chayet 1999: 65–82.
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Palden (Blo bzang dpal ldan, also Blo bzang dpal ldan bstan ’dzin
snyan grags, 1866–1929), comprising twenty volumes.4 Alag Zenkar
Thubten Nyima (A lags gzan dkar Thub bstan nyi ma) has already
drawn on it to write a short biography, but unfortunately he does
not mention any activities of Dragkar Lama in favour of nuns.5 A
research team composed of Tibetologists from Beijing and Sichuan
has also made use of the collected writings for their survey of
Tibetan monasteries in Kandze prefecture, published under the title
Khams phyogs dkar mdzes khul gyi dgon sde so so’i lo rgyus gsal bar bshad
pa nang bstan gsal ba’i me long;6 information on Dragkar Lama can be
gathered under the different entries dedicated to the nunneries he
founded. This data will be supplemented by information given by
Western travellers and missionaries who met the Third Dragkar
Lama personally at the beginning of the twentieth century.
The Dragkar Lama lineage consists of five incarnations
(sprul sku), the present and fifth being Lozang Tenzin Nyendrag
(Blo bzang bstan ’dzin snyan grags, 1953–). Born into an aristocratic
family named Chapa (Cha pa), he lives as a layman in Lhasa.7
Information on the second and the fourth lineage holder, Jangchub
Gyaltsen (Byang chub rgyal mtshan, nineteenth century) and
Lozang Thubten Palden Özer (Blo bzang thub bstan dpal ldan
’od zer, 1928?–1953?) respectively, is scarce. However, interestingly
enough, the third incarnation Lozang Palden’s collected writings
include a short biography of his predecessor, the First Dragkar
Lama Jampa Rabten (Byams pa rab brtan, 1735–1819).8 It includes a
long passage recounting how Jampa Rabten, after his studies in
Lhasa, introduced monasticism for women in Kandze, revealing
problems the lama faced to convince people to let their women enter
religious life. Despite this, the lama proceeded, and founded his first
nunnery.9 Some blamed him for his actions; among them were
monks who threatened to destroy the nunnery saying that the nuns’
4

5
6

7

8
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The collected writings can be consulted on the TBRC-website under the
reference W23608. Two printed editions exist also in Potala and in IsMEO; some
volumes can be found in Oslo, brought by the Norwegian traveller Theo
Sørensen (see Kvaerne: 1973). Several authors wrote during many years the
biography of Dragkar Lama studied here. It is included in the volumes 17 and
18.
Thub bstan nyi ma 1986.
Krung go’i bod kyi shes rig zhib ’jug ste gnas kyi chos lugs lo rgyus zhib ’jug
so’o, Krung go bod brgyud nang bstan mtho rim slob gling bod brgyud nang
bstan zhib ’jug khang, Zi khron zhing chen dkar mdzes khul chos lugs cud and
Dkar mdzes khul yig bsgyur cud 1995.
I am grateful to Tashi Tsering (Amnye Machen Institute) for this information.
The Chapa family is a branch (zur pa) of the Shatra (Bshad sgra) family (private
communication, Alice Travers).
Blo bzang dpal ldan bstan ’dzin snyan grags, volume 14, chapter “Smyung gnas
bla ma rgyud pa’i rnam thar yig drug dang smyung gnas kyi phan yon bcas legs
par bshad pa gser gyi phreng mdzes.” The same text can also be found in the
Norway collection brought by Sørensen, no. 189, 145 folios.
This may have been the first nunnery in Kham. For more information on the
First Dragkar Lama, see my PhD dissertation, Schneider 2010: 79–81.
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participation in village rituals caused them financial loss. This led to
the compromise whereby nuns were forbidden to do most of these
rituals. Nonetheless, the First Dragkar Lama founded altogether
three nunneries: Nyinmo (Nyin mo) in Kandze township, Dragkar
jomogön (Brag dkar jo mo dgon; also called Skar ’dzin srib mo or
Brag dkar ’phel rgyas gling) in Kandzetownship, as well as Tongkor
Nenang (Stong skor gnas nang) near Tehor (Tre hor) township.
Similar polemics have accompanied the Third Dragkar Lama’s
life, and we present the practices and discipline he introduced into
his various nunneries.
The life of the Third Dragkar Lama, Lozang Palden (1866–1929)
Early years
Lozang Palden was born on the first day of the first month of 1866 at
Druglang Monastery (’Brug lang dgon, also known under the name
’Krigs lung ri khrod). His father’s name was Samten Tshering (Bsam
gtan tshe ring) and his mother’s, Tsheringma (Tshe ring ma).10 When
he reached four years of age, he was recognised as the reincarnation
of Jangchub Gyaltsen of Dragkar Jangchubling in Kandze and
received the full name Lozang Palden Tenzin Nyendrag Pazangpo
(Blo bzang dpal ldan bstan ’dzin snyan grags dpal bzang po). He
started his studies at the age of five, first under the guidance of the
teacher (dge rgan) Dorje Bum (Rdo rje ’bum), then, at the age of nine,
under Baphu Yongdzin Loden Chöphel (’Ba’ phug Yongs ’dzin blo
ldan chos ’phel) learning grammar, poetry, as well as sciences. He
received his first ordination from Drungsa Lama Lozang Palden
Tenzin Tshültrim (Drung sar bla ma Blo bzang dpal ldan bstan ’dzin
tshul khrims).
In 1882, at the age of seventeen, he went to Lhasa where he
continued his studies at Drepung Loseling (’Bras spungs blo gsal
gling), Tehor khamtsen (Tre hor khams tshan). There, he received
teachings in philosophy (mtshan nyid), studied the “Five Major
Treatises (on emptiness)” (Gzhung bka’ pod lnga) and its commentaries, Tibetan medicine, the religious teachings of Künkyen
Longchenpa (Kun mkyen klong chen pa) and also teachings from
the Sakya school (sa skya’i gser chos bcu gsum and lam ’bras) from the
ex throneholder of Zhalu, Lozang Kyenrab (Zhwa lu khri zur Blo
bzang mkhyen rab). During his stay in Central Tibet, he received
full ordination from the Ganden throneholder, Yeshe Chöphel (Dga’
ldan khri chen Ye shes chos ’phel).
At the age of twenty-two, he returned to his homeland (1887) and
stayed at his monastery Dragkar Jangchubling pursuing his studies
under different teachers and starting to teach himself. At that time
the Hor states, to which Kandze belonged, were under the
10
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administration of Central Tibet, a situation that would change some
years later. Indeed, during the life of Dragkar Lama, the political
situation in Kham was extremely fluid and complex, and this is
reflected in political shifts during his life and activities.
In 1892, Dragkar Lama was invited by the nuns of Kandze
(Nyinmo anigönpa) to assume his religious duties as the patron of
their nunnery and to give them preliminary teachings (sngon ’gro).
Around two thousand people joined the two week-long instructions,
among them many nuns, but also monks, laymen, and laywomen. A
notable participant was the princess of Degé (Sde dge), Chime
Tenpe Drönme (’Chi med bstan pa’i sgron me), who had married
into the Khangsar (Khang gsar) family, one of the hereditary ruling
clans of the five Hor states; subsequently due to her great faith in the
teachings, she decided to become a hermit nun (bya bral). Other
women followed her example and renounced worldly life.
Dragkar Lama then went to the hermitage called Kardzin
Nyinsib (Skar ’dzin nyin srib) where he stayed with his followers,
teaching, and practicing for three months. According to the author
of this part of the biography, the group of practitioners received
plenty of donations and the atmosphere was harmonious causing
many lay followers to consider not going back to work on their land,
preferring instead to continue their religious practice.
However on one occasion, when the lama was absent, because he
had to overlook his own monastery and residence (bla brang), people
from Kandze came to force the residents out of the hermitage. They
were criticising Dragkar Lama saying that he attracted too much
attention from the population and that he was destroying their
families, and that because of him farmers would not work anymore
on their harvest, etc. Obliged to leave but eager to continue practice,
his disciples joined the lama asking where he planned to go next,
and informing him that they wanted to follow him. At this time,
Dragkar Lama decided to go to the place called Malanang
(M! la nang), a retreat high in the mountains of Kandze. The Degé
princess joined the group, as well as fifty lay and religious
practitioners of the Khangsar house who previously supported the
Kagyüpa (bka’ brgyud pa) tradition.
In Malanang, the disciples built a new religious encampment
(chos sgar): they constructed their residences and a throne for the
lama out of slate rocks and boulders; the lama himself staying in a
black nomad tent (nag gur). Many lay followers joined the religious
group temporarily, some of them alternating between family
members. They brought with them a great deal of donations. During
summer time until mid-autumn, a vast number of people stayed in
the religious camp, but in the winter, due to the cold, the followers
of Dragkar Lama diminished in number. The lama decided to move
to a lower altitude, and after having checked several possibilities,
settled finally on the western side of the ruins of a Kagyü monastery
called Chöying (Chos dbyings) a place that had facilities such as
water, sun, and many auspicious signs.
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At the turn of the twentieth century, Dragkar Lama’s disciples
were thriving, among whom many monks from other monasteries
in the Kandze region. Consequently, the lama again became the
subject of jealousy from several monasteries but also from the local
nobility. Among the latter was the female chief (dpon mo) of
Khangsar, Lady Jangcan Khandro (Dbyangs can mkha’ ’gro, 1854–
1935), ruler of a small state (one of the five Hor states in Kham) and
mother of the then young Khangsar Kyabgön (Khang gsar Skyabs
mgon), second of his lineage.11 Being intent on keeping spiritual
power together with the family’s hereditary political power,12 she
decided to destroy the hermitage and to chase out Dragkar Lama,
who in turn fled to the adjacent Nyarong (Nyag rong) accompanied
by some of his disciples. However, later, Dragkar Lama is said to
have met the Chinese amban (representative of China’s Qing
Emperor),13 who was on the road to Lhasa, and to have asked him to
act as an intermediary and to help settle the dispute. Given the fact
that the noblewoman had prevented the Chinese army in 1908 from
passing through her territory, the amban decided to arrest her. She
tried to flee to Lhasa, but she was captured on the way. According
to Chinese sources, accusations against the Khangsar chief were
numerous, the worst being political rebellion (among others, she
tried to leave Kandze with her seal) warranting death by
execution.14 If we believe the author of this part of the lamas’
biography, Dragkar Lama asked the amban not to have her executed,
but instead help him to rebuild his religious encampment. Finally
the lady was only deprived of her possessions and lost her title.
In 1903, Dragkar Lama founded a new religious camp in Drango
(Brag ’go): Getharlung (Dge thar lung). At the beginning it housed
thirteen great scholars (from Minyag [Mi nyag], Tau [Rta’u],
Drango, Kandze and one from Amdo), one hundred monks, one
hundred nuns, and one hundred laymen and women. Later the
number grew to more than a thousand people, comprising five
hundred nuns. The sessions of practice and study were elaborate
and strict discipline was observed.
During this time, Dragkar Lama also received some Western
visitors. Their accounts are not very detailed, but they shed some
light on the person and the political situation surrounding him.

11

12
13

14

His full name was Blo bzang rgya mtsho or Thub bstan blo bzang ’jigs med rgya
mtsho (1897?–?). The Khangsar family occupied the seat of the Kandzes’ main
monastery (TBRC G500 and W19997). Concerning the ruling family of Hor
Khangsar, see Khang gsar ye rdo 2000: 114–134.
See for example Goré 1923: 343.
The biography only mentions the title amban without giving any name. Most
probably it refers to Zhao Erfeng who was on territorial request in the region at
this time. See Wang 2006: 287–292.
Ibid.: 292.
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Encounters with Westerners
In 1907 the French Tibetologist Jacques Bacot met Dragkar Lama in
what he calls “his” little monastery situated higher up in the
mountain then the main monastery and village of Drango.15 Bacot
gives a description of the monastery and room where he was living,
and tells us that the three hundred monks were all very learned,
however he does not mention any nuns. Moreover Bacot stipulates
that he was then in favour with the Chinese, and supportive of their
politics, but that the lama may change his attitude due to the fact
that his political views prevented him from going to collect
donations in his homeland where the Khangsar chief had threatened
to assassinate him. Bacot describes him thus: “He is a man of around
fifty years [in reality fourty], slightly obese, shows affability and
exquisite manners.” 16
Two years later, in 1909, Dragkar Lama befriended the
Norwegian missionary Theo Sørensen who provided a description
of the nuns staying with the lama in his monastery in Drango
(probably Getharlung). Sørensen wrote:
There are two hundred nuns, mostly old women, connected
with this establishment; it was pitiful to see these women, many
of them looking almost imbecile, sitting outside their mud huts,
or walking about with their prayer wheels. They all shave their
heads and use the same kind of garments as the lamas, of
whom there are one hundred in the same place. The head lama
received us in a most friendly way, and allowed us enter his
private room, where we had a long conversation together. He
was especially interested in hearing our opinion regarding
‘transmigration.’ He had heard we had nuns in our country,
which gave me an opportunity of telling him about our nurses
and the good his nuns might do if trained for a similar work.17

The description of the nuns Sørensen leaves us is circumspect and
seems rather misleading. It is probably more representative of his
own attitude to women practicing religion than of the contemporary
situation.
According to the French missionary Francis Goré,18 Dragkar
Lama was in Nyarong in around 1910 when Zhao Erfeng, while
chasing the representative of Lhasa, brought him back to Drango
and appointed him to the superintendence of the thirteen main
Gelugpa monasteries of the five Hor states.19 According to the same
15
16
17
18
19

Bacot 1988: 36–38.
Ibid.: 37.
Kvaerne 1973: 10.
Goré 1923: 343, 346.
The Gelugpa presence in the Hor states dates back to the Fifth Dalai Lama.
Thirteen main monasteries were founded (some of them having been taken over
forcefully) at this time by the Gelugpa master Ngag dbang phun tshogs (1668–
1746). See Dbyangs can snyems pa’i lang tsho 1983.
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author, this appointment was renewed later by Zhao’s successor,
Dun Changhen.
However, in 1916 or 1917 the success of the new religious
encampment in Drango, and Dragkar Lama’s official position as
superintendent, again attracted jealousy. Oliver Coales, a British
consular officer stationed in Dartsedo (Dar rtse mdo) records that,
“For the first years, everything went well because he does not seem
to have pressed his authority. Although the appointment has been
disputed by the lamaseries [sic] he succeeded in placing his own
nominees in positions of authority in some of them.” 20 But Dragkar
Lama then slowly tried to introduce reforms in surrounding
monasteries: for example, forbidding the monks from manual
labour, forbidding them to keep arms or to store grains in the
temples, and restricting visits from women. Those reforms together
with the financial success Dragkar Lama enjoyed at this time
provoked anger and unrest among the monks from the other
monasteries and they finally decided to destroy the religious
encampment and to disperse the followers.21 This caused great
trouble, especially for the nuns who had nowhere else to go; indeed
those from the Dragkar nunneries in Kandze area could return but
many of the nuns had no nunnery to go, and were forced to settle in
temporary huts and tents provided by a lady in Tau area. They were
sad to leave their lama, but all he could do was to provide them
some instructions for their practice.
According to Coales, the local Chinese magistrates, who were
quite well established in Drango at this time, saw the ongoing
disputes with a fearful eye, probably afraid of more disturbances.
Therefore they decided to bring the case to the Frontier
Commissioner of Dartsedo. There it was decided to remove the title
of Superintendent from Dragkar Lama. However, the lama was
given instead the post of Vice-president of the newly established
Buddhist Society (Fo Chiao Hui) started by the Chinese Frontier
authorities in Dartsedo. According to Coales, Dragkar Lama then
returned to Drango, informing everybody that the new title was
superior.
The British Consular Officer Eric Teichman leaves us with a
different statement. According to his account the lama “got this
position from the Chinese because of his influence and prestige
among the Tibetan population.” 22 He further says that Dragkar
Lama was not willing to take this new function and that this was the
reason why “The Draga Lama has to be held a prisoner at Tachienlu
to keep him at his post.” Indeed, a year later, in 1919, the lama flew
to Golog (Mgo log). At this time, Teichman saw posters calling for
his arrest.
20
21
22

Coales 2003: 204.
Note here the different financial appreciation from Jacques Bacot.
Teichman 2000: 69–70.
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Exile and a return home
From 1919 to 1922, Dragkar Lama stayed in Golog, in a place called
Dzirong Gyashog (’Dzi rong brgya shog), where the local ruler,
having great faith in him, let him build a new residence. Several
visiting nuns and carpenters helped him in this enterprise.
During his stay in Golog, he received visits from many more
disciples. First, some fifty old disciples (dge bshes, sprul sku, monks
and nuns) came, followed by two hundred more nuns from Kandze,
Tau, Tehor, Tongkor, and Drango. At the time of their stay they
decided to print Dragkar Lama’s commentary on the “Unexcelled
Continuity” (Rgyud bla ma) by Maitreya, accomplishing the work in
a single day. They also helped with household chores in the new
residence, collecting wood, cleaning, grinding flower, and preparing
the offerings. After having spent some time with their lama, they
returned home.
In 1922, when Dragkar Lama came back from Golog to Drango,
people from the town and its monasteries showed repentance to the
lama, confessing in front of him; among them the local ruler of
Tehor, Ngödrub Tenkyong (Dngos grub bstan skyong), and a noble
lady, Dekyi Chötsho (Bde skyid chos mtsho). After some discussion,
they decided to offer the lama and his nuns a site to rebuild a
nunnery in Machorong (Rma cog grong), at the place called
Ngangang (Ngang sgang). The nuns went there and built a new
temple (gtsug lag khang) as well as huts to stay, whereas the lama
settled in Dragkar Jangchubling in Kandze. There again he met Theo
Sørensen in 1922 who reports that Dragkar Lama was seriously ill
and partially paralyzed. Being an old friend of the lama, he was
aloud to pay a visit and Dragkar Lama wrote for him an
introduction letter to the Kalön Lama (bka’ blon bla ma), the monk
cabinet minister.
Between 1923 and 1926, the new religious encampment in
Ngangang flourished. The practice and tradition followed were the
same as those in Getharlung and the other hermitages. Although
absent, the lama had appointed nuns to give regular teachings, and
he himself also came from time to time to give instructions.
Just before his death, in 1929, when staying in his home
monastery, Dragkar Lama received the visit of seven or eight
Chinese nuns sent by a disciple from China. According to the author
of his biography, he gave them oral instruction and also offered
them locks of his hair; the Chinese nuns, for their part, left
donations. The biography does not mention any names, but those
nuns are likely to have been disciples of Dayong (1893–1929) and/or
Fazun (1902–1980), both of whom were important Chinese masters
involved in the diffusion of Tibetan Buddhism in China.23 Gray

23

For these Chinese masters and their relation to Tibetan Buddhism, see, for
example, Tuttle 2005; Bing 2008; and Wang-Toutain 2000.
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Tuttle states that they personally visited Dragkar Lama’s monastery
in 1928.24
Dragkar Lama died at the age of 63, in 1929.25
Religious activities and
discipline in Dragkar Lama’s nunneries
Those Westerners who visited Dragkar Lama’s nunneries in Drango
noticed the poor condition of buildings, residences, and religious
edifices, in contrast to those of other monasteries in the surrounding
area.26 None of them however seems to have made further enquiries
concerning their religious activities and teachings. Only Reverend
Edgar, who visited one of the nunneries (he does not mention any
name, but refers probably to Ngangang nunnery) after the lama
passed away, reports what his Tibetan guide said concerning the
nuns’ practice: “This is true religion. I once had doubts about the
wisdom of allowing such institutions, but I have none now.” 27 This
remark coincides with what we learn from the descriptions of
practice and studies given in his collective writings.
Practice and studies
Right from the beginning Dragkar Lama’s teachings held
prominence not only among nuns, but also among lay followers and
monks, some of them having come from famous monasteries with
their own established teachings lineages. At first, when living in
different religious camps near Kandze, the teachings were not
organised in a systematically manner but seem to have consisted of
different, mostly Gelugpa, teachings, such as instructions to The
Lamp of the Path of Enlightenment (Byang chub lam gyi sgron ma),
practical guidance to the Stages of the Path of Enlightenment (Byang
chub lam gyi rim pa), the “Benefit of the mantra of Avalokite"vara”
(Thugs rje chen po yi ge drug). Fasting (smyung gnas) was also
common practice for the nuns as well as for the lay people.
When in Getharlung, the teaching started to be more organised
consisting of two periods and four sessions. The first fifteen days of
each month were dedicated to religious assemblies, whereas the last
fifteen days were spent in meditative studies (chos mtshams). For the
nuns, the main subject was mental training in the stages of the path
to enlightenment. Moreover, they studied the Bodhicary!vat!ra
24
25

26
27

Tuttle 2005: 111.
There has been some discussion on the date of his birth being 1928 or 1929;
according to the calculation of Tashi Tsering (Amnye Machen), it should be
beginning of 1929.
See for example Kvaerne (1973) and the German explorer Albert Tafel (1914)
who both visited most probably Getharlung.
Edgar 1932: 65. However, James Huston Edgar himself does not seem to be
enthusiastic about the nunnery and the nun’s lives.
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(Spyod ’jug), the “Twenty Verses on the Commitments of bodhicitta”
(sdom pa nyi shu), and the “Fifty Verses of Guru Devotion” (bla ma
lnga bcu pa). Having received teachings in orthography, grammar,
reading, and writing, nuns were also well versed in the Tibetan
language. According to the author of this section of the biography,
the nuns studied and practiced sincerely and without distraction.
Thus, they followed approximately the same teachings and studies
as monks. But in contrast to monks, the nuns had to carry out extra
chores, such as serving tea during the religious assemblies, cleaning,
and serving food at the lama’s residence as well as overseeing the
upkeep of the temple, the courtyard, the printing house, and the
st"pa. These household chores did not seem to affect the nun’s
practices: according to the biography, several highly accomplished
female practitioners emerged at this time. This harmony has also
been related by Geshe Ngawang Dargye (dge shes Ngag dbang dar
rgyas) to Hanna Havnevik. He stated moreover that two of the nuns
from the big Khampa trading family Sadutshang (Sa ’du tshang)
were particularly accomplished in debate (mtshan nyid).28
When in Ngangang, the nuns continued to follow a similar
teaching schedule to that of Getharlung, although in the absence of
the lama teachings were mostly given by elder nuns appointed by
Dragkar Lama himself.29 Two new practices were introduced at that
time. The first was the famous “Cutting practice” (gcod) which goes
back to Machig Labdrön (Ma gcig lab sgron, 1055?–1149/1154?)30
The teacher was the nun Lozang Dekyi (Blo bzang Dge skyid) and
she taught the other nuns the melody of gcod as well as the gestures
used and the rhythm for the instruments. Each nun had her own
instruments consisting of a hand drum, a bell, and a trumpet made
of human bones (mi rkang gling bu). For the actual gcod practice, the
nuns travelled, begging on their way and sometimes practicing in
cemeteries.
At the end of his life, in 1926, Dragkar Lama asked the nuns of
Ngangang nunnery to produce a copy of the Kangyur (Bka’ ’gyur)
written with gold ink. The Narthang edition served as a model. A
nun was responsible for the purchasing of black paper and some of
the instruments, whereas a monk took the responsibility to purchase
the gold. All the calligraphers were nuns—the author gives a long
list of the names of nuns involved in the manufacturing process. A
second edition was started just two and a half months later. After
28
29
30

Havnevik 1995: 69.
In the collected writings, several names of nuns teaching at this time are cited;
they are referred to by the term teacher (dge rgan ma).
Gcod means literally “to cut, to slice;” it is a technique of meditation which aims
at eliminating the dichotomy between the thinking subject and the object of
thought by means of processes which contain, in meditation, the cutting of its
own body to offer it to beings. Dragkar Lama received gcod teachings from
Chökyi Senge (Chos kyi seng ge, dates not known) when he stayed in the
latter’s hermitage in Yarlung (Yar klungs), Central Tibet, for at least half a year,
cf. Kollmar-Paulenz 1993: 32.
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some time the lama decreed that the purchased paper was not
appropriate, and decided to build a workshop so that the nuns
could manufacture paper themselves. Two nuns supervised the
workshop, and many others helped to make the paper. Three years
later, a new batch of nuns trained as calligraphers.
From this short overview, it becomes evident that Dragkar
Lama’s nun disciples were not only engaged in ritual activities but
also had access to training and even higher studies. Through the
printing enterprise, they moreover participated in the diffusion of
Buddhism. We will now examine the discipline he developed for the
nunneries under his tutelage.
Discipline
Dragkar Lama wrote, in 1918, a discipline guide for his nun
followers called “Rab byung ma rnams la bslab khrims su bcas pa thar
pa’i them skas,” literally “discipline for women who renounce
together with the steps leading to liberation.” 31 Nuns from Dragkar
Lama’s nunneries continue to follow this guide today. To my
knowledge it is one of the few regulations for nuns predating 1959
still in existence.32 It surely deserves a thorough study accompanied
by a complete translation. However, at present, I will briefly
summarise the principal themes.
The discipline guide starts with a long introduction where the
lama explains why it is important to have rules, and why his
disciples have to live according to them. He then proceeds in five
points:
1. The first point gives an enumeration of the factors that
hinder a woman from joining the retreat nunnery. In an
abridged form it follows the Vinaya (’dul ba, monastic
discipline) saying that a woman who wants to join the
nunnery should not have any physical defects such as being
too big, too small, have a handicap, etc.; she also should not
be a liar, have debts, have broken the law, or be a disrobed
nun, etc.; all these factors being causes of trouble for the lama
as well as for the community.
2. The second point considers the manner in which the novice
should address to the lama and her teachers and the way of
31

32

Included in the collected writings, vol. 14, chapter “Smyung gnas bla ma rgyud
pa’i rnam thar yig drug dang smyung gnas kyi phan yon bcas legs par bshad pa
gser gyi phreng mdzes;” see also Kvaerne (1973: 100) for the Sørensen
collection.
I have only seen two other regulations for nuns predating 1959: a bca’ yig (lit.
“code of law”) written by the Fifteenth Karmapa Rgyal dbang mkha’ khyab rdo
rje (1871/2–1921/2) for the nuns from Galo (Sga lo) nunnery (see Mkha’ khyab
rdo rje 1979–1981, vol. 8), and a bca’ sgrig (lit. “arrangements”) written for the
Rinchengang (Rin chen sgang) nunnery included in Bod rang skyong ljongs yig
tshags khang 2001: 209–215.
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paying respect and honouring them and all the elders. This
point is also developed in the biography of the lama.
3. The third point explains how the nuns have to study and
gives a list of the main subjects of study. The same is also
developed in the biography of the lama.
4. The forth point is an instruction as to how to keep the vows
according to the discipline and the necessity to rely on the
teacher and on good friends.
5. The fifth and last point on daily activities is the longest, and
also the most interesting for the study of Tibetan female
monasticism. It develops different subjects such as sickness
and death, for example; both, it is said, have to be dealt
exclusively by the religious community and according to
monastic rituals. It also gives a point of view from inside on
the attributes and duties of a religious practitioner. We learn
for example that the retreat boundary is a limit, which
should not be passed without previous authorisation. It is
also explained that the religious community should consider
itself like a family (nye rigs), the members being according to
their age, brothers (ming po) and maternal uncles (zhang po).
This is not particular to Dragkar Lama’s discipline, a
contemporary regulation code for nuns written by the lama
of a nunnery in Minyag insists in a similar way on the family
relationship as a model for the religious community.33 More
generally the family serves in various religions and
monasticisms as a metaphor for the construction of religious
companionship even though it is the actual family who has
been renounced when entering into religious life.34
Moreover the discipline guide contains practical advice concerning,
for example, how to protect oneself when travelling to one’s
hometown, or when going on a begging tour. The lama advises
nuns to join businessmen or other “serious” travellers when going
through dangerous places, whereas he stipulates that nuns should
never go together with fully ordained monks (dge slong) or even talk
to them; the mingling of both sexes being a great harm to the
teaching, the lama, and the whole community. This particular rule,
if it was observed, is perhaps very strict, at least compared to the
situation that can be observed today.
It is also interesting to notice that at the end of the rules, the lama
advises the nuns not to go to any other place, be it for pilgrimage, to
meet other teachers and nuns or simply on a visit. He explains this
restriction by stating that women are not stable, being easily
agitated, careless, and distracted.
33
34

See Thub bstan chos dar 2003: 38–44. For an analysis of this regulation, see
Schneider 2010: 267–269.
On the relationship of monasticism and family in different religions and places,
see Herrou and Krauskopff 2010.
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Conclusion
In this paper, I have tried to draw a portrait and describe the
activities of a lama from a Gelugpa lineage who successfully
engaged in promoting female monasticism in the Kandze area of
Kham. He may not have been the only lama in the region to have
done so, and further research is necessary, but Dragkar Lama’s
biography reveals several important points for the study of Tibetan
nuns which are in contrast to accepted ideas on female monasticism
and its history. First, it indicates that women would equally engage
in religious study and practice when it was rendered possible for
them to do so. It also clearly shows that the common assumption
that Tibetan nuns in the past were mostly engaged in ritual activity
is misleading.35 Moreover, we learn from the biography that some
circles of Tibetan society at the beginning of the twentieth century
held strong opinions against women engaging in religious life. This
might be one of the reasons why Dragkar Lama advised nuns not to
go outside of the retreat and forbade them any contact with fully
ordained monks; besides the fact that a distance between monks and
nuns is generally recommended to avoid temptation, his intention
here might have been to protect the nuns from outside rumours.
More generally speaking, the lack of support towards religious
women seems to be the main reason why there were so few nuns
and nunneries in this area of Kham at the time.
Some of these nunneries are still functioning institutions today.
While I have only been able to visit one of the nunneries, research
done by a team of Tibetologists from Beijing and Sichuan in the
beginning of the 1990s indicates that four nunneries were reconstructed after the Cultural Revolution (1966–1976). The authors of the
different entries state that they follow at least partly the practices
and rules introduced by Dragkar Lama Lozang Palden.
I conclude with a statement from a contemporary lama from
Kham, the late Khenpo Jigme Phüntshog (mkhan po ’Jigs med phun
tshogs, 1933–2004), who was also of great assistance to nuns. He is
said to have declared, “About one hundred years ago, Lama Brag
dkar of Drango once accepted up to one hundred nuns, which is still
considered a historical miracle.” 36

35

36

The Dalai Lama himself stated this assumption: “In our society, we have as a
legacy from the past the notion that nuns engage in ritual only and do not study
Buddhist texts. This should be changed.” (Quotation from Lobsang Dechen
1999).
Khenpo Sodarjey and Versluys (translator) 2001: 110.
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POWERFUL WOMEN IN THE HISTORY OF DEGÉ:
REASSESSING THE EVENTFUL REIGN OF THE DOWAGER QUEEN
TSEWANG LHAMO (D . 1812)*
Jann Ronis
rom the earliest recorded times, individual Tibetan women
have occasionally wielded great political and social power,
and have even bore feminised versions of the highest royal
titles in the land. For instance, during the Imperial Period more than
one woman in the royal family was called a sitting empress, tsenmo
(btsan mo), and several others are immortalised in documents from
Dunhuang for their important roles in government, maintenance of
the royal family, and patronage of religion.1 Tantalizing, albeit
disappointingly brief, snippets of narratives and official documents
are all that remain in the historical record for most of the powerful
women in Tibetan history, unfortunately. Not a single free-standing
biographical work of a Tibetan ruling lady authored during the premodern period has ever come to light and, generally speaking, the
best scholars can hope for are passing remarks about a given woman
in two or three contemporaneous works. This paper explores the life
and contested representations of one of the few relatively welldocumented Tibetan female political leaders of the pre- and earlymodern periods. Tsewang Lhamo (Tshe dbang lha mo, d. 1812)
ruled the powerful Tibetan kingdom of Degé (Sde dge) for nearly
two decades at the turn of the nineteenth century. However, before
the full range of Tibetan sources now available had been published,
biased profiles of Tsewang Lhamo in influential Western-language
writings made this queen one of the most notorious women in the
European and American narrative of Tibetan history. With the
recent availability of more contemporaneous materials on her life
and times, there is an opportunity to reconsider the received
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The research for this paper was carried out during a postdoctoral fellowship at
the Milieux, Sociétés et Cultures en Himalaya (UPR 299; now the Centre d’Études
Himalayennes) laboratory of the CNRS in 2009. My heartfelt thanks to the entire
team, in particular Fernand Meyer, Joëlle Smadja, and Nicolas Sihlé. The late E.
Gene Smith was one of my most generous, inspiring, and challenging mentors
and I dedicate this paper to his memory and the bright future of the Tibetan
Buddhist Resource Center. Although I never had the opportunity to speak with
Gene about this paper I am confident he would have reacted with good humor
to my statements herein about one of his early essays and then given me several
rare sources to help me refine my conclusions. This will not be the last essay I
write that will be deficient due to his passing.
Uebach 2005.
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wisdom regarding this remarkable woman, as well as craft a fuller
and more balanced portrayal of her deeds and demise.
The first of the unflattering—and incorrect—representations of
Tsewang Lhamo in Western scholarship is the oft-cited 1947 article
by Li An-Che, “Dege: A Study of Tibetan Population.” 2 In the
passage about Tsewang Lhamo and her relationship with her son,
Professor Li confidently proclaimed, “[I]t is apparent that she
deprived him of his prerogative for a long time before he was given full
power to rule the order and the laymen. It required an insurrection
on the part of her subordinates to force her to give up the reins of
government. This foreshadows a series of internal conflicts in the
family in future generations which caused it to diminish in strength
[Emphasis added].”3 Although this article claimed to base itself on
Tibetan language sources its pronounced value judgments may
actually reflect Confucian-inflected imperial Chinese records as
much, if not more than, the writings of Tibetans. The genealogy of
this discourse about Tsewang Lhamo leading up to Li’s work,
however, is beyond the purview of the present work. Pertinent here
is the influence on later scholars of this portrayal of Tsewang Lhamo
as someone who illegally clung to power and thereby provoked a
rebellion against her rule.
Twenty years later, in 1968, the Czech scholar Josef Kolma!
echoed Li’s judgments, yet with one important addition. Kolma! too
described Tsewang Lhamo as a usurper, though he identified
sectarian conflict as the impetus behind her claimed ouster and not a
restoration campaign to install the rightful heir to the throne.
Kolma! wrote, “[As the crown prince was only four years old when
his father died,] spiritual and secular power in Derge was seized by
his mother, the young widow, Tshe-dbang-lha-mo … It is apparent
that certain strata of the lay and monk populations of Derge disliked
her openly. The increasing favour which after her husband’s death
she bestowed upon the monks of the Rñi"-ma [Nyingma] sect … led
to open hostility to her amongst the ministers of the late [king] …
Finally, Tshe-dbang-lha-mo was forced, in 1798, to give up the
powers she had usurped and was confined in Dbon-stod [Wöntö]
where she soon died … [Emphasis added].”4 Kolma! published
another historical document pertaining to Degé in 1988 and in its
introduction recapitulated his understanding of Tsewang Lhamo’s
reign. In this later article Kolma! wrote, “Tshe-dbang-lha-mo, the
10th abbess of Lhun-grub-steng [Lhundrupténg, the royal temple],
preferred the Rñing-ma-pa sect which led to open hostility to her (in
1798 she was forced to resign).” 5
In 1969, a year after the appearance of Kolma!’s first piece, the
late, great E. Gene Smith wrote an influential piece about the
2
3
4
5

Li 1947.
Ibid.: 282.
Kolma! 1968: 42.
Kolma! 1988: 131.
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Nyingma sect in Degé in which he augmented Kolma!’s narrative
with new details: “The sudden honours bestowed on the Rnying ma
pa could not help but arouse the jealousy of the [Sakya] Ngor pa
lamas and their patrons among the aristocracy … [d]uring her brief
eight-year regency. In 1798 this favouritism led to an open civil rebellion
in which the Rnying ma pa faction was defeated. The queen and Rdo ba
Grub chen [Do Drupchen], who was reputed to be her lover, were
first imprisoned and later exiled. A number of the Rnying ma pa
partisans were executed or forced to flee [Emphasis added].” 6 Li,
Kolma!, and Smith’s portrayals have been adopted uncritically by
successive scholars, especially with regards to the reputed violent
backlash that ensued from Tsewang Lhamo’s patronage of her
favoured lamas and sect. In 1984 the late Leslie Kawamura
published an essay on esoteric Buddhism in which he included a
paragraph that, by its own admission, simply summarised Smith’s
passage quoted above, including the claims about “her brief eightyear regency” and the sectarian “open civil warfare in 1798.” 7 Ten
years later Anne Chayet included a short profile of Tsewang Lhamo
in her La femme au temps des Dalaï-lamas. While Chayet did not
portray Tsewang Lhamo in the same harsh tones of Li and Kolma!,
she amplified the intensity of the supposed persecution against the
Nyingma sect.8
In his 2006 dissertation Alexander Gardner expressed scepticism
about the supposed sectarian unrest and pointed out that his survey
of contemporaneous and later Tibetan-authored histories uncovered
no mention of an uprising or persecution associated with Tsewang
Lhamo. Gardner astutely declared, “This incident awaits a detailed
analysis”9 and this essay represents the first attempt at such. It
begins with several introductory notes on sources, Degé history, the
social status of elite women in the kingdom, and sectarian relations
at the royal court. This paper then proceeds to cover the life of
Tsewang Lhamo, utilizing biographical writings, official histories,
and memorials of her various religious projects. Over the course of
the essay, Tsewang Lhamo’s life will emerge with more humanity
and quotidian detail than presented before, and the above quoted
caricatures of her reign and its aftermath will be refuted on nearly
every point.
Sources
Both Li and Kolma! explicitly based their analyses on the Royal
Genealogies of Degé. This is a court history of Degé completed in 1828
6

7
8
9

Smith 2001: 24–25. This essay appeared as the Preface to The Autobiographical
Reminiscences of Ngag-dbang-dpal-bzang, Late Abbot of Ka!-thog Monastery. Sonam
T. Kazi: Gangtok, 1969, 1–20; reprinted in Smith 2001: 13–32.
Kawamura 1984: 364.
Chayet 1993: 238–239.
Gardner 2006: 131.
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by Tsewang Lhamo’s only son—Tsewang Dorjé Rindzin (Tshe
dbang rdo rje rig ’dzin, b. 1786)—and printed the same year at the
Degé Printing House (Sde dge par khang).10 Kolma! made the entire
text of the Royal Genealogies available to the international community
through his 1968 edition of the text in Roman transcription
accompanied by his detailed introduction to the political content of
the work.11 Smith mentioned the Royal Genealogies in his 1969 piece
that covered Tsewang Lhamo and had already been familiar with
the work for several years as Kolma! thanked Smith in his work for
lending him a photocopy of the Royal Genealogies in 1964.12 Most
pertinent to this essay are the sections of the Royal Genealogies that
narrated the lives and Tsewang Lhamo’s husband, Tsewang Lhamo
herself, and her son, the author of the text. At the time when Li,
Kolma!, and Smith composed their works this was likely the only
contemporaneous Tibetan work about her which they had access to.
Since the release of their seminal essays several more relevant
primary sources have been published in China and the Tibetan
diaspora. The first of these is the magisterial tome Guru Trashi’s
History (Gu bkra’i chos ’byung), composed in 1808 by a lama from
Degé. It was completed four years before Tsewang Lhamo’s death
and the author belonged to the sect that she patronised most
liberally, the Nyingma. Guru Trashi’s History was distributed widely
for the first time in 1979 with the publication of a retracing of a rare
manuscript copy of the work from a library in Bhutan.13
Arguably the most important sources for Tsewang Lhamo’s life
are found in the writings of her long-serving personal chaplain
Getsé Mah#pa$%ita Gyurmé Tsewang Chokdrup (Dge rtse Mah#pa$%ita ’Gyur med tshe dbang mchog grub, 1761–1829; hereafter
Getsé). In 1797 Getsé composed a catalogue to a major publication
sponsored by Tsewang Lhamo that included a hagiographical
profile of her and was commercially published in India between
1973–1975.14 Getsé’s ten-volume Collected Works, including his
detailed Autobiography and several other memorial catalogues of her
religious projects, became widely available only in the year 2000.15

10

11
12
13

14
15

The title page title of this work is Dpal sa skyong sde dge chos kyi rgyal po rim byon
gyi rnam thar dge legs nor bu’i phreng ba ’dod dgu rab ’phel. The edition cited herein
is the recent paperback edition in moveable Tibetan type, edited and published
in Sichuan; Tshe dbang rdo rje rig ’dzin 1990. The work is written in verse with
interlinear notes in prose.
Kolma! 1968.
Ibid.: 8.
Ngag dbang blo gros 1979. Since 1979, at least two more editions have been
published, including a moveable type version and it is the latter version that is
cited herein: Ngag dbang blo gros 1990. For more on the provenances of the
various editions see Martin 1991.
Rñin" ma#i rgyud #bum 1973–1975. Getsé’s two-volume catalogue comprises all of
the thirty-fifth and thirty-sixth volumes.
’Gyur med tshe dbang mchog grub 2001a.
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The remainder of the paper will utilize these materials, as well as
revisit the Royal Genealogies.
Women in Degé Politics
The family that came to establish and rule Degé emigrated from the
south of Tibet to Kham (Khams; Eastern Tibet) in the thirteenth
century though for hundreds of years they were merely a locally
important family with claims to an illustrious distant past.16 In the
late 1630s a band of six Degé princes conquered many of their
neighbours and became the dominant power in the region. In 1639,
their territorial acquisitions were augmented by a large land grant
from the Gu&ri Khan Tenzin Chögyel (Bstan ’dzin chos rgyal, 1582–
1655), the Fifth Dalai Lama’s (1617–1682) Mongolian patron and
military backer.17 The Degé royal family not only retained its power
for almost three centuries—eventually doubling in size—but also
achieved world renown for its publishing house, numerous large
monasteries, and many local lamas who made towering
contributions to all fields of Tibetan culture.
The titular founder of the kingdom was Jampa Püntsok (Byams
pa phun tshogs, d. ca. 1660), who was a victorious army commander
and monk. Initially in Degé politics and religion (chos srid) were
united in the office of monk-kings who were simultaneously kings
and abbots of the state temple. Early in the monarchy the leaders of
Degé adopted the designation sakyong (sa skyong), meaning protector
(skyong) of the land (sa). The fifth sakyong Tenpa Tsering (Bstan pa
tshe ring, 1678–1738) was the most culturally and politically
significant king in Degé’s history, and the first lay king. Two of his
chief accomplishments were earning a high status for the royal
family in the expanding hegemony of the Qing Empire (1644–1912)18
and patronising the publication of a new edition of the Kangyur (Bka’
’gyur) in 103 volumes, the first half of the Tibetan Buddhist canon.19
The two sons who succeeded Tenpa Tsering on the throne were
monks, thereby reviving the old tradition of monk-kings. Tsewang
Lhamo married Tenpa Tsering’s grandson Sawang Zangpo (Sa
dbang bzang po).
Although the majority of the monarchs, or sakyong, of Degé prior
to Tsewang Lhamo’s reign were monks, royal women in Degé
16

17
18

19

In this paper all basic historical information about Degé and the royal family is
drawn from the Royal Genealogies of Degé. For an excellent discussion of the
identity and early history of the family that came to rule Degé see van der Kuijp
1988.
Tshe dbang rdo rje rig ’dzin 1990: 24–25.
The two titles bestowed by the Qing on Tenpa Tsering were “Pacification
Commissioner of Degé” (anfusi; in 1728) and “Tranquilization Commissioner of
Degé” (xuanweisi; in 1733). The best recent account of the award of these titles is
Scheier-Dolberg 2005.
On the creation of the Degé edition of the canon see Schaeffer 2009: chapter five.
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occasionally attained high political positions in the kingdom, even if
only for short tenures. For instance, prior to the reign of Tsewang
Lhamo at least one princess had served as regent during a long
interregnum. Tsewang Lhamo’s father-in-law—king Lodrö Gyatso
(Blo gros rgya mtsho, 1724–1772),20—died when her future husband
Sawang Zangpo was seven years old. As the orphaned crown prince
was too young to rule, his aunt, nun Yangchen Drölma (Dbyangs
can sgrol ma), served as his regent for approximately ten years. The
Royal Genealogies contains a detailed portrayal of her religious
patronage while on the throne:
The regent of the king (i.e., Yangchen Drölma) assumed
responsibility for the seat of political power (gdan sa) and
safeguarded and cared for the subjects without deviating from
precedent. She supported the doctrine and the communities of
monks—the essential concern of the ancestors—with conducive
conditions[…]. For the purpose of (his) immediate and everlasting happiness she kindly nurtured prince Sawang Zangpo
with customary and heartfelt varieties of consolation. Having
(conducted her regency) in this way, she passed away during
the Saka Dawa month of the fire horse year (1786). All of the
funerary rites were performed perfectly by my kind father
(Sawang Zangpo).21

The range of meanings signified by the phrase “without deviating
from precedent” can be understood to include that her religious
allegiances were firmly with the dominant Sakya sect, and this will
be used later in the essay as a point of contrast with Tsewang
Lhamo’s patterns of patronage. As a side note, it is probable other
princesses—ordained or otherwise—served as regents during prior
interregna but their histories were not recorded. Most likely,
Yangchen Drölma’s story is known simply because of her temporal
proximity to the authors whose works are still extant and under
consideration herein.22
20

21

22

Lodrö Gyatso was ordained as a child and began his reign as a monk. Several
years into his time on the throne he was compelled to take a wife in order to
produce an heir in a drastic attempt to insure the very survival of the family
line. The marriage was also an occasion to strengthen Degé’s political
connections with the Dalai Lama’s Ganden Palace government as Lodrö Gyatso
married a niece of the Seventh Dalai Lama named Trashi Wangmo (Bkra shis
dbang mo); Tshe dbang rdo rje rig ’dzin 1990: 87.
Ibid.: 89–90; Mi rje […] gyi rgyal tshab kyi [correct to kyis]/ gdan sa’i khur bzhes
mnga’ ris skyong bran la/ snga rgyun ’phyugs med yab mes bzhed pa’i snying/ bstan pa
dge ’dun sde bcas mthun rkyen gyis/ zhabs ’degs […] rgyal sras sa dbang bzang po’i
drung gang la’ang/ ’phral phugs ’di phyir dge ba’i dbu ’don rigs/ tshul ldan nyams ldan
skyong sogs bka’ drin che/ de mus me rta sa ga zla ba la/ zhi bar gshegs shing dgongs
rdzogs bya ba kun/ yab rje bka’ drin can des yang dag mdzad.
This discussion of women and political power in Degé leads one to ask, was it
possible for women to also attain positions of authority within the religious
institutions in Degé during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries? This
paper proposes women in Degé had more opportunities for achieving positions
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Considering that Kolma! and Smith claimed Tsewang Lhamo
triggered a sectarian revolt against her, before commencing with the
main portion of the essay a few words about sectarian relations in
Degé are in order. Two of Tibet’s four main sectarian traditions hold
strong relevance to this paper: the Sakya (Sa skya) and the Nyingma
(Rnying ma). Kapstein observed of the Sakya subsects, “The most
successful of them was the Ngorpa (founded by Ngorchen Künga
Zangpo, 1382–1456), which enjoyed an extensive following, above
all in far Eastern Tibet, where it became effectively the state religion
of the important principalities of Dergé and Nangchen.” 23 Nevertheless, from early on the Degé family also patronised Nyingma lamas
and incorporated Nyingma traditions into the royal cult. For
example, Nyingma treasure texts (gter ma) were cited to confirm the
religious sanctity of some of the early kings and a Nyingma court
chaplain discovered the actual royal seal among a cache of revealed
icons and texts.24 The received wisdom about Tsewang Lhamo
asserts that because she primarily supported the Nyingma sect, and
not the “state religion” of the Sakya sect, a Sakya persecution of her
and her Nyingma associates resulted. The veracity of this claim will
be explored below.
Tsewang Lhamo the Dharma-queen
The orphaned and brotherless teenage crown prince Sawang
Zangpo was chronically ill in the 1780s. The hierarch of the Sakya
sect understood the prince would not live long and ordered him to
quickly marry a woman who hailed from Degé 25 and in 1783 the
sixteen year-old Sawang Zangpo wed Tsewang Lhamo.26 She
belonged to a prominent family in the Nyingma stronghold of Garje
(Sga rje) in the far south of Degé and was likely to be about the same
age as her husband.27 In 1786 the young royals gave birth to a son
and the following year they gave birth to a daughter, both of whom
survived. They also lost two infants, one boy and one girl.28

23
24
25
26
27

28

of power in politics than in religion. Thus, in the entire Royal Genealogies not a
single female lama is mentioned. The royal court lavished support on its
chaplains, but none of them were female. Furthermore, the text does not report
the kings or other royals ever supported the founding of a nunnery.
Kapstein 2007: 263. For comments on the Ngor founder’s efforts to purge
Nyingma “accretions” from the Sakya see Davidson 1981: 91–92.
Tshe dbang rdo rje rig ’dzin 1990: 44.
’Gyur med tshe dbang mchog grub 2001b, vol. 8: 260.7.
The only source for the date of their wedding is ’Gyur med tshe dbang mchog
grub 2001c: 190.6.
For more on Garjé see Garje Khamtrul Rinpoche 2009; which is a translation of
Sga rje Khams dbus dgon gyi sprul ming 'dzin pa 'Jam dbyangs don grub ces
pa'i mi tshe'i lo rgyus mdor bsdus su bkod pa bzhugs so. Unfortunately, neither
of these works has been consulted for this article.
Tshe dbang rdo rje rig ’dzin 1990: 94.
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In 1788, just one year after the birth of their second child, the
Degé royal couple travelled to Central Tibet on a pilgrimage-cumdiplomatic mission to present themselves to the leaders of the Dalai
Lama’s government and the Sakya headquarters.29 One of the lamas
they visited on their journey was Jikmé Lingpa (’Jigs med gling pa,
1729–1798), the most influential Nyingma master of the second half
of the eighteenth century.30 Janet Gyatso noted, “This royal couple
had been in correspondence with [Jikmé Lingpa] for several years,
influenced by reports of his virtues from fellow countrymen.” 31
Tsewang Lhamo maintained relations with this lama and his
disciples throughout her life.
Sawang Zangpo became seriously ill and passed away in 1790.32
As the prince Tsewang Dorjé Rindzin was only four years old at this
time the throne passed to the dowager queen, Tsewang Lhamo. This
transfer of power was strikingly reminiscent of the aforementioned
regency of Yangchen Drölma. Needless to say, the fact that Tsewang
Dorjé Rindzin was only four years old when his father passed
discredits the claim by some twentieth century scholars that
Tsewang Lhamo “usurped” power. Tsewang Lhamo simply was the
only person in the royal family qualified to lead the government.
The statements by Kolma! and Smith about Tsewang Lhamo’s
ardent support of the Nyingma were true, nevertheless, in so far as
she did patronise a number of Nyingma lamas, printing projects,
and icon constructions. One of her first major donations to the
Nyingma tradition in Degé occurred in 1791, the year after the death
of her husband. At this time, the two most powerful Nyingma lamas
in Degé were Getsé, of Katok Monastery (KaHthog) and the head of
Dzokchen Monastery (Rdzogs chen), Ati Tenpé Gyentsen (A ti bstan
pa’i rgyal mtshan, 1759–1792); both of whom were elite reincarnated
lamas in their early thirties. At a spring gathering with the queen,
the two lamas conferred and decided to collaborate on the
introduction to their respective monasteries of an entire corpus of
Nyingma rituals and exegetical traditions from Mindrölling
Monastery (Smin grol gling) in Southern Tibet called the Kama (Bka’
ma).33 Introducing the Kama to Katok and Dzokchen Monasteries
required inviting a troupe of teachers from a great distance, the
acquisition of costly materials for the Kama rituals, and sponsorship
29
30

31
32
33

Ibid., p. 98.
Jikmé Lingpa’s main treasure cycle the Longchen Nyingtik (Klong chen snying thig)
is still the most widespread contemplative tradition in the Nyingma and his
scholastic writings are central to the curricula of many Nyingma seminaries to
this day.
Gyatso 1997: 371.
Tshe dbang rdo rje rig ’dzin 1990: 99; and ’Gyur med tshe dbang mchog grub
2001c: 215.4.
’Gyur med tshe dbang mchog grub 2001c: 216. On this version of the Kama see
Dalton 2006. For many centuries Katok was best known for its own
sophisticated scholastic and liturgical elaborations on the Kama though they
were in decline by the mid-seventeenth century.
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for the students receiving the training. The royal court donated the
needed resources and the Mindrölling lamas arrived that same
year.34 Ati Tenpé Gyentsen died several months later in 1792,
making Getsé the leading Nyingma lama in Degé.35
The year 1794 saw the advent of another significant Nyingma
project sponsored by the court when the queen commissioned the
publication of a new edition of the Collected Tantras of the Nyingma
(Rnying ma’i rgyud ’bum).36 When the Degé edition of the Kangyur
was compiled and printed earlier in the century the editor, Situ
Penchen (Si tu pa$ chen, 1700–1774), omitted many tantras
considered canonical by the Nyingma due to concerns that they
might be counterfeit scriptures.37 The Collected Tantras of the Nyingma
is composed in large measure by these spurned tantras and Getsé
was the chief editor of the Degé edition of this collection. The project
took five years to complete and the finished product was twenty-six
volumes long and to this day remains the only xylographic edition
of the Collected Tantras of the Nyingma. Rémi Chaix has carefully
compared the expense of this publication to the previous two
canons published in Degé and concludes that page-by-page,
volume-by-volume, the production costs of the Collected Tantras of
the Nyingma were equal to those of the Kangyur and Tengyur (Bstan
’gyur).38 Thus, Tsewang Lhamo was able to give this Nyingma
collection the same treatment previously given only to the
universally accepted canonical collections.
According to Getsé’s Autobiography, it appears the first few years
of Tsewang Lhamo’s reign, which began in 1790, were relatively
peaceful, within and without. In contrast, 1796 was a challenging
year for Tsewang Lhamo and followers of the Nyingma in Degé.
Early in the year a high-ranking lama from the Degé-sponsored
Pelpung Monastery (Dpal spungs) was sent to Ling (Gling), Degé’s
neighbour to the north and constant adversary, to negotiate a peace
deal between the two powers.39 The lama was unable to bring peace
between Degé and Ling and the ensuing military activity was so
disruptive to the region that Qing forces became irritated with Degé
34

35

36
37
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The introduction of the Kama to Degé made a lasting mark on regional Nyingma
monasteries and marked the migration of the intellectual vitality of the
Nyingma sect from Central Tibet to Degé; see Ronis 2009.
’Gyur med tshe dbang mchog grub 2001c: 215.4–215.5. Getsé does not report the
cause of death though earlier in his Autobiography observed that Dzokchen
Rinpoché had been sick.
Cf. Achard 2003.
Imaeda 1981; See also Mayer 1997.
Chaix’s data was presented in a talk titled “Réflexions préliminaires concernant
l’histoire économique de sDe dge au 18e siècle” at the Milieux, Sociétés et
Cultures en Himalaya laboratory of the CNRS on May 29, 2009; cf. Chaix 2011.
Naturally, the overall cost of the Collected Tantras of the Nyingma was less than
the other two canons because of its smaller size.
’Gyur med tshe dbang mchog grub 2001c: 229.2. The lama was the Pelpung
Wöntrül (Dpal spung dbon sprul; d.u.), the reincarnation of the brother of the
Situ Penchen (d. 1774), the founder of the monastery.
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and intervened to put an end to the conflict. Getsé reported, “Degé
and Ling battled. This was likely one of the first major military
affairs of Tsewang Lhamo’s reign, and it became a debacle. Tenzin
Bum [king of Ling?] escaped. After he arrived in Chinese territory
many Chinese travellers also came (with further intelligence of the
troubles). Several high Chinese officials went to Hor (Kardzé [Dkar
mdzes], close to Degé,) and there was a risk that they would come to
Degé… Because (the Qing authorities in the region) were very
irritated with Degé my disciples and I convened (an assembly at
which we performed) an enemy-suppressing liturgy based on the
deity Gompo.” 40 At the conclusion of the rituals Getsé gave Tsewang
Lhamo many initiations and blessings.
The second troublesome event of 1796 concerned social relations
in the capital. The relevant passage in Getsé’s Autobiography reads,
“The dark side (always) looks for an opportunity (to obstruct those
who) serve the Nyingma teachings. A court clerk was struck with an
illness, none of the medical treatments or healing rituals helped, and
he got worse. I gave him numerous initiations yet he abandoned the
thrust of his lifespan.” 41 This passage may be read in at least two
ways. On the one hand, this unnamed court clerk may simply have
been a devotee of the Nyingma who caught a serious illness and
died. However, a cynical reading is that the court clerk was
poisoned or “cursed” for his support of the Nyingma, and this latter
opinion is the most convincing. The temporal placement of the
passage gives credence to this suggestion because sectarian bigotry
in Tibet frequently becomes acute when broader difficulties flare up,
such as the contemporaneous war with Ling.
Nevertheless, in line with this essay’s general reconsideration of
Tsewang Lhamo’s reign, it is unwise to read too much into Getsé’s
documentation by seeing this one incident as indicating that an
“insurrection” or “open civil war” was underway at the time. It is
highly possible a number of lamas and aristocrats were strongly
displeased with Tsewang Lhamo and may have used violence at
times to challenge her supporters. Tibetan history is rife with many
instances of assassinations and foul play that have a sectarian
valence, yet not all such instances develop into large-scale conflicts.
Admittedly, the historical record here is limited to just one mention
by Getsé, but it does not appear anyone important was killed or that
more than one person was targeted. Thus, this murder—if indeed
that is what it was—does not rise to the level of a persecution.
Furthermore it can be noted that not a single recent Tibetanauthored history of Degé or the Nyingma consulted for this paper
40
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Ibid., p. 229.6; Sde gling ’khrugs shing bstan ’dzin ’bum bros song/ rgya yul sleb nas
rgya ’grul mang ’byor zhing/ rgya dpon che khag hor du phebs pa dang/ sde dger ’ong
nyes […] bdag nyid dpon slob kyis/ mgon po’i dgra chos tshugs […].
Ibid., p. 229.4; Rnying bstan zhabs tog sgrub la nag phyogs kyis/ skabs btsal drung yig
de nyid snyun gyis thabs/ sman bcos rim gro ci byas phan med du/ rim lcir gyur pa
bdag gis dbang grangs mang/ phul yang sku tshe’i ’phen pa btang bar gyur.
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stated there was a persecution of Degé-based Nyingma lamas and
institutions during this period of history.42 Until positive evidence of
a sectarian uprising like that claimed by Kolma!, Smith, and others
is presented this claim must remain discredited.
In 1797, Getsé completed the editing of the Collected Tantras of the
Nyingma and composed its Catalogue (dkar chag).43 The latter work
advanced an explicit and pointed polemical agenda in which Getsé
devoted over fifty folia sides to a spirited defence of the Nyingma
tradition that responded to a wide range of criticisms that have been
made against them, particularly by Sakya scholars. Thus, in the
heart of the Degé Printing House—the preeminent arbiter of
orthodoxy in Degé—Tsewang Lhamo opened up a prominent forum
in which Getsé not only printed but also justified Nyingma
scriptures.44 In addition to defending the Nyingma, another major
aim of the Catalogue to the Collected Tantras of the Nyingma was to
eulogise the queen. All catalogues of this variety contain chapters on
the family history and personal virtues of their patrons; as is the
case with the catalogs of the Degé editions of the Kangyur and
Tengyur. In the Catalogue Getsé exalted the queen as a great
monarch and bodhisattva.45 It recounts that the thirteenth Karmapa,
Dündül Dorjé (Karma pa Bdud ’dul rdo rje, 1733–1797), had a
visionary experience in which he learned from an apparitional
Brahmin that Tsewang Lhamo was an emanation of the female
Buddha T#r#, particularly the form of T#r# called Trashi Döndrup
(Sgrol ma bkra shis don grub). Additionally, the Catalogue reported
that Jikmé Lingpa identified her as an emanation of Ngangtsul
Changchub Gyelmo (Ngang tshul byang chub rgyal mo), a Tibetan
queen and disciple of Padmasambhava. The colophon to the
Catalogue recognised Tsewang Lhamo by equally exalted political
titles, calling her “the sakyong, Queen of Men” (mi’i dbang mo sa
skyong pa).46
Thus within a few years of her ascension to the throne as a regent
for her son, Tsewang Lhamo wrote herself into the official histories
as a veritable dharmar$ja, or queen of state and religion. She
patronized a publication of Buddhist scriptures and allowed herself
to be represented as a leader of the highest rank. The nun who
preceded her as a regent during the childhood of her late husband
remained as just a regent; a patient and restrained steward of the
government while her charge came of age. Tsewang Lhamo asserted
42
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These include, in chronological order: Karma rgyal mtshan 1994; Blo gros phun
tshogs et al. 1995; Skal ldan tshe ring 2000; Thub bstan chos dar 2000; Dudjom
Rinpoche et al. 2002; Bstan ’dzin lung rtogs nyi ma 2004; Thub bstan phun
tshogs 2007; and Lha lung ’chi med rdo rje and Zla g.yang 2009.
See note 15.
Prior to this only one small collection of Nyingma texts had been published at
the Degé Printing House, namely, the Collected Works of Longchenpa (Klong chen
bka’ ’bum); see Sde dge par khang and Dkar mdzes khul rtsom sgyur cus 1994.
’Gyur med tshe dbang mchog grub 2001b, vol. 8: 260–261.
Ibid.: 393.1.
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herself much more and utilized the institutions and resources of the
state to become a genuine sakyong of Degé.
Resilient at the turn of the nineteenth century
Kolma!, Smith, and those who followed them claimed that 1798 was
the terminus of Tsewang Lhamo’s quote-unquote brief reign, but a
reevaluation of the evidence—including a text that was available to
them in the mid-twentieth century—will strongly contest this thesis.
It is argued here that the reason for the fixation on this date must be
due to a misreading of a passage in the Royal Genealogies about a
ceremony for the crown prince, Tsewang Dorjé Rindzin, which was
performed in 1798. At the time he was 13 years old and the
ceremony was an investiture or installation (mnga’ gsol). The first
person account in the Royal Genealogies reads: “In the earth maletiger year I arrived at Lhundrupténg (Lhun grub steng) and was
placed on the throne of the succession of the dharmar$jas. The kind
lord of Thartsé (Thar rtse)47 transformed into the (Buddha) Immortal
Protector and kindly ministered (to me by officiating) over the
investiture and benedictions.” 48 In isolation one could reasonably
interpret these lines as signifying that this event was a true
coronation and represents the prince’s transition to full kingship. By
Tibetan counting the prince was thirteen years old this year and
therefore this passage is redolent of the well-known myths of the
first Tibetan kings in which princes succeeded their fathers on the
throne at age thirteen, the age at which ancient Tibetans learned to
ride horses.49 However, this custom was not practiced in Degé and
the next sentences in this passage give the date of Tsewang Dorje
Rindzin’s enthronement as the ninth monarch of Degé.
Following the passage excerpted above, the Royal Genealogies
immediately continued, “In the wood-mouse year (1804) the
Chinese emperor (dbang phyogs rgyal po) bestowed on me the
authorization and insignia to rule. The present mode of upholding
the duties of the twin systems (politics and religion) of statecraft
began in the fire tiger (me stag, 1806) and earth dragon (sa ’brug,
1808) years.” 50 Thus, by his own admission, and in a text that
47

48

49
50

The Thartsé lama (1765–1820) belonged to the Sakya sect and was the prince’s
root lama and chaplain. His full name was Jampa Namkha Chimé (Byams pa
nam mkha’ ’chi med) and he was the forty-fourth abbot of Ngor (Ngor)
Monastery in Central Tibet.
Tshe dbang rdo rje rig ’dzin 1990: 103; Sa pho rta la lhun grub steng du slebs / chos
rgyal gong ma rim byon bzhugs khrir ’khod / drin can thar rtse rje de ’chi med mgon /
skur bzhengs mnga’ gsol shis brjod bka’ drin skyong.
Stein 1972: 48.
Tshe dbang rdo rje rig ’dzin 1990: 103; Shing byir dbang phyogs rgyal po’i [read pas]
lung rtags bstal / me stag sa ’brug nas bzung rgyal khab kyi/ lugs zung khur len ’dzin
tshul ’di ’dzin. This quote might be corrupt as the dates it gives, 1806 and 1808,
are not continuous. Or perhaps Tsewang Dorjé Rindzin meant his assumption
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Kolma! so skillfully edited and summarized, Tsewang Lhamo’s son
clearly states that he did not take over the government until 1806 or
1808, at least eight years after the supposedly fateful 1798 ouster of
the queen. This clarification of the chronology of the transfer of
power from mother to son raises questions about the nature of the
investiture ritual and Tsewang Lhamo’s status and activities
subsequent to the ceremony. The remainder of this section will
explore the events between 1798 and Tsewang Lhamo’s death in
1812 by putting the Royal Genealogies in conversation with the newly
published materials that concern Tsewang Lhamo.
Getsé’s Autobiography is completely silent regarding Tsewang
Dorje Rindzin’s reputed enthronement. Perhaps Getsé’s silence is
meant to express disapproval or rejection of the ritual. In fact, Getsé
does not only omit any mention of the event from his life story, he
was physically absent from Degé when it occurred. Soon after Getsé
finished editing the Collected Tantras of the Nyingma in 1797, he
petitioned the royal court for permission to leave Degé and go on a
long pilgrimage and fundraising trip in southern Kham. It was
granted and he stayed away for over a year, from late 1797 into
early 1799.51 Getsé’s lengthy trip abroad might be taken at face value
as a much-needed escape from the capital after several years
managing a complicated printing project. However, a cynical
reading would suggest Getsé was unwelcome at the event, or did
not wish to participate, and made himself scarce for a relatively long
time. Alternatively, Getsé’s silence may be simply a consequence of
the inconsequen-tiality of the ritual, whether by design or effect.
According to the Autobiography, when Getsé finally returned from
his long pilgrimage he went directly to the royal palace for a joint
audience with Tsewang Lhamo and Tsewang Dorje Rindzin, which
suggests the two were on good terms.52
The misinterpretation—or over-interpretation—of the passage in
the Royal Genealogies about Tsewang Dorje Rindzin’s investiture
might have been avoided if the Royal Genealogies recorded more
dates than it does, especially those concerning the chief events of
Tsewang Lhamo’s life. For instance the Royal Genealogies failed to
mention even Tsewang Lhamo’s death date. Fortunately Getsé’s
Collected Works supply the dates crucial to an accurate understanding of her reign, and Getsé’s chronicles of the post-1798 era
overturned what has until now had been the consensus view. For
example, Getsé’s Autobiography was clear that in 1801 Tsewang
Lhamo still wielded power over the state and religion. That year she
built a large Guru Rinpoché statue to be placed in the Yudruk (G.yu
’brug) chapel of the Lhundrupténg temple. It was a high-profile act

51
52

of power occurred over a three-year period of time beginning in 1806 and
concluding in 1808. Regardless, it goes without saying this quote renders
ridiculous the thesis that Tsewang Lhamo lost power in 1798.
’Gyur med tshe dbang mchog grub 2001c: 234.3–243.5.
Ibid.: 243.6.
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and in the Royal Genealogies it is one of the few specific deeds by
which she is remembered, though without the attribution of a date.53
Getsé composed a long account of the construction of the statue that
contained a customary passage about the patrons of the icon which
stated that the statue had four patrons: king Jikdrel Tsewang Dorjé
Rindzin, the princess and nun Tamdrin Trinlé Wangmo, queen (i.e.,
wife of the king) Namsé Pendzom Drönma, and the powerful
female sakyong Tsewang Lhamo.54 In this passage Getsé honored his
patron Tsewang Dorjé Rindzin by calling him king (rgyal po).
Nevertheless, Tsewang Lhamo bore the most impressive title among
those listed and was repeatedly called the “powerful female
sakyong” (sa skyong dbang mo) on several occasions in the text.
Furthermore, if the family was rigidly divided at this time along
sectarian lines then the “king” and his new wife would not have
contributed to this project, nor have permitted Getsé to represent
them as patrons of a Nyingma statue.
1801 also saw the arrival in the capital of Do Drupchen Jikmé
Trinlé Özer (Rdo grub chen ’jigs med phrin las ’od zer, 1745–1821),
who would remain a presence in Degé for the next several years.55
Do Drupchen was one of the chief students of Jikmé Lingpa, the
guru of both Sawang Zangpo and Tsewang Lhamo, who died two
years earlier in 1799. Smith claimed that Tsewang Lhamo was
rumoured to have been romantically linked to Do Drupchen with
the suggestion that this was emblematic of what so infuriated the
Sakya partisans at court about her.56 Getsé recounted that Do
Drupchen made a spectacular arrival in Degé, blessing all the
temples in the capital and giving initiations to many aristocrats. At
Do Drupchen’s urging, Tsewang Lhamo ordered the Degé Printing
House to publish the Collected Works of Jikmé Lingpa in nine volumes
and a very esoteric set of Nyingma revealed treasures called the
Nyingtik Yapshi (Snying thig ya bzhi) in two volumes.57 In 1806 Getsé
and Do Drupchen even went on a long diplomatic mission on behalf
of the kingdom.58
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Tshe dbang rdo rje rig ’dzin 1990: 100. This chapel was built to house king
Sawang Zangpo’s reliquary st%pa.
’Gyur med tshe dbang mchog grub 2001d: 72.1; Rgyal po ’jigs bral tshe dbang rdo
rje rig ’dzin, lcam dge tshul rta mgrin phrin las dbang mo btsun mo rnam sras dpal
’dzom sgron ma sa skyong dbang mo tshe dbang lha mo. Cf. ’Gyur med tshe dbang
mchog grub 2001c: 249.3; Ston ka sa skyong dbang mos slob dpon rje gtso ’khor sku
brnyen gser zangs las bzhengs pa’i/ gzungs ’bul rab gnas bgyid par bka’ bzhin bteg.
Ibid.: 249.4.
It is not impossible that their relationship became sexual—either out of mutual
attraction or in order to engage in the sexual yogas of the higher tantras—yet,
this cannot be established for certain.
Detailed indices of both collections are found in Sde dge par khang and Dkar
mdzes khul rtsom sgyur cus 1994.
’Gyur med tshe dbang mchog grub 2001c: 258.2
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The Kharnang Incident and the end of Tsewang Lhamo’s Reign
Beginning in 1806, Degé’s trans-regional relations deteriorated
significantly, with the most acute problem occurring in the upper
reaches of the kingdom. For decades Degé had been expanding
northward and, following precedent, Tsewang Lhamo attempted to
bolster Degé’s influence in present day Yushü (Yus hru’u or Yul
shul) Prefecture, Qinghai province.59 These efforts in the north can
be registered in terms of temple construction and the Royal
Genealogies reported the only new religious edifice built by Tsewang
Lhamo was a monastery in the northern territory: Dzatö Lung
Monastery (Rdza stod lung).60
Getsé’s Autobiography noted that in the spring of 1806 tribes from
the independent nomadic area of Golok (Mgo log) attacked areas in
northern Degé and the upper Dza river valley, the location of Dzatö
Lung Monastery.61 The Yushü-based nomadic tribe named the
Kharnang Tsowa (Mkhar nang tsho ba) made a significant contribution to repelling the invading Golok forces, thereby benefitting
Degé.62 For its defence of the region the head representative of the
Qing in Qinghai and the kings of Degé and Nangchen (Nang chen)
bestowed titles and favours on the leaders of the Kharnang Tsowa.
Nevertheless, sometime in late 1807 or early 1808—Getsé did not
register the beginning of 1808 in the Autobiography and it is unclear
when precisely the following occurred—Degé’s relations with the
Kharnang Tsowa broke down and eventually the Chinese
intervened. Getsé wrote, “(The Chinese commander) Ma Talo captured the Kharnang and (during the battle) various miserable
conditions came to pass in the royal encampment. I heard that the
prime-minister Guru Trashi suffered injuries and died
subsequently.” 63 Writing in the first person, the author of the Royal
Genealogies Tsewang Dorjé Rindzin confirmed the royal camp
suffered during this event. He recalled, “(The relationship between)
the excellent mother and the ministers and chiefs of Kharnang was
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The primary sources do not indicate whether she was merely trying to retain
her grasp on areas into which Degé had already expanded, or whether she was
pushing the boundaries into previously unconquered territory.
Tshe dbang rdo rje rig ’dzin 1990: 99. More research is required to determine the
location and current state of this monastery.
’Gyur med tshe dbang mchog grub 2001c: 258.2.
The Kharnang were based in what is present day Trindu (Khri ’du) county of
Yuhrü (Yus hru’u) Prefecture, Qinghai. The source for this and the following
sentences is a recent gazetteer of the county: Pad+ma kun dga: 374; see the
section on the Kharnang Tsowa, p. 373–377.
’Gyur med tshe dbang mchog grub 2001c: 272.4. Rma ta lo yis mkhar nang bzung
’ching sogs/ sgar thog tu yang mi bde sna tshogs byung/ gnyer chen gur bkra rmas zer
zhag shas nas/ ’das pa’i skad cha thos […]. This minister is not the same person as
the author of Guru Trashi’s History. Befitting the work of a lama, Getsé devotes
more lines to the funeral of Guru Trashi and the omens regarding his rebirth
than on the military incident itself.
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(initially) good but in the end turned bad. Due to various
disturbances many beings, myself included, suffered greatly.” 64
The coincidence of both authors depicting the Kharnang incident
in grave terms suggests that if indeed Tsewang Lhamo suffered a
pivotal downfall at the end of her reign this was it. At least one
recent Tibetan scholar also saw this event as representing Tsewang
Lhamo’s undoing. Deshung Rinpoché (Sde gzhungs rin po che,
1906–1987) stated in his 1964 Continuation of the Royal Genealogies of
Degé (Chos ldan sa skyong rgyal po sde dge’i gdung rabs kyi mtshan
phreng rin chen phreng ba), “Falling under the power of interferences,
discord broke out between the excellent mother and the chiefs and
ministers of Kharnang. During the resulting disturbances she
died.” 65 In fact, Tsewang Lhamo died several years later but the
general idea of the passage is still compelling. Note this account
does not reduce her downfall to a sectarian dispute.
For most of 1808 Getsé was on a diplomatic mission related to the
regional unrest. When he returned at the end of the year he first
went to the capital, where he stuffed and consecrated a sandalwood
st%pa commissioned by the queen.66 He then travelled to the
Dzamtok palace (Dzam thog pho brang) and stayed there with
Tsewang Lhamo for several months, into the following year of 1809.
Getsé did not mention in his account of this episode that Tsewang
Lhamo was sick and in need of his religio-medical interventions,
thus the primary reason he spent such an unusually long period of
time with the queen was likely to offer his moral support in the
wake of the personal problems created by the Kharnang incident.
Tsewang Lhamo eventually moved to Wöntö (Dbon stod), a palace
somewhat to the north of the capital.67 The Royal Genealogies devoted
several lines to Tsewang Lhamo’s final years in which its author, the
king, emphasized his close relations to his mother and even
proclaimed where she was reborn. Tsewang Dorjé Rindzin wrote, “I
invited the sublime mother many times and received her audiences.
I did whatever I could to make her happy such as fulfilling her
wishes, furthering the good, and confessing my faults. After going
to Wöntö she met with her chaplains and others and passed her time
64
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Tshe dbang rdo rje rig ’dzin 1990: 100; Yum mchog gang dang mkhar nang dpon
blon zung/ bzang mthar ngan ’gyur bde gzar sna tshogs kyis/ bdag sogs skye ’gro du ma
shin tu mnar. Although Getsé credits Ma Talo alone with quelling the conflict,
Tsewang Lhamo’s son claimed that on his mother’s orders he played a major
role in the defeat of the Kharnang. He wrote, “Seeing that there were many
exigencies, chief among them satisfying the wishes of the excellent mother, and
in order to cut the stream of sin, I utilized furious compassion and engaged in
ferocious actions thereby smashing the Kharnang (chiefs) and their armies”
(Ibid.: 101; Yum mchog gi/ bzhed skong gis gtsos dgos pa mang mthong nas/ sdig rgyun
bcad phyir snying rje khros pa yis/ drag shul bya bas mkhar nang dpung bcas gtor.)
Kolma! 1988: 141; On kyang bar chad rkyen dbang lta bus yum mchog dang/ mkhar
nang dpon blon nang ma mthun pas sde gzar sna tshogs mur/ sku gshegs.
’Gyur med tshe dbang mchog grub 2001c: 279.3.
Tshe dbang rdo rje rig ’dzin 1990: 101.
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pursuing virtuous activities. Ultimately she passed on (to become)
the chief of the assembly of &$kin's in C#maradv(pa (Padmasambhava’s paradise).” 68
In 1812 Tsewang Lhamo became ill and at the insistence of the
royal court Getsé travelled to Wöntö to minister to her.69 He stayed
one month to perform healing rituals and bestow initiations on the
queen after which he returned to Katok and entered into a strict
retreat. Getsé wrote, “About a month after binding myself into a
recitation retreat (the queen herself or the royal court) declared that
I must come to take care of chieftainess Tsewang Lhamo. However,
as I had already meticulously performed initiations and so forth (in
order to heal her), at this time it was beyond my power to interrupt
the recitation retreat and I sent my regrets. While at the retreat I
endeavoured to perform the funerary rituals.” 70 Readers may be
surprised Getsé did not break his retreat and return to his generous
patron’s bedside. Furthermore, there is no mention in the
Autobiography of a service for her in the capital or the construction of
a reliquary st%pa in her memory. Perhaps the literary conventions of
monastic autobiographies dictate against dwelling on the passing of
one’s patron, especially female patrons. Alternatively, perhaps
Tsewang Lhamo’s standing in Degé society at this time was so low
Getsé felt compelled to distance himself from her even before her
death. The position of this paper is the former option for if Getsé
had indeed wished to disentangle his reputation from hers then she
would appear far less frequently than she does in his Autobiography.
Conclusion
This essay has utilized recently published materials to reappraise
the life of a queen whose reputation had been badly—though not
intentionally—misrepresented by scholars working in Europe and
the United States. Among the inaccuracies and questionable
interpretations of the articles by Li, Kolma!, and Smith, and others
are that 1) Tsewang Lhamo was a usurper, 2) she lost power in 1798,
3) her downfall was due to sectarian conflict, and 4) religious
persecution and violence accompanied her loss of power. It has been
conclusively shown herein that she became a regent for her four
year-old son following a recent precedent and thus was not a
usurper. The very acts that Kolma! and Smith cited as the excesses
that led to her supposed demise in 1798—such as relations with Do
68
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Ibid.; Yum mchog spyan drangs yang yang zhu mjal dang/ bzhed skong legs spel nongs
bshags gang dgyes zhus/ dbon stod byon nas dbu bla rnams sogs dang/ mjal ’dzom dge
ba’i bya bas dus ’da’ mur / rnga yab gling du DAk+ki’i tshogs dpon gshegs /.
’Gyur med tshe dbang mchog grub 2001c: 290.7.
Ibid.: 291.1; Bsnyen mtshams bsdoms nas zla gcig tsam song rjes/ dpon mo tshe dbang
lha mo sku ma ’tsho/ ’ong dgos gsungs kyang snga sor dbang bka’ sogs/ zhib cha grub
pas ’di skabs bsnyen mtshams la/ bar chad ma nus dgongs pa zhu bar btang/.
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Drupchen—occurred long after that year. If indeed her reign ended
somewhat ignominiously the cause must have been the Kharnang
incident, which was not a religious conflict. Lastly, there is no
evidence of a persecution of the Nyingma perpetrated by Sakyaaligned enemies of Tsewang Lhamo. The point of this essay has not
been to whitewash her bold and enterprising reign, as clearly there
were several missteps and problems, but it was nothing like the onesided caricatures that some have portrayed.
This work has demonstrated that in Degé at the turn of the
nineteenth century a well-connected and ambitious woman could
attain the same political titles as a man and spearhead cultural
projects as grand as those of her male counterparts. In fact, Tsewang
Lhamo went against the entrenched patterns of court patronage to
give unprecedented support to a minority tradition and did so for
almost two decades, contributing greatly to the religious culture of
Degé and the Nyingma sect. Although the fragmentary historical
record does not provide many insights into Tsewang Lhamo’s
personality or points of view, it is now full enough to secure her
place within the Tibetological pantheon of remarkable women.
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THEORISING THE KING: IMPLICIT AND EXPLICIT
SOURCES FOR THE STUDY OF TIBETAN SACRED KINGSHIP
Brandon Dotson

I

n this paper I would like to point out what I see as the virtue
of openness to theoretical and comparative models in the study of Tibetan traditions, and in particular that of kingship. 1
To promote such an orientation as a virtue in this particular time
and place may well be an exercise in preaching to the converted.
“Tibetan studies” or “Tibetology” is largely a cover-term, within
which exist many well-developed fields of study with their own
methodologies. And for quite a long time now scholars have been
engaged in transferring knowledge from other fields in a process
that has lead to greater methodological sophistication. Therefore
while I shall describe below some attitudes that are suspicious of
theoretical and comparative approaches, and while I shall invoke
the “myth of the merely descriptive,” I feel there is a real possibility
that I am erecting here nothing but a straw man, and one which,
happily, seems to be trampled under the feet of the prevailing
Tibetan studies tutelary divinity. Even so, vanquishing such an
imaginary opponent has a long and illustrious history in Tibetan
rhetoric and elsewhere, and I offer this present rendition more as a
confirmation and celebration of what I perceive to be the current
trend towards methodological and theoretical curiosity than as a
doctrinaire statement of how things ought to be done.
As a point of departure, I shall briefly revisit Giuseppe Tucci’s
description of Tibetan kingship, to date the most influential and
almost the only work dedicated solely to this topic. Without going
into forensic detail, I will suggest that although his description of
the kingship was grounded in original Tibetan sources, his
organisation and interpretation of this material was indebted, albeit
silently, to the prevailing theoretical models of his day, and in
particular those put forward by Sir James Frazer. I choose this
means of entry not necessarily to promote Frazer, nor to criticise
1
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Tucci—for Tucci is in many ways an exemplar of the orientation I
here champion—but to start from a convenient point of departure
for making explicit what I assume to be implicit in Tucci’s work,
namely, an engagement with comparative and theoretical scholarship on kingship. I shall demonstrate this approach by presenting
sketches of an analysis of a central myth of Tibetan kingship, that of
Dri gum btsan po. Here, a consideration of some comparative
models will lead to questions and problems that would not have arisen were my analysis to imagine itself as being purely descriptive. I
shall conclude by stating the obvious: at the present stage in the history of Tibetan studies, we must be open to almost any comparative
material, and should strive as far as possible to make explicit our
own theoretical and methodological biases.
Giuseppe Tucci and the shadow of Sir James Frazer
Scholars have approached Tibetan kingship from a variety of angles,
but rarely have they treated it as a topic unto itself such that it can
be brought into dialogue with the study of kingship cross-culturally.
As a result, most of the work is descriptive and tends to lack any
explicit theoretical orientation. This is slightly surprising given that
Tibetology developed partly as an outgrowth of Indology, which
enjoys a long tradition of engagement with the topic of kingship
both in India and Southeast Asia. The origins of Tibetology in the
nineteenth century and its blossoming in the middle of the twentieth
century were also roughly contemporaneous with a strong current
of comparative anthropological studies of sacred kingship by such
theorists as Sir James Frazer, Arthur Maurice Hocart, and Ernst
Kantorowicz.2 Amid such comparative areal and theoretical models,
however, the institution of Tibetan kingship remained largely ignored up until the middle of the twentieth century. The watershed moment came with a 1955 paper by Giuseppe Tucci (1894–1984), “La
regalità sacra nell’antico Tibet,” presented at the eighth International Congress for the History of Religions, held in Rome with the theme “The Sacral Kingship/La Regalità Sacra.”3 The congress played
host to scholars approaching the institution of sacred kingship from
different methodological angles, ranging from anthropological to
psychoanalytical, and included influential papers by David Snellgrove on the concept of divine kingship in tantric Buddhism, and
by Jean-Paul Roux on the celestial origin of Central Asian kings
based on the Orkhon inscriptions.4
Although qualifying his work as provisional and preliminary,
Tucci wrote with authority, outlining what he saw to be the
2
3
4

Frazer 1915; Hocart 1927; and Kantorowicz 1957.
Tucci’s paper was published in Italian in the proceedings (Tucci 1959), and in
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principles of the Tibetan kingship, in particular the magical, divine,
and life-giving qualities of the king himself. Tucci argued that the
Tibetan king was ancestralised, such that each incumbent was the
avatar of the ancestral spirit, and therefore reigned simultaneously
on both the celestial and terrestrial planes. Further, he claimed that
the ancestral spirit’s presence in the son occurred at the age of
thirteen, signifying maturity, fertility, and eternal youth, and that
this coincided with the removal of the father, in whom the spirit
ceased to be present. Tucci held that this removal was achieved
through ritualised regicide, a practice that he perceived behind the
many assassinations that occurred during the imperial period.5 On
this point Tucci cites the Royal Genealogy.6 After the Royal Genealogy
lists the first seven rulers, it states: “Concerning these, when the son
was able to rein a horse, the father went to heaven.” 7 Tucci
interprets this passage as follows: “[w]e must not fail to notice an
important fact that accompanies the fitness acquired by the heir to
the throne. As soon as he attains it, his father—so we read in several
places—ascends to heaven, which is the common expression used to
indicate death. In other words, the father dies, that is, is presumably
eliminated.” 8 Tucci elaborates on the theme of “fitness” by also
pointing to the necessity that the king be of sound body and mind in
order to rule and ensure the well-being of the kingdom.
Tucci also pointed out passages in a variety of Tibetan sources in
which the king is likened to rain and is a symbol of fertility. He
summarised the king’s role as “that of keeping off epidemics, causing the rain to fall, assuring fertility, in other words that of maintaining the cosmic and social order intact and in due working
order.” 9 Anticipating some of the preoccupations of those who
would take up and refine his researches, Tucci also noted the titles
and epithets of the kings, such as sprul, which he took to mean
“magic power,” btsan po, which he related to “power mainly of a
chtonian [sic] character,” and lha sras and lde sras, both defined as
“divine son” or “son of gods.”
Tucci described the king as guaranteeing and transmitting four
powers: the religious law (chos); “majesty” (mnga’ thang); government or temporal power (chab srid); and his “helmet” (dbu rmog), the
latter qualified as “the visible emblem of the magic power of the
king.” 10 Of these four, the religious law was entrusted to the sacerdotal class, and temporal power to the ministerial class, creating
what Tucci described as the triumvirate of king, the “head shaman,”
and the chief minister. Although at the apex of this triumvirate, the
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Ibid.: 200.
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king was viewed, according to Tucci,11 only as a primus inter pares by
his ministerial aristocracy, and was essentially a “sacred but inert
symbol.”
In crafting this description of the Tibetan kingship, Tucci drew on
a variety of Tibetan sources, many of which were Buddhist religious
histories from long after the collapse of the Tibetan Empire. As a
result, some of the information he presents, such as the practice of
succession at the age of thirteen, is contradicted by contemporary
administrative records such as the Old Tibetan Annals.12 More interesting for our present purposes, however, is Tucci’s interpretation
of the material, particularly his contention that the king was a sort of
avatar, incarnating in himself the ancestral spirit for the duration of
his reign, and then passing it on to his heir upon his ritualised
death. I do not wish to here dispute Tucci’s reading; this point,
along with his statement that the king maintains the cosmic and
social order, can certainly be taken away from a reading of Tucci’s
Tibetan sources. Rather, I wish to point out that these are also salient
themes in Frazer’s work.
It might be useful here to summarise very briefly the core of
Frazer’s theories on kingship so that it will become clear exactly
what I mean by implying that these somehow informed Tucci’s
seminal article. In The Golden Bough, a massive comparative study of
mythology and religion, Frazer focused in particular on sacred
kingship and put forward two hypotheses as to its nature.13 The
first, more enduring hypothesis is that the body of the king is
associated with the body politic such that the king’s health and wellbeing mirror that of his kingdom and ensure its fertility and
prosperity. The logical consequence of this is that the king must be
removed before his old age precipitates the degeneration of the
kingdom, and this removal is often achieved through ritualised
killing.14 According to Frazer’s second hypothesis, the king absorbs
the collective evil or negativity of his kingdom and serves as a vessel
for carrying this away. This explains the constant rituals for the
purification of the king, and the ultimate purification—his ritualised
killing and replacement with a successor.
Tucci was a great man of his era, and remains one of the most
celebrated, if also one of the more polarising figures in Tibetan and
Buddhist studies. As a public intellectual, he had personal and
professional connections with such luminaries as Mircea Eliade and
Carl Jung.15 In his academic work he was broad-minded, often
11
12
13
14
15

Ibid.: 197.
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drawing cross-cultural parallels.16 If not aware of Frazer’s work
directly—e.g., through reading parts of The Golden Bough—Tucci, as
an active participant in the intellectual epistèmes of his era, almost
certainly had at least some exposure to Frazer’s ideas. This is not
something that I wish to establish by any sort of detailed analysis of
Tucci’s work or biography, but I will note that one reviewer of the
Rome proceedings quipped that “Frazer’s shadow, more than any
other, hung over the congress in Rome.” 17
Ngar la skyes and his role in the myth of Dri gum btsan po
In a brief presentation of Tucci’s article on Tibetan kingship we have
observed the following: there is evidence in primary sources for all
that Tucci describes, and his focus on the Tibetan king’s life-giving
qualities and emphasis on ritualised regicide also fits very well with
a Frazerian analysis, with which he was likely familiar. Does this
problematise Tucci’s work? Maybe. The presence of such themes in
Tucci’s presentation of Tibetan depictions of sacred kingship could
equally be read as a vindication of Frazer. My minimal position—
that Tucci had at least some indirect exposure to Frazer’s theories—
serves to explain, I think, why Tucci emphasised the categories he
did. Already this is a step forward.
As an exercise, let me now use an example to make explicit what
I suspect was implicit in Tucci’s analysis, namely, Frazer’s theories
on kingship. I shall also draw on more recent theoretical elaborations, mostly by anthropologists of Africa and South Asia. In doing
so, I shall try to navigate between the Scylla of theory-driven
research on the one side and the Charybdis of the myth of the
merely descriptive account on the other. Here I will demonstrate
how theory opens a series of doors. The workaday philological
methods link the term ngar and the name Ngar la skyes, reveal
motifs of his royal birth, and disclose his key role in a narrative that
is framed as a glud or “ransom” ritual. Here to describe is to explain,
but theory asks us “so what?”. To this elementary question Frazer
16
17

In a short article on the symbolism of Bsam yas Monastery, for example, Tucci
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points to X and other theorists point to Y, and their indications open
up new questions about, among other things, royal doubles,
coronation, and royal funerals. I will argue that we are enriched by
these questions, and will leave it to the reader to assess whether or
not theory has contaminated my findings (that is, contaminated
them beyond the usual “contamination;” see “Conclusions”).
The myth of Dri gum btsan po/ Gri gum btsan po is one of the
most well known and most often studied of Tibet’s myths.18 The
earliest version of this myth is included as the first chapter of the
Old Tibetan Chronicle, and the myth is alluded to in the Kong po
Inscription. It was elaborated in later histories from the Bka’ chems ka
khol ma onwards, with fascinating thematic variations. Apart from
its textual history, the people and places of the myth of Dri gum
btsan po—his two or three sons, his killer Lo ngam rta rdzi, the
kingmaker Ngar la skyes/ Ru las skyes, and Dri gum himself—are
the subject of local oral traditions from southeastern Tibet to
Gtsang.19 The myth and its history is one of the richest and most
interesting topics in the field of Tibetan studies, and here I shall only
offer a sketch of an analysis of the oldest extant version by way of
demonstrating the utility of drawing on comparative and theoretical
materials.
Before highlighting a few specific points, I present here a brief
outline of the myth as it appears in the Old Tibetan Chronicle:
1. The prince is wrongly given an ill-starred name, Dri gum
btsan po
2. Dri gum is disturbed by his name
3. Dri gum challenges Lo ngam rta rdzi to fight him
4. Lo ngam’s strategy (requests Dri gum’s royal weapons,
chooses battle site)
5. Lo ngam kills Dri gum in battle in Myang ro Sham po after
Dri gum’s god deserts him
6. Dri gum’s corpse is cast into the river, and seized by a river
spirit / serpent spirit (klu mo)
7. Dri gum’s sons, Nya khyi and Sha khyi, are exiled, and flee
to Kong po
8. Rhya mo and Sna nam kill Lo ngam with poisoned dogs
9. Rhya and Bkrags clans fight
10. Only one woman of Bkrags survives, bears son Ngar la skyes
11. Ngar la skyes searches for the king’s sons and for the corpse
of the king

18

19

For translations and studies of this crucial myth, see Bacot et al. 1940–1946: 123–
128; Haarh 1969: esp. 401–406; Macdonald 1971: 221–227; Cutler 1991; Karmay
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12. Klu mo requests ransom of a child with bird eyes in exchange
for Dri gum’s corpse
13. Ngar la skyes goes home to ask his mother to mend his boots
and give him more food
14. Ngar la skyes finds such an ornithomorphic child; the
mother of the child demands, in exchange for her child, that
certain protocols be followed at royal funerals. Ngar la skyes
agrees
15. Ngar la skyes gives the child to the klu mo as a ransom, the
corpse is recovered, Nya khyi performs funeral, and Sha
khyi goes to avenge his father’s death
16. Dri gum’s tomb is built on Mt. Gyang to
17. Sha khyi and army go through Pyi, portents are bad
18. Sack of Myang ro Sham po; 100 male and 100 female Lo
ngam die
19. Sha khyi returns to Pyi triumphant, portents are good
20. Sha khyi is given the name Spu de gung rgyal (and
enthroned as king).
The myth of Dri gum btsan po in the Old Tibetan Chronicle contains
within it echoes of Tibetan ritual narratives and Indian epic literature, but its core can be identified as the ransom (glud) narrative, in
which the body of the deceased king is recovered through a ransom
involving an ornithomorphic child that is then exchanged for the
royal corpse. The agent who drives the narrative forward, and, one
might say, the protagonist of the story, is Ngar la skyes, a precocious
child who is the sole survivor of a war that wiped out the rest of his
entire clan. His search for his deceased lord leads him to the serpent
spirit or river spirit (klu mo) ’O de ring mo, in whose bowels lies the
corpse of Dri gum btsan po. The klu mo ’O de ring mo tells Ngar la
skyes that she will give up the body of the king in exchange for a
particular ransom: a child with eyes that open from below like those
of a bird. Ngar la skyes’ quest for such a ransom for the corpse then
takes him back to his mother where the narrative, perhaps
reminding us that he is a mere child, has Ngar la skyes ask her to fix
his boots and give him food for his journey. After this, Ngar la skyes
finds a child who fits the description of the ransom that the klu mo
had demanded as an exchange for Dri gum’s corpse. Again, nothing
is given without an exchange, and the child’s mother demands that
Ngar la skyes assent to a series of fascinating requests for how one
should celebrate royal funerals—one basis for the claim that this is
an aetiological myth of the royal funeral, or a narrative back-story to
a funeral rite. Ngar la skyes agrees to follow the mother’s requests,
and leads the child away. He then casts the child into the river in
exchange for the corpse of the king. The king is buried, and one of
the king’s sons conquers Myang ro Sham po and takes his rightful
place on the throne in Pyi.
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I would like to make a few comments on this, the narrative core
of the myth, and on the figure of Ngar la skyes (also spelled Ngar le
skyes). First, his birth to the sole survivor of a disastrous war marks
him off as a kingly figure within the tradition of Indian epic
represented both by the R!m!ya"a and the Mah!bh!rata.20 The motif
of Ngar la skyes’ birth is similar to that of Malyapanta in the Old
Tibetan R!m!ya"a: the god Vai!rava"a kills Yag!akore and all of the
demons, sparing only Yag!akore’s son, Malyapanta, who survives
because he is sewn into a sack.21 When he grows up, he asks, “All
neighbours in the land have parents and relatives. Where are my
parents and relatives?” 22 He then vows to take revenge on the gods.
Nearly the same words come from Ngar la skyes’ mouth in the Old
Tibetan Chronicle: “If every man in any every case has a lord, where
is my lord? If every man in every case has a father, where is my
father?” 23
The royal nature of the motif of Ngar la skyes’ birth is also
apparent in the Tibetan Buddhist appropriation of the Mah!bh!rata
to fashion an origin myth of the first Tibetan king that links him
with Buddhist India. According to the “proclaimed Buddhist
tradition,” a Kaurava son escapes to Tibet and becomes the first
Tibetan king, Gnya’ khri btsan po. In this version, Dh#tar$%&ra has
ninety-nine sons and P$"'u has five superhuman sons. They fight,
Tha dkar kills all but one of the ninety-nine sons, and captures the
sole survivor, Ru pa skyes, who is placed in a box and thrown into
the Ganges. Found by King Bimbis$ra, he is recognised as a prophesied emanation of Mah$karu"a. Invited back by the P$"'avas, Ru
pa skyes still fears them, and escapes to Tibet, where he meets
twelve men who make him king.24 Apart from a royal birth motif
identical to that of Ngar la skyes, the tale also includes the
widespread image of someone being placed in a casket and cast into
the waters, a motif not only relevant to Dri gum Btsan po, but also to
S(t$ (Rol nyed ma) in the Tibetan R!m!ya"a, and to the tale of Pe
har’s arrival at Gnas chung, among several others.25
20

21
22

23
24

25

On this point, see Haarh 1969: 156, 163. The R!m!ya"a was known in Tibet and
manuscript fragments were found in Dunhuang, on which see de Jong 1989 and
1994.
de Jong 1989: 5–6.
yul myi khyim tse thams cad la // pha ma dang gnyen bzhes yod na // bdag
gyi pha ma dang / gnyen bshes ga re snyam na; ITJ 737 (2), l. 21–22; de Jong
1989: 6, 90.
myI gang bya gang la rjo bo yod na nga ’i rjo bo gar re / myi gang bya gang la /
pha yod na nga ’i pha ga re; PT 1287, l. 28–29.
Karmay 1998c: 303–305. Later Tibetan histories that place the first Tibetan king
in India and refer to P$"'avas and Kauravas all explicitly draw on the
commentary on the Devat!vimar#astuti by Prajñ$varman, a Bengali pandit who
helped with Tibetan translation in the second half of the eighth century. This
work was translated in the eleventh century and seems to be the main source for
the Ru pa ti / Ru pa skyes narrative (Roesler 2002: 163, 167).
This point was also noted in Kapstein 2003: 784, n. 106. On accounts of Pe har’s
removal from Tshal Gung thang to Gnas chung, see Nebesky-Wojkowitz 1998
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Apart from the motif of his royal birth, another key for
understanding Ngar la skyes’ role in the narrative is the meaning of
his name. Unfortunately, this problem has been sidestepped or
ignored by Tibetan tradition, and overlooked by most scholarship.
In the earliest version of the myth, Ngar la skyes is the son of Ru la
skyes, who was killed by the Bkrags clan. In most later versions,
however, the role of kingmaker and protagonist is played by Ru la
skyes, though with his name usually amended to Ru las skyes. As is
often the case with poorly understood or archaic names, these are
given folk etymologies by later commentators. In later versions of
this myth, the motif of the sole survivor of clan warfare is generally
absent, and in place of Ngar la skyes we find Ru las skyes (literally,
“Born from a Horn”), who is the magical offspring of Gri gum btsan
po’s wife by the mountain god Yar lha sham po—mutatis mutandis, a
royal pedigree.26 In this later tradition, this magical boy is also
known as “Self-Nourished” (Ngar sos po), partially preserving the
name Ngar la skyes, albeit with a folk etymology.27 Bacot and Toussaint offered a fairly similar reading of Ngar la skyes as “né de luimême.” 28 Haarh, offering a characteristically inspired reading, sees
Ngar la skyes as a “yi dwags or manifestation of the killed, but
unburied king.”29 Zeisler rejects all of these readings on solid lexical
and grammatical grounds, and leaves the name untranslated. In a
note, however, she reviews the lexical meanings of ngar, and
suggests translating Ngar la skyes/ Ngar le skyes with “born from
the strength/ thickness/ front side/ stalk/ corner.”30 Those readings

26

27

28
29
30

[1956]: 104–107; Sørensen and Hazod 2007: 216–219; and Hazod 2007b: 627–630.
The appearance of this motif in the life story of Vairocana—as told in the Vairo
’dra ’bag and, briefly, in the Zangs gling ma of Nyang ral Nyi ma ’od zer (1124–
1196?)—may also contain traces of the royal double motif I shall briefly examine
below. Here, to avoid having to kill Vairocana, King Khri Srong lde brtsan has a
look-alike beggar placed in a cask and thrown in the river (Karmay 1988: 26–27;
Kunsang 1993: 95–96).
For the narrative in the Rgyal rabs gsal ba’i me long and references to the same
narrative in other sources, including the Mkhas pa’i dga’ ston, see Sørensen 1994:
142. Ngar la skyes’ transformation over time in Tibetan narrative is also briefly
related in Macdonald 1971: 224–225. The transformation of Dri gum’s name to
become Gri gum is part of the same process of folk-etymologising, “amending,”
and writing over names and terms whose meanings have been forgotten.
While the tradition of folk etymologies often reveals a poor understanding of
obscure or archaic elements found in early Tibetan personal and place names—
and sometimes gives rise to spurious episodes that form part of collective
memory, often misread by others as history (e.g., King Mes ag tshoms, the
“Bearded Grandfather” is remembered as marrying a young Chinese princess,
when contemporary administrative records do not tell us of this nickname and
reveal that he was pre-pubescent at the time of his marriage; Petech 1967: 257–
258; Dotson 2009: 25)—it also demonstrates the importance of the lexical
meaning of Tibetan names. This is true above all in the myth of Dri gum btsan
po, where it is Dri gum’s mis-naming that begins the myth and precipitates the
crisis that must then find resolution.
Bacot et al. 1940–1946: 125, n. 6.
Haarh 1969: 156.
Zeisler 2011: 106, 147–148.
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that shift the focus onto Ru las skyes in order to gloss over the name
Ngar la skyes basically forfeit the problem. The others, excepting
Zeisler, either alter the name Ngar la skyes (e.g., to Ngar sos po), or
focus on something other than the possible meaning of this name.
I submit that one clue for understanding his name is his role in
the narrative: he is the bearer of the ransom for the king. This calls to
mind what we find in later rites of state involving the ransom ritual,
such as the famous glud ’gong rgyal po ceremony instituted in the
seventeenth century under sde srid Sangs rgyas rgya mtsho (1658–
1705) and practised up until the middle of the twentieth century.31 In
this festival, two men are appointed to, among other things, bear
away an effigy of the Dalai Lama, which is deposited in a special
temple in Bsam yas monastery. But apart from acting as the bearers
of the ransom effigy, which will soak up all of the evil and ill will
that would otherwise target the person of the Dalai Lama, the men
themselves also act as repositories for the very same. There is, in
other words, a blurring of lines between the ransom and its bearers.
At once the valiant agents of the removal of Tibetan society’s
collective evil, they also embody it, and are themselves driven out as
much as they are sent to bear away an effigy. This blurring of lines,
or near identification of the bearer with the effigy, is also pertinent
to Ngar la skyes, whose complete disappearance from the narrative
after committing the child to the waters and to the klu mo has not
hitherto been satisfactorily understood. He is the protagonist of the
narrative, but after performing his role and making the exchange
with the klu mo, there is no further mention of him whatsoever, and
the action passes to Dri gum’s sons, their burial of their father, and
reclaiming of the throne. This disappearance is not, however, a
failing of the narrator or a clumsy transmission error. In fact, it
confirms what I think is the correct reading of Ngar la skyes’ name.
In ritual literature concerning the ransom rite, a ngar mi or ngar glud
is an effigy or figurine of the person for whom the ransom is
performed.32 Great care is taken in fashioning these figurines, which
are often adorned with the hair and clothes of the beneficiary or
“patient.” Hence the significance of the royal motif of Ngar la skyes’
birth: to ransom a king, one must give a royal effigy in exchange.
These facts, along with the larger ransom context of the Dri gum
btsan po myth in which he appears, and his particular role within it,
allow us to understand the peculiar name Ngar la skyes / Ngar le
skyes as “Born for the Ransom [of Dri gum btsan po].” This explains
also the curious fact that Ngar la skyes disappears as soon as the
ransom is given to the serpent spirit, which, while fairly jarring from
31

32

On the glud ’gong rgyal po ceremony see Karmay 1998a: 348–359; Richardson
1993: 60–73; and Guidoni 1998. The latter includes extensive references to
scholarship on this topic. In his article, Karmay studied this ritual in great detail,
and also noted the importance of the ransom rite to Tibetan kingship and
purification.
Karmay 1998a: 340–341.
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a narrative standpoint, is in perfect accord with the logic of the
ransom rite.
Making theory explicit: Ngar la skyes as scapegoat
In his brilliant article on ransom rites, Samten Karmay argues
against the use of the term scapegoat, employed by Alexandra
David-Neel and others, to describe the ransom rite or the ransom
itself. Citing Frazer’s work on the scapegoat, he makes the point that
the ransom rite is about exchange, and not the “transfer of evil onto
another,” which he sees as characterising the annual ritual of Yom
Kippur.33 In this way Karmay asserts that the glud ’gong rgyal po
ceremony has a different conception that bears no relation to the
concept of the scapegoat.34 This objection dovetails with a familiar
argument about cultural specificity and terminological precision
with regard to the culture under study. I take this larger point, and
agree with it in much the same way that I generally agree with
Christopher Beckwith’s point that when translating the Tibetan term
btsan po, one should use “emperor” and not “king,” since the term
designates a ruler superior to all others, who lays claim to the entire
world.35 Here, however, as I am explicitly engaging with scholarship
on kingship (and since “emperorship” seems to be too much of a
mouthful), I have used such titular anomalies as “King Khri Srong
lde brtsan” in order to advertise the fact that I am examining the
applicability of theories of kingship to Tibetan beliefs surrounding
the btsan po. Similarly, going back to Frazer, there is a large body of
comparative and theoretical literature on scapegoats in relation to
kingship, and I use the term scapegoat here in considering the role
of Ngar la skyes in the ransom of Dri gum btsan po not to
undermine the specificity of the Tibetan glud rite by applying a
universalising typology, but to ask what scholarship on the
scapegoat has to offer our reading of the myth of Dri gum btsan po
in all its complexity.
In the brief summary of Frazer’s hypotheses concerning sacred
33
34

35

Karmay 1998a: 340.
Karmay places the focus on “exchange” and “cheating,” both etymologies of
glud and the related term bslu. The ransom is thus a matter of trading
with/cheating the supernatural by giving something that is or appears to be
equivalent. This is certainly the core logic of the ransom rite, but one need only
focus on the ransom or effigy (glud or ngar or ngar mi) itself, and ask after its
fate, to see that the patient/client—either a person or a community—achieves
its own well being by diverting harm from itself to the ransom or effigy. This is
in fact the basis of the scapegoat. I do not think that the concept of the scapegoat
and the principles of exchange and deception informing the ransom rite are in
any way mutually exclusive, and believe that the concept of the scapegoat can
be deployed to illuminate the Tibetan glud rite. For a more detailed affirmation
of the relevance of the concept of scapegoat to the glud ’gong rgyal po ceremony,
drawing on René Girard and other theorists, see Guidoni 1998: 97–100.
Beckwith 1987: 14–15, n. 10.
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kingship, it will be recalled that according to the second hypothesis
the king absorbs the collective evil or negativity of his kingdom and
serves as a vessel for carrying this away. This is also referred to as
his “scapegoat” function, and Lucien Scubla, drawing on the work
of René Girard, has recently insisted on the primacy of this role by
arguing that the king is first and foremost a scapegoat, and that the
king’s function as source of social good emerges from this role as
absorber of all social evil.36 Another scholar who has recently
reassessed Frazer and upheld the importance of some of his
observations, particularly as they concern scapegoat kings in Africa,
is Luc de Heusch. Like many other commentators, de Heusch takes
issue with Frazer’s evolutionary bias. He insists, however, on the
centrality of the institution of ritualised regicide, and echoes Frazer
by emphasising both of Frazer’s hypotheses concerning the lifegiving role of the king and the scapegoat king.37 To begin with the
concept of the scapegoat king, de Heusch marshals two types of
examples. First, there are those where the king himself is a
scapegoat for his kingdom’s ills, such as drought or disease. It
follows then that the king is ritually killed and replaced with a new
king. Second, there is the example where the king’s life-giving
aspect is divided from his scapegoat aspect, the latter being constellated in a surrogate or a double. De Heusch also distinguishes
between two types of ritualised regicides: those that conform to
Frazer’s first theory—that a life-giving king cannot become decrepit
and must therefore be killed and replaced before the onset of old
age and infirmity; and those that conform to the second theory—
that the king is a scapegoat who absorbs the inauspiciousness of his
subjects and serves as a vessel for carrying this away.38 Closer to the
Tibetan cultural area, Marie Lecomte-Tilouine has written about an
instance of a royal double as a scapegoat in a Nepalese rite of state.
Here a Brahmin, by eating part of the dead king, becomes a
“monstrous royal double” and is expelled on an elephant, thereby
purifying the king and the kingship.39
Even from these scant examples, and without giving a full
genealogy of scholarship on scapegoat kings (which is immense), we
can see that the ransom narrative in the myth of Dri gum btsan po
lends itself to an analysis along the lines of Frazer’s theory of the
scapegoat king and its later elaborations, not least of which the
observation that the king’s life-giving aspect and his scapegoat
aspect can be divided, with the latter role embodied by a royal
double or scapegoat.40 Marked off from the motif of his birth as a
suitable stand-in for the king, Ngar la skyes is a royal double
36
37
38
39
40

Scubla 2005: 42, 47.
de Heusch 2005: 34.
Ibid.: 29–32.
Lecomte-Tilouine 2005: 112.
On the constellation of the functions of sacred kingship in more than one being,
see also Scubla 2005: 46–47.
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suitable for a ransom. Beyond that, he is also the bearer of a sort of
“monstrous royal double”—the ornithomorphic child who is the
explicit ransom for the body of the king. Here it is not a question of
the ritual killing of a scapegoat king, but of the victimisation of a
royal double, who is cast away in order to recover the body of the
deceased king and to clear the way for the coronation of a successor.
The clear implication is that this was a charter myth for a ransom
rite performed in the course of a royal funeral, but this could easily
form a part of other royal rites of renewal, such as the coronation, or
even an annual rite like the glud ’gong rgyal po ceremony.41
Here I have privileged an analysis that employs the concept of
the scapegoat because Ngar la skyes’ role in the myth of Dri gum
btsan po invites such a reading. This is by no means to insist on the
exclusivity of this reading; one could equally consider the role of
directionality in the ransom narrative, where the corpse of Dri gum
btsan po travels in an “expelling” movement downstream to Kong
po, the symbolic end of the river Gtsang po, and then his heir travels
in a “recovering” movement upstream to win back the throne.42 Or,
one could point out how Ngar la skyes’ role in the various versions
of the myth relates to what Beckwith refers to as the “First Story”
common to many Central Eurasian peoples, where we often find the
motif of a miraculous child overthrowing an evil king.43 There are
41

42

43

Deriving ritual practice from charter myth is ill advised, and there are many
examples of a given rite seeming to have little or no connection to the charter
myth that supposedly informs it. Were one to assume, foolishly, a one-to-one
relationship between myth and ritual in this case, the ritual would probably
involve placing the victim, a double of the king, in a vessel and then casting this
into the river. These qualifications notwithstanding, it is no surprise that this
part of the narrative is whitewashed or excluded in later Buddhist versions of
the myth of Dri gum btsan po.
Haarh, it should be noted, also took the myth of Dri gum btsan po to be an
aetiological myth, and understood Ngar la skyes to be a sort of royal double. In
Haarh’s thesis, the myth is the precursor to royal burials: it tells us why a king
must die (he is unsound of either body or mind) and how he must be buried
(Haarh 1969: 116, 329, 340, 342). While he may have erred in some of the details,
Haarh was perceptive to argue that Ngar la skyes acts as a monstrous royal
double, and I must acknowledge my debt to him on this point.
Further to the issue of the monstrous royal double, and returning to the
glud ’gong rgyal po ceremony—in many ways the successor to the type of
ceremony that the myth of Dri gum btsan po would seem to empower—Karmay
demonstrates that Pe har, Tibet’s wrathful deity par excellence, and the
destination of the Dalai Lama’s effigy according to some accounts, is explicitly
constructed as a monstrous royal double of King Khri Srong lde brtsan (742–
c. 800), and, by extension, of the Tibetan ruler in general (Karmay 1998a: 364; see
also Walter 2009: 197, n. 1).
On the intentionality of upstream and downstream movements in the context of
the glud rite, drawing also on models of directionality in ritual from
ethnographies of the contemporary Tibetan cultural area, see Dotson 2008. The
vertical axis is also relevant here, and can be brought to bear on the movement
of Dri gum’s corpse from the river to the mountain.
Beckwith 2009: 1–2, 12. Beckwith’s analysis of this origin tale acknowledges that
it belongs to a body of beliefs going back to the Proto-Indo-Europeans. Indeed
his schematisation of the “First Story” bears a resemblance to the expositions of
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many other possible readings. In mentioning this comparative
example from Central Eurasia, though, I would also like to point out
that our areal presuppositions come to bear on what sort of
comparative data is deemed relevant to the study of Tibetan
kingship. It is by now a commonplace to remark that the Sinologist
sees everywhere in Tibet uncanny resemblances to China while to
the Indologist a shared cultural substratum between India and Tibet
seems self-evident. To this we might also add the Central Eurasianist finding in Tibet persuasive traces of the Central Eurasian
Culture Complex. In many ways, Tibet is neither fish nor fowl, and
this means that several different areal memberships can be argued
for persuasively, including also Central Asia or upland Southeast
Asia. This is a blessing, as it opens up a wealth of comparative
material that is of relevance to Tibetan kingship, be it the role of
Avalokite!vara in the royal cult in Sri Lanka or the Scripture for
Humane Kings in fifth-century China.44 The real danger of this
approach lies not so much in admitting comparative examples from
too far afield, but rather in narrowing one’s comparative field too
severely and thereby excluding relevant material.
Conclusions
By engaging with comparative scholarship on sacred kingship, we
have illuminated one possible reading of the myth of Dri gum btsan
po. But this reading is not definitive, and, far from closing the
enquiry, it prompts us to pose a number of further questions.
Among these: Is the Tibetan king presented as the embodiment of
his kingdom? Does the Tibetan king guarantee fertility and wellbeing? Has the kingship transmuted good conduct into transcendent
law? Is the model of the king as a sort of sponge for his kingdom’s
collective evil relevant to the Tibetan kingship? Is there evidence for
ritualised regicide? How was the king ritually separated from the
rest of the populace? Were there central rituals for purifying the
king? Questions such as these reward our engagement with
comparative and theoretical scholarship on kingship.
Employing a comparative perspective is not an end in itself. We
must always ask ourselves what is gained by adopting a given
model or method. If we can say, for example, that the assassination
of the Tibetan emperor Glang dar ma around 842 fits Frazer’s ideas
concerning scapegoat kings, or that Tibetan descriptions of the first
mythical emperor Gnya’ khri btsan po largely conform to Frazer’s
model of a life-giving king, do we gain anything by doing so? Or are
these episodes then merely overlaid with a new set of assumptions
that magnify some of their features while diminishing others?

44

the story of the hero in comparative mythology, as found, for example, in the
works of Otto Rank (1909) and Lord Raglan (1936).
See Holt 1993 and 2004; and Orzech 1998.
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Furthermore, has exposure to comparative studies biased our
reading of the ransom narrative in the myth of Dri gum btsan po?
This recalls the same question asked above about whether or not his
apparent exposure to Frazer’s ideas problematised Tucci’s description of Tibetan sacred kingship. Without accusing Tucci of engaging
in this practice, one can see that there is a danger of theory driving
research and filtering results. “Theory-driven research” is akin to
“ideologically motivated research” in that it is generally regarded
with a wary eye, prescribed to be used only with great care, and
even then at the risk of infection. Sometimes it is shunned entirely.
This is why some can—in this case unfortunately—dismiss out of
hand works like Bogoslovskij’s by simply applying the label
“Marxist.” 45 It also pertains to how one reads scholarship published
in the People’s Republic of China, and informs suspicion of
“nativist” or overly emic scholarship.46 There is also in some quarters an apparent aloofness with respect to theory and methodology
according to which it is largely an indulgent distraction from the
everyday work of documenting, translating, editing, and so forth.
Such a position does have a point: often theoretical and ideological
claims are superficial or naive, and amount to little more than namedropping or demonstrating proficiency with a proprietary jargon.
And theoretical discussions often puff themselves up like a
meringue, giving the immediate impression of substance but
ultimately leaving one unsatisfied. From this perspective, theoretical
and methodological concerns are viewed almost as a contagion or a
virus.
Be that as it may, if we do not deign to concern ourselves with
theory, we risk falling into a default position of presenting our own
scholarship as merely descriptive, when it is necessarily situated not
only in its own epistème (or, in Paul Veyne’s terms, within its own
“program of truth”), but also within a number of assumptions, some
more conscious and some more articulated than others.47 As we
know from theorists of narrative such as Hayden White and Paul
Ricœur, narrative is not a neutral form, but one with its own set of
time-and-place-specific frames, tropes, and microforms. The arguments for and against narrative description in the humanities,
particularly history, have been well documented by Ricœur, White,
and Veyne in their comments, among other things, on the essentially
anti-narrative Annales school of French historiography.48 Ricœur and
Frank Kermode 49 have also gone further and considered whether or
not the narrativising impulse—to, in Ricœur’s terms, prefigure our
experience before it happens and refigure it after the fact, or, in
45
46
47
48
49

Bogoslovskij 1972.
For an informative discussion of academic methods and nativist scholarship in
the context of Bon studies, see Blezer 2010, esp. p. 34ff.
See Veyne 1988.
White 1987: chapter 2; Ricœur 1989: 95–174; Veyne 1970: esp. 111–121.
Kermode 2000.
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Kermode’s terms, to dramatise the in-between by way of knowing
that the beginning (like the tick of a clock) will be followed by the
end (the tock)—is fundamental to human existence. Ricœur asserts
that even ostensibly anti-narrative historiography with a focus on,
for example, la longue durée, cannot escape the logic of plot, that is,
the organisation of narrative.50 Roland Barthes, in S/Z, demonstrates
in meticulous detail the plurality of codes at work in narrative,
using Balzac’s Sarrasine as his example text.51 All description encodes a plurality of readings. It is all, to put it negatively, contaminated. To approach the matter differently, our scholarship is informed
by a number of codes, the persuasive nature of which will depend,
among other things, on the epistèmes or “programs of truth” of
one’s time and place. While we are too much imbricated within our
epistème to discern its structures or its scaffolding, we are not so
innocent as to be ignorant of codes we deploy, for example, in
narrating history or in describing a festival. To engage these codes
explicitly is not only to become more self-aware in our craft, but also
to open up our presuppositions for scrutiny, and to negotiate
identity within and across disciplines.
Happily, the trend as I see it is away from Tibetan
exceptionalism, exclusivity, and the merely descriptive account. I
must also make the point that in conversations with colleagues, I see
a depth of comparative and theoretical engagement that is not
always acknowledged in assessments of the field.52 To the extent
that Tibetan studies configures itself as a discipline (if Tibetan
studies is a discipline and not a cover term for several disciplines), it
tends to display insecurity and what amounts to an inferiority
complex with respect to other fields of study. Where this leads to
engagement
(e.g.,
with
textual
criticism,
palaeography,
50
51
52

Ricœur 1989: 214.
See especially Barthes 1974: 15–30.
This seems an opportune place to point out that the superb works of Macdonald
(1971) and Stein (1981, 1984, 1985), though they did not explicitly cite their
influences, were also informed by a high degree of theoretical sophistication.
Amy Heller, who studied with both Macdonald and Stein, informed me of how
Stein directed her to Roland Barthes’ S/Z for inspiration in deconstructing and
reconstructing Tibetan rituals and narratives, and how Macdonald pointed her
towards Paul Veyne’s Les Grecs ont-ils cru à leurs mythes? and its Foucaldian
formulation of different “programs of truth” defining each epoch or culture.
(This is certainly not to assert that familiarity with the work of Roland Barthes is
the koine of methodological and theoretical sophistication.) Naturally, other
ostensibly descriptive accounts of Tibetan kingship, like those of Haarh (1969),
and Ramble (2005) also belie an engagement with theory and an awareness of
comparative models. Waida 1973 (drawing largely on a Central Asian and
Siberian “shamanic” model), Hazod 2000: 212–213 (drawing on an explicitly
Frazerian “‘sympathetic relationship’ …between the soul of the land and the
divine body of the king” as the basis for the sku bla cult), and Walter 2009: 93–95
(drawing on Central Eurasian models and also relating the Tibetan emperor’s
body, or sku, to Kantorowicz’s theory of the “king’s two bodies” in medieval
European political theology) explicitly discuss comparative theoretical models
and their bearing on Tibetan kingship.
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hagiography, oral-formulaic theory, or material cultural studies),
this initial perception of something lacking leads to a powerful
transfer of knowledge and methods. Observing these trends, I do
not have the impression that Tibetologists are a group of
euhemerists or positivists or true believers in the myth of the merely
descriptive in need of proselytising. If anything, I am here
cheerleading the current trends of knowledge transfer from other
disciplines and the opening of Tibetan studies to comparative work
with other fields of study.
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THE EARLY HISTORY OF M GAR:
WHEN HISTORY BECOMES LEGEND
Thomas Kerihuel

T

he Mgar was undoubtedly the most powerful family of the
Tibetan empire during the second half of the seventh
century. The family has already been the subject of a fine
overview in Hugh Richardson’s article “The Mgar Family in
Seventh Century Tibet.” 1 His approach combines data from both
Chinese and old Tibetan sources, but also briefly deals with legends
about the travel of the famous minister Mgar Stong rtsan Yul zung
to China. However, later accounts are only partially evoked, and
much remains to be said.
The present study will start with the history of the Mgar family in
the seventh century, before examining its later reshaping. It is a
striking feature of the subject that lives of the early Mgar are
relatively well documented by historically reliable sources, such as
Dunhuang Tibetan manuscripts and Chinese sources, and the
subject for legendary developments in both written and oral
literatures.2
A history of the Mgar family in the seventh century
The Mgar family up to Mgar Stong btsan Yul zung (first half of the
seventh century)
History of the Mgar family begins in the years preceding Srong
btsan Sgam po’s reign (618?–649) and the unification of the Tibetan
plateau around the beginning of the seventh century. In PT 1286’s
catalogue of principalities3 they are mentioned together with
Mnyan as ministers (blon po) of Dgu gri Zing po rje [Khri pangs
sum], lord of Ngas po. They do not however appear as such in any
other Dunhuang document at my disposal, but as both Mkhas pa
Lde’u and Dpa’ bo Gtsug lag ’Phreng ba 4 agree with PT 1286’s
1
2
3

4

Richardson 1998: 114–123.
A list of all historical and legendary Mgar is given in charts at the end of the
paper.
For a French translation see Bacot, Thomas, and Toussaint 1946: 83.
Transliterations of the quoted manuscripts (ms.) are those of the internet
website “Old Tibetan Documents Online.”
Respectively in Mkhas pa Lde’u 1987: 255; and Dpa’ bo Gtsug lag ’Phreng ba
2003: 155–156. Both present catalogues of principalities obviously related to
those of PT 1060, PT 1286 and PT 1290, but differing from them as they place
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statement, this tradition might have been widespread before the
closing of the Dunhuang “library cave” in the eleventh century. On
the other hand, the Dunhuang Chronicle’s relation of the conquest of
Ngas po,5 first by [Dgu gri] Zing po rje Khri pangs sum then by
Gnam ri Slon mtshan, includes a Mnyan ’Dzi zung Nag po amongst
the ministers of this land but ignores the Mgar.6
The Chronicle places the first great minister (blon chen) of Mgar
extraction, named Khri sgra ’Dzi rmun, in the time of Gnam ri Slon
mtshan.7 He is praised for his wisdom and succeeded by Myang
Mang po rje Zhang snang, said to be Srong btsan Sgam po’s first
great minister. After him, another Mgar, called Mang zham Sum
snang, is said to have become great minister. Although the text is
difficult in some parts, it appears that a character named Khu Khri
snya Dgru zung played a part in his downfall, and that Mgar Mang
zham Sum snang eventually committed suicide. Khyung po Spung

5
6

7

Zhang zhung in second place while it is usually found in first position in
Dunhuang manuscripts. Furthermore, Mkhas pa Lde’u and Dpa’ bo Gtsug lag
’Phreng ba’s catalogues disagree on one occasion. The territory called “’Brog
mo Rnam gsum” is included by Mkhas pa Lde’u but not by Nyang ral, while
“Kong yul Bre sna” is included by Dpa’ bo Gtsug lag ’Phreng ba but not by
Mkhas pa Lde’u (these principalities are found in PT 1286 and PT 1060). It can
thus be inferred that Dpa’ bo Gtsug lag ’Phreng ba did not copy Mkhas pa
Lde’u’s list, but had access to similar sources.
Ms. PT 1287, l. 118–198, translated in Bacot, Thomas, and Toussaint 1946: 132–
139.
According to Richardson 1998: 121, the Mgar survived both invasions
unscathed. There is hardly any evidence however that they were already in
Ngas po before Khri pangs sum’s invasion. For Zing po rje Stag skya bo is the
name of the earliest lord of the land we are aware of, while Dgu gri Zing po rje
and Zing po rje Khri pangs sum are interchangeable names in both early (ms.
PT 1290, l. recto 5, verso 6) and later documentation (Mkhas pa Lde’u 1987:
225). There is thus no reason to believe that Mgar’s service predated Zing po rje
Khri pangs sum’s invasion.
Ms. PT 1287 l. 79–83, translated in Bacot, Thomas, and Toussaint 1946: 130.
There is much confusion around this character. Dpa’ bo Gtsug lag ’Phreng ba
states that he was a minister of Khri Sgra spung btsan, but as few lines later he
also mentions Mgar Gnya’ btsan Ldem bu—obviously for Mgar Btsan snya
Ldom bu who died in 685–686—amongst the ministers of Khri Thog rje Thog
btsan, that tradition thus seems to be of late fabrication (Dpa’ bo Gtsug lag
’Phreng ba 2003: 166) The Bsgrags pa gling grags (quoted in Bellezza 2009: 224)
has Ghar Khri khra ’Dzin mu and Mang po rje Zhang nam—respectively
recalling of Mgar Khri sgra ’Dzi rmun and his successor [Myang] Mang po rje
Zhang snang—but during the reign of Khri Mang slon (649–677). Although the
ministers are there placed in a chronological order similar to the Chronicle, their
attribution to that reign must be erroneous as they do not appear in the Annals.
The Annals makes a curious statement concerning the year of the Dragon (764–
765): “Zhang [Mchims rgyal] Rgyal zigs [Shu theng] was bestowed the great
turquoise insignia and praised for saying he was content with the jurisdiction
of Mgar ’dzi rmun.” Translation from Dotson 2009: 133–135, see also ms. Or.
8212 l. 60, and Bacot, Thomas, and Toussaint 1946: 66. Brandon Dotson,
following an edict of Khri Srong lde btsan mentioning blon gra ’dzi zhang Ram
shags (Dpa’ bo Gtsug lag ’Phreng ba 2007: 372), suggests that gra dzi/mgar ’dzi
rmun might be a title. The perspective is interesting but still requires
verification.
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sad Zu tse then took over the office. The latter, in his old age, would
have planned to murder Srong btsan Sgam po, but yet another
Mgar named Stong rtsan Yul zung, after discovering the scheme,
informed the sovereign. Khyung po Spung sad Zu tse committed
suicide and the Chronicle placed an oath of loyalty between Srong
btsan Sgam po and his newly appointed great minister: Mgar Stong
rtsan Yul zung. The exact family links between him, Khri sgra ’Dzi
rmun, and Mang zham Sum snang are unknown.
Mgar Stong rtsan Yul zung’s career (circa 646–668)
There is no known mention of Srong brtsan Sgam po’s wedding
with the Nepalese princess Bhrikuti Devi neither in Tibetan nor
Nepalese contemporary sources.8 Whether it actually occurred or
not, the story as told by later accounts and involving Mgar Stong
rtsan Yul zung clearly belongs to the realm of legend. It is only with
cross references between the Old Tibetan Annals and Chinese
documentation that we leave the romanticised narration of the
Dunhuang Chronicle to enter history proper. In December 640, Mgar
Stong rtsan Yul zung went to the Chinese court to negotiate a
matrimonial alliance. He returned in February 641 to escort the
bride, Wencheng Kong jo, to Tibet, and again in 646 to congratulate
Tang Taizong (626–649) for his military success in Korea.9
After the death of the Tibetan btsan po Khri Srong btsan Sgam po
in 649, Mgar Stong rtsan Yul zung became the most powerful
character at the Tibetan court. In the Annals, he is shown as taking
care of administrative and legal tasks of importance, such as the
separation between rgod and g.yung (654–655), and the redaction of
a code of law (655–656).10 He is also seen leading hunts (in 653–654
and 656–657) and remaining in ’A zha country from 659 to 666 in
order to subdue it, briefly travelling to Zhang zhung in 662–663 for
administrative purposes.

8

9

10

Doubts concerning the historicity of the wedding with the Nepalese princess
have first been expressed by Giuseppe Tucci whom earliest reference was
Grags pa Rgyal mtshan (1146–1216). Other scholars have expressed similar
ideas although in a more nuanced way as the relations between early Tibet and
Nepal were undoubtedly tight (Richardson 1998: 209; Slusser 1982: 33–35).
More Tibetan works of importance mentioning the Nepalese princess have
surfaced since Tucci’s article (Nyang ral, Lde’u Jo sras, Mkhas pa lde’u, Dba’
bzhed).
On Mgar Stong rtsan’s embassies in Chinese sources see: Pelliot 1961: 4–7, 83–
84; and Demiéville 1987: 203. Mgar obviously made a strong impression at the
Tang court. According to Chinese documentation the emperor honoured him
and gave him a wife despite his protestations. In later Tibetan accounts, Mgar
shows no interest in her, pretending to be sick in order to fulfil his scheme. For
a Tibetan traditional account of the embassy see Sørensen (translator) 1994:
213–249.
Respectively civilians and soldiery, on which see Uray 1971: 553–556.
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He died in Ris pu, the year following his return to Tibet (667–
668).11 There is a slight contradiction in Dunhuang material as the
Chronicle reports that Mgar Stong rtsan Yul zung, being old, retired
from his office of great minister to the benefit of ’O ma Lde Khri
bzang Lod btsan.12 But the latter was soon to be accused of betrayal
and killed. Mgar would then have taken back the post and died of
old age six years later. There is nothing to confirm this story in the
Annals.13
Hegemony of the Mgar family (668–695)
Mgar Stong rtsan Yul zung’s succession was disputed as there were
seemingly two candidates to replace him in office.14 Dba’s Sum
snang had the favour of the lesser officers (zhang lon pra mo) and of
the vassals (’bangs). He was possibly related to Dba’s Phangs to re
Dbyi tshab; a minister who had sworn in his old days an oath with
Srong btsan Sgam po assuring that, unless their loyalty should fail,
“for a son of Dbyi tshab, there shall be no less than gold insignia.”15
Btsan snya Ldom bu, one of Mgar Stong rtsan Yul zung’s son, had
the support of both the btsan po Khri Mang slon (649–677) and the
ministers (rje blon). In a secret council, they settled that Mgar Btsan
snya Ldom bu would be great minister with Dba’s Sum snang as a
subaltern (’og pon) so that he could learn the duties of office.
Eventually, the conflict was solved by Dba’s Sum snang’s death at
an unknown date.
Mgar Khri ’bring Btsan brod, another son of Mgar Stong rtsan
Yul zung, is known to have successfully fought the Chinese in the
11
12
13

14
15

See ms. PT 1288 l. 48, translated in Bacot, Thomas, and Toussaint 1946: 32; and
Dotson 2009: 88.
See ms. PT 1287 l. 101–104, translated in Bacot, Thomas, and Toussaint 1946:
131.
It is suggested in Lde’u Jo sras 1987: 109, that Mgar Stong rtsan actually
slandered “’O ma Lde Khri bzang Long btsan” and that he was great minister
for twenty-one years (see also Dotson 2006: 55, 64). ’O ma Lde Khri bzang Lod
btsan was probably at some point a close relation to Srong btsan Sgam po. The
Chronicle remembers him amongst the witnesses of Srong btsan and Dba’s Dbyi
tshab’s reciprocal oath (ms. PT 1287 l. 247–299, translated in Bacot, Thomas,
and Toussaint 1946: 143–147). His name also appears in the story of Khyung po
Spung sad Zu tse’s betrayal as someone the traitorous minister has not met
before the treachery (ms. PT 1287 l. 93–101, translated in Bacot, Thomas, and
Toussaint 1946: 130–131). The mention of twenty-one years for the length of
Mgar Stong rtsan’s tenure in office is interesting. He died in 667–668, and
would thus have become great minister around 646–647. This would imply that
he was chosen for this office a year or two after the subjugation of Zhang
zhung (around 644, as far as it can be deducted from the Annals, see ms. PT
1288 l. 11–17; Bacot, Thomas, and Toussaint 1946: 29; Macdonald 1971: 309–310;
and Dotson 2009: 82), which somehow confirms the Chronicle’s testimony (ms.
PT 1287 l. 433–446; Bacot, Thomas, and Toussaint 1946: 158–160), and that he
was not yet great minister at the time of his embassies to China.
Ms. PT 1287 l. 104–106, translated in Bacot, Thomas, and Toussaint, 1946: 131.
Ms. PT 1287 l. 284: “/ dbyi tshab kyi bu gchig la / gser gyi yI ge las smad re’ /”
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Kokonor area as of 670.16 In the year of the Rat (676–677) Btsan snya
Ldom bu himself led an army in Turkestan. It was probably around
that time that the “four garrisons” (Kucha, Khotan, Kashgar,
Karashahr) were conquered and that Mgar Btsan nyen Gung rton,
yet another Mgar, was made governor of Khotan.17 In the meantime
the btsan po, Khri Mang slon, died and an heir was born, and the
Mgar family therefore became more powerful as a result. Two years
later, the Annals states for the first time that Mgar Btsan snya Ldom
bu was great minister, and that two personalities were disgraced:
one of them was Khu Khri snya Dgru zung, previously mentioned
in relation with Mgar Mang zham Sum snang’s downfall more than
thirty years earlier.18 The Old Tibetan Annals clearly show that from
then on the Mgar were overrepresented in the administration of the
country. Mgar Mang nyen Stag tsab held a council in 681 together
with Gnubs Mang gnyen Bzhi brtsan,19 as did Mgar Sta gu Ri zung
in 687 with Gnubs Mang gnyen Bzhi brtsan again and ’bon Da rgyal
Khri zung.20 Mgar ’Bring btsan Rtsang rton took care of collecting
taxes with Pa tsab Rgyal tsan Thom po in 690.21 Mgar Btsan snya
Ldom bu died in the year of the Bird (685/686), following a
mysterious incident involving Mang nyen Stag tsab.22
Mgar Khri ’bring Btsan brod immediately took over his brother’s
office and bestowed upon the ten-year old heir the regal name Khri
16
17
18
19

20
21
22

Pelliot 1961: 7–8, Beckwith 1987: 35–36.
The Li yul gyi lo rgyus remembers him as such and states that a Buddhist
monastery was built in Khotan in his time (Thomas 1935: 125).
See ms. ITJ 0750 l. 75–77, translated in Bacot, Thomas, and Toussaint 1946: 35;
Dotson 2009: 93.
See ms. ITJ 0750 l. 78–80, translated in Bacot, Thomas, and Toussaint 1946: 35;
Dotson 2009: 93. Gnubs Mang gnyen Bzhi brtsan appears to be an important
character in the Tibetan administration of the late seventh century as his name
is mentioned six times in the Annals between 681 and 697 (ms. ITJ 0750 l. 79, 82,
98, 116, 118, 124). Although not a very famous character in later histories, he
seems to be remembered by some bon po scholars. The Srid rgyud mentions a
scholar and/or ascetic Gnub Mang nyer Gzhu btsan, and the early twentieth
century historian Shar rdza Bkra shis Rgyal mtshan places a Gnub Mar gshen
Gzhi btsan, among a list of “twenty scholars” (Karmay 2001: 42, 80).
See ms. ITJ 0750 l. 97–99, translated in Bacot, Thomas, and Toussaint, 1946: 36;
Dotson, 2009: 96.
See ms. ITJ 0750 l. 104–107, translated in Bacot, Thomas, and Toussaint 1946: 37;
Dotson 2009: 97.
My translation from ms. ITJ 0750 l. 90–93: “The btsan po dwelling at Nyen kar,
dme’ happened [between] both the great minister Btsan snya and Mang nyen
Stag tshab. At Sum chu bo of Shangs, great minister Btsan snya died.” (“btsan
po nyen kar na bzhugs shIng / blon chen po btsan snya dang / mang nyen stag tsab
gnyIs / dme’ byung / shangs gyI sum chu bor / blon chen pho btsan snya gum /,” see
also Bacot, Thomas, and Toussaint 1946: 36; and Dotson 2009: 95). Dme’
probably stands here for fratricide (and is indeed interpreted as nang dme by
Dung dkar Blo zang ’Phrin las 2002: 624; see also Dotson 2009: 95). The verb
used to describe Mgar Btsan snya Ldom bu’s death is gum and not bkum (which
would stand for “murdered” or “executed.”) The text thus does not show that
Btsan snya Ldom bu was killed, but might suggest that he died of a cause such
as: old age, illness, suicide, or even the pollution of dme’.
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’Dus srong (677–704). The new great minister then left for Turkestan where he remained until the year of the Ox (689–690). Only after
the great minister’s return did Khri ’Dus srong leave Nyen kar, the
domain where he had remained for the major part of his life, but
the young btsan po returned in the following year. In the year of the
Snake (693–694) Mgar Khri ’bring Btsan brod left again, this time
for the ’A zha land. On his side, the Tibetan monarch is seen
travelling in various parts of his country starting from the year of
the Horse (694). Two disastrous events struck the Mgar family on
that year: Mgar Sta gu was captured by “Sog dag” (probably
Sogdians) and Khotan was lost. Its governor, Mgar Btsan nyen
Gung rton, was disgraced, judged, and executed by order of Khri
’Dus srong in the year of the Sheep (695).23 By that time, the Chinese
seem to have recaptured the Four Garrisons.24
During the same year Mgar Khri ’bring Btsan brod crushed a
Chinese army near Kokonor Lake. That great victory, celebrated in
both the Annals and the Chronicle,25 allowed the Tibetan general to
open negotiations with an emissary of Wu Zetian (690–705) in a
propitious position.26 The core of the debate revolved around
western Turks; Mgar Khri ’bring Btsan brod, maintaining that they
were a Tibetan problem, required that Chinese renounced not only
their claim over the Turks, but also that they left the Four Garrisons
and the Tarim states. The Chinese made in turn another
proposition: they were ready to abandon the Nushibi—the Turkish
tribes that actually worried Mgar Khri ’bring Btsan brod—but
wanted to keep the Four Garrisons, moreover Tibetans should gave
back the ’A zha people and the Kokonor area. Chinese, while
proposing peace to an unacceptable price, had the intention of
destabilising Mgar Khri ’bring Btsan brod who they probably knew
was in a delicate position at the Tibetan court. The failure in the
negotiations would indeed have tragic consequences for the Mgar
family.
Repression and flight of the Mgar family (698–early eighth century)
In 698, the btsan po Khri ’Dus srong invited the Mgar family and
their allies for a great hunt, and had them put to death.27 He
summoned Mgar Khri ’bring Btsan brod and one of his brothers,
known by the Tangshu under the name Zanpo,28 who were still
23
24
25
26
27
28

See ms. ITJ 0750 l. 119–122, translated in Bacot, Thomas, and Toussaint 1946: 38;
Dotson 2009: 98–99.
Beckwith 1987: 54.
Ms. PT 1287 l. 495–523, translated in Bacot, Thomas, and Toussaint 1946: 167–
170. See also the Chinese version in Pelliot 1961: 11.
Beckwith 1987: 58–60; and Bogoslovskij 1972: 46.
See Pelliot 1961: 11, 94. See also Beckwith 1987: 60; and Bogoslovskij 1972: 47.
It is sometime suggested that the Chinese misinterpreted Mgar Khri ’bring
Btsan brod’s name, making two characters out of one with Qinling for Khri
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victoriously fighting Chinese troops in Tsong ka, but they didn’t
answer the call. Khri ’Dus srong then led an army against Mgar
Khri ’bring Btsan brod but the confrontation never took place;
abandoned by his men, the general and his loyal followers
committed suicide. The Chronicle shows Khri ’Dus srong celebrating
his triumph in a famous song of victory.29
The surviving members of the Mgar family and their allies
decided to flee to China and became vassals of Wu Zetian. Chinese
documentation30 names three Mgar among the refugees: Gongren
son of Mgar Khri ’bring Btsan brod, Zanpo, and Mangbuzhi. The
latter is probably to be identified with Mgar Mang po rje
(“Mangbuzhi”) Stag rtsan mentioned in a short, but damaged,
passage of the Chronicle referring precisely to the flight of the
Mgar.31 Zanpo protected the border against Tibetans and died soon
after32 while Gongren (658–723) led a brilliant career in China.33
During the seventh century, a dozen of members of the Mgar
family are known from ancient sources. Among them, five were
great minister, sometime also general (dmag dpon), and one was the
governor of Khotan. The others were officials with unknown
functions but able to perform administrative tasks or military
actions.

29

30
31
32
33

’bring, and Zanpo for Btsan brod. However, while that could be true in some
cases, the fact that Chinese sources ascribe two different fates to them makes it
unlikely. A hint might be found in Tshal pa Kun dga’ Rdo rje’s (1309–1364)
Drung chen smon lam rdo rje’i rnam thar as this work (quoted by Dung dkar Blo
bzang ’Phrin las 2002: 1516–1517, who still transcribes Zanpo by Btsan brod on
p. 622–623) would mention a son of Mgar Stong rtsan Yul zung named Btsan
po Yon tan Rgyal bzung, said to have been a minister of the “Tang queen” Wu
Zetian. The name also occurs in Rgyal dbang Lnga pa Chen mo 1991: 106–107,
but as the extract is about Tshal pa’s line, it might have been borrowed to the
Drung chen smon lam rdo rje’i rnam thar.
See ms. PT 1287 l. 456–494, translated in Bacot, Thomas, and Toussaint 1946:
161–167. According to this difficult text, the Mgar seemed to have had their fief
in a place called the Bya pu Valley (Bya pu lung). The name recalls the one of
the Bya country (Bya yul) which is very close to Gnyal, in Lho ka, where a local
tradition places Mgar Stong rtsan Yul zung’s birthplace ([Shar yul] Phun tshogs
Tshe ring 2000: 60). Another possibility is that Bya pu lung is related to the Bya
tsal of Sgregs mentioned in the Old Tibetan Annals (ms. ITJ 075 l. 131, translated
in Bacot, Thomas, and Toussaint 1946: 39; and Dotson 2009: 100), where the
wealth of the disgraced ones (most probably the Mgar) are said to be
“calculated”. Sgregs—and Bya tsal—would lie roughly half way between Lha
sa and Phying ba, north of the Gtsang po (see G. Hazod’s map in Dotson 2009:
202–203).
Cf. Beckwith 1987: 61; Bogoslovskij 1972: 47; and Demiéville 1987: 380.
See Richardson 1998: 28–36.
Pelliot 1961: 12.
Demiéville 1987: 380 citing a Chinese source: the Zhang yan-gong ji.
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Later developments on the Mgar family

Early history of the Mgar family is the starting point of a wide array
of later developments in both written histories and oral traditions.34
Regardless of any connection with historical facts, those tales,
amongst which motives possibly predating even the early Mgar
somehow sometime found their place, are a true object of study.
This kind of account questions the relations between oral and
written literatures. There is even a testimony suggesting that blon po
Mgar’s story has been narrated in the fashion of the Ge sar epic in
the twentieth century.35
Origins of the Mgar family
The origins of the Mgar family are described in a large variety of
fashions. The so-called “catalogues of principalities” usually link
the Mgar family to the proto-historical kingdom of Ngas po,
renamed ’Phan yul after its conquest by Gnam ri Slon btsan.36 The
Blon po bka’ thang 37 gives another hint on the origins of Mgar as it
states: “Five ministers arose in Ba gor: Mgar Srong btsan Yul gzung,
Khri ’bring Btsan srol, Btsan snya Ldom bu, Khri thog rje A nu, five
with Khri sgra Zin lung.” 38 Some oral traditions places Mgar Stong
rtsan Yul zungs’s birthplace near Lding kha, in Stod lung, where
ruins are thought to be those of the Mgar family’s castle.39 If ’Phan
yul is to be equated to modern ’Phan po, then all the above
mentioned places belong to an area of central Tibet, north of the
Gtsang po River.
Some later accounts give to the Mgar family a divine ancestor.
For the Great Fifth Dalai Lama (1617–1682), he was named Mgar
Tshe gnam tsha ’brug, and is said to have descended to earth from
the sky.40 The nineteenth century works of Gu ru Bkra shis and Tshe
dbang Rdo rje Rig ’dzin describes mount Mi nyag Bzhag [b]ra, east

34
35
36
37

38

39
40

A chart at the end of the paper is compiling the main later developments.
Buffetrille 1999: 121 (oral communication from Y. Gyatso).
Ms. PT 1287, l. 185; Bacot, Thomas, and Toussaint 1946: 138.
“ba gor la blon po lnga byung ste / mgar srong btsan yul gzung dang / khri ’bring
btsan srol dang / btsan snya ldom bu dang / khri thog rje a nu dang / khri sgra zin lung
dang lnga /” (U rgyan Gling pa 1986: 436–437).
The Mgar are distinguished in this list in a curious manner: they are the only
ones whose family name (’Gar) differs from their place of origin (Ba gor). Khri
sgra Zin lung might stand for the quite problematic Khri sgra ’Dzi rmun, first
great minister of the Mgar family according to the Dunhuang Chronicle.
Dung dkar Blo zang ’Phrin las 2002: 622–623, and [Shar yul] Phun tshogs Tshe
ring 2000: 60.
Rgyal dbang Lnga pa Chen mo 1991: 106–107. The Great Fifth might have taken
this information from Tshal pa Kun dga’ Rdo rje’s Drung chen smon lam rdo rje’i
rnam thar.
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of Lha sgang (ch. Tagong) in modern Sichuan, on the border
between Tibet and China, as the place of his descent.41
Yet another potential candidate as Mgar legendary progenitor
might be found in the person of ’Gar Bu chung: according to the bon
po historian Shar rdza Bkra shis Rgyal mtshan (1859–1935),42 he was
the youngest son of G.yung drung Dbang ldan, himself son of Ston
pa Gshen rab. Nothing is said about him or his descendants but
’Gar is a common spelling for Mgar in later works. By comparing
with his brothers’ lines, he might be thought to have lived four
generations before the mythical king Mu khri Btsan po, son of
Gnya’ khri Btsan po.43
The Mgar are also mentioned amongst the offspring of the
primordial tribes but there is no unanimity concerning which. In
the eighteenth century works of Si tu Pan chen Chos kyi ’Byung
gnas and Zhu chen Tshul khrims Rin chen, ’Gar is a “sub-rigs” born
from Sgo Lha sde Dkar po.44 According to Shar yul Phun tshogs
Tshe ring, the ’Gar came down from Rmu tribe,45 while for
Tarthang Tulku they are either the offspring of the Bse or of the
Ldong tribes.46 Unfortunately, the sources used in both of these
works are unclear.
Around the legends of the Rgya bza’ bal bza’ type
Tales of Mgar Stong rtsan Yul zung’s embassies in Nepal and China
are amongst the most famous cycles of Tibetan literature. The
theme even became the main part of a traditional drama: Rgya bza’
bal bza’.
The Dba’ bzhed probably bears the oldest legendary version of
the story. The wedding with the Nepali princess Khri btsun is
barely more than a chronological mark, while the episode of the
embassy to China is relatively short. When the Tibetan envoys
reach the Chinese court, the emperor writes an answer, and asks
them to carry it to Tibet. The envoys, answering that there is no
need to go back to Tibet, hand him an answer written by Srong
btsan Sgam po before their departure. The same scene is repeated
twice before the Chinese emperor eventually agrees to give his

41
42
43

44
45
46

Van der Kuijp 1988: 7. See also Epstein and Peng Wenbin 1999: 340.
Translated in Karmay 2001: 5.
A tradition considers that in the time of Stong rtsan Yul zung and his sons, the
Mgar were ardent followers of the Bon religion. The fifteenth century Bon po
historian Bstan rgyal Bzang po, in his Bstan pa’i rnam bshad dar rgyas gsal ba’i
sgron me, states: “As the Mgar, father and sons, spread Bon, the disciples were
thus numerous” (“mgar yab sras gyis bon spel ba’i slob ma yang mang,” as quoted
by Shar yul Phun tshogs Tshe ring 2003: 97–98).
Cf. Van der Kuijp 1988: 2. See also Stein 1961: 20–22, 70–84.
Shar yul Phun tshogs Tshe ring 2003: 11–12.
Tarthang Tulku 1986: 127, 130.
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daughter in marriage, and bestows upon Mgar Stong rtsan Yul
zung the title of great minister.47
Per Sørensen has already pointed out the variations between the
story as told by the Bka’ chems ka khol ma, the Chos ’byung me tog
snying po sbrang rtsi bcud, the Ma ni bka’ ’bum, and the Rgyal rabs gsal
ba’i me long. One should refer to this remarkable study for in depth
comparison of this material.48 These texts present a very similar
version and obviously derive from the same prototype. The story
seems to be quite old as it already appears in a fully developed
form in the twelfth century Chos ’byung me tog snying po sbrang rtsi
bcud. By convention, I will call this version by the name of legend of
the “Rgya bza’ bal bza’ type.” As far as the Mgar are concerned, the
story always displays the following pattern:49 After a dream of the
sixteen years old Srong btsan Sgam po, the Tibetan ministers decide
to acquire both Khri btsun, daughter of the king of Nepal, and
Kong jo, daughter of the Chinese emperor, as brides for their lord.
Mgar informs the young Tibetan monarch of their decision to seek
Khri btsun. Srong btsan Sgam po in turn entrusts him with letters
which are to be given to each of the Nepalese king’s objections.
Mgar leaves in company of a hundred horsemen and is granted an
audience. As foreseen by Srong btsan Sgam po, the Nepalese king is
first reluctant to send his daughter to the barbarous land of snow,
but terrified by Srong btsan Sgam po’s letters he finally agrees—to
Khri btsun’s great despair—and the delegation returns to Tibet with
the princess. Later, Srong btsan Sgam po allows Mgar to go to
China to fetch Kong jo. The minister is again entrusted with letters
for the Chinese emperor, but the Tibetan emissaries find themselves
in competition with envoys sent by the pious Indian dharmar!ja, the
handsome Gesar king of war, the rich Persian king and the strong
king of Bata hor. As a consequence, Srong btsan Sgam po’s letters,
though greatly terrifying the Chinese emperor, are not enough to
win the hand of the princess. A contest was therefore held to
determine between the pretenders. Despite Mgar’s victory the
Chinese emperor breaks his promise and decides to organise other
trials. Although the Tibetans win each and every one of them
thanks to Mgar’s intelligence and skills, the princess is still not
given until a final trial is held. The emissaries, who never saw the
princess, have to recognise her hidden amongst hundreds of other
girls. Mgar manages to get a description of Kong jo from the hostess
of the Tibetan delegation, whom he was having an affair with. At
the time of the final contest, all the emissaries fail but Mgar, who
after reviewing several maiden, stopped in front of Kong jo, hooked
her by the collar with the notch of an arrow he had in hand, and
47
48
49

Pasang Wangdu and Diemberger 2000: 29–32.
Sørensen 1994: 213–249.
For a translation from the Rgyal rabs gsal ba’i me long, see Sørensen 1994: 213–
249. See also Nyang Nyi ma ’Od zer 1988: 197–227; Sa skya Bsod nams Rgyal
mtshan 2005: 78–131.
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lead the crying princess out of the row. Having won the hand of
Kong jo, the Tibetans prepare for departure. But ’Bri Se ru Gung
ston, jealous of Mgar, suggests the Chinese emperor to keep the
clever minister in China as a compensation for the loss of his
daughter. Aware of the treachery, but realising the opportunity to
destabilise the country, Mgar willingly decides to stay, and
arranges a future meeting with his trustworthy companions, Thon
mi and Nyang. Having indeed caused great disturbances and made
a fool of the Chinese emperor, his astrologers, and his troops, the
Tibetan minister eventually manages to escape. He joins Kong jo
and her escort in the Tibetan marches, however angry Chinese
protective deities are blocking the road to Tibet and have to be
propitiated along with their Tibetan counterparts in order to clear
the way. The escort proceeds and the princess can finally be handed
to Srong btsan Sgam po.
It is possible that the story of the embassy to China in legends of
the “Rgya bza’ bal bza’ type” was developed from the story as it
appears in the Dba’ bzhed by adding trials in order to win the hand
of the princess.50 However, it is also possible that the structure of
the Dba’ bzhed version was reused for the story of the Nepalese
wedding in the “Rgya bza’ bal bza’ type.”
According to some accounts, Wencheng Kong jo and Mgar had a
child on their way to Tibet. It might be a relatively old development
as the story already appears in both Nyang ral’s chos ’byung and at
least one edition of the Bka’ chems ka khol ma.51 As an oral tradition it
is still alive. Although few sites in A mdo and Khams claim to be
the child’s death-spot, there also seems to be a local tradition which
ascribes him a different fate: the baby, born somewhere in the
Tibetan area of modern Yunnan, was sent adrift on the river and
found down-stream by local people who placed him on the throne
of ’Jang (Nanzhao).52
Oral tradition goes on, saying that Mgar, despite his many tricks,
was eventually blinded and banished in modern A mdo to punish
him for his affair with Kong jo.53 Katia Buffetrille relates several
legends which all have roughly the same plot: the minister is exiled
in a place which is then only a large plain, he asks his son to get
50

51
52
53

S. G. Karmay already drew a parallel between the arrow used by Mgar in the
final trial, and those used in wedding ceremonies as a male symbol (Karmay
1998: 147–153). Furthermore, some of the trials imposed by the Chinese
emperor to the foreign delegations (the drinking contest and the final trial)
recall similar tests occurring in wedding ceremonies—at least in Ladakh and
Zanskar—imposed to the horsemen sent by the groom’s party in order to fetch
the bride. Mgar, however, doesn’t seem to be explicitly mentioned in such
occasions (Kaplanian 1981: 247–257; see also Stein 1996: 132–134).
Cf. Sørensen 1994: 242; Richardson 1998: 114; Nyang Nyi ma’Od zer 1988: 227.
The story was told to me by a young Tibetan bon po from the area, in
Dharamsala in October 2008. He had heard the story from his grand-father.
Buffetrille 1999: 107–111. See also one of the stories where Mgar takes in his
exile the plans of the Jo khang.
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water from a source hidden under a rock and to put that rock back
in place afterward. The son forgets his father’s advice and rising
waters invade the plain, thus forming the Kokonor Lake. A grub
thob, Padmasambhava in some versions, eventually shows up and
miraculously obstructs the source.
Early Mgar as warlords in later legends
The surprisingly few written narratives concerning the family’s
military expeditions are usually rather short and distorted.
Accounts of the aggressive careers of Mgar’s sons are to be found in
Lde’u Jo sras’s chronicle 54: “’Gar Btsan snya Ldom bu and ’Gar Khri
’bring Btsan rgod acted ten years as ministers. Gar log and Hor
were subjugated. In the north, the territory having been extended,
one would enter through the Da shab hab pass.” 55 The downfall of
the family Mgar, despite being one of the major political events of
the time, is a theme that appears to be largely ignored by later
historians.
The legend of the Chinese invasion of Lhasa after the death of
Srong btsan Sgam po (leading to the hiding of the Jo bo) has been
extensively studied by Richardson.56 It probably comes from a
misinterpretation of Chinese documentation referring to the events
of 670, when an army sent to invade Lha sa was crushed by Mgar
Khri ’bring Btsan brod near the Kokonor Lake. According to
Richardson’s work, the earliest version is the one found in Tshal
Kun dga’ rdo rje’s Red Annals (fourteenth century).57 The Deb ther
dmar po gsar ma (sixteenth century) is representative of such a
tradition and contains an account on Mgar Stong rtsan Yul zung’s
late career and death58: “In the time of this king [Gung srong Gung
btsan], Chinese armies came to Tibet and burnt the Dmar po ri. [...]
Again minister Mgar [Stong rtsan Yul zung], leading a hundred
thousand of Tibetan warriors, plundered the Chinese realm. It is
said that Mgar himself died in that battle.” 59 The story also
contradicts both the Annals and the Chronicle regarding Mgar Stong
rtsan Yul zung’s death.
54
55

56
57
58
59

Lde’u Jo sras 1987: 119.
Unsurprisingly, a similar account is given in Mkhas pa Lde’u 1987: 299–300:
“’Gar Btsan gnya’ Ldem bu and ’Gar Khri ’bring acted ten years as blon po. In
Lag ris, Hor and Ga gon were subjugated. In the north, the territory was
extended.” (“’gar btsan gnya’ ldem bu dang ’gar khri ’bring gis blon po lo bcu byas /
lag ris su hor dang ga gon btul / byang phyogs su yul rgya bskyed /”). The mention of
ten years which appears in both Lde’u Jo sras and Mkhas pa Lde’u is not
supported by the Old Tibetan Annals.
Richardson 1998: 39–47.
Ibid.: 39.
Pan chen Bsod nams Grags pa 1982: 22–23.
An oral tradition states that Mgar became the gzhi bdag Blon po Gser chen after
his death (Buffetrille 1999: 121).
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Conclusion

Unsurprisingly, earlier materials including the Dunhuang
documents and Chinese sources focus on Mgar military and
political influence, and offer an account of brilliant statesmen. The
period following the disintegration of the Tibetan empire saw the
development of legends concerning the Mgar family, and especially
Mgar Stong rtsan Yul zung. This was probably the time when
legends of the “Rgya bza’ bal bza’ type” were elaborated before being
widely accepted in learned historiographical works from the
twelfth century onwards. The influence of oral accounts on written
material is by its very nature difficult, if not impossible, to trace.
However, although it is ultimately unprovable, the story of Mgar
Stong rtsan Yul zung and Wencheng Kong jo’s child could very
well have its origins in oral legends.
Finding several legends around the Mgar in eastern Tibet is not
much of a surprise as it is well known that the kings of Sde dge
claimed to descend from them. However those accounts can’t be
reduced to propaganda as blon po Mgar, as a true folk hero, is found
in local tales in a large geographical area spanning from modern
Yunnan to the Kokonor lake. Less known is blon po Mgar’s place in
bon po literature, and much remains to be studied.
From a strictly historical point of view, the Mgar family’s
achievements are of great importance. By their conquests, the Mgar
not only pushed forward an imperial power’s borders, but also took
part in the extension of the Tibetan cultural territory itself, mainly
in direction of modern A mdo. As legendary figures, their presence
pervades Tibetan imaginary, thus forming a remarkable part of
Tibetan identity and heritage.
Charts
Rulers of the Seventh Century
Tibet

China

Gnam ri Slon btsan (early 7th
c.?)
Khri Srong btsan Sgam po
(618?–649)
[Gung srong Gung brtsan (641–
646)?]
Khri Mang slon (649–677)
Khri ’Dus srong (677–704)

Sui Wendi (581–604)
Sui Yangdi (604–618)
Tang Gaozu (618–626)
Tang Taizong (626–649)
Tang Gaozong (649–683)
Tang Zhongzong (684)
Tang Ruizong (684–690)
Wu Zetian (690–705)
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The Mgar family according to old Tibetan and Chinese sources
Name

Data

Mgar

Minister in the Ngas po principality (early 7th
c.)

Mgar Khri sgra ’Dzi rmun

Great minister under Gnam ri Slon btsan

Mgar Mang sham Sum snang

Great minister under Srong btsan Sgam po
(618? –649)

Mgar Stong rtsan Yul zung

Great minister from 646-647 to his death in 667–
668

Mgar Btsan snya Ldom bu

Mgar Mang nyen Stag tsab

Mgar Stong rtsan Yul sung’s son
Great minister from 668–669 (or before)
to his death in 685–686
Death in 685–686 involving Mgar Btsan snya
Ldom bu

Mgar Khri ’bring Btsan brod

Mgar Stong rtsan Yul sung’s son
Great minister from 686 up to his suicide in 699

Mgar Btsan nyen Gung rton

Governor of Khotan
Executed in 695

Mgar Sta gu Ri zung

Captured by Sog dag (Sogdians?) in 694

Mgar ’Bring btsan Rtsang rton

Tibetan official mentioned in 690

Zanpo (Chinese name)

Mgar Khri ’bring Btsan brod’s brother
military career in China under Wu Zetian (690–
705)

Gongren (Chinese name)

(658–723) Mgar Khri ’bring Btsan brod’s son

Mgar Mang po rje Stag rtsan
= Mangbuzhi?

Refugee in China circa 700
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Later developments
Century

Data concerning the Mgar family

9th–11th c.?

First catalogues of principalities (Dunhuang documents)
Early Tibetan legends on blon po Mgar’s embassy to China (Dba’
bzhed)

11th–12th c.

Stories of the “Rgya bza’ bal bza’ type” are formed
Legends on blon po Mgar and Wencheng Kong jo’s child?

13th c.

Blon po Mgar sons as warlords (both of Lde’u chronicles)

14th c.

Mgar origins in Ba gor (Blon po bka’ thang)
List of Mgar ministers (Blon po bka’ thang)
The Chinese invasion of Lhasa (Red Annals)

15th c.

Blon po Mgar and his sons promoting bon religion (Bstan rgyal
Bzang po)

17th c.

Divine origins of the ’Gar family
(Great Fifth’s chronicle, compiled from 14th c. material?)

18th c.

Mgar linked with primordial tribes
(Si tu Pan chen Chos kyi ’Byung gnas, Zhu chen Tshul khrims Rin
chen)

19th c.

Mythical ancestor linked with mount Mi nyag bzhag ra
(Gu ru Bkra shis, Tshe dbang Rdo rje Rig ’dzin)

20th c.

Oral accounts in central and eastern (i.e. Khams and A mdo)
Tibet.
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TRINKETS, TEMPLES, AND TREASURES: T IBETAN MATERIAL CULTURE
AND THE 1904 BRITISH M ISSION TO TIBET
Tim Myatt

T

his paper presents new research examining looting during
the 1904 Younghusband Mission to Tibet.1 It will firstly
discuss the “mind of the Mission” by outlining the social
and cultural milieu that prevailed, and note the role models for, and
influences on, those who took part in the Mission. It will explore the
position of L. Austine Waddell (1854–1938), the “archeologist” to the
Mission, and the controversial methods he used to acquire both
personal and official collections. The aftermath of the Mission is
examined, focusing on contemporary newspaper reports from London and Delhi concerning the looting. I note how selected items
looted from Tibet are now presented in British museums and
collections, before studying the mentality behind the collectors and
their desire to construct archives of achievement and “Temples of
Empire” that rationalise a perspective of “the other,” and thereby,
themselves.
The Younghusband Mission to Tibet was the “end game” of the
“Great Game.” The Great Game for political supremacy and influence was played out across the plains of Central Asia between
British India and Imperial Russia for almost the entire duration of
the nineteenth century. For reasons too complex to explore here
(although excellently analysed by Alastair Lamb2 and others), Lord
Curzon (1895–1925), the British Viceroy in Delhi, initially dispatched
an escorted delegation of diplomats to Khamba Dzong in southern
Tibet to attempt to quash rumours of Russian intrigue in Lhasa. The
delegation failed to conduct a satisfactory dialogue, and hawkish
elements within the diplomatic and military communities
persuaded the Viceroy to sanction a small expeditionary-style force
1

2

Officially termed the “Sikkim Tibet Field Force,” the British presence in Tibet in
1904 has been variously known as the “Younghusband Mission,” the “British
Mission to Tibet,” and the “Second British Invasion of Tibet.” Younghusband
himself refers to events as the “British Mission,” rather than the “mission.” For
simplicity I adopt his convention, but attach no ulterior significance to this
choice. The “Mission” strictly refers to the diplomatic corps surrounding
Younghusband, however Lord Kitchener issued orders for them to be
supported by a Royal Artillery Mountain Battery with two ten-pounder screw
guns, a half company of the 2nd Sappers and Miners, eight companies of the 23rd
Sikh Pioneers, six companies of the 8th Gurkhas, and two Maxim guns from 1st
Battalion, the Norfolk Regiment. The vast resources of the Coolie Corps were
drawn upon, over 10,000 in all, along with 3,000 ponies, 5,000 yaks and
buffaloes, 5,000 bullocks, 7,000 mules and six camels to carry the officers’ cigars.
Lamb 1960.
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to push into Tibet in order to force negotiation and assurances. The
Mission, commanded by the enigmatic Francis Younghusband
(1863–1942), was controversial from its outset, especially after a
series of bloody and one-sided encounters with the nascent Tibetan
military.
Younghusband was a household name by the time Curzon
selected him as his Tibet Commissioner. He was every boy’s hero; a
world record holder for the 100 yard dash, an explorer who found
new passes to China, Gold Medal Holder and later President of the
Royal Geographic Society, an Everest mountaineer, and later in life
the founder of the World Congress of Faiths. Patrick French
describes him “the last great imperial adventurer.”3
Nearly all those who crossed his trailblazing path lauded
Younghusband as a hero; however like his political mentor, he too
could be arrogant, obsessive, and argumentative, especially with
those that he believed undermined his authority. Among his
dissenters was Brigadier-General Macdonald, the man tasked with
directing the military and logistical arms of the 1904 Mission.
However the view shared by nearly all the British officers that took
part in the Tibet Mission is best presented by Captain Frederick
O’Connor, his aide and interpreter. For him Younghusband was,
[…] one of the few specimens of the typical “strong silent man”
whom I have ever met. Very quiet, very laconic […] at once a
philosopher and a man of action […]. I never once saw him for
a moment even ruffled, far less discomposed or perturbed, by
any circumstance or crisis which we had to encounter. An
imperturbable exterior covered a strong and steadfast character
and a most equable temperament.4

After the fortress at Gyantse was taken following a protracted siege,
the Mission marched on Lhasa where the Tibetan authorities, in the
absence of the exiled Thirteenth Dalai Lama, were required to sign a
treaty with the British. The treaty itself was largely renegotiated at
the Simla Conference in 1914, however the dramatic clash of
cultures and the lasting legacy of the Mission have long provided a
fertile field for historians, Tibetologists, and anthropologists, who
continuously reappraise this important chapter in Tibet’s relationship with the West. Perhaps the most divisive issue in this dialogue
concerns looting.
This paper will attempt to answer pertinent questions that
remain as to why items were taken, who removed the items, what
were their reasons, what was taken, and what they can teach us
about the role of contemporary museum and library collections.

3
4

French 1995.
O’Connor 1931: 33.
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Sources
Accounts of the Mission fall into three general categories: historical
British accounts that are generally self-congratulatory and seek to
justify or celebrate the actions of the author,5 modern Western
interpretations of the Mission that reappraise its political and
historical consequences,6 and modern Chinese and Tibetan accounts
that are often heavily biased by political dogma and propaganda.7
Much has been written in all three categories of accounts
concerning the issue of looting, but few sources examine the
rationale behind events in an attempt to understand the British
officers and their men who served in Tibet. Diaries and letters from
officers to wives and families at home make many references to both
curios and loot, and provide insight into their opinions regarding
the “legitimate” collection of objects, despite both direct and
General Orders specifically forbidding looting.
It is beyond doubt that extensive looting did occur in Tibet
during the Younghusband Mission; however, its full extent, and a
comprehensive catalogue of items taken, is almost impossible to
discern. Modern Chinese and Tibetan histories of the Mission
provide poignant and heated accounts of destruction and pillage,
however I am unable to concur with Michael Carrington’s suggestion that “a desire for books, manuscripts and curios, became an
important element, even a central plank, of the philosophy of the
Tibet Mission.” 8 Equally erroneous are comments found in various
Western history texts that ignore or attempt to refute claims of
looting, painting a harmonious picture of Anglo-Tibetan relations:
comments such as, “Colonel Younghusband, the leader, had been
careful to avoid unnecessary bloodshed, and of course had not permitted atrocities, looting, or wanton destruction,” 9 do not provide a
full or accurate account of the Mission.
The “mind” of the Mission
To understand why looting was such an issue, it is important to note
the seismic changes that were taking place in Edwardian society and
which influenced those dispatched north from India. An understanding of the morals and codes that permitted officers and men to take
items for profit or curiosity must be rooted in an understanding of
who they were, and the prevailing social milieu.

5
6
7
8
9

Younghusband 1910; O’Connor 1931; Candler 1905; and Landon 1905.
Fleming 1961; French 1995.
Jaiwai and Gyaincain 1997; Shan 2001. Tibetan and Chinese accounts of the
Mission are extensively analysed in Myatt Forthcoming.
Carrington 2003: 107.
Hicks 1988: 55.
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Curzon and his Viceregal entourage believed strongly in the
philosophy of Empire; that it was Britain’s destiny to civilize and
harmonise diverse peoples under the rule of law and banner of
Empire. While missionaries and preachers brought the souls of
“barbarians” and “heathens” into the folds of the “true cloth,”
Imperial armies pushed the boundaries of Empire, leaving behind
them lawful, compliant, and taxpaying servants and subjects of the
Emperor King. The British role as natural leaders, displaying
military prowess and moral authority, would spread an
enlightening and benign influence across a world shaded with
cartographer’s pink.10 However, the Younghusband Mission departed at a time when these self-imposed high morals and notions of
Victorian benevolence, civilization and culture, were slowly giving
way to a world forced to embrace industrialisation and militarisation, and had begun to question the validity of the Curzonian
view of the world.11 As the historian John Boynton Priestly reminds
us, “many fairly typical Victorians, some of them very influential,
were still to be found in Edwardian England, […] however, the
Edwardian Age was not simply a prolongation of the Victorian. The
Victorian Age, which we readily associate with the period 1840–
1880, was already losing much of its former character, especially its
complacency, during the 1880s and 1890s.” 12
Edwardian Britain (1901–1910) still held a martial spirit; the
nation maintained great pride and belief in her armies and Empire.
At the time of the Mission the Boer War13 in South Africa would
have been fresh in the minds of the Edwardian thinking classes.
Some newspapers went so far as to claim that this war had a
redemptive quality for both factions. In an article entitled “The
Blessings of War,” The Daily Mail suggested that the war had a
double blessing, “if it makes us re-examine the bases of our national
life, ruthlessly dig away all that is decayed or doubtful, and place
things on a sound footing […] out of the present strife and conflict
shall emerge an Empire stronger, more fully prepared, amply
equipped against the worst our foes can do against us.” 14
The Edwardians were also comfortably elaborating theories and
philosophies to suit their purposes and perception of themselves
and their Empire. The notion of social Darwinism was gaining
favour, justifying the use of force to ensure the progress of societies
through competition, just as biological organisms in nature adapted
10
11

12
13
14

Gilmour 2003.
It is a sad afterthought to realise that many of the men who served with the
Tibet Mission in 1904 would go on to lose their lives on the fields of Flanders,
not defending Victorian values of Empire and imperial munificence, but facing
precisely the advanced, indiscriminate weapons they carted over the Himalayas
to level against the Tibetans.
Priestly 1970.
The Boer War, 1899–1902.
The Daily Mail 1 January 1900.
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and evolved through competition for resources and with each
other.15 Likewise Karl von Clausewitz’s theory that war was the
legitimate means by which states conducted their policies16 was
modified to the Edwardian needs: “his famous dictum that war was
merely the continuation of politics by other means, was seen by at
least some late Victorians and Edwardians to make war acceptable
as a method of settling their differences.” 17
The Mission to Tibet took place at the very edge of this
tumultuous mindscape and Imperial landscape; Tibet not only
occupied one of the last blank spaces on the map, it also held
Edwardian society in thrall to its mysticism, occult spirituality,
legendry treasures, and very “otherness.” 18 Regardless of the mindset at home, on the frontiers of the Empire Curzon’s outlook
remained the dominant guide for interaction and self-definition. Just
as myth often needs liminal spaces outside the normal constraints of
time and space in order to develop, Tibet provided “the setting of a
powerful mythology of Empire.” 19
It was with this in the back of their minds that the officers and
men of the Mission wrestled with the very real circumstances of
both armed resistance and Tibet’s formidable landscape. The world
may have been changing around them, but high in the Himalayas,
soldiers were given ample room to be soldiers, regardless of their
schooling, training, and the impossibly high ideals of the period. As
frontiersmen they occupied the higher echelons of the Imperial
pantheon; “portrayed as strong, self-reliant, courageous and upright, he was a pioneer of European civilization. By gaining the trust
of the “unruly” indigenous peoples and imposing the British
concept of good order and civilization he acted for the benefit of
all.” 20 However at the same time, the thinking—and voting21—
classes in London were becoming less confident of their dominance,
legitimacy, and ability to press ever forward this Imperial agenda;
those going over the Himalayas were probably out of step with
public conscience and opinion at home, still harbouring Victorian
values and ideas. These old colonial attitudes can be best surmised
from the name of the little Pekingese dog presented to Queen
Victoria from the sack of the Peking Summer Palace in 1861;
“Looty.” 22
The rules of engagement changed with this shift in public
conscience. The Hague Convention of 1899 became the forerunner of
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Wilkinson 1998: 99.
Clausewitz 1976.
Wilkinson 1998: 104.
Bishop 2000.
McKay 1997: 190.
Ibid.: 191.
The 1884 Third Reform Act gave men in rural areas the same franchise as those
in the urban boroughs, and the electorate now totaled over 5.5 million.
Greenfield 2007: 412.
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the Geneva Convention: Article 46 decreed that “private property
cannot be confiscated,” and Article 48, “pillage is formally prohibited.” 23 Historically, however, British readiness to plunder and
loot following military victories is well documented. In “Officers,
Gentlemen and Thieves,” 24 Carrington gives examples ranging from
the Napoleonic wars to the relief of the residency at Lucknow
during the Indian Mutiny. He also notes how even in the 1880s, after
the sacking and destruction of property in the border areas of the
Nagalands, there developed a lively debate as to the merits of
village burning and displays of Imperial might to dissuade such
extremities of the Empire from aggressive or subordinate behaviour
in the future.25
The gentleman collector
The notion of “gentleman collectors” had already been established
in the Himalayan region by such eminent figures as Sven Hedin
(1865–1952) and Aurel Stein (1862–1943). Hedin was, by 1904, a
renowned scholar, explorer, and cartographer; he served his native
Sweden in Persia as Vice-Consul, travelled between 1893 and 1897
in the Pamir Mountains visiting the abandoned cities of Dandan
Oilik and Kara Dung in Khotan, and Central Asia between 1899 and
1902. On this expedition he travelled through the Tarim Basin,
Yarkand, Tibet, and Kashmir. By the time of his death in 1952 he
had donated over eight thousand individual items from his numerous expeditions to the Ethnographic Museum and National
Archives in Stockholm.26
Aurel Stein was a Hungarian explorer and scholar who later
became a British citizen, receiving generous funding from the British
Museum for his expeditions, and later from Curzon himself after the
Viceroy visited the Lahore Museum where he worked. Although he
was not to discover the caves at Dunhuang till his 1906–1908
expedition, he had by the time of the Younghusband Mission
already carved his name as a Central Asia explorer in his first
expedition across the Taklamakan Desert. The British Library’s
holdings in early Tibetan, Chinese and Tangut manuscripts were the
result of his many expeditions, the finest perhaps being the oldest
known dated and printed text; a copy of the Diamond Sutra. Stein
famously purchased the majority of the priceless texts from the
caves’ guardian for a mere £220.27 A letter from Stein in Rawalpindi
to Waddell dated 1902 gives some indication of his approach to
collecting items for museums and libraries. The letter congratulates
23
24
25
26
27

Hudson 1931: 114–117.
Carrington 2003: 108.
See also, Robb 1997.
Kish 1984.
Hopkirk 1984; Baumer 2000.
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Waddell on his explorations and work, but laments that he did not
have “opportunity to ransack the Chinese Buddhist monasteries
before they were looted.” 28 Although it is not known exactly when
the sites were looted, it seems that, at least with regard to the
monasteries of Central Asia, Stein regretted not that the monasteries
were looted, but that they were looted by others first.
In 1904 the collections of Europe were weak in the field of
Tibetan art and literature. Even at the heart of the Empire, the
London museums had “little more than a few leaves torn from some
of the larger texts, and the libraries of Oxford, Cambridge and the
Royal Asiatic Society had still less.” 29 The Government of India was
well aware that the Mission to Tibet would provide an excellent
opportunity to collect the texts and items that scholars and curators
craved. It was therefore decided to appoint an official collector for
the Government of India, grant him funds to purchase relevant
material, and divide the results between major collections held in
India and Britain. Austine Waddell was chosen to fill this role. There
was an immediate demand to become one of the fortunate museums
to receive items from Tibet; many major collectors including the
Cambridge University Ethnological Institute, and the Victoria
Institute wrote directly to the India Office requesting that any items
from Tibet should be passed on to their collections. The India Office
replied to most that they had not received instructions as to the
distribution of artifacts.30 Waddell’s papers in the University of
Glasgow Library show similar requests directly to him. One dated
29th of July 1904 from Professor Cecil Bendall, Professor of Sanskrit
at University College London until 1903, asks that the Mission be
sure to collect Tibetan literature for Cambridge University Library,
and adds a specific request for anything of a Sanskrit origin.31 Given
this level of expectation and demand from the most august
institutions in the land, it is unsurprising that items were removed
to satisfy the clamour of the collectors, and Waddell was an obvious
choice to orchestrate this collecting.
“Archaeologist” to the Mission
Austine Waddell was a Lieutenant Colonel in the Indian Medical
Service, but was also the most renowned Tibetologist in the Empire.
In the early part of his career he had been posted to Darjeeling,
where he developed a strong interest in all things Tibetan: wildlife,
28
29
30
31

GB 0247 MS Gen 1691/3/150. Stein to Waddell, 1902. University of Glasgow
Library, Waddell Collection.
Waddell 1912: 80–113.
Foreign (External) B, August 1904, proceedings nos. 241–244. National Archives
of India.
Item GB 0247 Waddell Q 203. Glasgow University Library, Waddell Collection
Catalogue.
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plants, and especially its religion. He befriended many of the
“Pundits” of the Great Game, including Sarat Chandra Das (1849–
1917), the model for Hurree Chunder Mookerjee of Kipling’s Kim.32
In 1892, Kinthup, the Pundit who successfully trekked along the
length of the Tsangpo River in order to discover the river’s source,
joined him and together they set out to trek to Lhasa in disguise.33
Waddell’s blue eyes soon meant that they were discovered; however
his stock rose in both academic circles and local monasteries when
rumour went about the bazaar of Darjeeling that he was an
emanation of Amitabha, the Buddha of Infinite Light, an association
he used to gather information for his major work, The Buddhism of
Tibet or Lamaism.34 The book established him at the forefront of
Tibetology. However his contention that Tibetan Buddhism was a
corrupt form of the teachings of the Lord Buddha, and the
associations and comparisons he made with Western Catholicism,
now appear misplaced.
In 1895 he was attached to the Chitral Relief Force, in the
company of Francis Younghusband and his brother, George.35 This
allowed him to indulge his penchant for collecting, amassing a large
collection of “several hundreds of beautiful Greco-Buddhist
sculptures,” 36 that he presented to the Calcutta and Peshawar Museums on his return. By 1900 he was attached to the twenty
thousand strong International Peking Relief Force sent to relieve the
besieged delegations during the Boxer Rebellion.37 It was while
serving in Malakand that Waddell first got wind of the proposed
Mission to Tibet; he immediately sent a telegram to the Government
of India, emphasising “the unique opportunity offered by the
Mission for procuring from that closed land those manuscripts and
books so greatly required by Western scholars.” 38 He secured the
support of Younghusband, insisting that David Macdonald, his
young Anglo-Sikkimese interpreter, and Kinthup join him in his
dual roles of Medical Officer and collector/Tibetologist. He was
granted Rs 10,000 from the Government of India to secure such
artefacts, texts, and items as he considered to be of best use to
scholars.39 This government funding gave rise to claims in Indian
and British newspapers that looting from monasteries and estates
32
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was in some way sanctioned by the Government of India, a charge
Waddell emphatically denied on his return. Lord Kitchener, the
Commander in Chief, being an avid collector of such items, even
asked him to secure items of Chinese porcelain from Tibet. However
the majority of the fragile pieces Waddell did manage to accumulate
for his collections were destroyed in transit.
Waddell was a man not averse to taking risks in gathering his
collections. Indeed on his arrival in Chumi Shonko (Chu mig
gshongs ko) and learning of sacred texts in the home of the recently
slaughtered chief, he recorded that “I found some books, which I
brought out hastily as the adjoining house was afire, and I had to
run the gauntlet of explosions, which were occurring all around,
and the house in which I had been blew up a short time
afterwards.” 40 On his return from Lhasa his collection of over two
thousand items was divided between the Calcutta Museum, British
Museum, the libraries of Oxford and Cambridge universities, and
the India Office Library. He noted with some pride in 1912 that the
collection “forms by far the largest and richest collection of Tibetan
literature which has ever reached Europe.” 41 His magnum opus,
published in 1905, Lhasa and its Mysteries, with a Record of the British
Expedition of 1903–1904,42 (on the basis of which he was appointed
Professor of Tibetan at London University in 1907) is perhaps the
fullest and most readable account of the Mission. It is remarkable
not only for his extensive background and insight into Tibetan
culture, but also for the exclusion of any mention of his Government
funds, items collected by various means, and their eventual resting
places.
Waddell’s article in The Asiatic Quarterly describing the contents
of the trove he brought back is interesting in that it was written a
clear eight years after the return of the Mission and the deposit of
the items in their respective museums and libraries. Why an earlier
catalogue or description had not been published is unknown, and it
is a sad fact that some of the items he amassed await, even to this
day, translation and accurate description. Waddell describes the
collection as “one of not the least solid results of the Mission of Sir
Francis Younghusband,” 43 but appears to get even the dates of the
Mission confused, claiming that it was being formed in 1908, four
years after its return. The article remains the only account of the
distribution of the books and manuscripts between the libraries;
there being no modern full catalogue or index. Although Waddell
lamented having to divide his collection between various
institutions, there appears to be little rhyme or reason behind his
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methods in the division.44 Different volumes in the same book were
given to diverse libraries, and the allocation appears more random
than an attempt to play to the strengths of the institutions; having
divided the collection into categories (A: Buddhist texts, B: Bon
items, C: Histories, D: Science and Medicine and, E: Lexicons and
Grammars,) he then further divided these categories between the
libraries. He therefore not only separated his collection along irregular lines, but also failed to augment the existing specialisations and
strengths of the libraries involved.
On his return to India, and in the face of strong criticism from the
Indian press, Waddell claimed that the greater part of his collection
had been assembled before the attack on Changlo Manor in May
1904, and that the majority was purchased with the funds provided
by the Government of India. However simple arithmetic shows that
the Government of India gave Waddell Rs 10,000 to spend on books,
manuscripts and items, and he amassed over two thousand items,45
something that would only leave an average of Rs 5 per item,46 a
pitifully small amount given the quality of his collection. He later
claimed of his personal collection that “all except half a dozen
volumes, was lost on the journey back from Tibet.” 47 However,
Allen records that in 1905 the Berlin Museum purchased his
collection of “Indian antiquities” for a considerable sum.48
British attitudes and accounts
While the opportunistic acquisition of loot never seems to have
strayed far from the mind of some officers as recorded in their
letters and diaries, some British accounts of looting hint at plain
greed. At Nakartse, Kalön (bka’ blon; “Minister”) Yutok49 approached
44
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Younghusband’s tent under a white flag of truce for discussions
relating to their imminent arrival in Lhasa. Younghusband recorded
in a letter to his father that he had spent over seven hours listening
to the Kalön’s requests that the British not advance to the capital
when their discussions were cut short by the sound of fighting
coming from outside the tent. It transpired that the 2nd Mounted
Infantry had approached the baggage train of the Kalön while he
was in discussion with the Tibet Commissioner; one of the Tibetan
train guards had panicked and fired at the cavalry, who returned
fire even though the Kalön was under a flag of truce. Lieutenant
Carey noted in his diary “they were at once pursued, and after an
exciting chase they were captured along with the baggage, twelve of
them were killed. They had some first class mules and ponies—and
some very good rifles were taken, among them was one Russian,
one American, a Winchester repeater and a Mauser.”50 The Kalön
only realised what was going on when he emerged from Younghusband’s tent to see the Mounted Infantry making off with the
entirety of his baggage. His rigorous protests to General Macdonald
resulted in a court of enquiry being established. However, it found
in favour of the Mounted Infantry; the Tibetan guards having fired
the first shot.
Many of the British officers’ personal journals and diaries are
openly honest about the level of looting that took place. For
example, Arthur Hadow of the Maxim Gun Detachment wrote in his
diary how he found himself in the monastic complex at Pelkor
Chöde (Dpal ’khor chos sde) just prior to the arrival of the main
body of British troops. Hadow and a few of his fellow officers had
been surveying the fortress or dzong (rdzong) and on completion of
their task the senior officers returned to Changlo. However Hadow
and another junior officer walked towards Gyantse and found
themselves in the deserted monastery. Unbeknown to Hadow,
General Macdonald was advancing towards the monastery, expecting stiff resistance from behind its thick stone walls. Hadow and
his fellow officer found the complex all but deserted, and so “broke
into three large buildings or temples on the hillside, loading
ourselves with loot. Then thinking it desirable to try and capture a
Tibetan, to help carry our things, I came outside. I then discovered
that the army had moved up in battle array to capture the
monastery, but instead of finding the enemy there was only a small
party of British officers looting. We were quickly hauled before an
angry staff officer, and I had to leave without my loot. Pte Smith
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to Lhasa. He escaped with the Dalai Lama to India in exile, but died soon after
arriving.
Carey, Lieutenant Thomas, Expedition to Tibet: Letters being extracts from
Diary. Carey, 1st Battalion Royal Fusiliers, 1904, Royal Fusiliers Museum, Tower
of London. Cited in, Allen 2004: 242.
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was even searched, but he managed to slip three brass images down
inside his vest, and this was all we managed to bring away.” 51
The letters of Major Beynon give the most aggressive and
alarming description of the behaviour of British officers by one of
their own number. His letters reveal not only open plundering of
the monastery, but also the harsh methods used to gain access to
hidden items:
Ross, 2nd Gurkhas, was in the big monastery here and was
looking for grain with his coolie corps when one of his men was
stoned by a Lama. They caught the beggar and tied him up and
gave him twenty lashes on the spot and then told him if he
didn’t show where the grain was hid he would be shot. He
showed them two places very cleverly hidden—but when Ross
began to get the things out he found that instead of grain the
man had shown him where the monastery’s plate & robes were
kept. Ross reported to the General who told him he might keep
what he liked and to send the rest to the man who collects for
the British Museum [Waddell]. Ross & Wigram who were
working together took something and asked me to help myself,
so I selected a very nice hanging silver censer and a gilt one—
neither of them very valuable but very quaint design—and I
also took two lamas’ robes & some silk embroidery, which I am
sending home to you.52

Beynon’s letter is interesting as it mentions that the General “told
him he might keep what he liked.” These may have been soothing
words to calm the conscience of his wife at home, but it also
provides an insight into the mind of a middle ranking British officer
of the period, as well as that of his superiors.
At Gyantse Dzong, Waddell’s own account recalls how at the
main building numerous discoveries were made in the labyrinth of
rooms; one was a “horrible chamber […] full of decapitated human
heads of men, women, and children. One of the men’s heads
appeared almost European in countenance. The gory necks of
several showed that the heads had been struck off during life.” 53 In
other rooms he found “a huge stock of grain, about 100 tons, barley,
flour, and peas […] strings of mules and coolies were soon
removing it to our camp.” The coolies helped themselves in the
bonanza, “large stores of dried sheep and yak meat were found
which our Nepalese and Tibetan coolies carried off with avidity,
being gluttonous flesh eaters.” 54 Waddell does not, however,
mention the statues nor texts that he collected from the rooms of the
dzong. It is Beynon’s letters again that offer insight into how the
officers allocated the loot; in one room a small production facility
51
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was discovered for making statues, these were declared legitimate
loot and distributed among the officers. “A selection for the British,
and other museums was first made, and then a dozen each for
General Macdonald and Colonel Younghusband. After that the
remainders were divided amongst the officers of the force, each
getting two or three pieces.” He writes to his brother that elsewhere
in the monastery chests were found containing painted scrolls, and
Waddell also collected “a finely inscribed stone reciting the virtues
of a chief who restored the fort.” 55
British accounts also record looting from Tsechen (Rtse chen)
Monastery, which had offered resistance and therefore deemed fair
game once it fell. Lance-Corporal Dunning of the Royal Fusiliers
noted in his diary, “we also break open the monastery and kill two
Tibetans found therein and secure some loot.” 56 Arthur Hadow of
the Maxim Gun Detachment wrote home to his mother, “I at once
made for the cellars, where we found some things hidden away. We
only had time to visit a few of the buildings, so did not get very
much, and we then had to divide the things between three of us. I
got rather a nice gong which no doubt you will find useful when I
am able to get it home.” 57 Captain Mainprise wrote to his wife that
he had secured, “a few trifles, including a number of very curious
painted scrolls.” These he later sold at Christie’s auction house in
London.
Mainprise also recorded how news that curios were selling for
high prices in the auction houses of London had filtered through to
the officers and men. He told his wife that he had “collected £10
worth of Lhasa curios, including, rings, necklaces, earrings, chatelaines and cup holders,” also noting that the news had driven up
prices in the bazaar, and that “some of the officers are spending
hundreds of rupees on really worthless things, but as they come
from Lhasa they are all considered to be of value.” He also told his
wife that officers were purchasing trinkets from the sepoys, “often at
an absurd price, much more than they are worth.”58 His comments
add weight to the claim that many of the items were purchased in
bazaars and from legitimate sources; however, one wonders where
the sepoys purchased or “collected” the items from in the first place.
Waddell prefers to claim that he “rescued” a number of books and
manuscripts from the burning buildings at Nenying (Gnas snying),
after they had been “set on fire by the retreating Tibetans.” 59
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Allen 2004: 145.
Diary of Lance Sergeant Alfred Dunning. No. 7245. 1st Battalion Royal Fusiliers.
Archive: City of London H.Q., H.M. Tower of London.
The letters of Captain Cecil Mainprise are available online at
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In some accounts the British officers blame their Indian and
Tibetan coolies for the looting that occurred.60 In one such example
Captain Mainprise wrote of his disgust in a letter home to his
brother that after the battle at Chumi Shonko, “I found that my
Tibetan Doolie bearers had run off and were looting the tents,
houses and corpses. It took me about an hour before I could collect
my Hospital and proceed along the blood stained road.” 61 Official
British records for the battle at Chumi Shonko record no fatalities
from amongst the British troops, however three Gurkhas were killed
in an explosion not mentioned in the official records. Their absence
in the General’s report to London also hints at his attitude to
looting;62 letters home from Lieutenant Bailey show that rather than
being killed in combat these sepoys had found a large metal Tibetan
box that they were forcing open in the search for loot, they were,
“hitting it with a stone when it struck a spark and it turned out to be
powder.” 63
It was not always the British officers who took part in this general
looting; the press correspondents were also hot on the heels of the
troops, eager to secure items for their own collections. Perceval
Landon (1868–1927), The Times correspondent, recalls that, after the
engagement at the Karo La, they found “the tents still standing, the
fires still alight, the water in the cooking vessels still boiling. Furs,
blankets, horse furniture, spears, powder-flasks, quick-match, bags
of tsampa, skins of butter, tightly stuffed cushions, everything was
there as the Tibetans had left it in their haste.” 64 At the same camp,
Henry Newman, the Reuters Correspondent, spotted his “servant
poking about inside a tent from which he suddenly emerged with a
heavy scarlet gown in his arms. This garment must certainly have
belonged to a very high Tibetan official.” 65 Newman appropriated
the gown and, despite his castigation of looting, wore it as a
dressing gown for the duration of the Mission.
Carrington quotes letters from the Nepalese representative in
Lhasa to Younghusband, confirming incidents of Tibetans looting
and mistreating their own people. Although such accounts were
second or third hand, it is unlikely that there is not a kernel of truth
in them. The first records how the Tibetan militia had “killed three
or four women who had mixed up with the British troops” at
Gyantse.66 In the second the Nepalese representative writes to the
60
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Maharaja in Kathmandu that “the Tibetans are plundering villages
on their way back to Lhasa,” and how the villagers were “hiding
their respective wealth and property wherever they could.” 67
Not every British officer approved: George Preston grumbled to
his wife that he wished he could send her some loot, “but there are
strict orders about it and it is only people who haven’t any
conscience at all who get it… It is awfully annoying to see fellows
sending away loot, whilst you can’t send any away at all.” 68 In a
similar letter home, Major Wimberly, an assistant in the field
hospital to Waddell, told his wife how he had been left to collect the
names and numbers of all the casualties after the storming of
Gyantse Dzong, while Waddell “went off on the loot.”69 In the same
letter, however, he did tell his wife how he had collected “two china
vases, a china teapot, a pen-case, and a brass cup-stand and cover,”
which he intended to pack up and send down when he had the
opportunity.
Trinkets and treasures
Allen concurs on the whole with this position, stating that “the
general view among officers seems to have been that, whatever
General Orders and the Hague Convention of 1899 had to say on the
matter, pillage was acceptable where an army had been opposed or
where, in the case of monasteries, there had been incitement to
oppose it. As far as Indian troops were concerned, loot was traditionally a soldier’s perk.” 70 This is a claim supported by David
Macdonald (1870–1962)71 who writes, “in January 1905 I was sent to
Calcutta to categorise books and treasures, which others and I
gathered in Tibet and were brought back using more than 400
mules. They included Buddhist classics, statues of Buddha, religious
works, helmets, weapons, books, and ceramics. The bulk of ceramics
were sent to specialists for examination. All these treasures were
formerly preserved in the India Museum, where I worked, and later
in the British Museum, the Indian Museum, the Bodleian Library
and the Indian Administrative Library.” 72 He does, however, claim
that “so far as I was personally able to observe, there was very little
in the way of looting.”73 From this comment it is clear that
67
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Macdonald did not consider his own and Waddell’s collecting as
looting. Their appointment by the Government of India as official
collectors allowed him to justify removing items and manuscripts
under the label of scholarship and cultural education. Carrington
chooses not to describe the looting as “sanctioned,” but as “institutionalized,” 74 suggesting that it was considered customary behaviour for the troops, but perhaps not condoned by their superiors.
The high value general items mentioned in the commentary
would have been stored in the monasteries of Tibet, whereas by
contrast the British found the dzongs they encountered to be rather
damp and dingy affairs. Waddell’s description of Phari (Phag ri)
emphasises the point: “an attempt was made to remove some of the
accumulated garbage of ages, but it took many days before a army
of several hundred villagers, carrying basketfuls of stuff all day
long, made any impression on its dirt.” 75 However, Waddell fails to
mention that it was here that he made his first “cultural acquisition:” a near-complete hundred-volume edition of the Kanjur. Many
of the dzongs did however contain military equipment of a historical
and cultural value.
Looting did occur on the march towards Lhasa, as British records
confirm. While the monastery at Samding (Bsam lding) was found
deserted, two sepoys of the Mounted Infantry were caught by
Waddell red-handed with their pockets bulging with looted statues.
Waddell reported the two to General Macdonald, and ordered that
the statues be returned, the monastery having offered no resistance.
As their activities had gone against the strict General Orders for the
Mission, Macdonald ordered that the men be tried by court martial.
Thomas Carey of the Royal Fusiliers records in his diary that one
man received two years imprisonment, and the other one year,
reduced on account of his bravery at the battle at the Karo La.
However he also adds, “they were caught by Dr Waddell, who by
the way is also noted for his looting propensities. Everybody rather
sympathises although it was rather a flagrant case, as all the staff
have taken any amount of loot in their time. Before the sepoys
generally got flogged, but General Macdonald wanted to make an
example, especially as he had promised the envoys that nothing
would be touched.” 76 Carey also pens how he bitterly resents the
Mounted Infantry who “get the pick of the loot. Some of the MI
officers have very valuable loot, we only get the dregs and the same
of curios. Of course there are stringent orders against looting
monasteries, unless they fire or make resistance.” 77
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Aftermath
English and Indian Newspapers carried stories of sanctioned looting
on a massive scale that were difficult for the authorities in Delhi to
ignore. The Statesman of Calcutta claimed that “piles of loot, which it
is not possible to transport, had accumulated at Gyantse, and the
drawing rooms of Darjeeling begin to tell a tale, which it should be
far from pleasant for English eyes to read.” 78 Even before the
Mission had arrived in Lhasa, The Englishman conceded that “there
was little glory to be had out of the campaign in Tibet,” adding that
there was “no reason why the overwhelming weight of loot should
not be thrown into the scale.” 79
The Reuters correspondent, Henry Newman, believed that the
Mission’s arrival in Lhasa was the last time that British troops were
“allowed” to loot.80 Although he wrote this comment some twentyfive years after his return from Tibet, it does show his opinion of
looting. Indeed, his own record of gentlemanly conduct is not
unimpeachable; on the Mission’s arrival in Lhasa he wired his
account of the battle at Chumi Shonko before Younghusband had
sent his own official record to the government, ignoring the
established protocol of giving two hours grace after official reports
were filed before wiring newspaper dispatches.81
Landon in his dispatches to The Times was more in line with the
General’s orders forbidding any looting. However he does pour fuel
on the fire of claims the looting was sanctioned when he wired that
“valuables or curios, found in the fort at Gyantse as were not
immediately connected with religious worship, will be handed over
to the Government of India for distribution among British and
Indian museums.” However he also told his readers “nearly all the
portable valuables have been removed from the monastery [Pelkor
Chöde] by the lamas, in spite of the repeated proclamation by
Brigadier General Macdonald that there would be no looting.” 82 In
spite of his claims, records at the British Museum show that he
personally donated six items, some of considerable value. It is not
recorded where he obtained them.
Younghusband wrote to the Government of India that, after the
capture of the dzong at Gyantse, he had asked Waddell, William F.
O’Connor, and Landon to select “from among the mass of
manuscripts and articles lying about such as were likely to be of
value specifically.” He also claimed that “no articles were removed
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Figure 1. Gyantse Dzong and Memorial Pillar. Photographed by the author in 2008.

from the chapel in the Jong [dzong].” 83 The newspaper claims, bazaar
scandal, and Younghusband’s own admission that he had asked
officers and correspondents to “select” items soon came to the
attention of Ampthill, who had taken over as Viceroy while Curzon
returned to Britain on sabbatical leave. Although he remained
skeptical of the claims of excessive looting, Kitchener was asked to
telegram his Tibet Commissioner and emphasise the strict orders
against any such occurrence.
At the same time there was some debate in the London
newspapers regarding the appropriate degree of “punishment” to
be handed out to the Tibetan people for their willingness to
challenge British authority. While this debate does not positively
condone looting, it does hint at the public’s attitude for revenge
against the Tibetans, their acceptance of both the Imperial role of the
army, and the methods it used. The Times believed that the British
expedition to Tibet acted with “determination and firmness” 84 in its
dealings with the Tibetans, and the Glasgow Herald reminded its
readers that the aim of the operation was to inflict punishment and
to inculcate a “wholesome dread of the power of the invader,” 85 and
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thus initiate a change in Tibetan behaviour.86 The Daily Mail justified
the British expedition by comparing the Tibetans to burglars who
had been entering Indian territory without permission. The paper
explained that “we do not pardon the burglar or criminal because he
is of puny stature or weak in health.” 87 Their use of the term
“burglar” is extraordinary, given that the Younghusband Mission
had not come to Tibet by invitation and had taken the opportunity
to fill its baggage train with loot during its short stay. The paper
however “justified the invasion of Tibet and explained away the
one-sided nature of the war there by showing that the natives were
criminals with whom the British forces had to deal.” 88
We can be sure that at least some of the items in British
collections were gifts from monks, aristocrats and officials to the
higher-ranking British officers. Such items were often given to win
favour—for example, the Mission’s translator was often discovering
that small bags of gold dust had appeared on his desk.89 The
Ganden Tripa 90 presented both Younghusband and Macdonald with
bronze statues of the Buddha as they were leaving Lhasa.
Younghusband was especially attached to his, keeping it with him
at all times; it even rested atop of his coffin after he died in 1942.91
Museums, the Other, and the Self
The return of looted objects is a highly contentious issue. Indeed,
Moira Simpson declares, “one of the mot difficult issues seeking resolution by museums in the post colonial era is that of repatriation.” 92 Interestingly there are few calls from Chinese and
Tibetan authors (see footnote 5) for looted items to be returned, nor
any obvious indication of what the authorities in Tibet would do
with such items were they offered. They would certainly make a
valuable addition to the Chinese propaganda themed “Memorial
Hall of the Anti British” in Gyantse Dzong.93 Neither do any of the
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British museums94 I have visited, nor the websites for those that I
was unable to get to, give any indication of willingness to consider
the return of objects, even on loan or temporary basis.95

Figure 2. A British officer opens fire at Chumi Shonko. Detail from an oil painting in the Memorial
Hall of Anti-British, Gyantse. Photographed by the author in 2008.

In the debate over ownership, much hinges on where the objects in
question came from and how they were obtained. Of the vast
catalogues of museum collections none states that an object was
“looted,” preferring instead to record that items were “acquired,”
“collected,” or “purchased.” As is recalled in letters and accounts of
serving officers and men, bazaars spontaneously emerged selling
curios and trinkets along the advance to Lhasa, and the Barkor area
of Lhasa was then, as it is now, a source of many items of Tibetan
memorabilia and touristic collectibles. It would be difficult to argue
that items that were purchased, often for overly inflated prices,
should be considered for return, however items of cultural importance, high monetary value, and historical significance, could have
their ownership by Western museums and collections questioned.
94
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Museums facing such difficult questions have a robust and
vigorous defence, especially when the object has political and
historical significance, as has been shown, for example, in the
ongoing debate over the ownership of the Elgin marbles96 or the
Kohinoor diamond. Museums often claim the “universality” of such
important objects; that they belong to no individual, organisation or
state. This pan-national heritage sounds very grand, and museums
point to the fact that their collections are open for all to see, often
free of charge. However this claim can be refuted when one
considers how many Tibetans have the opportunity to examine
objects in a museum in, for example, London or Edinburgh, as
opposed to a collection in Gyantse or Lhasa.
Likewise the current argument from museums for the retention
of major objects on the grounds of scholarship is no longer tenable.
In many instances the tasks of scholars have been satisfied, as for example with the Rosetta Stone whose hieroglyphics have already
been deciphered. Modern technology offers solutions to scholars
still working on items of importance, be that international co-operation, digital imaging or duplication, or sharing analysis from original samples.97 Jeanette Greenfield rightly notes that “scholasticism
can be a high-sounding motive for a selfish and unrelated purpose.” 98
Such claims of a custodial role of museums can be interpreted
both ways; either calling for the return of objects once they no longer
are in need of custody, or their retention on grounds of the richness
and source of identity they offer the museum going public:
How fortunate we are that the British Museum and the
National Gallery are full of objects which are neither British nor
national. It has been argued that these institutions are
profoundly imperialist, and some people probably do vaguely
perceive the objects they contain as trophies or tribute. On the
whole, however, these institutions are far better designed than
truly national collections could be to perform the vital civilizing
job of reminding us of what is not our “heritage,” encouraging
us to love things without having to pretend that they were
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made for us, to take an interest in other peoples’ ancestors, to be
curious about the past because our “identity” (which generally
means self-esteem) is challenged rather than reinforced by
contact with it. Even if we are not clear as to whether or not art
objects should be returned to their country of origin, we should
be clear as to the purpose of museums.99

Western museums may however have a stronger argument from a
custodial perspective with regard to Tibetan items in light of Tibet’s
tumultuous recent past. Quite how many of the items currently in
foreign museums would have been lost in the destruction of the
Cultural Revolution is of course conjecture, but it is safe to say that
the majority would almost certainly have been lost to both
scholarship and their original owners. Of the monasteries looted by
the British only Pelkor Chöde was to escape the full fury of the Red
Guards, and little of historical importance remains in Tsechen and
Nenying for example.

Figure 3. The Ruins of Nenying Monastery. Photographed by the author in 2009.

It is important to note too that museums are becoming more
aware and active with respect to dialogue and interaction with
cultures from which their collections originated, and Cristina Kreps
describes a new paradigm for cultural heritage preservation and a
rethinking of cultural interaction and exchange.100 The Pitt Rivers
Museum in Oxford is one such museum to attempt such “cultural
99
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hybridisation” when it invited the prominent Tibetan artist Gonkar
Gyatso to hold the position of “Artist in Residence” in 2005. His
work explores the shifting role of identity in a migratory population,
and the traditional identities of Tibetans in a changing global
society. In this way, his art pieces and installations augmented
perfectly the museum’s impressive collection of Tibetan art and
objects, many of which were acquired as a result of the
Younghusband Mission.
The Pitt River Museum’s attempts at cultural hybridisation
projects highlights the changing role of the museum; from a purely
scholarly and presentational storehouse, to an educational and
community tool. It has been argued that the modern museum shares
many of the classic characteristics of the mass media, and that they
operate through the process of mass communication.101 The
educational role of the museum shifts emphasis from the specialist
and scholastic to a more general educational approach suitable for
all audiences and backgrounds. Gyatso’s work helps to bring a
certain interactivity to the old-fashioned linear narrative exhibition
format, helping to attain the “active audience” that museum
curators seek.102 His work is particularly important in a museum
where the objects in the Tibetan collections are of historic and
material value, and therefore visitor interaction and participation is
a limited possibility.

Figure 4. Armour from Phagri Dzong in the Pitt Rivers Collection, Oxford,
UK, donated by Major Beynon.
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Greenfield draws attention to the fact that most major Western
collections have such an abundance of objects in their catalogues
that it is impossible for them all to be permanently and properly
displayed for the public to view. In most cases the surpluses are
simply stored, awaiting special exhibitions or the eyes of curious
scholars and historians. She gives the example of the Victoria and
Albert Museum in London, which holds the largest collection of
Indian art treasures outside of the subcontinent, consisting of over
40,000 items, the vast majority not on display. In this instance
however there is some prospect that the items will be seen and
studied,103 and the V&A is one of a growing number of museums
that has many of its treasures catalogued and photographed online.
Their searchable databases, exhibitions and galleries can be viewed
online and images of particular items can be requested over the
Internet making the collection accessible to a growing number of
Internet users.104
So why do we collect objects, even to the point of such excess?
Answers to this hotly debated topic often resort to primitive
psychology; however, this route often provides tautology, “conjuring up any postulation it needs.” 105 Items in collections sometimes
give a certain aesthetic pleasure, others relate to and shed light on
historical or scientific knowledge. Finally, Krysztof Pomian shows
how with some objects, “possession confers a certain prestige on
their owners, since they serve as proof of their good taste, of their
considerable intellectual curiosity, or even of their wealth and
generosity, if not all these qualities at the same time.” 106
Any attempt to reason why there was such clarion call for
Tibetan items must explore the process by which we construct
identities, both of others, and of ourselves. “By the later half of the
nineteenth century, collection of plunder had also become the
collection of curios, and artifacts for both personal and institutional
reasons. This material had become increasingly important in the
process of ‘Othering’ Oriental and African societies, and was exemplified in the professionalism of exploration and the growth of
ethnographic departments in museums, the new ‘Temples of
Empire’.”107 The notion of an “Imperial Archive” had developed in
the mind of colonial administrators, their collecting agents in the
field, and the museum staff of the London collections who sought to
address the declining popular confidence in the very concept and
need for Empire, a notion that had taken an exceptionally public
mauling in the wake of the Boer War and Britain’s disgraceful
burning, looting and introduction of the concentration camp.
Thomas Richards presents the “Imperial Archive” as neither “a
103
104
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See, for example, Ames 1985: 25–31.
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Pomian 1994: 162.
Ibid.: 163.
Carrington 2003: 81.
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library nor a museum, but as a fantasy of knowledge collected and
united in the service of state and Empire.”108 These temples became
the touch-stones of Edwardian society, and continue to this day to
assist us with our understanding of unfamiliar cultures and our own
societies. Clare Harris, Curator of the Asian Collections at the Pitt
Rivers, describes the wonder of the Lama in Kipling’s Kim when he
visits the Museum, and how at the same time “the Tibetan is
initiated into the miraculous powers of Western science and the
technologies of Empire, whose purview is demonstrated to extend
far beyond the confines of British India and into Tibet. The Imperial
techniques for knowing and controlling subject nations—including
accurate mapping and census taking, have been augmented by other
scholarly pursuits that allow the curator to regale the monk with
accounts of the successes of Orientalism.”109
In terms of this “Oriental Other,” Edward Said has noted that
“from the end of the eighteenth century there emerged a complex
Orient suitable for study in the academy, for display in the museum,
for reconstruction in the colonial office, for theoretical illustration in
anthropological, biological, linguistic, racial, and historical theses
about mankind and the universe for instances of economic and
sociological theories of development, revolution, cultural personality, national or religious character.” 110 By collecting objects from
Tibet the Edwardian officers and men consciously and subconsciously sought to emphasise the differences between the ordered,
civilized, rational self, exemplified by themselves and the state they
represented, and Tibet’s backward, religious, oppressed and flawed,
“Other.” This could be achieved best by collecting and presenting
items to museums that stereotypically encompassed Tibet; items
made from human bone, monastic paraphernalia, medieval military
equipment and peasants’ possessions.
Their magpie tendencies were enhanced when they collected
Tibetan items as part trophy and part referent; in Tibet, as in Europe
until the protestant revolutions, art and its productions and forms
were inseparable from religious belief and ritual. Owing to this fact
British officers could collect items from monasteries and temples for
their “artistic” merit, as opposed for their exclusively religious
otherness. This dual reasoning was especially helpful when
appropriating statues and depictions of tantric union. No Imperial
officer could be seen to be accused of peddling pornography, but
erotically themed art pieces (themselves surely the most powerful
and seductive depiction of the “Other,”) that held religious
importance, were a quite different matter, and British museums are
consequently crammed with such examples.
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Figure 5. Gilt statue of Avalokite"vara in the Victoria and Albert Museum, London,
acquired by Brigadier-General Rawlings.

The British officers and collectors likewise assured their place in a
common historical conscience; collections seek to anchor us in space
and time. Collecting items from a far-off location not only points
towards the collector’s presence there, but also demonstrates their
influence over its history. The object becomes a continual reminder
of that history, and the larger or more important the object, the more
historical significance we can assume the actions of the collector
had. As Susan Crane explains, “being collected means being valued
and remembered institutionally; being displayed means being
incorporated into the extra-institutional memory of the museum
visitors.” 111 This concept would most certainly be true in the case of
Waddell, who held a strong belief in the importance and derivable
benefit of the collection he was amassing in Tibet. Susan Pearce
concurs that “the guiding principle which animated many collectors
over the last five centuries or so has been primarily to create a relationship with the past which is seen as real, reasonable, and helpful.” 112 By presenting objects from different civilisations we seek to
construct a mind-frame that enables us to compare and contrast
historical development between other societies and our own.
“Otherness becomes the place of the alien, the primitive and the
111
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unconscious, sharing common properties in their unpredictability,
irrationality or uncontrollable nature in contrast to stable self
identity.” 113
These collections not only assist the unconscious boundaries we
make as individuals, but also the broader academic explanations of
cultural difference and division: “It has become obvious that the so
called “scientific” collections of Pitt Rivers in his generation, or Boas
or Younghusband in theirs, have served to create a superstructure of
Western intellectual ideas as a cultural explanation of perceived
differences.” 114 By enabling those at home to consider the Tibetans
as inferior, backward or primitive, those who formed the Mission
may have consciously or subconsciously sought to justify their
presence and actions in Tibet. Furthermore, the multitude of religious and military items may have influenced popular opinion by
instilling the belief that the Tibetans were not to be reasoned with,
owing to their devotion to a “backward” religion, and that their
military strength was in such a deplorable state that any martial
engagement would inevitably result in high numbers of Tibetan
casualties.
Museums and collections therefore help us create an identity on
both an individual and academic basis, but they also play a role in
the construction of a “national identity.”115 By looking at objects in
museums we can find ourselves looking into an imaginary evolutionary mirror presenting a universal human heritage and development. In this way museums can unconsciously freeze the cultures
displayed in their display cases, shaping the perspectives of the
visitor to one that keeps the place of origin in question in the past.
This is certainly true of Tibet, where the items displayed being of
some antiquity reinforce the commonly held view of Tibet as a
theocratic, mystical land transfixed by its Buddhist religious
heritage. It is worth noting that none of the museums I have visited,
with the exception of the Pitt Rivers described above, holds any
displayed collections of contemporary Tibetan art, sculpture, or
handicraft. Tibet remains sealed in history, just as the items in
museums remain preserved in their display cases.
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THE CAREERS OF THE NOBLE OFFICIALS OF THE GANDEN
PHODRANG (1895–1959): ORGANISATION AND HEREDITARY DIVISIONS
WITHIN THE SERVICE OF STATE
Alice Travers

T

his paper presents a socio-historical investigation into the
Ganden Phodrang (Dga’ ldan pho brang), the central
governnment of Tibet and its administration, through a
prosopographical study, which could be defined as a kind of collective biography. It presents data concerning the period from 1895,
when the Thirteenth Dalai Lama assumed power, to the end of the
Ganden Phodrang’s existence in 1959.
The officials (gzhung zhabs) of the Tibetan government were
divided into a monastic branch, whose members were called
rtse drung, and a lay branch, whose members were known as drung
’khor. The members of the monastic branch were recruited from all
levels of society—from monasteries—whereas those of the lay
branch were recruited almost exclusively from the aristocracy (sku
drag).1 The members of this aristocracy held hereditary estates in
exchange for compulsory government service by at least one
member of the family at each generation. Moreover, a few
aristocratic families specialised in producing monk officials as well,
who were called rje drung. Theoretically, the number of lay and
monk officials was 175 each, but in reality each group was larger.
During the period under investigation the number of officials
increased greatly indeed. According to one of Melvyn Goldstein’s
informants there were two hundred lay officials and 230 monk
officials, and these figures were probably even higher at the end of
the period.2 There are countless interesting aspects to be discussed
regarding the functioning of the Ganden Phodrang administration. I
have chosen to examine only a few points here; among them are the

1

2

There were other groups of aristocrats in Tibet, linked to the semi-autonomous
administrations of the Tashi Lhunpo and Sakya monasteries. Since this study
concerns only the aristocracy linked to the Ganden Phodrang administration,
when speaking of the “Tibetan aristocracy” or “the aristocracy,” I will be
referring only to this group.
Goldstein 1968: 145. Given the rise in the number of offices and departments in
the government at the end of the period under investigation, the increase in the
number of officials seems absolutely logical. According to estimations based on
my data and descriptions of the Ganden Phodrang administration (see the
sources and references at the end of the paper) there were, during the period of
maximal extension of the Tibetan administration, in the 1940s and 1950s at least
422 positions held permanently by monk or lay officials in the different
branches of the administration (government, army, territorial administration,
and house of the Dalai Lama).
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crucial questions regarding if and how hereditary divisions among
the officials were manifested in their careers.
If we sum up what information on the Tibetan officials’ careers is
available in the literature on the subject, the ground-breaking works
of two authors, Luciano Petech and Melvyn Goldstein, have to be
mentioned. Petech’s book furnishes precious and detailed
information on the careers of forty-seven families, but his study
comprises only the higher-status families. Moreover, he does not
derive from the descriptions of the careers an overall study of their
organisation. In the introduction to his book, the only place he
describes the course of the officials’ careers reads as follows:
There were at first no fixed rules for appointment and
advancement in officialdom. Between 1751 and 1788 membership of the bka’ shag [council of ministers] was practically by
direct inheritance from father to son. This custom was abolished by the Chinese, and in later times a young nobleman had
to follow a sort of administrative career, starting with his first
official appointment (zhabs gsar ba) usually on New Year’s day
and following either the financial branch up to the rtsis dpon
[finance secretary] or the treasury service up to bla phyag [treasurer], or the military career up to mda’ dpon [general]. These
three offices were the usual stepping stones from which the
judgement and trust of the Dalai Lama (or of the regent) raised
him to a seat in the bka’ shag.3

Petech makes two important points with which I will take issue
here. The first point concerns heredity. Although this aspect will not
be discussed here, if we look in detail at the careers of different
members of a single noble family during the first half of the
twentieth century, we can deduce that there was indeed, though not
in the positions of ministers, a certain amount of hereditary
transmission of positions in the administration.4
As for the second point, I will show that it is not accurate to say
that officials would follow a certain branch in the administration, be
it the financial branch, the treasury service, or the military.
Regarding the recruitment of officials of certain status to certain
positions, Petech and Goldstein have clearly shown that there was a
difference between the families of the higher aristocracy and the
sger pa group.5 According to my estimations, the Tibetan aristocracy
comprised around 213 families. It was divided internally into a
hierarchy of sub-groups. The most prestigious groups were the
sde dpon, four families who claim to date back to the ancient
ministers and kings of the Tibetan Empire (seventh to ninth
centuries), the yab gzhis, six ennobled families of the Dalai Lamas,
3
4
5

Petech 1973: 14.
For a longer discussion on the hereditary transmission of the positions, see
Travers forthcoming.
The term sger pa in certain contexts also denotes the whole group of aristocrats,
in their capacity of “private” (sger) landowners.
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and the mi drag, eighteen rich and politically influential families.
These first three subgroups formed the upper-strata families,
twenty-seven altogether.6 The rest of the aristocracy, often simply
termed sger pa, comprised around 186 families.7 The upper-strata
families tended to monopolise the higher positions.8 One of the
reasons for this inequality of opportunity is the fact that the sons of
the sde dpon, yab gzhis, and mi drag families had the privilege of
starting their career with the title of sras rnam pa, a title just under
the fourth rank, whereas most sger pa sons would start as ordinary
officials, at the seventh rank. The other reason, according to
Goldstein, was the necessity of being rich in order to gain access to
the higher positions, the consequence of which was that the most
prestigious noble families, who were also usually the richest, would
obtain these positions more easily.9
The crucial question of the balance between a replication of the
social hereditary hierarchy and social mobility in the Tibetan
administration needs to be examined. In order to do this, the
observations presented here will be based on the study of a large
sample of officials and positions or offices, which will also enable us
to inform other undocumented points regarding the course of the
careers. Hence, the aim of this study is double: first, to document
some new aspects of the officials’ careers; and second, to reassess the
importance of the higher aristocracy’s domination.
This examination here is particularly pertinent because my
research made it possible to gather data based on a much bigger
sample than what Petech and Goldstein were able to work on,
especially concerning the sger pa group, as most of the studies on the
aristocracy have focused on the higher-status aristocracy.
Once the database has been presented, key aspects of the careers
will be described and then the question of how hereditary divisions
among noble officials are reflected in their careers will be broached.
The database
My database includes oral and written sources, namely interviews
with approximately seventy Tibetan men and women of the
aristocracy, biographies and autobiographies written by male and
female aristocrats since the 1980s in Tibet and in exile, and British
archives.10 The data concerning the social identity and careers of 441
6
7
8
9
10

NB: 4 + 6 + 18 = 28 ! 27 because one of the sde dpon families, Bsam pho, was also
a yab gzhis.
A list of all Tibetan aristocratic families and a discussion concerning their status
can be found in my PhD dissertation, Travers 2009.
Petech 1973: 19 and Goldstein 1968: 186.
Ibid.: 184.
Not all the sources used to construct the database can be presented here in
detail. Only those specifically mentioned in the text and the most important
ones are included in the sources and references at the end of the paper.
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noble officials of the government have been collected and put into a
computerised prosopographical database. My main objective in the
construction and study of this database is to allow a different
approach to the functioning of Tibetan political institutions and
administration that would not be based on normative presentations
or the way it is written or believed that they should function, but
would view the whole question from the individuals’ point of view,
looking at the way the officials conducted their careers and used the
institutions, sometimes testing their flexibility and their limits.
The advantage of this database is that it is representative of the
composition of the aristocracy and its internal divisions. The
proportion, for example, of the sger pa group (74 per cent of the
officials) in the database is very close to the proportion they
represent in the whole aristocracy (87 per cent of the families), as
Graphs 1 and 2 show. Here we can see the two proportions: that of
sger pa among the families in the aristocracy, according to hereditary
social status, and that of sger pa among the officials in the database.
We can thus, by extension, get quite an accurate picture of certain
aspects of the careers of the whole group of noble officials that are
key to this study. It should be noted that the officials whose careers
are under examination here, being all aristocrats, are divided into a
massive majority of lay officials (90 per cent) and a tiny minority of
monk officials.11

Noble families

Officials in the
database

Graphs set 1 and 2. Distribution of the 441 noble officials of the Ganden Phodrang in the database
according to social status compared to the distribution of social status in the aristocratic group

11

Five men were originally monk officials and became lay officials. The status of
ten officials is unknown.
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The whole database population was divided into five
generations, born between 1860 and 1941. The majority of the
officials in the database and whose careers have been studied were
born between 1881 and 1920.
The first step of the analysis was to achieve a clear notion of all
existing positions in the Tibetan administration, their rank, the
domain of activity, and their evolution during the period. This was
accomplished using a compilation of work done by Luciano Petech
and Melvyn Goldstein, British descriptions, and information on the
Ganden Phodrang in archives, and Tibetan written and oral sources,
mainly interviews, and published descriptions of the government.12
The ranking system was as follows: an official would receive a
position or a title which were linked to a rank, on a ladder of seven
ranks, inspired by the Manchu system. The Dalai Lama’s rank was
the first, the prime minister’s second, the ministers’ third, the
rtsis dpon and drung yig chen mo fourth, etc. The lowest positions
were occupied by the members of the seventh rank.
It was then necessary to find, with the help of all the different
available sources mentioned above, information on as many officials
as possible and establish the different positions they held in their
career. Regarding the information collected in these archives, it was
important to find the Tibetan name of a position matching the
description of it used by the British in their records, in order to
determine the rank the officials held at this time and the field they
were working in.13 Fortunately, the identification of the positions
was made easier by the fact that the British instituted a system of
translating the names of Tibetan administrative positions that
became quite efficient after 1906 and varied little, apart from a few
exceptions.
The database comprises information concerning the careers of
these 441 officials, with a total of 1,210 positions. Out of the 1,210
positions, 320 could not be identified in terms of rank, either
because the British description was not clear enough or because only
the office was named. For instance, we know that one official
worked in the so nam las khungs, the agricultural office, but we do
not know his exact position, which could be “in charge of the office”
(do dam pa), or only assistant or worker, las byas pa, positions which
did not bestow the same rank. In some cases, officials would work
in a position usually described as a sixth-rank position, but would
benefit from a higher rank because they had received a higher title.
12

13

For the British descriptions, see the archives files’ descriptions at the end of the
paper and also Bell 1906; O’Connor 1903; Richardson 1945; and Williamson
1934. For the Tibetan written descriptions, see Bshad sgra, Chab tshom,
Sreg shing, and Blo bzang don grub 1991; Dge rgyas pa 1988a, b, and c; Tsarong
1998a and b; and Zhe bo 2002.
Mainly in Who’s Who and various lists of noblemen and officials, but also in all
the diaries and correspondence of the British officers present in Tibet during the
period. See the references of these documents at the end of the paper.
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The highest rank known has always been the one taken into account
in the database. Let us now come to the interpretation of the data.
Organisation of the careers
The careers started with entry into government service, and my first
point for consideration is age upon entry. The database permitted
me to ascertain the age upon entry of 289 officials. The aristocratic
officials of the Ganden Phodrang entered government service from
the age of fourteen and apparently without any upper age limit.
Over the whole period, and for all generations, the most frequently
occurring age is eighteen, as is shown in Graph 3.14 A huge majority
(92 per cent) of the aristocrats became officials between the ages of
fifteen and twenty-eight years.

Graph 3. Age upon entry of Ganden Phodrang officials

A general decrease in the age of entry into government service
over the whole period is also obvious. This is partly due to the fact
that fewer officials would enter at a later age. If we look at Graph 4,
the median age decreases from twenty-three years for the first
generation to eighteen years for the last.15
14

15

This corresponds to the statistical term “mode;” i.e., the age for which there is
the biggest population. The median age is twenty years and the mean age 20.8
years.
For any distribution the median value is that which divides the relevant
population into two equal parts, half falling below the value, and half exceeding
it. Thus, the median age is the age at which half the population is older and half
is younger.
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Graph 4. Median age upon entry into government service among the four generations

Another interesting feature highlighted by the database is linked
to the question of the influence of hereditary subdivisions on the
careers: the mean or average age of entry into government service
decreases as the social status increases. If we look at Graph 5, it is
17" years for the sde dpon of the second generation and 18 years for
the third generation; for the yab gzhis, these ages are 19" and 18
years; for the mi drag they rise to 20" and 19 years; lastly, for the
sger pa, they are more than 21 and 20" years.16 This could indicate
that higher-status aristocrat families hold the prestige and the
influence needed for their sons to enter the government at an earlier
age. This raises an important question: was government service an
obligation or a privilege for aristocrats? Melvyn Goldstein has
shown that, before considering themselves in a position of
obligation, aristocrats thought they had a monopolistic right to the
lay side of the administration.17
Government service had, indeed, a complex significance for
aristocrats. It was compulsory and considered a duty. A noble
family that could not ensure that a member would serve the
government as an official could definitely be deprived of its
hereditary estate(s) and loose its noble status. But, at the same time,
government service was perceived by all as a privilege. The
compulsory nature of government service appears very clearly in
the case of some families where it looks very much like a relay: as
soon as one official could no longer serve, because of illness or
death, he would be replaced by another member of his family. To
give some examples: in the Gnang byung house, a groom (mag pa)
named Stobs rgyal was called in from the Klu khang house; he
entered the administration just after the untimely death of the
Gnang byung’s son in order to ensure continuity in government
16

17

Only generations G2 and G3 were taken into account here, because their
respective numbers (110 and 122 officials) were large enough to make
significant calculations on sub-populations (the numbers of officials in G1 and
G4 are 24 and 33 respectively).
Goldstein 1968: 149.
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service.18 In the Pad tshal house, Mgon po phun tshogs retired quite
early, when his elder son Mgon po dbang phyug entered the
government in 1938.19 When the latter fell ill, his younger brother
replaced him in government service in 1939.20 In other families,
every male—father and sons—would serve at the same time and
this occurs in all hierarchical subgroups of the aristocracy.
One of my informants believes that it was a new phenomenon,
during the last period of the Ganden Phodrang’s existence, that
although one member of each family being in government service
was sufficient, families would send more.21 In the Glang mthong zur
pa house, two brothers—Yon ten rgya mtsho and Rig bsam—
became monk and lay officials respectively on the same day in
1958.22 But it appears that the reason why Rig bsam entered
government service, although it had been previously decided that
he would become the family estate manager (gzhis bzhugs), is that his
elder brother and lay official Lhun sgrub rdo rje had accidently
passed away.23 It seems that for aristocratic families sending a son to
serve the government as a monk official was not a way to fulfill the
obligation to the state. They had to provide a lay official and, if they
could and wanted, they could also have a son enter as a monk.

Graph 5. Average age of entry into government service for G2 and G3 according to social status

My second point for consideration concerns the rank held by
officials upon entry into the government. As already mentioned,
sons of sde dpon, yab gzhis, and mi drag families had the privilege of
entering the government with the rank of sras rnam pa, which was
18
19
20
21
22
23

Who’s Who in Tibet 1948: 79.
Ibid.: 89.
Ibid.
Anonymous interview.
Anonymous interview.
Anonymous interview.
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near the fourth rank. However, it seems that some officials of
higher-status families did not use this privilege. To take one
example, although they were sons of a prestigious mi drag family,
the two brothers Zur khang Dbang chen dge legs and Lha dbang
stobs rgyas started their career as ordinary officials with the seventh
rank.24 On the other hand, a few sons of sger pa ministers during the
period under investigation—for instance, the sons of the ministers
Ka shod and Bon shod—started their careers as sras rnam pa.25
This actually raises the question of the mi drag subgroup identity,
which seems to have been under negotiation during the first half of
the twentieth century. Some informants described the mi drag as
comprising all families that counted a minister among their
ancestors, which means that sons of new sger pa ministers would
have to be automatically and legitimately elevated to the mi drag
group. Other informants, however, refused this view as erroneous:
technically, the mi drag group comprised only a fixed number of
families and no new family of sger pa could enter it, even by
producing a minister. The study of the careers shows that these two
definitions of the mi drag group coexisted concurrently and that the
system of hierarchical divisions and ranks provided a kind of
flexibility. Some sger pa ministers’ sons preferred not to enter the
government service with the sras rnam pa rank, apparently out of
respect for a fixed hierarchical order or out of humility: for instance,
when ’Phrin las rnam rgyal Klu khang, son of the prime minister
(srid blon) Klu khang, entered the government in 1947, he could have
entered with the sras rnam pa rank due to his father’s rank, but,
probably because his father asked him not to, he started with an
ordinary rank (drung ’khor dkyus ma).26 It was apparently considered
good manners not to try to elevate oneself above one’s birth rank.27
Moreover, in a few cases the government could forbid an official
from bearing the sras rnam pa title: according to Petech, in the sger pa
house Glang zur, the sons of the minister were not allowed to bear it
because their father had been appointed minister by the Manchu
while the Thirteenth Dalai Lama was in exile in India in 1910.28
We come now to another interesting point in the course of the
careers. To enter officially into the government did not always mean
having an actual position. Out of the 441 officials in the database, lay
or monk, we have information on the careers (titles and positions) of
410. For twenty of them, only the date of entry into the government
24
25

26
27

28

List of Chiefs and Leading Families in Sikkim, Bhutan and Tibet 1933: 22.
Anonymous interview. For the son of Ka shod pa, cf. Lhasa letter for the week
ending the 30th May 1943 from Major Sheriff, Additional Assistant, Political Officer,
Sikkim, Officer in charge, British Mission Lhasa (IOR/L/P&S/12/4201).
Who’s Who in Tibet 1948: 73 and anonymous interview.
Because it was not always certain, except for a few officials, that the first
position mentioned in an official’s curriculum vitae, as described in the sources,
was the first one held, it was not possible to study precisely over the whole
database the rank of the first position according to social origin.
Petech 1973: 98.
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is known. Hence, information on the positions held by only 390
officials is available. The database includes 1,210 positions held by
these 390 individuals. Each official held between one and fourteen
positions, with a median number of three different positions held
per official.29
In the British archives, numerous officials are described as being
without any official duty at the time of writing the Who’s Who or the
letter, report, or diary. Most of the time, this period seems to last a
few months, but sometimes a few years, without any explanation
being given.30 The analysis of the careers brought to light a
significant amount of inactivity, which existed apart from the
holidays and sabbaticals sometimes taken. The total number of
officials who were officially registered in the government and who
took part in the many functions did not equal the number of officials
who were really in charge in the administration. To take one
example, a member of the Tsha rong family, Bdud ’dul rnam rgyal,
was registered in the government as an official at a very young age
because his family had just received a new estate for which they
were supposed to enter another official into the government service.
Because he was so young, he was allowed to take leave and
continue his studies first, before actually working for the
government. Very often, this inactivity was not intended. When he
was finally available for service a few years later, he did not get
appointed. His family had to decide which course of action to take
and they thought that he should receive further training in
calligraphy. Therefore, they requested the council of ministers
(bka’ shag) to enrol him as an assistant scribe (bka’ shag yig ’bri) in its
office, a position he held from 1940 to 1942.31
It appears that the government could not always ensure
continuity in government service. Although it did happen that an
official was appointed suddenly, and without his prior request, to
another post, most of the time it was the officials’ responsibility to
get recruited by asking for a position and trying to secure it by
various means.
All of this clearly shows that to become an official meant first
gaining a status before getting a position. The British Trade Agent
29

30

31

Again, except for the officials interviewed or for those who wrote their
autobiography, the whole career of each official is not necessarily known.
Moreover, those of the last generation saw their careers interrupted in 1959 by
the abolition of the Ganden Phodrang. Thus, this median number of three
offices is given only to show what is in the database. It does not adequately
reflect the average number of offices held by the officials.
For instance Sgo mo gzhon tshang Don grub dbang rgyal, Sgog mkhar Rta
mgrin dbang phyug, Rgyal grong nang bzo Ngag dbang blo bzang, Sman ri Rdo
rje rgyal po, Snye mo mdo mkhar ’Jam dpal tshe dbang, Rong brag ’Jigs med,
Bsam grub gling Phun tshogs rdo rje, Skyid zur Phun tshogs stobs rgyas, Snyan
grong Bsod nams dbang ’dus, Skyid sbug Dbang ’dus nor bu, ’Jun zur Dga’ ba
rig ’dzin and Lcang ra (first name unknown).
Anonymous interview.
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Captain O’Connor observed at the beginning of the period: “The
rank of Dung-kor is often bestowed by Government on private
gentlemen, merely as an honorific title (like ‘Esquire’) without any
public duty whatever being involved.” 32 It was partly true then that
service was an obligation, but it was also necessary to use one’s
influence and family connections to get a position. As well, a
number of officials who had received their nomination remained
without any activity for a short period of time while waiting to start
the post.33 We could then talk of partial inactivity that was chronic,
probably because there were more officials than available jobs in the
administration.34
Regarding now the duration of the appointment, a few
informants quoted three years as being their official length, with the
possibility of being reappointed and doubling the length to six
years. Actually, as Melvyn Goldstein has pointed out:
Although a few offices such as the district commissioners
[rdzong dpon] and governors [spyi khyab] had a limited term of
office, the majority of the offices, particularly the higher ones,
had no fixed tenure and the incumbents remained in their
positions until they were either promoted or demoted. Thus, for
the highest offices, appointment was tantamount to granting
the position for life.35

Other offices not mentioned by Goldstein had a limited term of
three years. Two examples are the positions of aide-de-camp (gzim
’gag pa) and barley flour receiver (rtsam bzhes pa).36 Even when a
position had a limited length, it was possible to renew it, as
previously noted: for instance, when Rdo dgon pa Bsod nams stobs
rgyal was appointed district commissioner (rdzong dpon) of
’Phyongs rgyas, the inhabitants of the district wrote a petition to the
central government after three years to have him renewed in the
position (the opposite could also happen of course).37
32
33

34
35
36
37

O’Connor 1903: 41.
When an official was appointed to an office but not yet functioning in the
position, he was called by the name of the position with the addition “tog ’dzin.”
For instance, a district commissioner recently appointed but still not in charge
was styled rdzong tog ’dzin, cf. Petech 1973: 236.
A number of officials held several positions at the same time, a phenomenon
discussed in Travers forthcoming.
Goldstein 1968: 171.
Anonymous interview.
Ibid. For instance, it happened that inhabitants sent a request to the government
to get rid of a district commissioner who did not suit them, cf. Carnaham and
Lama Kunga Rinpoche 1995. See also a British report on the Western province:
“The province of Nari Khorsum is governed by two high officials (Tungkor), of
equal rank, sent from Lhasa. These officials are called Garpon in Tibetan, and
Urku in Hindustani. If a Garpon is popular, he may retain the post for many
years. If unpopular, the people over whom he rules send a petition to Lhasa,
and he is changed. Some Garpons have remained nine years, while some have
been changed after three years. The two Garpons now in office are very
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Regarding the other positions, their length depended mostly on
promotions, as the data confirm. If we consider all the positions for
which the dates of beginning and end are known with accuracy, and
if we take out the higher ones, which were always given for life, the
number is reduced to 277 positions. They last between one and
twenty years. As is shown in Table 1, even though the average
duration is around three years, more officials stayed in a position for
more or less than three years, than for three years exactly, which
indicates that the length was first linked to promotion and not to
any fixed length.
3 years

61

22%

More than 3
years

119

43%

Total

277

100%

Table 1. Time spent in office (except life-long positions)

The last aspect of the organisation of careers to be discussed here
concerns specialisation. As mentioned earlier, the positions have
been classified by field of activity in order to show possible
specialisations in the individual careers, to test Petech’s assertion,
and also to reveal possible specialisations within a single family or
within a hereditary sub-group of the officials (sde dpon, yab gzhis,
mi drag, or sger pa).38 From the data, it first has to be noticed that the
careers of the whole group of noble officials were made in the
central administration (for 49 per cent of the positions), the
territorial administration (33 per cent), the army (14 per cent) and
the household of the Dalai Lama (2 per cent).
Regarding the central administration, a more detailed classification of the area of activity was made by grouping the positions
into the following domains: first, the three main offices (council of
ministers or bka’ shag, finance bureau or rtsis khang, and office of
ecclesiastical affairs or yig tshang), then the offices of diplomacy,
industry, justice, religious affairs, communications, the treasury, and
other miscellaneous domains.

38

popular,” cf. Report on the Trade and Trade routes between India and Nari [ngari]
Khorsum, the Province of Tibet in which Gartok is situated by Lieutenant F.M. Bailey,
32nd Sikh Pioneers, Simla. Printed by Government Central Printing Office, 1905
(IOR/L/P&S/7/178/P1082).
This classification of all positions into four branches is mine, to facilitate
analysis. No such classification is to be found in the Tibetan descriptions of the
government, which simply give a list of all offices. This classification was
difficult to establish since some offices had multiple areas of responsibility, for
instance police and justice for the mi dpon. The gnyer tshang las khungs was an
office that could be described either as a treasury or a municipal office.
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This being said, let us examine Petech’s assertion regarding the
different branches followed by officials—the military branch up to
the post of general (mda’ dpon), or the treasury service up to the post
of treasurer (bla phyag), or the financial branch up to the post of
finance secretary (rtsis dpon). He adds that from one of these three
fourth-rank positions, the officials could be chosen to become
ministers. According to the data, this last part of the description is
absolutely accurate, since three-quarters of the ministers during the
period did actually hold the office of mda’ dpon, bla phyag, or
rtsis dpon before they were appointed as ministers.39
The first hypothesis, however, is invalidated by the data. Indeed,
out of the twenty-five rtsis dpon in the database, only three had been
accountants before; out of the ninety-three generals (mda’ dpon), only
seven had held a military position before being appointed to this
high command post. So the vast majority of the generals were
holding their first and last military appointment in this position. I
first looked for an explanation for this situation in the fact that the
sons of higher aristocrats starting with the sras rnam pa rank were
appointed at fourth-rank positions (by virtue of their social status)
in a field where they could not have any experience since it was the
beginning of their career. However, this did not provide the
explanation because the sger pa who were appointed mda’ dpon or
rtsis dpon were in the same situation of having generally no previous
experience in the branch.
Thus, while the idea of administrative officers following a path of
progression up through a branch of government would seem to be
an ideal scheme, there were no lines of progression in the different
fields of activity. Officials had more or less the same background,
acquired in private schools and private tutoring, and then in the
government schools, either the Potala school for future monk
officials (rtse slob grwa), or the finance bureau school for future lay
officials (rtsis slob grwa). They were considered non-specialised and
able to fill all kinds of positions in the administration.
More generally, when we look at the whole list of positions held,
it is clear that the majority of the careers were made up of positions
belonging to at least two of the four domains of activity described
earlier (central administration, territorial administration, army, and
the household of the Dalai Lama).40 But if individuals’ careers were
not specialised, there was some hierarchical sub-group specialisation (according to individuals’ belonging to the sde dpon, yab gzhis,
mi drag, and sger pa sub-groups).
We come now to the last point of this study: did the careers
reflect a replication of the social hereditary hierarchy within the

39
40

Twenty-six out of thirty-five ministers: eight former rtsis dpon, eight former
bla phyag, ten former mda’ dpon.
As there were actually very few positions for lay officials in the house of the
Dalai Lama, they would work mostly in two of the other three domains.
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Ganden Phodrang administration and to what extent did they offer
opportunities for upward social mobility within the aristocracy?
The careers: replication or social mobility?
Theoretically, in the discourse of the aristocrats themselves, there
was a high degree of homogeneity or equality in the Tibetan nobility
which ensured that any aristocrat from any hereditary hierarchical
subgroup should be allowed to hold any office in the Ganden
Phodrang administration. Indeed, no written law forbade an official
of a small noble family from being appointed to a high position, and
it did happen. But the holding of the office of minister is obviously
linked to the social origin of the officials, as Luciano Petech and
Melvyn Goldstein have underlined. Petech observed that between
1844 and 1959, the position of minister was given to thirty-four
different families. Among these families, a dozen had counted
several ministers, two families three times and eight families two
times. He concludes that social differentiation among the nobility
was much more prevalent than one could have thought at first.41 He
adds at the same time that this phenomenon was even stronger
before this period, between 1728 and 1844, a period of the same
length, as the office of minister was distributed among only eleven
families.42
Moreover, Goldstein, who also studied the origin of ministers,
stressed that 72 per cent of the lay ministers came from mi drag or
higher families and 14 per cent came from sger pa but very rich
families. According to his calculation 86 per cent of the lay ministers
came from families of high rank or rich families, or 80 per cent if the
monk ministers are taken into account. He does the same calculation
for the monk official position of grand abbot (spyi khyab mkhan po), in
ten cases only, and reaches the proportion of 90 per cent of the spyi
khyab mkhan po coming from the same privileged minority.43
According to Goldstein, this differentiation between high and low
nobility in careers came from the fact that small and poor sger pa
noble families were interested only in lucrative positions (he mostly
refers to the offices of rdzong dpon or district commissioner) while
higher-status rich families tried to gain positions conferring prestige
and authority. Thus, officials from lower families mainly worked in
provincial areas whereas the higher-status families mostly worked
in Lhasa. It is necessary to explore this question in more detail.
My database confirms to a certain extent the domination of the
higher-status families in the highest positions, but also puts things
into perspective. Again, it is important to keep in mind that the high
aristocratic families represented only 13 per cent of the noble
41
42
43

Petech 1973: 18–19.
Ibid.: 19.
Goldstein 1968: 187.
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families in general, and the sger pa 87 per cent of them. In order to
assess in what measure career opportunities were conditioned by
family origin, I calculated the proportion of each hierarchical subgroup, and especially the high aristocracy, on one hand, and the
sger pa on the other, in all positions and titles, and finally at all ranks
of the hierarchical administrative ladder.44 The idea was to identify
the positions and ranks (given by an official’s position or title)
where there was an overrepresentation of one group or another.
There was indeed a certain amount of professional specialisation
in specific fields according to hereditary social status. Let us start
with the study of the positions by domain of activity. A kind of class
specialisation between high and low nobility, regarding three types
of positions, is noticeable.
First, provincial careers were the special field of the sger pa. The
position of district commissioner or rdzong dpon is one of the most
frequently held offices in the careers of the whole group of officials,
not just sger pa (261 such positions for 180 noble officials). The
officials tried to become rdzong dpon near their family estate, which
made the supervision of the estate easier. For instance, Lcang lo can
Dbang phyug rgyal po was rdzong dpon of ’Ol dga’ rdzong, which
was located very near the family estate of Yar stod gzhis ka.45 At the
end of his career, Rgyal mkhar nang pa Tshe dbang rta mgrin was
appointed rdzong dpon of Rdzong ka as a reward for his good
services, because the district was again very close to the family
estate.46 Goldstein was accurate when he stated that the low nobility
held the majority of the provincial or territorial positions since they
represent 90 per cent of the offices of rdzong dpon, gzhis sdod and
gzhis gnyer in the database. Their majority position holds true even
for the high rank provincial offices, namely provincial governor
(spyi khyab), which held the fourth rank and more rarely the fifth, for
the Po bo region for example.47 Moreover, if we look at the profile of
the 10 per cent of officials from the high aristocracy, we notice their
extreme youth (for the position) with a mean age of twenty-five
years, whereas the mean age of the sger pa rdzong dpon at their entry
into office was thirty-two years.
Second, the military appears to have been the higher-status
domain. Although real military function was no longer an important
part of the aristocratic identity during the period under scrutiny, a
few individuals and even certain families specialised in this field.
There is an overrepresentation of the high aristocracy in the position
44

45
46
47

In the database, the table or list “Positions” comprises 1,210 entries, but the
precise rank is known for only 890 of them. The table “Honorific titles”
comprises 109 entries.
Anonymous interview.
Anonymous interview.
The rdzong dpon were district commissioners, whereas the gzhis sdod and gzhis
gnyer were administrators of districts under the direct management of the
central government.
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of general (mda’ dpon) (39 per cent) and even more in that of generalin-chief of the armies (dmag spyi) (55 per cent).
Lastly, another area of activity—diplomacy—was partly the
preserve of the higher-status families. We observe indeed an
overrepresentation of high nobles in the diplomatic missions abroad
(52 per cent) and also in the temporary position of guide for
foreigners in Lhasa or elsewhere in Tibet (sne shan) (45 per cent). Of
all the diplomatic positions, at the foreign bureau for instance, and
in diplomatic missions, 45 per cent were held by the high nobility.
The officials who had received an education in India and could
speak English were of course well disposed for this kind of position,
and quite often came from high families.
Although hereditary status did determine to a certain extent the
domain of activity and the level of positions of the officials, there
was also a certain amount of internal social mobility. The study of
the data shows, unsurprisingly, that the proportion of the small
nobility (sger pa) goes up when we go down the ladder of ranks and,
logically, the proportion of the high nobility (sde dpon, yab gzhis, and
mi drag) decreases. Thus, if we take the total of all offices and titles,
the two thirds of those which conferred the first, second, and third
ranks were occupied by officials from the high nobility and only one
third of the seventh-rank positions were held by them. These figures
confirm the idea of Petech and Goldstein of a real domination of
high-ranking positions by the higher-status aristocracy.
Nevertheless, it seems that in previous scholarly literature the
place of sger pa in high positions has been minimised along with the
structural opportunity for upward social mobility within the noble
group—inside and outside the administration. There is a need to
temper the known discrimination against the sger pa. Regarding the
first point, a reality can always be presented in different ways. If we
take into account the politically influential positions of fourth rank,
including finance secretaries (rtsis dpon) and ecclesiastical secretaries
(drung yig chen mo), instead of only the ministers and the grand
abbot, as Goldstein did, the domination of the high aristocracy
significantly decreases, from 80 per cent to 62 per cent of these
positions, over the whole period.48 Which means that sger pa held 38
per cent of these positions. These high positions represented a real
career opportunity for some sger pa.
The officials of the fourth rank and above, according to Petech,
were considered to form the upper part of the bureaucracy.49 If we
take into account all the positions and titles of fourth rank and
above (ranks 1, 2, 3 and 4), almost half of them (49 per cent) were
held by sger pa. Half of the rtsis dpon in the database (twelve out of
twenty-four) were sger pa and one third (ten out of twenty-nine) of
the lay ministers from 1885 to 1959 were sger pa.
48
49

This figure takes into account the prime ministers, ministers, finance secretaries
and the ecclesiastical secretaries.
Petech 1973: 8.
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This evaluation differs from Goldstein’s not only because more
high positions are taken into account, but also because rich sger pa
families have not been assimilated into the group of the high
aristocracy, as is the case in Goldstein’s estimation. In my opinion,
this artificially conceals a type of social mobility within the group.
There was indeed a movement under way during the period under
study: a certain number of sger pa families did become richer, mainly
through trade, and these new rich families could win high positions,
send their children to India for schooling, etc., and intermarry with
families of the higher aristocracy. At the same time some eastern
trader families, again mainly because of their wealth, were being ennobled and incorporated into the noble group. All these trajectories
embody social mobility and the fact that enrichment is at the heart
of social upward mobility is nothing new.
Actually, some of the sger pa who became ministers have
something in common that is worth mentioning: during their career
they worked in the territorial administration, which was so common
for sger pa as we have seen, but in this case in higher territorial
positions such as governor general.50 This type of high-responsibility
office was considered a sure means of enrichment and also a way of
gaining experience in large-scale administration.
Social ascent of sger pa always had a visible “translation” in
physical terms. Most of the sger pa families did not own a house in
Lhasa. When a member of one of these families was appointed to an
administrative post in Lhasa, he lived with relatives or rented a flat
in a house, as was the case for most of the sger pa officials interviewed. Whereas officials from higher-status families owned, in
most cases, their own house. Hence, having a house constructed in
Lhasa was a sure sign of success or of social ascent. Those who
started their ascent rented a flat in Lhasa, and then, when they got
rich enough, they would buy a house or have one built. Thus, when
Bon shod Tshe brtan rdo rje (1889–1945) became minister, he bought
a two-storey house in Lhasa.51 The sger pa Gnang byung Spen ba don
grub (1884–1951), who also became a minister, did not own a house
in Lhasa at the beginning of his career either, and rented the third
floor of the Rin sgang house. Then, he bought a house in Lhasa and
his son became a sras rnam pa and was appointed as a secretary in
the council of ministers (bka’ drung). Some of the officials
interviewed went as far as to assert that the possession of a house in
Lhasa was a criterion for belonging to the mi drag group.52

50

51
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Two were, for instance, governor of the Western province (sgar dpon)—Sman
khab stod pa Rdo rje don grub, born 1874, and Gnang byung Spen ba don grub
mentioned above.
Anonymous interview.
Anonymous interview.
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Conclusion

Through this study of officials’ careers, especially given the large
sample, it has been possible first to provide insights into aspects of
the Tibetan government service not previously described—for
example: the age upon entry and its variation over time and
according to the noble hierarchical subgroup the official belonged
to; the rank at first position not always being linked to the official’s
hierarchical subgroup. Second, the database has made it possible to
confirm and refine some aspects that were already known, like the
variable length of tenure of official positions, the fact of periods of
inactivity, and the definition of government service as an obligation
and privilege for aristocrats. Third, it has provided an opportunity
to refute Luciano Petech’s idea regarding the existence of specialised
branches of progression within careers, and, more generally, to
underline the general non-specialisation of officials, while refining
the understanding of a limited amount of specialisation, according
to one’s hereditary status. Finally, Melvyn Goldstein’s point on the
overrepresentation of higher status families in the higher ranking
positions was confirmed but also balanced.
It would be interesting to know what the general tendency was
regarding recruitment of high and low aristocrats into high and low
positions during the nineteenth century. As underlined earlier,
according to Petech, the first half of the twentieth century saw a
broadening of the social recruitment of the bka’ shag.53 As well, a
very widespread opinion among aristocrats is that the reign of the
Thirteenth Dalai Lama was one of increased meritocracy, and there
are indeed a number of spectacular cases of ennoblement. Before his
reign, according to one informant, sons of the higher aristocracy
would monopolise the offices of fourth and higher rank and the
sger pa would stay between the seventh and the fourth.54
Because all of the generations studied here became officials after
the beginning of the reign of the Thirteenth Dalai Lama, it is
impossible to verify this assertion here. Moreover, because of the
state of the sources, it seems that it would be almost impossible to
reconstruct as many officials’ careers for the nineteenth century. As
for now, we can simply observe, according to the data, that this
possible opening up of the higher ranks, the fourth and above, to
sger pa officials, is not a tendency that became radically stronger
after the Thirteenth Dalai Lama’s reign, since the proportion of
sger pa in these positions is no higher for the generation born
between 1901 and 1920 than it is for the generation born between
1881 and 1900, but probably an earlier tendency of the Tibetan
administration.55
53
54
55

Petech 1973: 19.
Anonymous interview.
Only these two generations present sufficient numbers to make a significant
comparison.
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ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊҲƊƊҲƊƊஙଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƊ୩Ɗ࣌Ɗ࡙ிƊநƊધోϜிƊైƊଔԢϜிƊ
୩Ɗॉ࡙ƊҲైிƊࣨଔƊ࡙Ɗધ࡙ƊଔϜଔƊ୩ƊୗϜிƊ੶ਹƊϊైҲƊƌ
ÄਹైிƊࣨౌƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊɷƊଙ࡙Ɗ࡙ܦƊଔƊƊୗఆҲƊϜி࡙ƊଔఅϜÅ
ிƊ࡙ਹிƊધƊୗҲƋƌ
ϊైҲƊϜଐƌ

ψƊƊଚҲƊଚҲƊপҲிƊ࡙ƊஔƊӝϜƊ੶ਹƊσƊైƊƊ୩ிƊਹైƊ୩ƌ ଔ࡙ƊైƊެҲƊై࡙ƊҲƊ࡙ƊநƊ

ધోϜிƊிఆƊଙఆ࡙ƊୗҲƊଔƊైƊଔԢϜிƊҲƊਹƊଐϜƊҲிƊிఆƊஹఉҲƊݩఆƊҲైிƊଙ࡙ƊଐైிƊਹ̶ிƊࣨƊଐϜƊϜிƊ

ϜிఆҲிƊࣨƊଐ࡙ƌ1 ψƊƊ୩ై࡙ƊୗైிƊথிƊ࡙ƊஔƊӝϜƊ੶ਹƊσƊైƊƊ୩ிƊਹైƊ୩ƌ ైƊிƊॉ࡙Ɗ

ધథ࡙ƊެҲƊై࡙ƊҲƊୗైிƊথிƊ࡙ƌ σƊଙƊϜ֏ிƊࣨƊਹƊଓƊநƊધోϜிƊிఆƊଙఆ࡙ƊୗҲƊࣨଔƊైƊଔԢϜிƊ
ҲƊਹƊଐϜƊҲிƊிఆƊஒఙ࡙ƊݩఆƊҲైிƊଙ࡙ƌ ƊࣨଔƊਹైிƊࣨƊହਹிƊɷிƊɷҲƊެҲƊై࡙ƊஹఉҲƊଞƊϜ୩Ɗ
ԀైƊધథ୩ƊైிƊࣨଔƊிƊɷிƊϜ࡙ଔƊ࡙ிƊଓఆҲƊైƌ ̣ਹிƊ࡙ƊެҲƊై࡙ƊҲƊথైƊɷƊଙƊথƊϜ੶ోƊƊ

ଐϜƊଙ࡙ƊࣨƊҲிƊଓ࡙Ɗࣨிƌ ƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊଞƊϜ࡙ଔƊ੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊஔிƊிఆƊఆƊତైிƊࣨƊ࡙ிƊƊୗƊ
అƊƊ୩ƊϜਹிƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊଔƊஹఉҲƊଔƊଙఆ୩Ɗ̶ƊϜƊࣨƊਹƊϜӝϜƊ࡙ƌ ୩Ɗ୩ୗƊଙϜƊݩϜƊ
ϜਹƊ୩Ɗ୩ୗƊଙϜƊݩϜƊਹ࡙Ɗࣨଔਹƌ

ଙҲƊ࡙Ɗ୩Ɗ୩ிƊநଔਹƊথైƊনϜƊϜƊԀƊϜҲƊୗఆҲƊଐϜƊஹఉҲƊైƌ

ϜҲƊୗƊଙҲƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊଔƊƊਹƊଙҲிƊɷிƊୄƊஹఉҲƊথైƊࣨଔƊϜଐƊୄƊଐϜƊܥఅƊσనୗƊ࡙ிƊ࡙ҲƊ
ϜƊଔσనୗƊிైਹிƊɷƊϜܦҲƊҲƊऽƊୗఆிƊࣨƊƊ̣ϜƊϜிƊӝிƊɷƊ୩ఆிƊϜிҲƌ ଐ୩ƊଣƊࣨƊҲϜƊ
ϜƊୗƊଔƊଔσనୗƊிƊɷƊ̶ఆϜƊܥఅƊଔݩਹƊଔఅϜƊࣨிƌ

ƊଔƊɻఉҲƊϜౌƊଞ୩Ɗ̶ƊଔଔƊ࡙ҲƊ୩Ɗ

                                                                                                  
1
ਹ̶ிƊࣨƊଔƊ࡙ƊநƊ୩ƊƤƠƠƲ ƊưࣨଔƊங࡙Ɗ୩ƊCCTV ୗఆƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊஔୗƊσƊϊైҲƊైϜிƊிఆƊ̣ਹிƊਹ̶ிƊ
ଐϜƊϜிƊైƊୗƊϜிఆҲிƊথనҲƊƌ

ϜଏఅϜƊ࡙ிƊҲிƊެƊધϜிƊிఆƊଙҲƊଙҲƊ੶୩ƊଙҲƊ̶ҲƊϜƊਹધ࡙ƊైƊ੶୩ƊਹƊ

ైிƌ ਹԀ࡙ƊଔଔƊਹƊଙϜƊϜƊଞƊஔƊ࡙Ɗ复仇只能带来一时的快感，而维护正义却能给
整个社会带来永久和真正的和平（安定？）ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊথనҲƊƌ
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ਹધో࡙Ɗ࡙ଔҲƊƌ ƊଔҲிƊிఆƊϜਹிƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƊଔƊƊఆƊϜ੶ҲƊҲƊலƊਹƊ̶ਹிƊɷƊଙఆ୩Ɗ
ʧఅ࡙ƊఅƊԀైƊԀథҲƊϜҲƊୗఆҲƊϜƊହਹƊࣨଔƊƊ࡙ிƊਹƊ֏ਹிƊࣨୗƊϜ࡙ிƊଐҲƊƌ ƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊୗϜƊɷҲƊଞ࡙Ɗ
ଙఆ࡙ƊୗҲƊଐҲƊݩఆ࡙ƊਹҲƊਹƊଙ࡙ƊࣨଔƊ̞ƊԀிƊଔఆୗƊఅƊ࡙ݩƊଙƊધథ୩ƊҲிƊଔƊƊୗҲƊϜƊైƊైݩୗƊ
̶ఆҲிƊ੶థ࡙ƊࣨƊϜƊܥఅƊଔ̶ƊࣨƊଐ࡙Ɗʧఅ࡙ƊσƊந࡙Ɗ୩ਹƊఅƊச࡙ƊਹైƊϜਹƊ࡙ƌ ୗҲƊӝϜƊϜҲிƊୗଔƊ
ୗƊிƊஔୗƊଔƊଙఆ୩Ɗଔୗƌ Ϝ࡙ଔƊ੶࡙ƊࣨƊஹҲƊ੶࡙ƊਹƊࣨౌƊఅிƊிఆƊϜైƊƊӝథƊҲƊਹƊԀிƊ
Ϝ੶ҲƊਹƊӝథƊެఉϜƌ ̣ਹிƊଙϜƊԀై࡙ƊਹƊެఉϜƊிϜிƊϜଐୗƊσనୗƊ࡙ிƊ̶ƊிƊެఉϜƊϜ࡙ܦƊॉƊথనҲƊƊ

࡙ிƊଓఆҲƋƌ ଞ୩ƊࣨƊҲƊଞ୩ƊୗிƊୗਹƊথనҲƊϜிƊୗҲƊϜƊఅிƊୗிƊҲƊ࡙ƊҲிƊ୩Ɗਹݩఆ࡙ƊࣨଔƊ
̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊ୩ైϜிƊࣨୗƊॉƊଙƌ ԀிƊଞ୩ƊஹҲƊ੶࡙ƊਹƊࣨிƊপ࡙ƊࣨƊਹϜୗƊிϜிƊ୩ƊʨଔƊ
ॉƊ࡙ிƊநƊ୩ƊƬƨƢ੶ਹƊ୩ƊଓிƊࣨଔƊ̶ƊிƊެఉϜƊҲƋƌ

நƊ୩ƊƢƦƪƨ୩ƊிƊƊࣨிƊƊଙҲிƊ

୩ƊҲƊపୗƊথైƊࣨଔƊஹƊҲƊݩୗƊ࡙ிƊணైƊஹƊॉϜƊψఉƊிƊƊ୩ƊҲƊపୗƊথైƊࣨଔƊஹƊ

ҲƊҲிƊிఆƊଔધథϜிƊࣨƊҲƋƌ ܥ௫ƊிƊܥఅƊথҲƊԀథƊଞ୩Ɗਹધ࡙ƊσிƊϜ࡙ܦƊଔైிƊϜ࡙ҲƊଔƊƊ
ɷƊӝଔƊ̣ਹிƊϜଙఆƊଔনఉϜƊϜƊࣨଔƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƊӝƊƊଐైிƊࣨƊҲƋƌ

நƊ୩ƊƢƬƢư୩ƊϜ੶ҲƊࣨƊଞ୩Ɗ

ࣨிƊஹƊҲƊҲƊƊҲƊఅிƊਹધథҲிƊிఆƊ̣ਹிƊଙϜƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƊӝథƊެఉϜƊϜ࡙ܦƊଔైிƊϜ࡙ҲƊଙƊ
ࣨƊҲƋƌ நƊ୩ƊƢƬƨƤܥ௫Ɗ୩ଔƊপƊਹƊஔఒƊाైҲƊƊࣨƊপƊଓҲƊଞƊਹધోிƊƊଙҲிƊ୩ƊԀிƊஹƊɷƊҲƊ
ਹƊ࡙ிƌ ϜଔƊୟ࡙ƊॉƊনҲƊϜƊଔϜƊଓఆҲƊଔƊஔிƊிఆƊ̣ਹிƊଙϜƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ై ƊӝథƊϜிఆਹƊϜ࡙ܦƊ
ଔైிƊϜ࡙ҲƊଙƊࣨƊҲƋƌ

நƊ୩ƊƢƬưƢ୩ƊϜ࡙ிƊఅிƊɷƊϜிƊਹ̶ƊҲƊఒ࡙Ɗ࡙ிƊணైƊஹƊ

ிҲிƊଞிƊଞƊਹધోிƊপҲƊୗƊϜி୩ƊୗƊ࡙ƊࣨଔƊެҲƊݩϜƊިҲிƊై୩ƊਹైƊ୩ҲƊଐైிƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƊ
ଙϜƊ࡙Ɗધ࡙Ɗ֏ైୗƊϜӝϜƊࣨƊӝ࡙ƊଐϜƊਹƊଙƊࣨƊӝிƊிƌ ైƊਹ࡙ƊƊ୩Ɗ̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊথనҲƊଓ࡙Ɗ
ࣨଔƊ୩ƊଞிƊୗҲƊਹౌƊ̣ƊଔୗƋநƊધోϜிƊɷƊஔிƊிƊிౌƊୗҲƊ֏ƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊϜிƊਹ̶ౌƊ
ԀிƊ֏Ɗୗƌ ਹݩଔƊஔୗƊσƊ̞ਹƊਹધிƊਹƊୗϜிƊҲƊƊਹƊଔެƊଔƊଔনై୩ƊƊਹҲƊࣨƊଔધథϜிƊైܦƌ

ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊҲƊƊҲƊƊஙଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƌ
  
ଞƊʨୗƊ࡙ϜƊҲƊிϜƊଙఆ୩ƊӝிƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩ƊҲƊԀிƊ୩ఆϜிƌ
ऽϜிƊଙҲிƊ࡙ிƊணఒƊ୩ై࡙Ɗথிƌ
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୨ϜƊࣨୗƊఅƊƊଞƊ࡙ҲƊ࡙ƊσிƊƊଙҲிƊ୩ƊԀிƊ

୩ఆϜிƊҲƊୗϜƊϜ࡙ிƊݩƊ࡙ிƊୄƊଔƊϜƊϜ࡙ிƊଓఆҲƊધథ࡙ƊԀƊ࡙ҲƊԀிƊଔƊƊୗҲƊϜƊଙఆ୩Ɗஹ୩Ɗ
ϜਹிƊଔެிƊϜƊܥఅƊσనୗƊైܦƌ అிƊଙఆ୩ƊிƊிౌƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩ƊσƊ࡙ҲƊఅƊ࡙ҲƊ࡙ƊσƊఅϜிƊଚై࡙ƊଞƊ

ԀైƊଐҲƊϜܦҲƊଓƊࣨଔƊƊ࡙ிƊైݩிƊࣨிƌ ̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊ֏ƊైƊஔிƊிƊிౌƊ̞ƊԀிƊୟ࡙ƊࣨଔƊ

ਹƊ୩ϜƊԀϜிƊ࡙ிƌ ிƊϜ࡙ிƊୗҲƊଐ࡙ƊσƊਹҲிƊ̣Ɗ̣ਹிƊஹ୩Ɗݩఆ࡙ƊਹҲƊਹ࡙ƊࣨƊୗైଔҲƊψఉƊ
ଙƊୗఆҲƊƌ ࡙ҲƊ࡙ƊୗϜƊࣨƊଔƊƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩ƊσƊୗϜிƊࣨଔƊݩఆ࡙ƊਹҲƊϜƊϜଐƊଔ࡙ƊிଔਹƊஹϜƊ
ƊఆƊଐϜƊܥఅƊσనୗƌ

అଔҲƊσనୗƊଙƊୗఆҲƋƌ

̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊଔƊϜƊ࡙ƊҲƊపୗƊψ୩ƊୗਹƊσƊҲƊపୗƊথైƊɷƊଙƊথƊ

ଔிƊசҲƊிƊҲƊপƊிƊଓఆҲƊఅƊୟ࡙ƊࣨଔƊƊਹƊହਹிƊ୩Ɗ୩ƊଞிƊ

ɷƊଞ࡙Ɗଙఆ࡙ƊୗҲƊଐҲƊƌ ݩఆ࡙Ɗਹ࡙ƊσƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊୗϜƊϜ࡙ிƊॉఆ࡙ƊிఆਹƊધోϜிƊࣨଔƊୁƊఅƊথనҲƊଔƊ

̣ਹிƊϜଔƊ୩ఆϜிƊϜଔƊਹଔƊୗϜிƊଐϜƊଙ࡙ƊࣨଔҲƊਹધో࡙Ɗ୩ƌ ஔிƊிƊிౌƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ƊԀƊ
ଞிƊଙƊ࡙ƌ Ɗ̣ਹிƊɷிƊƊ࡙ҲƊ̶ఆ୩ƊఅƊైƊଔԢϜிƊଙҲƊநƊ୩Ɗॉ࡙ƊݩϜிƊଙƊࣨƊైிƊࣨƊ
ਹƊଓƌ Ɗଙఆ୩ƊσƊਹƊҲƊਹଔƊୗƊҲƊƌ ଙҲƊ࡙ƊƊଙఆ୩ƊσƊਹƊҲƊிైਹிƊӝ࡙ƊϜଐ࡙ƌ ୂƊୄƊ
ҲƊԀథƊ࡙ƊϜైୗƊʧఅ࡙ƊσƊୗƊ୩Ɗॉ࡙Ɗધథ࡙ƊӝథҲƊైƊଔԢਹƊσƊହਹƊࣨƊҲƊਹଔƊୄైƊଙҲƊଙƊநƊ
ɷƊଞƊਹધ࡙Ɗ୩ଔҲƊϜƊƊϜிୗƊࣨƊଐϜƊତైƊநƊ୩Ɗॉ࡙ƊࣨƊଙƊࣨƊҲƊƌ

ƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊ

ଔଔƊҲƊƊҲƊॉ࡙Ɗଙ࡙ƊైிƊ࡙ிƊైƊநƊϜҲƊ୩ైϜிƊϜƊݩఆƊ࡙ƌ ୗҲƊୗైଔƊਹైிƊࣨౌƊଞ୩Ɗ̶ਹிƊ
ଔƊϜӝϜƊܥఅƊపୗƊ࡙ிƊϜ࡙ܦƊஹఉҲƊݩఆƊଐҲƊ੶࡙ƊఅƊƊࣨƊҲƊƌ ݩƊ࡙ƊଔਹƊఆƊϊҲƊଔଔƊଐƊైƊ
୩ଔҲƊॉ࡙ƊࣨƊҲైிƊӝ࡙ƊଐϜƊݩϜிƊࣨୗƊϜ࡙ƊଓƊਹƊϜிƊࣨଔƊݩிƊϜƊୗైƊசਹƌ ైƊிƊ࡙ƊƊ
ɷƊӝଔƊ̣ਹிƊୗϜƊϜ࡙ிƊϜி࡙ƊࣨƊైƊƊଙҲிƊɷƊநƊધోϜிƊɷƊϜ࡙ƊிୗƊଔݩਹƊ࡙ிƊƊਹƊ
ୗϜிƊɷƊ୩ఆிƊҲϜƊଙƊϜிఆਹƊଙҲிƊɷƊநƊࣨଔƊધƊϜଐୗƊψఉƊ࡙ிƊƊࣨƊଔƊଔਹƊఆƊϊҲƊϜƊ

ிƊ࡙ਹிƊધƊୗҲƋƌ
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ਹଔƊୗϜிƊɷƊ࡙ҲƊఅƊƊୗƊఅƊҲிƊிఆƊϜி࡙Ɗ֏ਹிƊƊଣైƊƊఆୗƊԀϜிƊଔఅϜƊݩఆƊநƊɷƊ࡙ҲƊϜƊ
ଞƊҲƊऽଔƊଚై࡙ƊϜ੶ోƊƊଐϜƊܥఅଔҲƊψఉƊଙƊࣨଔƊଞƊਹધ࡙ƊϜி୩ƊࣨୗƊైிƊݩఆƊࣨƊୗైƌ
ҲƊࣨƌ ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊଔƊॉƊথనҲƊݩఆƊࣨଔƊୄƊଔƊୁҲƊϜଐƌ

ϜӝϜƌ Ɗ੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊிఆƊଔҲிƊ୩ƊଐிƊଏఅƊఙƊଞƊϜ੶ోƊୗƊଓఆҲƊƌ
ƊɷƊ੶࡙ƊࣨிƊਹҲிƊ୩ƊথਹிƊࣨிƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊɷƊୄƊଔƊୗҲƊଐ࡙ƊఅƊଔҲிƊ୩ƊଐிƊ

ଏఅƊఙƊଞƊϜ੶ోƊୗƊଓఆҲƊƌ

ƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊଞƊϜ࡙ଔƊ࡙ிƊୗƊଐҲƊƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊୗϜƊɷҲƊଞ࡙Ɗ

ୗҲƊఅƊϜ࡙ிƊଙƌ ங࡙ƊσƊ୩ƊଞிƊϜƊ୩ிƌ2 ҲƊݩϜƊƊɷƊଙఆ୩ƊଔୗƊਹƊிҲƊபఐ࡙ƊϛఅிƊ

ҲƊపୗƊƊҲƌ ଞ୩Ɗा࡙Ɗ֏ƊఅƊୄƊƌ ி୩ƊਹƊଐƊӝథƌ ଙҲƊଞ୩Ɗा࡙ƊӝథƊϜ֏ிƊɷிƊҲƊ
పୗƊƊிϜிƊʨƊଙƊࣨƊ୩ிƌ ϜҲிƊӝ࡙ƊƊɷƊଙఆ୩ƊଔୗƊϜ࡙ଔƊϜ֏ଔƊ̣Ɗ੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊங࡙Ɗ
࡙ிƊҲƊపୗƊਹ̶࡙ƊਹƊிҲƊபఐ࡙ƊϛఅƊҲƊଞ୩Ɗा࡙ƊଙҲƊఅƊਹƊথనҲƊଙƊࣨிƊஙୗƊ࡙ிƊଞ୩Ɗ̶Ɗ

ҲƊҲƊపୗƊਹ̶࡙Ɗ୩ƊਹైƊఅƊਹƊୗఆҲƊଔƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊɷҲƊଙϜƊݩϜƊܥఅƊϜி୩ƊࣨୗƊʨƊਹైƊ
ୗఆҲƊҲிƊிఆƊଙƊϜிƊࣨƊଣైிƊிఆƊࣨϜƊࡘఅிƌ

Ϝ୩ƊైܦƊҲƊపୗƊਹ̶࡙Ɗଞ୩Ɗ̶ƊϜҲƊୗఆҲƊ୩Ɗ

ஹƊҲƊϜƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊϜҲƊଔிƊϜƊਹైƊ࡙ƊైƊϜƊϜƊਹҲƊ੶ਹƊଙҲƊଙƊϜƊ୩Ɗஹƌ ଞ୩Ɗ̶Ɗ
ԀైƊԀథҲƊϜҲƊଔެƊଐϜƊଙ࡙ƊୗఆҲƊୗҲƊୗҲƊϜƊϜிƊਹ̶ƊҲƊఒ࡙ƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƊҲƊ୩ிƊʨଔƊϜƊϜଐ
                                                                                                  
2
ਹ̶ிƊࣨƊୟైଔఆிƊୄਹிƊࣨଔƊୟైଔఆƊԀிƊଔথనҲƊଞிƊࣨƌ ƤƤƢ࡙ிƤƤƬ ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ ଔϜிƊ୩ƊϜଐ࡙ƊࡘఅƊࣨ୩Ɗ
σிƊୄਹிƊࣨଔƊైƊైݩୗƊங࡙Ɗࣨƌ ƪƲ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ ધ୩ƊࣨƊʧఅ࡙ƊϜଔƊƊଣైிƊୄਹிƊࣨଔƊైƊైݩୗƊਹୗƊࣨƌ
ƦƦ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ

ਹఆƊϜైƊிਹƊϜ࡙ܦƊσிƊୄਹிƊࣨଔƊƊɷƊ୩ƊଞிƊʧఅ࡙ƊϜଔƊਹైƊ୩Ҳƌ ƢƠ࡙ҲƊ

Ϝி୩ƌ ԀƊபై୩ƊધƊମ࡙Ɗॉఆ࡙ƊધోϜிƊҲƊ࡙ୗƊনҲƊఆƊଞ࡙ƊσிƊୄਹிƊࣨଔƊƊɷƊ୩ƊଞிƊୗϜிƊୗਹƊϜଙఆƊଙƊ
ाైҲƊƌ ƦƠ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ ࡙ਹƊਹ̶ଔƊ࡙ୗƊఆிƊୄਹிƊࣨଔƊƊɷƊ୩ƊଞிƊ୩ிƊଔाிƊࣨଔƊϜܦਹƊϜଙఆҲƊެఉҲƊ
࡙ୗƊఆଔƊƊ୩ƌƦƠ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ

ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊҲƊƊҲƊƊஙଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƌ
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ƊୗైƊଙƊࣨƊϜୗƊਹƊԀϜ ଙ࡙Ɗ࡙ଔҲƊଞ୩ƊࣨƊϜ֏ଔƊ̣Ɗ੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊஔிƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊҲƊ୩ிƊʨଔƊϜƊ
ϜଐƊϜி୩ƊࣨୗƊଔ̶ƊࣨଔƊଙϜƊԀƊ࡙ƊܥఅƊତైƊʨଔƊிƌ

ஔிƊైଔƊϜ࡙ிƊધథ୩ƊϜி୩ƊࣨୗƊ

ƊਹƊݩఆƊ࡙ଔҲƋƌ ୟైଔఆƊԢƊஹிƊɷிƊਹƊࣨଔƊୟైଔఆƊԀிƊଔথనҲƊ୩ிƌ3 ైƊ࡙ிƊଙఆਹƊఆƊপƊҲƊ
అƊϜైϜிƊైܦƌ ଙైƊ࡙ிƊ4ਹݩƊƊ୩ƌ ऽϜƊધҲƊ୨ƊҲƊசϜிƌ ైƊ࡙ிƊऽҲƊƊϜƊୄైୗƊথ࡙ƊైܦƊ

ୗƊʨୗƊσƊଙ୩ƊƊϛఅƊୗਹƊ5σிƊ࡙ிƌ পଔƊஔఒƊଙƊୗிƊହਹிƊɷிƊஔୗƊ࡙ிƌ Ϝ੶ϜƊ୩ϜƊ

ϜƊݩҲƊ̣ਹிƊ࡙Ɗ୨ଔƊ୩ఆϜிƌ ఙҲƊ6ҲƊୟైଔఆƊ7੶ਹƊ࡙ƊথనҲƋƌ ϜҲிƊࣨƊଔाఉ୩Ɗ8σƊୗிƊ9ԀϜிƊ

ࣨிƌ ϜிҲƊψிƊହਹƊϜிఆਹƊ10σிƊऽƊ࡙ҲƊϜƊਹϜிƊ11ऽైƌ ਹƊ୩ƊԀƊହਹƊϜ֏ிƊҲƊଐైƊ
ହਹƊிƊƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊӝிƌ ଙϜƊધҲƊணైƊϛఅƊҲƊࣨଔƊਹધ࡙ƊହਹƊଞƊʨଔƊୗਹƊࣨୗƊϜ࡙ҲƊ

ైƌ ଔਹƊఆƊϊҲƊ࡙ƊਹݩଔƊଐƊଞ୩ƊࣨƊଐƊଙҲƊ࣌Ɗଔఆ୩Ɗ୩ƌƌ ଐైிƊࣨଔƊધϜƊ࡙Ɗ୩ிƊଞ୩ƊஹƊ
ҲƊƊ୩ƊਹైƊఅƊਹƊୗఆҲƊଔƊ̣ਹிƊҲƊ୩ிƊʨଔƊϜƊϜଐƊӝிƊଙƊࣨƊϜி୩Ɗైܦƌ ୗƊʨୗƊσƊ
ଙ୩ƊƊϛఅƊୗਹƊσிƊଐైிƊࣨଔƊધϜƊ࡙Ɗ୩Ɗ࣌Ɗ࡙ƌ

ଞ୩ƊࣨƊϜ੶ోிƊࣨଔƊஔఒƊଔ̶ୗƊਹݩƊୗϜிƊ

ହਹிƊɷிƊऽҲƊƊϜƊୄైୗƊϜ࡙ிƊӝிƊైܦƊ̣ਹிƊଙϜƊҲƊϜƊϜଐƊଓƊƊ୩ƌ

প࡙ƊࣨƊହਹிƊ
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ୟైଔఆƊԢƊஹிƊɷிƊୄਹிƊࣨଔƊୟైଔఆƊԀிƊଔথనҲƊƌ ƢƠƤ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ
4
5
6
7
8
9

ҲƊࣨଔਹƊݩϜƊਹƊ୩ƊϜ

̶ҲƊౌƊଙ୩ƊƊϛఅƊୗਹƌ
ங࡙ƊσƊ୩ƊଞிƊɷƊ֏ਹிƊਫҲƊƌ
ψҲƊધϜƊਹƊଙ࡙ƊࣨୗƊϜƊଞ࡙ƊσƊધϜƊϜிƊறிƊࣨƌ
পƊψிƊɷƊଔाఉ୩Ɗσிƌ
ிƊிୗƊୗైிƊிఆƊऽైƊƌ

10
11

ϜிҲƊ࡙Ɗଞ୩Ɗ̶ƊɷƊϜிҲƊଙϜƊҲƊƌϜிҲƊψிƊହਹƊϜிఆਹƊ࡙ƊऽƊ࡙ҲƊϜிҲƊϜிఆਹƊσƊϜிҲƊψிƊ୩ƊϜƌ
ਹϜிƊଙఆ୩ƌ
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ிƊ࡙ਹிƊધƊୗҲƋƌ

ɷிƊऽƊ࡙ிƊୗਹƊࣨୗƊஹఉҲிƊైܦƊϜଐ࡙ƊσƊଔψఉ୩Ɗ୩ਹƊଔϜϜƊϜ࡙ƊଙƊࣨଔƊ࡙ƊఅƊҲైிƊైܦƌ

ϛఅƊ

ୗਹƊਹਹƊୗਹƊࣨƊϛఅƊଐైிƊࣨƊ࡙ƊୗҲƊୗైƊƊɷƊ̶ƊஔƊɷƊϜਹிƊஹ୩ƊఅƊ࡙ƊܥఅƊ࡙࡙ƊࣨౌƊƊ࡙ிƊਹƊ
ଞƊথிƊࣨଔƊ࡙Ɗైƌ ࣨైୗƊ࡙ƊଞƊୗਹƊࣨƊϛఅƊܦƌ ଙƊϛఅƊݩਹிƊӝƊƊఆଔƌ ଔୗƊƊɷƊ୩Ɗ
ଞிƊநƊ࡙ƊࣨޜƊƊϜଔƊୟైƊਹϜƊܥఅƊϜ੶థϜƊ୩ϜƊϜƊݩҲƊ̣ਹிƊ࡙Ɗ୨ଔƊ୩ఆϜிƊଐైிƊࣨƊஙୗƊϜଙఆҲƊެఉҲƊ
࡙ƊσƊஔிƊிఆƊϜ࡙ܦƊଔైிƊথிƊࣨଔƊ୩ఆϜிƊହਹிƊైƊϜୗƊୗҲƊϜ࡙ܦƊଔԢϜிƊথிƌ

ਹƊ୩Ɗ

ԀƊହਹƊϜ֏ிƊҲƊଐైƊହਹƊிƊƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊӝிƊଐైிƊࣨଔƊԀƊ࡙ƊӝƊࣨଔƊ࡙Ɗଙ࡙ƊࣨிƊ࡙Ɗ

ʨଔƊଙிƊӝƊࣨƊϜ࡙ҲƊଔƊ࡙ƊఅƊϜƊϜிƊ୩ƌ ైƊଙҲƊଓҲƊ୩Ɗ࡙ୗƊσƊࣨଔƊୗƊҲƊƊ
ࣨଔƊஙϜிƊଣƊσƊࣨଔƊʨଔƊӝƊࣨƊҲƋƌ ֏ైிƊӝ࡙ƊҲƊҲ࡙ƊࣨୗƊ୩ఆிƊ୩ƊϜӝƊఒҲƊҲƊ

࡙ୗƊ୩ƊଔाϜƊ୩ై࡙ƊிϜிƊথైƊଞଔƊʨଔƊӝƊࣨƊైƌ ୄƊଔƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩ƊϜ֏ிƊࣨౌƊైҲƊఅƊଞ୩Ɗ
ࣨౌƊஹƊ୩Ɗॉ࡙ƊࣨଔƊଐైƊଔਹƊ୩ఆϜிƊஹ୩ƊଔƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊথనҲƊଙƊӝైிƊ12 ଔψై୩ƊƊਹƊ
੶ਹƊҲƊ̣ਹிƊɷƊਹҲƊ੶ਹƊଔ̶ƊࣨƊ୩ிƊଙϜƊԀƊϜி୩ƊࣨƊਹƊਹݩҲƊୗఆҲƊଔҲிƊ୩ƊথਹிƊࣨଔƊ
ԀైƊఅƊʨୗƊ࡙ϜƊై࡙Ɗୈఈ࡙ƊଓҲƊҲ࡙ƊσƊথైƊƊଔথైƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƊॉƊথనҲƊƌ
Ɗ੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊஔிƊ࡙ƊƊਹƊୗϜிƊɷƊӝଔƊ̣ਹிƊୗϜƊϜ࡙ிƊথనҲƊଔॉై୩Ɗ୩ƊଞிƊ̣ƊɷƊ
Ϝ୩ƊԀై࡙ƊσƊఅிƊୗਹƊଐϜƊଙ࡙ƊଐҲƋƌ ҲƊݩϜƊϜƊଙϜƊԀƊైƊܥఅ࡙ƊௐҲƊଙϜƊତҲƊଔϜଔƊ୩Ɗ࣌Ɗ࡙ƌ
ƊɷƊӝଔƊ̣ਹிƊୗϜƊϜ࡙ிƊɷƊଔϜƊ̶ఆҲிƊ࡙ƊƊɷƊୗҲƊிଔƊ୩ƊୗிƊҲƊाϜƊఅƊਹƊ୩ƊଞƊ
࡙ிƊথనҲƊଔƊਹƊҲƊਹଔƊୗƊσƊϜƊϜଐଔƊஹ୩Ɗ୩ఆϜிƊɷƊϜ࡙ƊிƊଙ࡙ƊଐҲƊƌ
ଔଔƊϜଐƊୄƊ࡙Ɗॉ࡙Ɗધథ࡙ƊୄైƊଐై࡙ƊԀϜிƊிƊଐϜƊଙ࡙ƊϜிƊࣨƊਹƊଓƌ

ஹ୩Ɗ୩ఆϜிƊ

நƊધోϜிƊɷƊϜƊϜଐଔƊ

࡙ҲƊϜƊϜҲƊୗਹƊσƊଔϜ࡙Ɗଔ̶ఆୗƊƊହਹிƊɷிƊୗҲƊ֏ƊɷƊஹƊҲƊݩఆƊࣨଔƊϜଐƊଔƊਹҲிƊ୩Ɗ
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ݩఆƊ࡙Ɗॉఆ࡙ƊધోϜிƊɷிƊୄਹிƊࣨଔƊƊɷƊ୩ƊଞிƊநƊ࡙ƊࣨޜƊƊϜଔƊୟైƊਹϜ ƢƪƠ ࡙ிƊ ƢƪƢ࡙ҲƊ
Ϝி୩ƌ

ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊҲƊƊҲƊƊஙଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƌ
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থਹிƊଞୗƊݩఆϜƊଙƊࣨƊైிƊ࡙ிƊƊɷƊநƊધోϜிƊଔƊਹƊݩୗƊୗƊƊୗƊఅƊԀϜிƊଙƊࣨƊ୩ிƊϜƊ
ݩఆƌ

பఐƊଞ୩Ɗ੶࡙ƊࣨƊହਹிƊɷிƊɷҲƊైƊୗƊଔƊ࡙ிƊ੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊஔிƊɷƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊɷƊୄƊ

ଔƊୗҲƊଐ࡙ƊఅƊଔҲிƊ୩ƊଐிƊଏఅƊఙƊଞƊϜ੶ోƊୗƊଓఆҲƊଙƊࣨƊਹҲ࡙ƊࣨƊైƊܥఅ࡙ƊௐҲƊଙϜƊତҲƊ
୩ிƌ13

ହਹƊϜிఆਹƊఅƊ࡙ౘƊϜ࡙ਹƊୗౘਹƊࣨƊӝథƊϜிఆਹƊσౘƊైҲƊ࡙ƌ

̣ౘƊୗƊ୩Ɗఅ࡙ƊધౘϜƌ

ైிƊσౘƌƌ

Ϝ࡙ਹƊϜౘƊ୨୩ிƌ ிƊϜƊϜƊެఉϜƊఅƌ ƌଔψైҲƊଔϜƊ࡙ϜƊϜౘƊଣైƊਫైƊϜౘƊଣైƌ ƌఅƊଢϜƊԀϜƊপƊਫైƊɷౘƊ

পୗƌƌ প࡙ƊࣨƊ୨ƊଢైϜிƌ ԀైਹƊࣨƊਹધƊϜӝƌ ऽϜƊધҲƊƊபఐϜƌ ƌ ਫౘƊଣైƊ୨ƊҲƊఅƌ ƌఅƊଞౘிƊ
࡙ிƌ ଙఆ୩ƊƊʨƊϜଙϜƊެఉϜƊఅƊথ࡙ƊଐైிƊਹԀౘƌ ƌϜҲƊ୩ϜிƊɷҲƊਫౘƊਹҲ࡙Ɗైƌƌ ϜఅҲƊபఐƊƊҲƊ

பఐƊଞ୩ƊఅƊϜி୩ƌƌ ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊଙƊࣨƊҲƊƌ ଙҲƊܥఅ࡙ƊௐҲƊଙϜƊତҲƊ (P.T.   1286   III)   ࡙ƌ
ƊʨƊϜଙϜƊެఉϜƊϜౘƊଣైୗƊϜైϜிƊிƌ ݩϜƊਹƊிƊ୩ƊϜైϜிƊࣨƊଙҲƋƌ Ϝ࡙ਹƊਹݩଔƊଔϜƊϜౘƊଣైୗƊ
ϜైϜிƊࣨிƌ Ϝ࡙ਹƊσౘƊ࡙Ɗఆிƌ ிƊଔౘƊ࡙Ɗɷ୩ƌ ϊౘҲƊϜƊ࡙ƊசҲƊࣨƌ ϜҲிƊɷƊ࡙ౘƊୗƊƌ ԀథƊƊ

ʧఅ࡙ƊσƊ࡙ƊਹϜƊƌƌ ୗƊਹݩƊிƊϜ੶ҲƊƌ ଙఆ୩ƊଓҲƊƌ ਫƊଔҲிƊҲƊࣨଔƊୗఆƊైƌ ԀிƊଓҲƊఅƊ
থైƌ ମƊਹσϜிƊிఆƊଔॉై୩ƊଔౘƊϜ࡙ிఆƌ ધథ୩ƊσிƊਹிƊైƊϜైϜிƊிƌ ଞ୩ƊࣨƊϜଐ࡙ƊҲƊਫౘƊ
ਹધథҲிƊࣨଔƊԀிƌ ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊଙƊࣨƊҲƊƌ ଙҲƊܥఅ࡙ƊௐҲƊଙϜƊତҲƊ (P.T.   1287   III)࡙ƌ
ଔఆҲƊ࡙ிƊଓౘҲƊࣨƊଣైƊϜƊƊƊƊଐϜƌ ԢౘƊ୩ƊଙҲƊ୩ϜƊࣨƊϜౘ࡙Ɗ࣌ϜிƊైƊϜƊথైƊైƌƌ ֏ైிƊࣨƊ࡙ౘƊ
୩ైϜிƊࣨୗƊӝథϜƌ ୩ైϜிƊࣨƊ࡙Ɗ֏ైிƊࣨୗƊӝథϜƊϜƌ ଔҲிƊࣨƊசҲƊ֏ైƊƌƌ ୩ైϜிƊࣨƊଔƊஹƊথிƊ
পƊ࡙ƊࣨƊ࡙ౘƊਫƊ֏࡙ƌƌ ਫౘƊϜӝਹƊఆƊϜிϜౘƊҲƊଓƊୗƊথైƊࣨƊଔౘƊધϜƊ࡙ƌƌ ԀైƊఅƊଙҲƊ֏࡙Ɗܦƌƌ ਫౘƊଔౘƊ
ైƊఆଔƊଙఆிƊথనҲƊҲƌƌ

ਫౘƊଔҲிƊࣨƊެҲƊਹ̣ҲƊথైƊࣨƊҲƌ

ࣨଔƊƊԀథƊϜҲƊথైƊࣨƊ୩ƊணҲƊైƌ
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ୗౘƊਹƊపҲிƋƌƌ ਹƊଔிƊଔౘƊԀƊࣨƊ࡙ౘƊ࡙࡙ƊԀైƊଔƌƌ ਫƊਹ̶ଔƊƊଔౘƊ୩ிƊɷƊƊψҲிƊ࡙ౘƊਹҲிƊிƌƌ
ଔఆҲƊୗƊଓౘҲƊࣨƊଣైƊϜƊƊƌƌ ԀிƊ୩ϜƊԀҲƊஹౘƊσనୗƊࣨிƌƌ ଣƊƊ֏ైிƊϛఅଔƊথైƊࣨଔƌƌ ਫౘƊԀϜƊ
Ϝிƌƌ ਹݩҲƊଙҲƋƌƌ ֏ైƊࣨƊଔౘƊপƊϜƊఅƊਹƊଔிƊࣨƊଔౘƊԀƊࣨƊ࡙࡙ƊԀైிƌ ધϜƊެϜƊϜౘிƌƌ ԢƊϜƊ
ிఆிƊɷҲƊপƊϜƊਹƊॉƊƌ ଣƊƊ࡙ౘƊপƊ࡙ƊϜݩఆਹƊਹƌƌ ̶୩ƊࣨƊ࡙ౘƊଔϜƊ࡙ƊஒϜƊϜƌƌ ଣƊƊ࡙Ɗ পƊ࡙Ɗரƌƌ

̶୩ƊࣨƊ࡙ƊଔϜƊ࡙ƊψਹƊਹƌƌ ϜԀౘϜƊ୩ƊϜԀϜƊசҲƊਫౘƊମ࡙Ɗైܦƌƌ ݩƊƊఅƊிైਹிƊிƌƌ ԢƊƊଓҲƊࣨƊ
ଣైƊҲ࡙Ɗଐ࡙Ɗైܦƌƌ ԢౘƊ୩ƊଙҲƊ୩ϜƊࣨƊϜౘ࡙ƊऽϜிƊ֏ైிƊϛఅƊথైƊࣨிƌƌ ଙఆ୩ƊσƊஹƊɷҲƊਹଔிƊிƌ

ਫౘƊଙҲிƊɷҲƊଣƊƊ୩Ɗଔ̶ҲƊҲƌƌ ଔఆҲƊ࡙ிƊଓҲƊࣨƊଣైƊϜƊƊࣨƊଔƊপ࡙Ɗࣨƌƌ ਹ֏࡙ƊଔౘƊଓఆҲƊ࡙ϜƊ
ࣨிƌƌ ଣƊƊ୩ƊϜி୩Ɗ࣊ƌƌ ଣƊƊԢƊ୩ƊଙҲƊ୩ϜƊࣨƊϜౘ࡙ƊऽϜிƊਹƊࣨிƌƌ ஔ୩ƊσౘƊஹƊ࡙ౘƊஹƊ

అƊਹƊୗఆҲƊƌ ԀிƊ࡙ౘƊԀிƊிఆƊਹƊୗఆҲƊైƌ ଙఆ୩ƊσƊਫƊఆ୩ƌ ֏ਹிƊɷౘƊஹƊਹଔƊైƌ ࡙ƊਹƊϜƊଓ࡙Ɗ
࡙ƊԢౘƊ࡙ҲிƊైிƊϜி୩Ɗ࡙ிƌ ଔఆҲƊ࡙ிƌ ଓౘҲƊࣨƊଣైƊϜƊƊƊ֏࡙ƊఅƊਹƊୗఆҲƊైƌƌ ଔౘƊஔƊଓైୗƊƊ֏ైிƊ
ிƊଐైிƌƌ ଔౘƊଓఆҲƊপ࡙ƊࣨƊ୩ிƊ࣌నҲƊҲƌ ଔఆҲƊ࡙ிƊଔౘƊଓఆҲƊਹƊୗҲிƊైƌƌ ଓౘҲƊࣨƊଣైƊ̣ౘƊࣨҲƊிఆਹƊ୩Ɗ

ிƊ࡙ிƌƌ ࡙ϜƊࣨƊଔ̶ఆிƊైܦƌ ƊƊிƌ ެైƊଔఆƊଟ୩ƊైܦƊிైଔƊƊԀϜƊϜƌƌƌ ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊࣨƊ
ҲƊƌ ଙҲƊܥఅ࡙ƊௐҲƊଙϜƊତҲƊ(P.T.1287   III)࡙ƌ ੶ҲƊஔఒƊϜԀϜƊࣨఆƊ࣌Ɗ࡙ƊધథୗƊறƊైƌ ԀƊ
ԀƊ࡙ౘƊॉƊୗ୩Ɗ࡙ƌƌ ଙୗƊԀƊ࡙ౘƊॉƊୗ୩Ɗ࡙ƌƌ ਫౘƊଔƊ࡙ƊਫౘƊఆƊైƌƌ ୨ƊଔƊ࡙ƊஹிƊࣨƊଏఅϜிƌƌ ଣైƊై࡙Ɗ
࡙Ɗʨ୩ƊఅƊϜଔƌƌ Ɗై࡙ƊσிƊ࡙ౘƊƊ࡙ƊϜଔƌƌ ଐైிƊசҲƊ୩ƊிైਹிƊࣨƊ̶ୗƊܦୗƊԀైிƊথనҲƊ
࡙ிƌƌ থƊધƊணఒ࡙Ɗ࡙ƊଔψƊƊଔౘƊହƊୗƊ୨ҲிƊైிƊݩிƊైƌƌ থƊધƊɷிƊધౘϜƊైƊܦϜƊӝైிƊপҲிƊ
࡙ிƌƌ ੶ҲƊஔఒƊɷƊଓైୗƊƊ୩ிై࡙ƊࣨƊਫైƊƌƌ ̶ƊƊଙҲƊଔƊ୩ிƊਹƊୗҲிƊࣨƊਫైƊɷிƌƌ ̞Ɗ
ிైਹிƊࣨƊҲƊਫƊଔެଔƊୗైƊଐైிƊਹ࡙ଔƊୗƊୗƌƌ

ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊଙƊࣨƊ୩ிƊɷҲƊƊ୩Ɗ࡙ҲƊ࡙Ɗ

ਹƊথనҲƊଔƊϜҲƊ୩ଔҲƊƊɷƊӝଔƊ̣ਹிƊୗϜƊϜ࡙ிƊɷƊଔথనҲƊ̶ఆҲிƊଣైƊଙிƊଔҲிƊ୩ƊথਹிƊ
ϜிƊଞଔƊݩƊ࡙ிƊϜƊƊƊҲƊƌ ଔଔҲƊƊɷƊӝଔƊ̣ਹிƊɷƊ̞ƊԀிƊ୩ƊଐƊଔԢఆϜƊথƊଞଔƊ

ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊҲƊƊҲƊƊஙଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƌ
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ୁҲƊϜଐƊଐϜƊଙ࡙ƊࣨƊైிƊݩఆƌ ଞ୩ƊҲƊƊࣨிƊɷҲƊƌ14 ԀிƊɷƊଞ୩ƊࣨƊਹైிƊ࡙ƊσƊୗҲƊ
୩Ɗଞ୩ƊࣨƊైƊଙƊଞ୩Ɗ̣ਹிƊԀிƊଐ࡙ƊநƊࣨƊҲƊਹݩƊଔƊϜ֏ଔƊ࡙ிƊϜ࡙࡙ƊӝҲƊਹଔƊƊݩிƊ
ɷிƊҲƊଔƊʨଔƊ̣ਹிƊɷƊஹ୩ƊଓҲƊࣨౌƊଔƊҲƊஹƊୄైଔƊୗƊఅƊ̞ƊࣨଔƊైƊƊɷƊࣨఆڭƊୗ௨Ɗ
ʨƊԀైிƊԀైୗƊଞிƊࣨƊୗƊஔிƊிఆƌ ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊ୩ƌ ଞ୩ƊࣨౌƊ୩ఆϜிƊɷƊ࡙ƊӝிƊிϜிƊ
୩ైϜிƊƊਹҲƊࣨౌƊ࡙ҲƊఅଔҲƊଣైଔƊ୩ிƊʨƊଔҲிƊ୩ƊথਹிƊϜிƊધథ୩ƊிϜிƊ࡙࡙ƊܥఅƊϜிఆҲிƊ
ࣨƊଐ࡙Ɗ࡙ƌ

Ϝ֏ிƌ ƊɷƊ੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊிఆƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƊެҲƊࣨୗƊϜӝƊଞƊϜ੶ోƊୗƊଓఆҲƊƌ

ƊɷƊ੶࡙ƊࣨிƊਹҲிƊ୩ƊϜӝైிƊࣨிƊ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊɷƊୄƊଔƊୗҲƊଐ࡙ƊఅƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƊެҲƊࣨୗƊ

ϜӝƊଞƊϜ੶ోƊୗƊଓఆҲƊƌ

ஹҲƊ੶࡙ƊਹƊࣨƊଐైிƊࣨଔƊஹҲƊ࡙Ɗଔ̞ϜƊϛఅϜƊଙƊƊிϜிƊɷƊହਹƊࣨƊ

୩ிƊެҲƊࣨୗƊথైƊࣨଔƊ࡙Ɗ୩ƊଔԢఆϜƊࣨƊҲƊƌ

ެҲƊࣨୗƊϜӝƊࣨƊ࡙ƊஹƊଙҲிƊɷƊϜଐƊୄƊଙ࡙ƊࣨிƊ

੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊஔிƊɷƊஹƊɷிƊϜ࡙ƊైƊଓ࡙ƊଔఅϜ ܥఅ࡙ƊௐҲƊଙϜƊତҲƊ(P.T.   1287   VII)୩ிƌ

Ɓƌƌ ଞ୩ƊଔౘƊଔƊୗҲƊ୩ƌƌ15 ଐҲƊଏఅҲƊϜౘƊଞ୩ƊࣨƊ୩ƊެҲிƊైƌ ԀƊஹƊਹƊ࡙ிƌƌ ଐҲƊଏఅҲƊ
ϜౘƊଞ୩ƊࣨƊ୩ౘϜƊਫƊබƊஹƊϜƊైƌƌ ଐҲƊଏఅҲƊݩਹிƊԀƊଔҲிƊிఆƊʧఅϜƊϜƌƌ ଐైிƊҲƋƌ
ଙҲƊଙϜƊତҲƊైƊ୩ிƌ পƊ࡙ƊଣైƊਹƊ࡙ƌ ̣ౘƊஹҲƊୄ࡙ƌ ଔϜƊ࡙Ɗপ࡙ƊଔҲிƊ࡙ƊҲƊୄ࡙Ɗଙఆ୩ƊଓఆҲƋƌ
ଣైƊ࡙ౘƊϜ࡙ਹƊୗƊ࣋ƊଔౘƊ୩ఆϜிƌƌ প࡙ƊࣨƊ࡙ƊிƊଔౘƊҲਹƊ୩ై࡙ƊσƊધథ୩ƌƌ ਹҲଔƊݩҲƊԀై࡙ƊࣨƊଔƊଚై࡙Ɗఅƌ ԢౘƊҲƊ
ԢୗƊୟ࡙Ɗైܦƌ ࣌ƊଔƊԀƊஹƊ࡙ౘƊ࣌ϜிƊଐౘୗƊైƌƌ ࡙ҲƊϜౘƊ̶ƊிƊ࡙ƊਫƊ֏ਹிƊࣨୗƊ୨ఒ࡙ƊఒϜƌƌ
ଔҲிƊਹϜƊ࡙ϜƊࣨƊଙҲƊਹݩƊਹ࡙Ɗ࡙ౘƊசਹிƌ ࣌ƊపƊ࡙ౘƊపҲிƌ ୩ƊఅƊ࡙ౘƊਹԀிƌ ࡙Ɗ࣌Ɗ
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࡙ౘƊ୩ƌƌ ଔ̶ୗƊୗƊ࡙ౘƊநƌ ଔƊࣨƊ࡙ౘƊথ࡙ƌ Ϝ࡙ƊࣨƊ࡙ౘƊ࣌ైƌ ੶࡙ƊࣨƊ࡙ౘƊ੶థϜிƌ ணƊƊ࡙Ɗலƌ
ଔԢϜிƊࣨƊ࡙ౘƊਹ࡙࡙ƌ ై࡙ƊƊ࡙ౘƊசై࡙ƌ ଔҲிƊࣨƊ࡙ౘƊƌ ࣨଔƊƊ࡙ౘƊʧఅୗƌ ல࡙ƊࣨୗƊ࡙ౘƊ
ʨ୩ƌ ԀிƊଓҲƊஹౘƊਹݩƊైƌƌ ਫౘƊଙҲிƊɷிƊƊƌƌ Ɗ୩ƊஙƊ࡙ƊଙౘƊϜైƊਫైƊࣨƊଙҲƋƌƌ ੶࡙Ɗ
ࣨƊଔƊଔౘƊધƊথనҲƊ࡙ிƌƌ ƊɷƊϜ੶థϜƊ୩ϜƊʨଔƊψਹிƊԀైƊࣨƊҲƋƌ প࡙ƊࣨƊଔƊୗਹƊࣨƊҲƋƌ ԀైƊ

ԀథҲƊϜ֏ிƊɷౘƊҲƊݩҲƊҲƋƌ ୩ైϜிƊࣨƊଓ࡙ƊࣨƊଔౘƊথƊϜଔƊҲƋƌ ֏ైƊଙƊଔƊԀƊࣨƊҲƋƌ ଐҲƊ
ଔনϜƊϜƊݩఆ୩ƊʨƊҲƊୗƊʨƊҲƋƌ ఏҲிƊɷƊϜƊୗƊசਹிƊࣨƊҲƋƌ নైƊࣨఆ୩ƊҲƋƌ ஹҲƊ୩ƊழϜிƊ
ࣨƌ ƊɷƊԀிƊɷƊϜଏఅҲƊଓҲƊࣨƊʧఅ࡙ƌƌ ੶࡙ƊࣨƊ̣ౘƊஹҲƊୄ࡙ƊσƊୗҲƊ୩ிƊথనҲƊҲƋƌ ਫƊଙҲிƊ
ɷிƊʨଔƊެ࡙Ɗެ࡙ƊଐҲƊધోୗƊிƋƌƌ ஹҲƊୄ࡙ƊਹƊࣨƊଐైிƊਹધ࡙ƊϜி୩Ɗܦƌƌ ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊࣨƊ

ҲƊƌ ԀிƊଔথనҲƊਹైƊܦϜƊசҲƊƊமҲƊୄଔƊӝథƊ୩ிƌ16 ிైਹிƊӝ࡙ƊσƊ࡙ƊਹƊࣨଔƊݩਹிƊӝƊ
ਹϛఅƊైƌ ଞ୩ƊࣨƊଔƊݩఆϜிƊެҲƊ୩ƊਹƊࣨƊଐϜƊଔఅϜƊϜƊଐైிƊଓైୗƊ࡙ிƊਹધ࡙ƊଙҲƊஹҲƊ੶࡙ƊਹƊ

ࣨƊথƊୗƊψϜிƊிƌଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƌ ଐ୩ƊƊୗҲƊୗƊҲிƊɷƊଙϜƊाైҲƊӝథƊެఉϜƊܥఅƌ17 (ाƢ)Ɓƌƌ
প࡙ƊϜƊƊʀబƊ(ाƤ)̶ҲƋƌ ࡙ҲƊপ࡙ƊԀై࡙Ɗ(ाƦ)ࣨƊҲƊଙƊϜ୩ƊଔԀிƊ(ाƨ)ࣨƊԀై࡙ƊࣨୗƋƌ ʨଔƊ
(ाƪ)ழ୩ƊɷிƊɷҲƋƌ

(ाƬ)ʨଔƊ୩ఆҲƊҲƊଔެƊ(ाƮ)ୗƊଣైƊপிƊʨଔƊ(ाư)ϛఅƊ֏ਹிఆƊ

পҲிƊ(ाƲ)ైܦƊऽƊ࡙ҲƊϜ֏ౘிƊσƊ(ाƢƠ)ԀƊஹƊ̶Ɗிx(୩) (ाƢƢ)ࣨై࡙ƊࣨƊҲƊԀైƊ(ाƢƤ)
ԀథҲƊϜ֏ிƊ୩ƊެҲƊ(ाƢƦ)ଐҲƊசਹிƊైܦƌ

Ɗ(ाƢƨ)ਹϜƊ࡙ϜƊࣨౌƊஹƊ(ाƢƪ)୩Ɗॉ࡙ƊࣨƊ

୩ైϜிƊ(ाƢƬ)ϛఅƊথிƊிƌƌ ܥఅ࡙ƊௐҲƊଙϜƊତҲƊ(P.T.   1287   X) ࡙ƌ ੶࡙Ɗ̣ƊஹҲƊୟైƊୄ࡙Ɗ
σౘƊୗҲƊ୩ƌƌ ԀிƊଓҲƊஹౘƊԀైƊైƋƌ ଞ୩ࣨƊ࡙ౘƊϜ࡙ਹƊிƊϜ֏ౘிƊɷƊୗƊଙఆ୩ƊఅƊହਹƊଐౘҲƋƌƌ ଔψైҲƊ
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֏ҲƊ֏ƊਹƊଔƊଓైୗƊσிƊୄਹிƊࣨଔƊԀிƊଔথనҲƊਹైƊܦϜƊசҲƊࣨƊமҲƊୄଔƊӝథƌ ƢƮƪ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ
17

Ϝ֏ଔƊϜҲƊʨ࡙ƊਹԀϜƊધƊମ࡙ƊσிƊୄਹிƊࣨଔƊƊɷƊƊତҲƊଙϜƊԀƊୄƊԀై࡙ƊਹிƊϜிƊହਹிƊɷƊ

ધϜƊ࡙Ɗʧఅ࡙Ɗ࡙ிƊ̣୩ƊୗƊথிƊࣨƊୗƊϜி୩ƊਹైƊ୩ҲƋ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ

ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊҲƊƊҲƊƊஙଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƌ
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అƊϜ֏ிƊɷౘƊଣైƊҲƊϜƊਹƊࣨƊଔౘƊϜ੶థϜƊ୩ϜƊԀై࡙Ɗࣨƌ ਫౘƊଔƊࣨైୗƊୗఆҲƊୗƊਹƊƌ ୩ైϜிƊ
ɷƊথƊϜଔƊ࡙ౘƊୗҲிƊࣨୗƊথ࡙ƌ ֏ైிƊɷౘƊԀƊࣨƊ࡙ౘƊਫϜிƊிఆƊॉϜƊࣨୗƊਹƊƌƌ ଔҲிƊࣨƊҲƊ
ଔƊƊଔƊୗƊਹƊైƊƌƌ Ҳ࡙ƊࣨƊਹƊୗிƊ࡙ౘƊԀிƊɷிƊϜிிƊிଔƌƌ ైƊଔౘƊધƊপ࡙ƊࣨƊஹƊথైƊࣨƊଔౘƊ
ହਹிƊɷҲƊপƊਹݩఆ࡙ƊψிƊϜӝϜƊైƌƌ ࣌ౘƊଔƊψଔƊথనҲƊƊ୩ƌ ݩிƊҲƊଙైƊਫϜƊԀైୗƊথైƌ ࡙ҲƊϜౘƊ

ԀிƊথƊƊ୩ƊެҲƊଐౘҲƊଔψఉிƊிఆƊথైƌƌ ଔाϜƊਫౘƊϜƌ֏ైிƊਫౘƊথైƌƌ ࣨଔƊଔҲிƊϜ֏ౘிƊ࡙ౘƊϜƊࣨƊ
ଐ࡙Ɗ੶୩Ɗైܦƌ

ଔҲிƊࣨƊ࣊ƊƊ࡙ƊԀైƊிƊԀథҲƊிୗƊƊ࡙ிƌ

ிƊிƊଙఆ୩Ɗଙఆ୩ƊఅƊʨƊƌƌ

ଔҲிƊଔϜƊਹƊ୩ƊଐౘҲƊଙఆ୩Ɗ࡙Ɗଔ̶ƊࣨƊ࡙ౘƌƌ ଔҲிƊެҲƊϜ֏ౘிƊƊ௨ƌƌ ਹϜƊਫƊிƊ୩Ɗଔ̶Ɗ
ࣨƊ࡙ౘƊࣨଔƊଔౘƊݩிƊҲƋƌ ୄ୩ƊƊƌƌ পƊపƊϜ֏ౘிƊɷƊிƊԀైƊࣨிƊݩఆƊࣨிƌƌ ணҲƊψଔƊ

ணƊƊଙҲƊਫైƊƌƌ ிҲிƊଞிƊɷౘƊԀிƊপƊ࡙ƊਫైƊࣨƊତైƊై ਹƊ࡙ிƌƌ ఆிƊਹݩଔƊʧఅ࡙ƊܥఅƊϜ੶థϜƊ
୩ϜƊ̶ҲƊୄϜிƊైܦƌ ԀிƊ੶థϜிƊ࡙ிƌ ݩਹிƊƊɷҲƊசҲƊଣైƊ୩ƊଏఅϜிƊౘҲƊެ࡙ƊࣨிƊైƊƊ
୩ிƊ୩Ɗܦƌƌ ϜଙఆҲƊެఉҲƊఅƊ࡙ܦƊܦƌƌ ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƌ

থƊƊϜҲƊҲƊϜҲƊଐϜƊఙƊɷҲƊୗҲƊிైਹிƊެҲƊଐҲƊୗҲƊপƊϜଓఆƊౌƊҲҲƊ࡙ிƊଔԢఆϜƊϜிƊࣨ
Ɗ࡙ƊైҲƊϜƊଔਹƊϊҲƊଙҲிƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊɷƊஹϜƊୄୗƊσనୗƊଐҲƊƌ ެҲƊై࡙ƊσƊହਹƊϜଐϜƊଔƊ
࡙Ɗਹ̶ிƊࣨƊହਹிƊɷிƊݩఆ࡙ƊਹҲƊఅƊ࡙ƊଙƊɷҲƊƌ ƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩ƊଔƊ֏ƊɷிƊਹଔƊऽଔƊথƊ
நƊ̶Ɗ࡙Ɗ୩ƊϜӝథ࡙ƊଔਹிƊ੶ਹƊਹƊথƊୗƊਹଔƊ࡙ҲƊϜƊிైਹிƊୄƊୗƊଓఆҲƊƊҲƊƌ ஹƊ̣ਹிƊɷƊ
পƊ̶ƊެҲƊऽϜிƊ୩ƊଔԢఆϜƊଞୗƊఅϜிƊଚై࡙ƊԀై࡙ƊࣨƊॉఆƊైƊʧఅ࡙ƊநƊધƊୟ࡙ƊଐϜƊଙҲƊϜிƊ࡙ƌ ݩϜƊ
ਹୗƊ̣ਹிƊஹƊɷƊ࡙ࣨƊࣨிƊୗҲƊிైਹிƊࣨҲƊϜଐϜƊެҲƊࣨౌƊҲҲƊ࡙ிƊ୩ிƊϜҲƊୗఆҲƊ୩ƊଔԢఆϜƊ
ϜிƊࣨƊҲƊƌ Ϝ࡙Ɗ࡙ƊӝƊ୩ƊଙҲƊݩϜƊਹୗƊୗҲƊϜƊଔϜ࡙Ɗ୩ƊࣨైƊӝ୩ƊҲƊୗҲƊϜƊଓఆୗƊҲிƊ࡙ிƊ
ிƊైܦƌ

୩ϜƊࣨଔƊநƊࣨƊਹƊথƊୗƊୗҲƊϜଐ࡙ƊϜ֏ிƊʨୗƊϜైƊଔƊ୩ிƊথிƊ࡙ƊƊϜଓƊଙҲƊ

ϜƊࣨଔƊਹƊԀிƊɷƊʧఅ࡙ƊநƊҲƊધƊୟ࡙ƊσƊநƊଔҲிƊଐϜƊϜƊҲҲƊધథ୩ƊσƊψఉƊࣨଔƊநƊધోϜிƊైƊ

ிƊ࡙ਹிƊધƊୗҲƋƌ
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ଔԢϜிƊϜƊஒఙ࡙ƊݩఆƊҲైிƊࣨଔƊୗϜிƊ୩ਹƊҲƊ୩ϜƊ୩ై࡙ƊσƊݩிƊైிƊଔƊϜி୩ƊࣨୗƊ୩ϜƊܥఅƊ
ி࡙ƌƌ
Ϝிఆਹƌ ƊɷƊ੶࡙ƊࣨிƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊிఆƊ࡙ҲƊԀிƊɷƊϜైƊୄƊਹϜிƊிఆƊଓఆҲƊƌ
ҲƊࣨƌ ੶࡙ƊࣨƊହਹிƊɷிƊଙҲƊ࡙ிƊଙҲƊఅƊʨଔƊϜ੶ϜிƊɷƊଙƊϜైƊϜ࡙ҲƊƌ

ƊɷƊ੶࡙ƊࣨிƊਹҲிƊ୩ƊఅҲƊࣨிƊ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊɷƊୄƊଔƊୗҲƊଐ࡙ƊఅƊ࡙ҲƊԀிƊɷƊϜైƊୄƊ
ਹϜிƊிఆƊଓఆҲƊƌ ੶࡙ƊࣨƊହਹிƊɷிƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊɷƊୄƊୗƊϜైƊԀிƊଓఆҲƊଐҲƊԀிƊਹƊఒிƊ
ࣨଔƊऽୗƊ੶࡙ƊࣨƊହਹிƊɷிƊଙҲƊҲƊଙҲƊఅƊʨଔƊϜ੶ϜிƊɷƊଙƊϜైƊϜ࡙ҲƊƊ̣ƊஹҲƊୟైƊ੶࡙ƊୗҲƊ

ଐైҲிƊࣨଔƊிਹƊଙிƊɷƊƊୗҲƊଙƊϜైୗƌ18 (ाƢ)Ɓƌƌ ୗƊிƊҲƌ নϜƊਹୗƊσౘƊ ाƤ)Ϝ੶థϜƊ
୩ϜƊ̶ҲƊ୩ிƊழϜிƊ ाƦ)ࣨୗƌʨ࡙ƊਹԀϜ: ƌϜிఆਹƊ ाƨ)σƊମై࡙Ɗ੶థϜிƊࣨ: ҲƌிҲி:
(ाƪ)ଞி: ɷౘƊԀி: ƌ ਹ: ࣨ: ଔౘƌ ाƬ)࡙ਹ: అ: ଙҲƊਫౘ: ϜܦҲ: ਹଔƊଐϜ

ाƮ)ࣨୗ: σౘ: ଔ: ƌଙ: থ: ୗƌ ाư)ࣨଔ: ଙҲƋƌ ైƊ୩ி: ਫ: নౘ: ਫ:

(ाƲ)పҲƊୗ: σౘƊଔ: ƌަ: ऽ࡙: (ाƢƠ)ӝƋƌ ϜఅҲ: ୗி: ୗై: ୗై: ଐҲ: ଙҲ:
(ाƢƢ)੶࡙Ɗࣨ: ଙƊஹி: σி: ଔౘ: ƌ (ाƢƤ)ଐ࡙Ɗଙౘ: ਹ: ӝଔ: ƌ ైƊ୩ி:
(ाƢƦ)ਹ࡙ଔ: ̶: ఆ: ࣨ: Ϝ: ɷҲ: ƌ (ाƢƨ)ਫౘƊσౘ: ਫ: పୗ: ୗ: ƌ ଔԢౘϜ
(ाƢƪ)ମై࡙Ɗ୩ி: ƌ ଔଔி: ࣨଔ: ҲƋƌ (ाƢƬ)ଔԢౘϜ: ମై࡙: σ: ୨ƊҲƋƌ ਫౘƊਹ: ଙ࡙:
(ाƢƮ)ࣨଔ: ƌ ݩਹி: ӝƊσҲ: ॉҲƊఅƌ (ाƢư)Ϝி୩: ైܦƌ ੶࡙Ɗࣨ: ଙ: ஹிƊݷ: ƌ
(ाƢƲ)ଣైƊপ࡙Ɗʧఅ࡙ƊσிƊఆƊசఒҲ: ҲƊন: ƌ (ाƤƠ)ୗƊୗ: ƌ Ϝ੶ϜிƊɷౘƊଙƊϜైƊଐౘ:
(ाƤƢ)ਹƊϜӝౘϜƊ࡙ƊϛఅƊ࡙ƊਹԀౘிƊி: ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊࣨƊҲƊƌ ̣ƊஹҲƊୟైƊ੶࡙ƊୗҲƊԀிƊਹƊఒƊ
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ϜҲƊਹધథҲிƌ ƢƤƦ ࡙ிƊ ƢƤƨ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌࣨଔƊƊϜ੶థϜƊ୩ϜƊाైҲƊிƊୄਹிƊࣨଔƊਹ̶ிƊࣨଔƊϜଔƊ
࡙ƌ ƦƮƬ࡙ҲƊଙҲƊϜி୩ƌ

ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊҲƊƊҲƊƊஙଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƌ
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ࣨଔƊऽୗƊଣైƊপ࡙Ɗਹ࡙ிƊϜிƊࣨଔƊʨଔƊϜ੶ϜிƊҲƊࣨƊୗఆƌ19 ƁƁƌƌ੶࡙ƊࣨƊ̣ƊஹҲƊୟైƊ
੶࡙ƊσƊஔఒƊୗҲƊ୩ƌ ϜƊఆƊਹݩҲƊϜƊ୩ƊϜிైୗƊσிƊনிƊ࡙ிƌ ϜிైୗƊσƊਹƊఆୗƊழ୩ƊଔƊ
ʨଔƊϜ੶ϜிƊɷƊଙƊϜైƊிਹƊଙிƊ୨ఒ࡙ƊσிƊψఉƊࣨଔƊϜ੶థϜƊ୩ϜƊ̶ҲƊϜƊʨୗƊਹోƊఅƊଐϜƊࣨƊ
୩ிƊࣨైƊσிƊైܦƊনிƊࣨƌ Ɓƌƌ ʨ࡙ƊӝϜƊϜிఆਹƊ࡙ਹƊఅƊଙҲƊਹƊܦҲƊਹƊଐϜƊࣨୗƊσƊଔƊ

Ϝ੶ϜிƊਹƊఆƊ࡙ҲƊ࡙ƊਹԀிƊࣨଔƊࣨైƌ ଐైிƊҲƋƌ ଙҲƊʨଔƊϜ੶ϜிƊైୗƌ ୩ఆϜƊϜƊ୩Ɗ࣌Ɗ
ƊୗƊଔƊધிƊӝథƊఅ࡙Ɗ୩Ɗମై࡙Ɗ੶థϜிƊࣨଔƊધƌ

Ɗ࡙ிƊॉ࡙ƊԀƌ

Ɗଙఆ୩ƊఅƊʨ࡙ƊӝϜƊ

ϜிఆਹƊσƊମై࡙ƊӝிƊైܦƌ ிҲிƊଞிƊɷƊԀிƊਹƊࣨƊਹƊϜଐϜƊࣨୗƊ੶࡙ƊࣨƊଙƊஹிƊҲƊஹிƊɷƊ

ଙఆਹƊσிƊఆƊசఒҲƊଓఆҲƊଐҲƊଙƊਹƊӝிƊࣨƊҲƋƌ ऽƊ࡙ҲƊϜƊপ࡙ƊࣨƊԀైƊाƊਹݩଔƊϜƊনƊழ୩ƊଔƊ
Ϝ੶ϜிƊɷƊଙƊϜైୗƊনிƊࣨଔƌ Ɓƌƌ ୗƊிଔƊଔाఉ୩ƊҲƊϜ੶థϜƊ୩ϜƊ̶ҲƊҲƋƌ ଞƊܦϜிƊୗƊਹƊ
ԀైଔƊϜ੶థϜƊ୩ϜƊ̶ҲƊҲƋƌ

নϜƊਹୗƊσƊிਹƊଙிƊ୨ఒ࡙ƊσிƊψఉƊɷƊϜ੶థϜƊ୩ϜƊ̶ҲƊҲƋƌ

̶ਹிƊϜிఆਹƊਹƊୟϜƊ୩ƊσϜ੶థϜƊ୩ϜƊ̶ҲƊ୩ƊழϜிƊైܦƌ ƊɷƊୗϜிƊிఆƊপƊ࡙ிƌ ʨ࡙ƊӝϜƊ

ϜிఆਹƊσƊମైƊ੶థϜிƊైܦƌ Ɗ୩ிƊɷҲƊݩୗƊୗƊϜଓఆƊӝҲƋƌ ிҲிƊଞிƊɷƊԀிƊਹƊࣨƊଔƊ࡙ਹƊ
అƊଙҲƋƌ ਹƊܦҲƊਹƊଐϜƊࣨୗƊσଔƌ Ɗ୩ிƊɷҲƊݩୗƊࣨୗƊϜଓఆƊ Ɓƌƌ Ϝ੶థϜƊ୩ϜƊ̶ҲƊ
ైƊହਹிƊிఆƊʨ࡙ƊӝϜƊϜிఆਹƊσƊଙƊথƊୗƊଔƊଚై࡙ƊɷҲƊୗ࡙ƊࣨୗƊଔҲƊୗƊࣨϜிƊైܦƊপƊ࡙ிƊ
ॉఆ୩ƊࣨƊ୩ிƌ ࡙ਹƊଐୗƊɷҲƊਹƊ࣏নਹƊపҲƊୗƊσிƊிƌ Ɗऽ࡙ƊԀƊϜఅҲƊୗிƊୗైƊୗైƊଙҲƋƌ
੶࡙ƊࣨƊଙƊஹிƊଔƊଐ࡙ƊఅƊଙƊਹƊӝଔƊଐҲƊଐ୩ƊσிƊଐైிƊࣨୗƊσଔƌ প࡙ƊࣨƊݩϜƊݩϜƊɷҲƊ
নƊழ୩ƊୗƊσଔƌ ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊࣨƊҲƊƌ ƊୗఆҲƊ̣ƊஹҲƊୟైƊ੶࡙ƊୗҲƊԀிƊਹƊఒƊࣨଔƊऽୗƊଣైƊ
প࡙Ɗਹ࡙ிƊϜிƊࣨଔƊʨଔƊϜ੶ϜிƊϜ֏ிƊࣨଔƊଙƊϜైଔƊਹԢఆϜƊܥఅƌ ϜӝϜƊܥఅƊ࡙ƊଙҲƊϜிƊଓҲƊ
୩ƊϜӝైிƌ

Ϝ֏ிƊ࡙Ɗங࡙ƊϜƊࣨଔƊࣨైଔƊথనҲƊிƊݩఆϜிƊଙƊϜிƊైܦƊମ࡙ƊఅƊਹƊϜଐϜƊࣨୗƊ
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ிƊ࡙ਹிƊધƊୗҲƋƌ

ఆƊசఒҲƊনƊਹ࡙ଔƊୗƊƊଙҲƊଙƊϜైୗƊনிƊிƌƌ ऽ࡙ƊԀƊɷҲƊϜఅҲƊୗிƊϜӝϜƊӝҲƋƌ ଙƊਹƊ
ਹƊࣨƊҲƊপ࡙ƊࣨƊਹ࡙ƊӝƊɷҲƊনƊழ୩ƊୗƊσிƊிƌƌ ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊࣨƊҲƊƌ ୟ࡙ƊਹଔƊʨଔƊ

Ϝ੶ϜிƊনϜƊଛிƊਹଔƊଙϜƊाైҲƊƢƢ࡙ிƊƢƤୗƌ20 (ाƢƢ)ʨଔƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ிƊɷҲƊԀிƊ୩ƊҲ࡙Ɗ
ମఒƊ[ైଔਹƊϛఅƊ>থிƊ࡙ƊଙҲƊਫైிƊயఐ࡙Ɗ<பఐ࡙Ɗ>ધథ࡙ƊӝƊ࡙ிƊӝైƊϛఅ࡙ଐైƊ<ӝிƊࣨƊైƊʧఅ࡙ƊଐైҲƊ>

ࣨƊথైƌ (ाƢƤ)ైƊிƊ࡙ƊிఆƊଙҲƊऽୗƊʨƊҲƊଚ୩ƊʨƊਹƊথైƊӝϜƌƌ ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊࣨƊҲƊƌ ଞ୩ƊணైƊ
ஔୗƊԀథҲƊ୨Ɗ̶ҲƊϜƊƊୗҲƊϜƊଙƊϜైƊ୩ிƌ21 (ाƢƪ)ਹԀϜƊϜிఆਹƊσౘƊମై࡙Ɗ੶థϜிƊࣨƊҲƋƌƌ ୨Ɗ
੶࡙ƊࣨƊ̣Ɗ(ाƢƬ)ୟైƊஹҲƊୄ࡙ƊσౘƊୗҲƊ୩ƊଙҲƋƌƌ ஔୗƊӝథҲƊϜ੶థϜƊ୩ϜƊ̶ҲƊ(ाƢƮ)୩ிƊழϜிƊ

ࣨƊୄϜிƊైƌƌ ʨ࡙ƊਹԀϜƊϜிఆਹƊσౘƊମై࡙Ɗ(ाƢư)੶థϜிƊࣨƊ୩ிƊழϜிƊࣨƌƌ ϜఅҲƊୗிƊଞƊ
σౘிƊ(ाƢƲ)ଔౘƊୗƊிҲிƊଞிƊɷౘƊԀிƊਹƊࣨƊଔƌƌ ࡙ਹƊఅƊଙҲƊਹƊ(ाƤƠ)ଐϜƌƌ ਹƊܦҲƊ

࡙ƌƌ ୩ైϜிƊࣨƊࣨϜƊఅƊਫైƊࣨୗƊଔσనୗƌƌ (ाƤƢ)ܦҲƊైƌ ଐౘϜƊϜਹƌ ਫైƊࣨୗƊσనୗƊ࡙ƌƌ ணϜƊ

ࣨƊψҲிƊਫైƊ(ाƤƤ)ࣨୗƊଔҲƊிƌƌ Ɗऽౘ࡙ƊԀƊ࡙ਹƊ࡙ਹƊଐƊଐୗƌ ଔाఉ୩ƊσౘƊ୨Ɗ(ाƤƦ)੶࡙ƊࣨƋƌƌ
ଙƊ̣ƊஹҲƊୟైƊୄ࡙ƊσౘƊୗҲƊ୩ƌƌ ʨ࡙ƊਹԀϜƊ(ाƤƨ)ϜிఆਹƊσౘƊମై࡙Ɗ੶థϜிƊࣨƊҲƋƌƌ ிҲிƊ
ଞிƊɷౘƊԀிƊਹƊࣨƊ(ाƤƪ)ਫౘƊϜܦҲƊਹƊଐϜƊࣨୗƌƌ
ϜிఆҲிƊࣨƊҲƊƌ

ϜఅҲƊୗிƊଞƊɷౘƊଙƊਹƊӝଔƊଐైிƊ

̣ƊୟైƊஹҲƊ੶࡙ƊୗҲƊԀிƊਹƊଔԢϜƊऽୗƊଣైƊপ࡙Ɗਹ࡙ிƊϜிƊࣨଔƊʨଔƊ

Ϝ੶ϜிƊଙƊϜైୗƌ22 ஹிƊ̣ƊୟైƊஹҲƊ੶࡙ƊσƊஔఒƊୗҲƊ୩ƌ ϜƊఆƊਹݩҲƊϜƊ୩ƊϜிైୗƊσிƊনிƊైܦƊ
ଔाƊਫై࡙ƊσƊਹƊఆୗƊழ୩Ɗ࡙ிƌ ிਹƊଙிƊ୨ఒ࡙ƊσிƊψఉƊࣨଔƊϜ੶థϜƊ୩ϜƊ̶ҲƊఅƊଙƊɷƊƊ୩Ɗ
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21
22

ϜҲƊਹધథҲிƌ ƢƪƤ࡙ிƢƪƦ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ
ࣨଔƊƊϜ੶థϜƊ୩ϜƊाైҲƊிƊୄਹிƊࣨଔƊਹ̶ிƊࣨଔƊϜଔƊ࡙ƌ ƨƠƲ࡙ிƨƢƦ࡙ҲƊଙҲƊϜி୩ƌ

ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊҲƊƊҲƊƊஙଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƌ
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ଐϜƊࣨƊ୩ிƊࣨైƊσிƊైܦƊনிƊࣨƌ Ɓƌƌ ਹƊࣨଔƊԀிƊ࡙ਹƊఅƊଙҲƊਹƊϜଐϜƊࣨୗƌ ఆƊசఒҲƊ
ୗƊ࡙ிƌ Ϝ੶ϜிƊɷƊଙƊϜైୗƊনிƊࣨƌ ଙƊ̣ƊஹҲƊୟైƊ੶࡙ƊஔఒƊԀథҲƊଔƊધƊϜƊైƌ ऽ࡙ƊԀƊԀிƊ
থైƊఅƊਫౘƊϜ࡙ҲƊୗƌ ʨଔƊ̣ਹிƊிఆƊଙҲƊনிƊࣨƊ୩ிƌ ଙƊ̣ƊஹҲƊୟైƊ੶࡙ƊσƊஔఒƊ୩ƊҲଔƊୗƊ
σనୗƊ࡙ிƌ ୗƊிҲிƊଞிƊɷƊԀிƊਹƊࣨிƊல࡙ƊࣨୗƊσనୗƊైƌ ԀிƊɷҲƊଞƊԀైୗƊਹƊైƌ ࡙ਹƊ

అƊଙҲƊԀிƊਹƊϜଐϜƊࣨୗƌ Ϝ੶ϜிƊɷҲƊਹƊఅƊনிƊࣨƊ୩ிƌ ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊࣨƊҲƊƌ ࡙ƊଐҲƊ
ਹ୩ƊଔƊƊୗҲƊୗƊҲிƊɷƊଙϜƊाైҲƊƪ࡙ிƤƢୗƊఅƌ23 (ाƪ)Ɓƌƌ ଔाఉ୩ƊσౘƊ୨Ɗ੶࡙ƊࣨƊ
ଔƊୟైƊபఐƊଞ୩ƌƌ

ଙఆ୩ƊথనҲƊிƊƊધథ࡙ƊӝƊ(ाƬ)ϜఅҲƊਹƊଔσనୗƊୗƋƌƌ

ƊɷౘƊଞ୩ƊࣨƊԀై࡙ƊࣨƊ

ਹƊࣨƊଙҲƋƌƌ ϜҲிƊୗƊ(ाƮ)ਹ࡙ݩƊࣨౌƊ࡙Ɗఆிƌƌ ԀథƊƊԀై࡙ƊࣨౌƊ࡙ƊਹϜƌƌ ଙఆ୩ƊਹݩƊிƊϜ੶ҲƊ
(ाư)Ɗ୩ƊϜ࡙ਹƊσƊ୨Ɗ୩ிƌƌ ਫౘଔƊଞ୩ƊࣨୗƊϜైϜிƊైܦƌ Ϝ੶థϜƊ୩ϜƊ(ाƲ)Ԁై࡙ƊࣨிƊ࡙ౘƊଙఆ࡙Ɗ
ɷƊஹƊ੶థϜிƌƌ ԀிƊ̣ਹிƊଓҲƊࣨிƊ࡙ౘƊ(ाƢƠ)ધథ୩ƊϜ࡙ҲƋƌƌ থਹிƊਹଔƊʨଔƊެౘ࡙ƊσிƊ࡙ౘƊ

࡙ҲƊϜౘƊધிƊୗƊ(ाƢƢ)ψƊݩிƊਹ̶ிƊ࡙ிƌ ऽౘଔƊψƊܥఅ୩Ɗైܦƌƌ ԀƊஹౘƊ࡙ౘƊऽୗƊଐҲƊԀైƊ
(ाƢƤ)ఆƊୁϜƊ࡙ౘƊୗƊଐҲƊୄ࡙ƊࣨƊ[ైƊଙҲ]࡙ਹƊଐୗƊ[ɷҲ]ਫƊଔσనୗƌ

থ࡙ƊਫౘƊ(ाƢƦ)֏ਹிƊ

ࣨଔౘƊϜଙఆҲƊެఉҲƊϜƊଞ୩ƊࣨƊԀై࡙ƊࣨƊ࡙ౘƊԀైƌƌ ైଔౘƊऽୗƌ ୨ƊऽϜிƊ(ाƢƨ)ɷౘƊਹ࡙ƊҲƊଞƊϜୗƊҲƋƌ
ࡘఅƊऽϜிƊɷౘƊܦƊଓϜƊҲƋƌ থҲƊऽϜிƊɷౘƊެఉƊϛఅƊ࡙ైƊ(ाƢƪ)லై୩Ɗ୩ƊழϜிƊࣨƌƌ Ϝଙఆ[ϜƊƊƊ]ଞ୩ƊࣨƊ
ணਹƊ࡙[ிƊௐ]ୗƊথƊƊʧఅ࡙Ɗɷ[ɷிƊɷҲƊ]

(ाƢƬ)ଔाఉ୩ƊσౘƊ୨Ɗ੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊఆƊୁϜƊୄ࡙ƊࣨƊҲƊ

[ԀிƊଓ]ҲƊୗƊ࡙ౘƊ(ाƢƮ)ऽϜிƊਫౘƊϛఅிƊࣨƊਫైƊైƌƌ ॉ࡙Ɗધథ࡙ƊσైிƊҲƋƌƌ ʨଔƊழ୩ƊƊԀϜ
(ाƢư)֏࡙ƊࣨƊଙ࡙ƌƌ ୗƊऽϜிƊ࡙ౘƊଞƊଔఅϜƊࣨƌƌ ਹધోƊԀై࡙ƊࣨౌƊ[ધథ࡙Ɗӝ]֏ƊਹƊ(ाƢƲ)ୗƊࣨƊ
୩ϜிƊɷౘƊଞ୩ƊࣨƊైƌƌ ୨Ɗ୩Ɗ[ி]Ϝଐ࡙ƊҲƊਫౘƊଔެƊୗƊ[ଙఆ୩Ɗσ] (ाƤƠ)ԀிଓҲƌƌ
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ிƊ࡙ਹிƊધƊୗҲƋƌ
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Ϝ੶థϜƊ୩ϜƊԀైƊிƌƌ ƊҲƊଙҲƋƌƌ ଔݩƊɷౘƊƊ(ाƤƢ)σƊƊైƌƌ ҲƊࣨƊଞƊଣైƊ୩ౘƊଞ୩ƊிୗƊ

ଏఅϜிƊ࡙ிƌƌ ైଔƊܦҲƊϜƊஹƊ୩Ɗ֏Ɗఅ ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊࣨƊҲƊƌ ਹધథୗƊॉఆଔƊƊୗҲƊ24ϜƊଙϜƊ
ाైҲƊƪ࡙ிƊƲࣨଔƊୗƊఅƌ

(ाƪ)Ɓƌƌ੶࡙ƊࣨƊ୨ƊஹிƊଙƊਫైிƊɷƊஔఒƊୗҲƊ୩Ɗ(ाƬ)ਹƊࣨଔౘƊ

ԀிƊତైிƊ࡙ிƌƌ ϜఅҲƊୗிౖ (ाƮ)ிఆƊਹƊࣨଔƊԀிƊਫౘƊϜܦҲƊଐҲƊਹƊࣨୗౖ (ाư)ԀிƊ
Ϝ੶ϜிƊҲƊƌ ʨଔƊ୩ఆҲƊழ୩ƊࣨƊ(ाƲ)୩ிƊଔথనҲƊƊଐ࡙ƌ ଐҲƊધிƊࣨҲƊ֏Ɗிƌ ଐైிƊ
ϜிఆҲிƊࣨிƊ࡙ҲƊԀிƊɷƊϜైƊୄƊிਹƊσிƊਹƊ̞ƊࣨƊଔƊ੶࡙ƊࣨƊହਹிƊɷிƊਹ̞ై࡙Ɗ࡙ிƊʨଔƊ

ϜƊϜ࡙ҲƊ࡙ிƊ࡙࡙ƊܥఅƊஹఉҲƊϜிƊࣨୗƊਹϜிƊ࡙ிƊైҲƊிҲƊୗƊఅƊఅϜிƊଚై࡙ƊైݩிƊଙƊࣨƊైଔƌ
Ϝ֏ிƊࣨƌ ੶࡙ƊࣨிƊϜైƊƊӝథଔƊணਹƊࣨƊୄƊ̣ਹிƊɷƊϜଐୗƊଓఆҲƊଔƊ
ైƊైݩୗƊσƊଔϜƊ̶ఆҲிƌ

੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊஔிƊிఆƊ̣ਹிƊଙϜƊϜ࡙ܦƊॉƊথనҲƊଔƊై࡙ƊࣨҲƊ࡙Ɗܥఅ࡙ƊௐҲƊ࡙ிƊ࡙ݩƊࣨଔƊଙϜƊ
ԀƊ୩ிƊϜி୩Ɗైܦƌ ܥఅ࡙ƊௐҲƊଙϜƊତҲƊ(P.T.   1288)అƌ ଙிƊఆଔƊ୩Ɗ[நƊ୩ƊƬƪƪ]୩ƊிƊ
ైଔƌ ੶࡙ƊࣨƊਹైୗƊ̶ైƊ࡙ƊଏఅϜிƊҲƊƌ প࡙ƊԀైƊҲƊୄ࡙Ɗσிƌ ଔϜୗƊܐୗƌ ʨଔƌψਹிƊσƊଙƊϜైƊ
নிƊॉୗƊ୩ƊϜԀϜƊ ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊࣨƊଐ࡙ƌ ܥఅ࡙ƊௐҲƊଙϜƊତҲƊ(P.T.   04)అƌ ϜైƊƊӝథƊଞிƊ
ࣨୗƊӝƊࣨଔƊਹౌƊଙϜƊԀƊଔϜଔƊƊଔҲƊҲிƊிఆƊਹԢ୩ƊଞƊҲƊƌ (P.T.   999)ଙƊஙƊଙϜƊ
̶ƊଔƊଙϜƊाైҲƊƢҲƊƢƤƌƢƨிϜிƊிఆƌ

ाƢ)੶࡙ƊࣨƊ୨ƊஹிƊଔථబଔౘƊఅ࡙Ɗମ࡙ƊɷౘƊஔఒƊଙ࡙ƊఅƊ

ஙƊଔƊல࡙Ɗ୩ౕƊఅƊϜி୩Ɗ࣊ƌƌ (ाƢƤ)ҲƊƌƌ ਫౘƊϜైƊƊӝథƊ୩ƊழϜிƊࣨƌƌ ୩ிƊϜҲƊϜౘிƊ࡙Ɗ
ਹҲƊƊҲƊધƊݩఆҲƊୗƊଔσనୗƊƌ σౘிƊࣨƊҲƊσౘƊఅƊ(ाƢƨ)࡙ிƌ ࡙ƊӝƊɷҲƊணਹƊࣨୗƊ
σౘଔƌƌ ਹƊࣨଔƊԀிƊஹఉҲƊƊҲƊƌƌ ଞ୩Ɗ̶ਹிƊথౘ࡙ƊԀై࡙ƊࣨౌƊஹౘƊӝଔƊƌଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƌ
                                                                                                  
24
̣ƊϜ੶థϜƊୟైƊ੶࡙ƊୗҲƊଐైҲிƌ ϜҲƊਹધథҲிƌ ƤƤƨ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ

ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊҲƊƊҲƊƊஙଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƌ
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ԀிƊଞ୩ƊஹҲƊ੶࡙ƊਹƊࣨிƊপ࡙ƊࣨƊਹϜୗƊிϜிƊ୩ƊʨଔƊॉƊ࡙ிƊ̣ਹிƊଙϜƊॉƊધథ୩Ɗైƌ

࣌ƊɷƊଞ୩ƊਹౌƊϊఋƊথҲிƊ୩ிƌ25

ϜైƊƊӝథଔƊ̣ਹிƊɷƊైҲƊఅƊʨ࡙ƊਹԀϜƊ୩ƊϛఅிƊࣨƌ

ైݩϜƊࣨƊԀైƊଐҲƊপƊ̶ϜƊଙҲிƊࣨƊైƌ ਹƊԀிƊϜ੶ҲƊਹƊӝథƊެఉϜƊϜƊ̣ਹிƌ ੶࡙ƊࣨிƊऽϜƊଞிƊ

ܦƊైƌଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊ୩ƌ ଙҲƊԀிƊଔথనҲƊਹైƊܦϜƊசҲƊࣨƊமҲƊୄଔƊӝథƊ୩ிƌ26 ϜైƊƊӝథଔƊ
̣ਹிƊӝிƊైܦƌ ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƌ ଞ୩ƊୗிƊϜி୩ƊଔƊਹైƊ୩ҲƊ୩ிƌ27 ̶ƊƊӝ࡙ƊࣨଔƊଞ୩Ɗ
̶ਹிƊଔƊ֏Ɗఅƌƌ ϜైƊӝథଔƊଞ୩Ɗ̣ਹிƊਹ̶ଔƊ୩Ɗ֏ƊƊଐ࡙ƌƌ Ɗଙఆ୩ƊϜҲிƊӝ࡙Ɗ̣ƊଔୗƊ

̞ƊࣨୗƊਹƌƌ ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƌ ୟైଔఆƊԀிƊଔথనҲƊଞிƊࣨƊ୩ிƌ28 అிƊైƊ੶Ɗ࡙ƊਹƊԀிƊӝథƊެఉϜƊ
ϜிƊநƊ୩ਹƊσƊ̶ƊଓఆҲƊƌ

୨ƊԀிƊϜైƊƊӝథƊ୩Ɗ࡙ƊσƊࣨైƊপҲிƊ࡙ிƊ୩ఆிƊҲϜƊϜிƊϜైƊƊ

ӝథƊநƊࣨிƊਹݩƊୗிƊҲƊݩୗƊଔƊ୩ਹƊ࡙ƌ ైƊ୩Ɗ̣ਹிƊଙఆ୩ƊϜୗƊӝிƊҲƊƌ అிƊધోƊӝƊ੶ਹƊ

࡙ƊӝிƊ࡙ƌ ଞ୩ƊࣨƊஹҲƊ੶࡙ƊਹƊࣨிƊଙఆ୩ƌଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƌ ైƊైݩୗƊங࡙ƊࣨƊ୩ிƌ29 ੶థ࡙ƊਹƊ
Ϝ֏ிƊࣨிƊɷҲƊଔाఉ୩ƊƊҲƊୗƊਹƊԀైଔƊϜ੶థϜƊ୩ϜƊ̶ҲƊଐైҲிƌ ϜிƊࣨƊҲƊଛఄƊƊҲƊথƊথైƊ

ࣨƊହਹிƊ୩ƊԀƊࣨƊҲƊӝிƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ైϜிƊࣨୗƊӝிƌ ଔҲிƊହਹிƊ୩ଔҲƊଙƊϜైƊҲƊƌ ਹƊ
ԀிƊӝథƊެఉϜƊ୩ƊிϜிƊࣨଔƊԀிƊ୩ఆϜிƊ୩ైϜிƊࣨୗƊƊైƌ ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊிƌ
ϜైƊƊӝథƊైƊஹϜƊਹƊϜӝƊࣨƊҲƋƌ ਹƊথ࡙ƊࣨƊਹƊ୩ై࡙ƊࣨƊҲƋƌ ୩ϜƊࣨୗƊਹƊϜଙైਹƊࣨƊҲƋƌ
ୈఈ࡙ƊҲƊाƊਹƊҲƊҲϜƊଔԀ୩ƊҲƊધϜƊୄఈƊிϜிƊபҲƊƊҲƋƌ

ହƊிైਹிƊҲƊϜ࡙ƊிైਹிƊ

                                                                                                  
25
ଞ୩ƊҲƊƊࣨƊԀై࡙ƊਹிƊਹƊࣨଔƊ࣌ƊɷƊଞ୩ƊਹౌƊϊఋƊথҲிƌ ƤƤ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ
26
27
28
29

֏ҲƊ֏ƊਹƊଔƊଓైୗƊσிƊୄਹிƊࣨଔƊԀிƊଔথనҲƊਹైƊܦϜƊசҲƊࣨƊமҲƊୄଔƊӝథƌ ƢƮƪ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ
ிƊƊிƊ࡙ਹிƊଞ୩Ɗਹધ࡙ƊσிƊୄਹிƊࣨଔƊଞ୩ƊୗிƊϜி୩ƊଔƊਹైƊ୩ҲƊƌƮƮ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ
ਹ̶ிƊࣨƊୟైଔఆிƊୄਹிƊࣨଔƊୟైଔఆƊԀிƊଔথనҲƊଞிƊࣨƌƤƪƨ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ
ଔϜிƊ୩ƊϜଐ࡙ƊࡘఅƊࣨ୩ƊσிƊୄਹிƊࣨଔƊైƊైݩୗƊங࡙ƊࣨƌƬƪ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ

ிƊ࡙ਹிƊધƊୗҲƋƌ
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ҲƊ୩ϜƊƊிϜிƊਹƊথైƊࣨƊӝிƊϜଐୗƊଓఆҲƊ࡙ிƌ

ௐƊ୩ਹƊநƊ୩ƊƬƨƢ୩ƊଓிƊࣨଔƊ̶ƊிƊ

̣ਹிƊɷƊଙ࡙Ɗ୩ϜƊైƌ

ଛఄிƊࣨƊ୩ƊଞƊଔԢ୩ƊҲƊϛఅƊଔైƊࣨƌ

ެఉϜƊଔƊথనҲƊƌ

Ϝଐ࡙ƊଙҲƊӝଔƊƊଐଔƊ̣ਹிƊ30࡙ƊƊଣైƊஹҲƊ੶࡙ƊਹƊࣨிƊਹƊࣨଔƊ
ிƊࣨƊ୩ƊҲƊଔైƊࣨƌ

ଔƊ୩ϜƊநƊࣨƊ୩ƊথƊୗ࡙ƊଔైƊࣨƌ ୈఈ࡙ƊறிƊࣨƊ୩Ɗਹ࡙ଔƊϜƊࣨƊైƊଐଔƌ ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊଙƊ
ࣨƊϜƊ୩ிƊϜైƊƊӝథƊ੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊ̣ਹிƊɷƊϜଐƊୄƊଓఆҲƊଙƊࣨଔƊ̶ఆҲிƊϜி୩ƊࣨƊଙ࡙ƊࣨƊϜƊଔƌ
ଐƌ ƊிƊϜ࡙ிƊɷƊఅிƊୗிƊிƊிౌƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƊҲƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైிƊ
ϜైƊƊӝథଔƊ̣ਹிƊୄƊୗƊଓఆҲƊƌ

ԀிƊஹƊଓఆҲƊଔনై୩ƊஔிƊɷƊƊிƊϜ࡙ிƊɷƊఅிƊୗிƊிƊிౌƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైଔƊୄƊ࡙ƊହਹிƊɷƊ

ਹԀƊଣƊఅƊϜଐƊଔ࡙ƊிƊ੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊ̣ਹிƊɷƊϜైƊƊӝథଔƊ̣ਹிƊଙ࡙ƌ

Ɗ੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊଞ୩Ɗ

ୗிƊਹԢఆϜƊୈϜிƊୗƊఅƊԀிƊஹƊଓఆҲƊଔনై୩ƊσƊ୩ਹƊ୩ఆϜிƊԀϜிƊਹైƊୗఆҲƊƌ ԀிƊɷிƊஹƊ୩Ɗ
ψϜிƊɷƊધథ୩ƊఅƊথనҲƊଔƊધథ୩ƊଙҲƊଙƊࣨƊైƊਫҲƊܦҲƊҲైƊଔ࡙Ɗ୩Ɗ̣ƊୟైƊஹҲƊୄ࡙ƊσிƊϜ࡙ҲƊଔƊ

ʨଔƊϜ੶ϜிƊఆƊƊƊ୨Ɗ̶ҲƊϜƊƊୗҲƊҲƊࣨౌƊધϜƊाైҲƊƢ࡙ிƊƬܥఅƌ31 (ाƢ)Ɓƌƌ Ϝ࡙ਹƊ
୨ƊɷౘƊଞ୩ƊࣨƋƌ

ଔाఉ୩ƊσƊ੶࡙ƊࣨƊ̣ౘƊ

(ाƤ)ୟైƊஹҲƊୄ࡙Ɗσƌ

ʨிƌƌ

࡙ƊైƊਫҲƊ

(ाƦ)ܦҲƊҲైƊଔ࡙ƌ ఆƊசఒҲƊϜ੶ϜிƊϜଙఆҲƊެఉҲƊఅƊϜ࡙ҲƊƌ (ाƨ)࡙ƊైƊܦҲƊҲైƊଔౘ࡙ƊƊଐϜƌ
ϜƊ࡙ிƊਹݩୗƊசౘҲƊ֏ైƊైƌ ҲƊ(ाƪ)ஔఒƊԀథҲƊҲఆƊࡋƌ ԀƊஹౘƊਹƊଐైிƊࣨଔƊୗƊఅƊଙƊଙఆਹƊσౘƊ
                                                                                                  
30
ௐଔƊఇ࡙Ɗଐ࡙ƊҲƊܦଔఆƊધథ࡙ƊԀƊϜ֏ிƊɷிƊϜிƊࣨଔƊƊଞƊ࡙ƊୗƊσƊైிƊথଔƊହਹƊψҲிƊʧఅ࡙ƊܥఅிƊધϜƊ
ਹోƌ ƢƮƨ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ

31

Ϝ֏ଔƊϜҲƊʨ࡙ƊਹԀϜƊધƊମ࡙ƊσிƊୄਹிƊࣨଔƊƊɷƊƊତҲƊଙϜƊԀƊୄƊԀై࡙ƊਹிƊϜிƊହਹிƊɷƊ

ધϜƊ࡙Ɗʧఅ࡙Ɗ࡙ிƊ̣୩ƊୗƊথிƊࣨƊୗƊϜி୩ƊਹైƊ୩ҲƋƌ ƢƮƲ࡙ிƢưƠ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ

ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊҲƊƊҲƊƊஙଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƌ
  
ϜƊথై (ाƬ)୩ైϜிƊࣨƊ୩Ɗଐై࡙ƊࣨୗƊথிƌ ଐҲƊެఉҲƊࣨౌƊϜƊথிƊైܦƊஔఒƊ੶ிƌ
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ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊࣨƊ

ҲƊƌ ఆƊƊƊ୨Ɗ̶ҲƊϜƊƊୗҲƊϜ֏ிƊࣨଔƊଙƊϜైଔƊધϜƊाైҲƊƢ࡙ிƊƢưୗƊఅƌ32 (ाƢ)Ɓƌƌ
ਫౘଔƊଞ୩ƊࣨƊ୨ிƊਹƊࣨƌƌ ଔाఉ୩ƊσౘƊ୨Ɗ (ाƤ)੶࡙ƊࣨƊ̣ƊୟైƊஹҲƊୄ࡙Ɗσƌ ʨிƌƌ(ाƦ)࡙Ɗ
ైƊܦౘҲƊҲైƊଔ࡙ƌƌ ఆƊசఒҲƊϜ੶ϜிƊƊɷౘிƊ(ाƨ)Ϝ࡙ҲƊƌƌ ࡙ƊైƊܦҲƊҲైƊଔ࡙ƌ ҲଔౘƊԀƊஹƊ
ଔ࡙Ɗ(ाƪ)ӝҲƋƌ ଐƊƊԀై࡙ࣨƊଔఆ୩Ɗଔఆ୩Ɗƌ Ϝ੶ϜிƊஙƊਹƊ(ाƬ)Ϝ࡙ҲƊଔౘƊધଔҲƊƊࣨైƊ

ҲƊƋƌ ଐƊଔౘƊଚై࡙Ɗଐౘ࡙Ɗ(ाƮ)ʨଔƊެౘ࡙ƊଔிƊࣨƊ੶ਹƊఅƊϜ࡙ҲƊƊ୩ிƌ ࡙ƊైƊ֏Ɗ(ाư)ɷிƌ

ʨଔƊެౘ࡙ƊਫౘƊ࡙ƊࣨୗƊϜி୩Ɗ࡙ிƌƌ Ϝ੶ϜிƊ(ाƲ)ୗ࡙ƊࣨୗƊࣨϜிƊࣨƊ୩ிƊɷҲƊाౘƊଐҲƊலƊࣨƊଐƊ
(ाƢƠ)ଔౘƊଚై࡙ƊఅƊਹƊƊైƌ ɳƊެ࡙ƊԀథҲிƊౘҲƊॉਹƊࣨୗƊ(ाƢƢ)σనୗƌƌ ਹƊైƊܦҲƊҲైƊଔౘ࡙Ɗ

σிƌ ҲଔౘƊଐƊஙୗƊԀƊஹౘƊ(ाƢƤ)Ϝி୩Ɗ࡙ிƌ ҲଔౘƊஔఒƊୗҲƊ୩ƌ ஔఒƊୗҲƊԀƊஹౘƊ୩Ɗଔा୩Ɗ
(ाƢƦ)ଙఆ࡙ƊϜ֏ிƊிఆƊ୩ైϜிƊࣨଔౘƊʨଔƊψிƊϜி୩ƊӝౘҲƊ(ाƢƨ)நୗƊࣨై࡙ƊࣨଔౘƊ୩ிƊԀై࡙ƊࣨƊ
থிƊࣨƊҲƋƌ

পƊଔϜƊऽϜிƊ(ाƢƪ)ிఆƊైƊƊҲƋƌ

ॉ࡙ƊࣨଔౘƊਹƊԀై࡙ƊࣨƊথైƊথైƌƌ

சҲƊ

(ाƢƬ)֏ైƊ֏ైƊైƌ ଐƊƊԀైୗƊॉఆ୩Ɗƌ ʨଔƊެ࡙ƊϜ੶ౘϜி(ाƢƮ)ైƊࣨୗƌ ҲଔౘƊݩఆϜிƊ୩ƊϜҲிƊ
࡙ƌ ࡙ƊైƊ࡙ƊϜ੶ϜிƊ(ाƢư)ஙୗƊϜ࡙ҲƊிƊଔԀ୩ƊైܦƊਫƊైƊࣨୗƊϜி୩Ɗσிƌ ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊ
ࣨƊϜ֏ிƊ୩ிƊϜଔƌƌ
࡙ƊࣨƊऽƊୗƊԀிƊஹƊଓఆҲƊଔনై୩Ɗ࡙ிƊଓఆҲƊైƊԀிƊଔƊஹƊ୩ிƊԀైƊୗఆҲƊ੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊ̣ਹிƊ
ਹƊ֏ਹிƊࣨୗƊଞ࡙ƊஹҲிƌ
ஹƊஔୗƊਹƊ੶ਹƊϊైҲƊ࡙ƌ

Ɗி୩ƊఆଔƊఅிƊஔிƊ࡙ிƊிƊଔƊఅிƊୗிƊஔிƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊ
நƊ୩ƊƢƦƪƨ୩ƊிƊƊࣨிƊƊଙҲிƊ୩ƊҲƊపୗƊথైƊࣨଔƊஹƊ

ҲƊݩୗƊଐϜƊܥఅƊிҲƊ࡙ிƊணైƊஹƊॉϜƊψఉƊிƊƊ୩ƊҲƊపୗƊথైƊࣨଔƊஹƊҲƊҲிƊிఆƊ
ଔϜƊଔધథϜிƊࣨƊҲƋƌ

ܥ௫ƊிƊܥఅƊথҲƊԀథƊଞ୩Ɗਹધ࡙ƊσிƊϜ࡙ܦƊଔైிƊϜ࡙ҲƊଔƊƊɷƊӝଔƊ

                                                                                                  
32
ϜҲƊਹધథҲிƌ ƢưƬ࡙ிƢưƮ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ
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̣ਹிƊϜଙఆƊଔনఉϜƊϜƊࣨଔƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƊӝƊƊଐైிƊࣨଔƊఆிƊɷƊୄƊ࡙ƊଣƊࣨଔƊஔிƊிఆƊ33 ӝైிƊ
ਹƊϜైƊƊӝథଔƊହਹƊல࡙ƊଓƊϊϜிƊਹైƊࣨƊϜிఆҲிƊైܦƌ

ਹƊϜైƊӝథƊபҲƊϜƊ̣ਹிƊӝிƊிƌ

ࣨ୩ƊਹϜ࡙ƊଔॉϜிƊࣨƊʀబƊఙƊɷிƊɷҲƊƌ ଞ୩ƊࣨƊ୩ƊϜਹிƊࣨƊୗ࡙ƊԀై࡙ƊଔाైҲƊƌ প࡙ƊࣨƊ୩Ɗ
ϜਹிƊࣨƊైிƊୗƊଞƊࣨƌ ਹƊਹҲிƊ୩ƊϜਹிƊࣨƊైƊƊϜிƊଔƊݩϜிƊࣨƊైƊਹƊϜైƊƊӝథƊ
பҲƊଔƊ࡙ƊӝிƊϜிఆਹƊਹƊଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƌ

ైƊైݩୗƊ࣌ƊɷƊଞ୩ƊਹౌƊϊఋƊথҲிƊ୩ிƌ34

ైƊଙҲƊࣨ୩Ɗୟ࡙ƊிƊƊࣨிƊƊ੶ਹƊఅƊਹƊ

ଓƊƊԀై࡙ƊࣨౌƊଞ୩Ɗ̶ਹிƊ୩ƊਹҲଔƊҲƊపୗƊ࡙ଔҲƋƌ ϜఅҲƊଞƊଐ୩ƊҲƊହਹிƊݩఆϜிƊଔƊ
ɷƊଔ࡙ైݩƊऽϜிƊிƊிୗƊிҲƊଐҲƋƌ

࡙ࣨƊԀై࡙ƊହਹிƊɷҲƊܦϜƊਹƊԀϜிƊࣨୗƊபƊ୩ై࡙ƊਹҲƊƊϜҲƊ

ਹଔƊ̣ਹிƊɷҲƊௐୗƊσƊ࡙ƊୗƊࣨଔƊௐҲƊଓਹƊிϜிƊ୩Ɗମై࡙ƌ ݩҲƊ୨ƊҲƊਹݩƊਹଔƊӝƊୗϜிƊ
ࣨƊҲƋƌ ̞ƊࣨୗƊௐୗƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ƊਹƊிƊ࡙ƊஹϜƊધƊܥఅƊஹϜƊϜܦҲƊிƊਹધో࡙ƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƊହਹிƊ

ணϜƊࣨଔƊ୩ிƊிƊԀైƊୗƊମై࡙ƌ ƊԀிƊଞ୩ƊϜҲƊਹଔƊ୩ఆϜிƊஹ୩ƊଓҲƊࣨƊϜైƊƊӝథிƊϜଐƊ
ଓఆҲƊƊଔƊ֏ƌ ܥ௫ଔƊிƊܥఅிƊϜ੶ోƊୗƊਹƊࣨୗƊଐైƊైƌ ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƌ ଙҲƊ࣌ƊɷƊଞ୩Ɗ
ਹౌƊϊఋƊথҲிƊ୩ிƌ35

ધథ୩ƊైƊ֏ƊఙƊࣨୗƊথైƊࣨƊ୩Ɗ̶ிƊଐ࡙ƊହਹிƊଙ୩ƊୗƊୗƊӝҲƋƌ

ެైϜிƊࣨƊୗైҲிƊிఆƊӝథϜƊࣨƊਹƊଙ࡙ƊࣨଔƊై࡙Ɗୈఈ࡙ƊݩҲƊਹୗƊ୩Ɗ࡙ிƌ ʨୗƊ࡙ϜƊ࡙ƊଔথైƊࣨଔƊ
̣ਹிƊɷிƊଞ୩Ɗ̶ਹிƊଟ࡙ƊਹƊϜிైୗƊ̶ఆୗƊƊఆୗƊైƊଔƊԀైƊఅƌ ƢǆࣨଔƊƊϜƊϜƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ
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ԀƊபై୩ƊધƊମ࡙Ɗॉఆ࡙ƊધోϜிƊɷிƊϜ੶ోƊଔϜ࡙Ɗଔ̶ఆୗƊ࡙ிƊϜிƊࣨଔƊƊɷƊஙƊୗிƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩ƊଙϜƊԀƊ
ਹிƊϜிƌƨƮ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ

34
35

ଞ୩ƊҲƊƊࣨƊԀై࡙ƊਹிƊਹƊࣨଔƊ࣌ƊɷƊଞ୩ƊਹౌƊϊఋƊথҲிƌƢƦƲ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ
ϜҲƊਹધథҲிƌ ƢƦƲ࡙ிƢƨƠ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ

ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊҲƊƊҲƊƊஙଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƌ
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ƤǆணୗƊਹƊଔƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ ƦǆైƊਹƊ୩ிƊଔ࡙ƊσƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ36 ƨǆଏఅƊଐైிƊై࡙Ɗଔ࡙ƊσƊ
ଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ

ƪǆଓఆҲƊɷϜிƊ̣ਹிƊୗଔƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ Ƭǆ࡙ϜƊӝ࡙Ɗ̣ϜƊӝୗƊ(ୗƊ)σƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ

Ʈǆެ࡙Ɗଔ࡙ƊԀƊ୩ிƊσƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ ưǆௐୗƊଔެƊଓƊଛҲƊϜƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ37 Ʋǆ ிƊࣨƊҲƊϜƊ
ଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ38

ƢƠǆୁிƊࣨƊ̣ϜƊϜƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ39

ƢƢǆச࡙Ɗܦ୩Ɗ(ମ୩)ਹ࡙ଔƊϜƊϜƊ

ଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ40 ƢƤǆଛఄிƊࣨƊଔԢ୩ƊσƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ41 ƢƦǆ֏ైƊଔনై୩Ɗଔন୩ƊబਹிƊσƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ42

ƢƨǆথƊথிƊথƊୗ࡙ƊσƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ43 Ƣƪǆ࡙ਹƊॉୗƊધథୗƊ44σƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƊଐైிƌ ̣ਹிƊɷƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƊӝƊ
ଔƊହਹிƊψҲிƊଐƊܥఅƊϜிఆҲிƊଙƌ

நƊ୩ƊƢƬƢư୩ƊϜ੶ҲƊࣨƊଞ୩ƊࣨிƊஹƊҲƊҲƊƊҲƊఅிƊਹધథҲிƊிఆƌ Ϝ੶ҲƊࣨƊଞ୩ƊࣨிƊ

Ϝ࡙ܦƊଔైிƊϜ࡙ҲƊଙƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƊଙϜƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƊӝథƊެఉϜƊϜƊఆிƊୄƊ࡙Ɗఅƌ 45 ଙҲƊϜƊࣨୗƊ
ୈϜிƊࣨଔƊிҲிƊଞிƊɷிƊਹƊϜైƊƊӝథଔƊϜ֏ై࡙ƊࣨୗƊϜైƊƊӝథƊϜிఆҲிƌ ైƊ୩Ɗମై࡙Ɗ࡙ிƊԀிƊ
                                                                                                  
36
୩ிƊথైƊࣨிƊୗҲƊ࡙ƊபҲிƌ
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

ௐୗƊଔެୗƊ࡙ࣨƊ̶ఆҲிƊɷƊਹƊ୩ƊୄƊଔԢϜƊҲƊਹƊிƊɷҲƊிƊଔনై୩ƊҲƊਹݩఆ࡙ƊࣨƊଐϜƊϜி ƌ
ௐୗƊ୩ఆϜிƊ୩ƊஹϜƊધƊஹϜ

ਹƊୗƊଔনҲƊݩƊϜிఆਹƊσƊ̞ƌ
ஹҲƊ੶࡙ƊਹƊࣨிƊୈఈ࡙ƊথிƊࣨƊ୩Ɗਹ࡙ଔƊϜƊϜ
ஹҲƊ੶࡙ƊਹƊࣨிƊଛఄிƊ࡙ƊଞƊଔԢ୩ƊҲிƊҲƊϛఅƊଔైƌ
ॉ࡙Ɗધథ࡙ƊϜƊਹƊϜܦҲƊ୩ై࡙ƊσƊݩƊ࡙ிƌ
ஹҲƊ੶࡙ƊਹƊࣨிƊଔƊ୩ϜƊநƊࣨƊ୩Ɗୗ࡙Ɗଔై ƌ
࡙ਹƊऽైƊધథ࡙ƊҲƊ࡙ਹƊऽైƊॉ࡙Ɗ୩ƊऽనϜிƊϜଙୗƊଔƊଔԀƊ୩ఆϜிƌ
ԀƊபై୩ƊધƊମ࡙Ɗॉఆ࡙ƊધోϜிƊɷிƊϜ੶ోƊଔϜ࡙Ɗଔ̶ఆୗƊ࡙ிƊϜிƊࣨଔƊƊɷƊஙƊୗிƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩ƊଙϜƊԀƊ

ਹிƊϜிƌ ƲƬ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ

ிƊ࡙ਹிƊધƊୗҲƋƌ
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ଞ୩ƊਹైிƊ࡙ƊହਹிƊɷிƊϜైƊƊӝథƊ୩Ɗମై࡙Ɗ࡙ிƊଞ୩Ɗ̣ਹிƊӝிƊైܦƊଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊ࡙ிƌ
̣ਹிƊଙϜƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƊӝథƊެఉϜƊϜ࡙ܦƊଔైிƊϜ࡙ҲƊଙƊࣨƊైƌ
ƤǆணୗƊਹƊଔƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ

ƢǆࣨଔƊƊϜƊϜƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ

Ʀǆଞ୩ƊࣨƊਹైƊ୩ҲƊϜҲƊϜƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైଔਹƊైƊਹƊ୩ிƊଔ࡙ƊσƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ

ƨǆଏఅƊଐైிƊై࡙Ɗଔ࡙ƊσƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ ƪǆଓఆҲƊɷϜிƊ̣ਹிƊୗଔƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ Ƭǆ࡙ϜƊӝ࡙Ɗ
̣ϜƊୗƊσƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ

Ʈǆެ࡙Ɗଔ࡙ƊԀƊ୩ிƊσƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ ưǆௐୗƊଔެƊଓƊଛҲƊϜƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ

ƲǆிƊࣨƊҲƊϜƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ ƢƠǆୁிƊࣨƊ̣ϜƊϜƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ ƢƢǆச࡙ƊௐਹƊਹ࡙ଔƊϜƊϜƊ

ଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ ƢƤǆଛఄிƊࣨƊଔԢ୩ƊσƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ ƢƦǆ֏ైƊଔনై୩Ɗଔন୩ƊணఒਹƊσƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ ƢƨǆথƊথிƊ

থƊୗ࡙ƊσƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ Ƣƪǆ࡙ਹƊॉୗƊધథୗƊσƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ ƢƬǆʀƊʀƊਹݩଔƊଔ̶ƊɷƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƊ46ӝிƊ
ӝథƊެఉϜƊϜ ƌ

ϜଔƊୟ࡙ƊॉƊনҲƊϜƊஔிƊிఆƊথనҲƊଔƊ̣ਹிƊଙϜƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƊӝథƊϜிఆਹƊ࡙ƌ

நƊ୩ƊƢƬƨƤ୩Ɗ

ܥ௫Ɗ୩ଔƊপƊਹƊஔఒƊाైҲƊƊࣨƊপƊଓҲƊଞƊਹધోிƊƊଙҲிƊ୩ƊԀிƊஹƊɷƊҲƊਹƊ࡙ிƊϜଔƊୟ࡙Ɗ
ॉƊনҲƊϜƊଔϜƊଓఆҲƊଔƊஔிƊிఆƌ

̣ਹிƊଙϜƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƊӝథƊϜிఆਹƊϜ࡙ܦƊଔైிƊϜ࡙ҲƊଙƊ

ࣨଔƊ࡙ҲƊఅƊ47ܥ௫Ɗ୩ଔƊপƊਹƊஔఒƊाైҲƊƊࣨଔƊϜ࡙ܦƊ୩ƊॉƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƊଙϜƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƊӝథƊϜிఆਹƊσƊ୩ైଔఆƊ
ଙƊఆிƊ࡙ƌ

Ɗ̶ƊƊӝ࡙ƊଔୗƊଔॉϜிƊࣨƊଔԢϜƊମై࡙ƊҲƊऽనϜƊϜƊଐҲƊ̶ਹிƊϜҲƊ୩ƊϜҲƊ

ଔఅ୩ƊσƊધథ୩ƊఅƊங࡙ƊԀிƊଞ୩ƊਹైிƊ࡙ƊହਹƊϜிఆਹƊҲƊଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊࣨƊҲƊƌ ̶ҲƊϜிƊϜ࡙ܦƊ
ॉƊϜ࡙ҲƊଔƊ̣ਹிƊଙϜƊܥఅƊ48ైݩϜƊࣨƊԀై࡙ƊࣨౌƊݩఆϜிƊైƊங࡙ƊఅƊਹƊ࡙ிƌ

୩ఆிƊైҲƊϜƊ
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ଞƊƊௐୗƊிϜிƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊଔிƊࣨƊହਹிƊધథୗƊʨƊࣨƌ
47

ԀƊபై୩ƊધƊମ࡙Ɗॉఆ࡙ƊધోϜிƊɷிƊϜ੶ోƊଔϜ࡙Ɗଔ̶ఆୗƊ࡙ிƊϜிƊࣨଔƊƊɷƊஙƊୗிƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩ƊଙϜƊԀƊ

ਹிƊϜிƌƢƨƬ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ

48

ϜҲƊਹધథҲிƌ Ƣƪƪ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ

ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊҲƊƊҲƊƊஙଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƌ
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ଔધోୗƊଔƊணఒϜƊங୩Ɗ֏ਹிƊிఆƊਫҲƊƊైƊݩఆϜிƊɷிƊਹƊଓƊࣨୗƊ࡙ϜƊԀై࡙ƊσƊ୩ఆிƊҲ࡙ƊైƊହਹிƊ
ైƊਹƊݩϜƊϜ࡙ிƊபୗƊ࡙ிƊଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊైƌ

̶ҲƊϜƊஔிƊிఆƊଞ୩ƊୗிƊஙƊਹଔƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊ

Ϝ੶ోୗƊଓఆҲƊ࡙ிƊ̣ਹிƊɷƊ࡙Ɗધ࡙ƊଙҲƊ̶ƊψҲிƊӝథҲƊԢైƊ֎ఉҲƊఅƊܦҲƊ࡙ிƊ̣ਹிƊଙϜƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƊӝథƊ
ϜிఆਹƊϜ࡙ܦƊॉƊϜ࡙ҲƊথనҲƊƊ࡙ƌ Ƣǆଞ୩ƊࣨƊਹైƊ୩ҲƊϜҲƊϜƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైଔਹƊైƊਹƊ୩ிƊଔ࡙ƊσƊ
ଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ

ƤǆଏఅƊଐైிƊై࡙Ɗଔ࡙ƊσƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ

ƦǆଓఆҲƊɷϜிƊ̣ਹிƊୗଔƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ

ƨǆ࡙ϜƊԀై࡙Ɗ̣ϜƊୗƊσƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ ƪǆެ࡙Ɗଔ࡙ƊԀƊ୩ிƊσƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ ƬǆௐୗƊଔެƊଓƊଛҲƊϜƊ
ଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ ƮǆிƊࣨƊҲƊϜƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ ưǆୁிƊࣨƊ̣ϜƊϜƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ Ʋǆச࡙ƊௐਹƊਹ࡙ଔƊϜƊ

ϜƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ ƢƠǆଛఄிƊࣨƊଔԢ୩ƊσƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ ƢƢǆ֏ైƊଔনై୩Ɗଔন୩ƊணఒਹƊσƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ ƢƤǆথƊ
থிƊথƊୗ࡙ƊσƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƌ ƢƦǆ࡙ਹƊॉୗƊધథୗƊσƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƊӝிƊிƌ

ϜҲƊϜƊԀிƊஹƊଓఆҲƊଔনై୩Ɗ୩ਹƊ୩ఆϜிƊଔϜƊϜƊଞƊୗਹƊϜி୩ƊଔƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊଔƊϜƊ

ॉƊਹ̶࡙Ɗ࡙ƊথҲƊிైਹிƊɷƊநƊࣨƊైƊॉୗƊऽ࡙ƊެఉϜƊ୩ƊிϜிƊࣨƊ֏ਹிƊ୩ై࡙ƊϜҲƊݩఆƊথிƊ࡙ிƊԀிƊ
୩ఆϜிƊϜ੶ϜிƊிఆƊଓఆҲƊ࡙ிƊ੶థ࡙ƊࣨଔƊધథ୩Ɗଔ࡙ƊࣨƊ୩ƊଙҲƊ࡙ƊܥఅƊனƊଔƊଞ୩ƊࣨƊܥ௫ଔƊிƊܥఅƊҲƊƌ
ϜైƊҲƊହਹƊϜƊଞ୩ƊҲƊƊࣨƊƊఆிƊԀிƊஹƊϜ֏ிƊʨଔƊ࡙ࣨƊிƊਹிƊ࡙ƌ ଔԢϜƊମై࡙ƊσƊ
থƊଔƊԀైிƊତϜƊԀైƊிଔƊԀƊஹƊଔƊϜైƊƊӝథிƊணਹƊࣨଔƊԀிƊɷிƊҲிƊ࡙Ɗʧఅ࡙ƊσƊଙƊல࡙Ɗ
ிଔƊ୩ਹƊ୩ఆϜிƊଐϜƊଙҲƊҲైிƊଙ࡙ƊசਹƊ࡙ிƌ ̶ҲƊହਹƊࣨிƊʧఅ࡙ƊҲƊହਹƊϜƊϜƊிైਹிƊైƊ
ɷிƊԀிƊஹƊଓఆҲƊଔনై୩ƊσƊ୩ਹƊ୩ఆϜிƊଔƊƊଙఆ୩ƊఅƊଞ࡙ƊҲிƊଐҲƊƌ ஹƊଔୗƊϜܦϜிƊ
ࣨଔƊϜైƊӝథƊϜଐୗƊσనୗƊଔƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊɷҲƊʧఅ࡙ƊҲƊ࡙ƊܥఅƊହਹƊϜƊϜƊƊ࡙ிƊॉƊথనҲƊϜ࡙ҲƊ
ϜிƊࣨƊ୩ƊϜ࡙ƊਹƊଓଔƌ

ైƊிƊ࡙Ɗ̣ਹிƊஹ୩ƊσƊ୩ైϜிƊԀƊଔƊହਹிƊƊୗƊఅƊƊࣨଔƊநƊ

ધోϜிƊிఆƊਹƊ֏ਹிƊࣨୗƊϜி࡙ƊଔఅϜƌ

ிƊ࡙ਹிƊધƊୗҲƋƌ
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Ϝ֏ிƊࣨƌ ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊ̞ƊԀிƊଔϜଔƌ
ϜӝϜƌ ̣ਹிƊσƊ࡙Ɗધ࡙ƊୗైƊୗైୗƊϜ֏࡙Ɗ੶࡙ƊσƊ̞ƊԀிƊୟ࡙ƌ

ԀிƊଞ୩ƊஹҲƊ੶࡙ƊਹƊࣨிƊ̣ਹிƊଙϜƊ࡙Ɗધ࡙ƊிƊެఉϜƊϜਹƊ̶Ɗ49 ிƊެఉϜƊӝైிƊࣨƊϜ࡙ܦƊ
୩ƊॉƊࣨଔƊϜிƊࣨƊ࡙ƌ

ƊɷƊଞ୩Ɗा࡙ƊҲƊધోƊƊݩਹிƊӝƊϜӝϜƊܥఅƊணఒிƊ࡙ிƊƊଙҲிƊ

ϜӝϜƊσనୗƊথనҲƊଔƊஹƊҲƊైƊஹƊମ࡙ƊଙҲƊଞƊҲƋƌ

ிƊҲƊୟ࡙Ɗଞƌ

நƊધోϜிƊైƊ

ଔԢϜிƊɷƊƊ࡙ிƊ࡙ݩƊైிƊϜƊϜҲƊఅƊபై୩ƊଞƊҲƋƌ ਹݩଔƊਹધਹிƊମ࡙ƊࣨƊଙҲƊଞƊӝிƊϜிƊ
ࣨƊఅƊਹଔƊԀైƊఅƊଙ࡙ƊࣨிƊ࡙ƊϜ֏࡙Ɗ੶࡙ƊσƊ̞ƊԀிƊୟ࡙ƊϜிƊࣨƊறிƊਹƊϜிƊࣨƊଐϜƊଙ࡙Ɗ࡙ƌƌ
ࣨైୗƊ࡙Ɗ̶ƊிƊެఉϜƊϜƊ࡙ҲƊ࡙ƊσƊԀƊҲƊऽƊધϜƊϜƊୗƊƊϜҲƊݩƊ࡙ிƊϜ֏࡙Ɗ੶࡙ƊσƊ̞ƊԀிƊ
ଔోਹிƊଙƊࣨƊైƌ

ϜӝϜ ̶ƊிƊެఉϜƊ୩ிƊʨଔƊଙƊ̣ਹிƊଙϜƊԀై࡙ƊࣨƊެఉϜƊ࡙ƌ
Ƣǆ ̣ਹிƊୄైƊଔఆਹƊϜଐైୗƊσƊ̣ਹிƊҲƋƌ50
Ƥǆ ଔఆਹƊϜிైୗƊݩϜƊƊƊӝ࡙ƊσƊ̣ਹிƌ51

Ʀǆ ଞ୩Ɗ̶ਹிƊࣨైୗƊপҲிƊɷƊ̣ਹிƌ52 ଔଔƊ࡙ҲƊఅƊথైƊ࡙Ɗଞ୩Ɗ̣ਹிƊӝƊƊҲƋƌ
̣ਹிƊԀై࡙Ɗఅ࡙ƌ
ணఒிƊଙƊైƌ

ਹƊԀிƊϜ੶ҲƊਹƊӝథƊެఉϜƊӝிƊணਹிƊࣨிƊ̣ਹிƊा࡙ƊிఆਹƊӝథƊிƊଞƊ
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̶ƊଔƊધ࡙ƊࣨଔਹƊ୩ైଔఆƊଙƊ࡙Ɗ࡙ਹƊிƊଟଔƊ࡙Ɗ୩ƊଔԢఆϜ
50
51

୩ிƊైƊҲƊிƊ̶ҲிƊҲƊϜƊϜ࡙ிƊҲƊ୩ிƊଔϜ࡙ƊҲƊਹϜƊϜƊҲƊிƊஹఉҲƊƌ
নైƊஹҲƊॉఆ୩Ɗ̞ୗƊଐƊ࡙ਹƊிైƊஹ࡙ƊҲƊϜƊୗƊϜ֏࡙ƊϜଓϜிƊɷƊপ࡙ƊࣨƊ̣ƊҲୗƊ୩Ɗ੶࡙ƊଐైிƊࣨிƊƊఅƊনైƊஹҲƊ

ϜƊધƊϜଐƊݩϜƊਹୗƊଓிƌ

52

থƊୗƊଔிƊҲƊਹƊଔிƊ࡙Ɗࣨƌ

ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊҲƊƊҲƊƊஙଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƌ
ʨǆଞ୩Ɗ̣ਹிƊӝƊଔƊஔୗƊ࡙ƌ
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(Ƣ)ਹƊࣨƊϜிఆਹƊҲƋƌ53 (Ƥ)ਹƊਹƊࣨƊϜிఆਹƌ

(Ʀ)ƊࣨƊϜிఆਹƌ (ƨ)ਹƊࣨƊϜிఆਹƌ (ƪ)ਹƊਹ࡙ୗƊƊϜிఆਹƊ54ӝிƊଙ࡙Ɗ୩ƌ

̶ǆ ̣ਹிƊԀై࡙Ɗఅ࡙Ɗ࡙ƌ (Ƣ) ஹϜƊਹƊϜӝƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƊϜ࡙ƊҲƊҲƊϜி࡙ƊҲƋƌ
(Ƥ) ਹƊথ࡙ƊࣨƊਹƊ୩ై࡙ƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƌ (Ʀ)୩ϜƊࣨୗƊਹƊϜଙైਹƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƌ

(ƨ)ୈఈ࡙ƊபҲƊϜƊ

̣ਹிƌ (ƪ)ԀҲƊ୩ƊધోƊଔ࡙ƊϜிƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƌ (Ƭ)̶ైҲƊਹƊୟϜƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƌ (Ʈ)ҲƊிƊ
ਹƊଔެఉƊଔƊ̣ਹிƊϜƊϜ ƌ

Ϝǆ ਹƊԀிƊϜ੶ҲƊਹƊӝథƊެఉϜƊైƌ(Ƣ)ʨ࡙ƊਹԀϜƊϜிఆਹƊ୩ƊிƊிఆƊிҲƊଐҲƊƊࣨƊҲƊ

ਹிƊϛఅிƊথƊƌ (Ƥ)ॉƊਹƊ୩Ɗެ࡙ƊఅƊଓƊଐҲƊʧఅୗƊƊথƌ (Ʀ)ਹƊެ࡙Ɗӝ࡙ƊҲƊॉƊ̶ఆƊଟ࡙ƊϜிఆਹƊ
σƊଙƊਹƊϜӝƊࣨƌ (ƨ)ଓҲƊƊ୩ƊଓҲƊ୩࡙ƊথైƊࣨƌ (ƪ)ਹƊଙƊୗிƊҲƊୗϜிƊ੶థ࡙ƊࣨƊ୩Ɗ

ਹƊଟ୩ƊଐҲƊҲƊఅƊ୩ై࡙Ɗࣨƌ (Ƭ)୩ிƊҲƊநƊࣨƊݩਹிƊӝƊଙƊୗிƊɷƊଣైிƊிఆƊଔনҲƊƌ (Ʈ)୨Ɗ
ԀிƊҲƊଙƊϜైƊ୩ƊপƊଔԢఆϜƊɷҲƊ࡙ƊైிƊࣨୗƊথƌ
ଔଔƊଐϜƊ୩ƊଔਹƊࣨƌ

(ư)୩ிƊଞƊଔনிƊ୩ƊଙƊԀైிƊҲƊਹƊϜైƊƊ

(Ʋ)ਹଔƊైிƊҲƊ̞ਹƊਹધிƊ୩Ɗॉ࡙ƊଔϜிƊҲƊϜ࡙ƊிైਹிƊ

ਹƊথƌ (ƢƠ)ϜଐƊެҲƊୗƊথƊଐҲƊপƊிైਹிƊࣨҲƊఅƊଔԢϜƊࣨƌ (ƢƢ)ଓிƊԀҲƊ୩ƊધోƊଔ࡙ƊӝҲƊƌ
(ƢƤ)̣ై୩ƊଙƊࣨୗƊఆƊ୩࡙ƊఅிƊிఆƊଔԢ୩Ɗƌ (ƢƦ)নైƊஹҲƊ୩ƊϜଙƊଓ୩ƊਹƊথƊƌ (Ƣƨ)ਹƊஔிƊ
ҲƊਹƊӝ୩ƊଔƊথƊƊ୩ƊମϜƊଔԢఆϜƊਹƊথƊƌ

(Ƣƪ)ψிƊɷƊ࡙ҲƊఅƊఆƊਹైƊ(ఆƊਹైƊɷƊ̶Ɗ୩Ɗ֏࡙Ɗ
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ਹƊࣨƊϜிఆਹƊ࡙ƊஹҲƊ੶࡙ƊσƊఅிƊிఆƊϜ࡙ܦƊଔైிƊਹƊࣨଔƊਹݩƊଣైƊপ࡙ƊધోிƊଞ୩Ɗ̶ਹிƊஹ୩ƊଓҲƊϜிƊ
ҲƊ୩ఆϜிƊଣƊଙƊ୩ƌ ࡙ҲƊ࡙Ɗ୩ƊÄψƊܥఅ୩Ɗଞ୩Ɗ̶ਹிƊైƊୗƊਹƌ ࡙ҲƊϜƊધிƊਹƊଔҲிƊ
ଔ̶ୗƊҲƋƌ ऽƊਹƊॉ࡙ƊऽୗƊਹƊԀிƊথƌÅଐైிƊϜ࡙ܦƊ୩ƊॉிƊଙƌ

54

ਹƊਹ࡙ୗƊƊϜிఆਹƊ࡙ƌ ୩ఆிƊైƊॉƊਹƊਹ࡙ୗƊƊ࡙ƌ ଔा୩ƊॉఆϜிƊϜ֏ிƊʨƊਹƊଙϜிƊணϜƌ ୗҲƊϜƊਹԀ࡙ƊσƊ

ఆƊਹ࡙ୗƊ࡙ƌ ऽƊୗ୩ƊψிƊɷҲƊଐైƊ̶Ɗଔথైƌ ଓଔƊψϜிƊਹ࡙ୗƊ࡙ƊऽƊ࡙ҲƊϜƊԀథிƊҲƊிƊ࡙ਹƊଙ୩ƊୗƊଔԀୗƌ

ிƊ࡙ਹிƊધƊୗҲƋƌ
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ԀైƊଔƊଞƊਹધ࡙ƊଙҲƊଙ)ɷƊ̶Ɗ୩ƊਹƊ֏࡙ƊଐҲƊୗҲƊધథϜிƊଔ࡙Ɗࣨƌ (ƢƬ)ଙ࡙Ɗਹ࡙ƊσிƊਹƊધҲƊƊ
থనҲƊ࡙Ɗଙఆ୩Ɗ୨Ɗମ࡙ƊஹఉҲƊࣨҲƊఅƊ੶థϜிƊ࡙ிƊਹ࡙ଔƊথైƊࣨƊӝிƊிƌ
ƨǆ ਹƊ୩࡙ƊଏఅƊӝƊɷƊ̣ਹிƌ55

ƪǆ ҲƊԀై࡙ƊӝƊɷƊநƊ̣ਹிƌ56

Ƭǆ ̶ƊிƊ࡙ҲƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƊӝிƊிƌ57
Ϝ֏ிƌ ̶ƊிƊެఉϜƊ୩ிƊʨଔƊψிƊԀై࡙ƊࣨƊެఉϜƊ࡙ƌ58
Ƣǆ ଣైଔƊஔఒƊଔધోƊଐҲƊଐƊƊ59 ୗƊఆ୩ƌ

Ƥǆ ଟƊɷƊϜ֏ଔƊਹ࡙࡙ƊଐҲƋƌ ଙҲƊ̶ైҲƊϜƊଞƊମై࡙Ɗࣨƌ

Ʀǆ ̶ైҲƊଟƊఅƊਹƊϜܦҲƊଐҲƋƌ ਹƊ੶థ࡙ƊʨଔƊ୩ƊਹƊϜϜிƌ

ƨǆ ிƊਹધਹிƊஹఉҲƊଐҲƋƌ ଔҲிƊɷƊધ୩ƊଐҲƊମƊɷనிƊɷிƊਹƊϜӝƌ
ƪǆ ψƊଔఅ୩ƊଐҲƋƌ ଔҲிƊҲிƌ
Ƭǆ ϜైƊӝథƊఙƊӝҲƋƌ ਹƊϜైƊƊӝథƊபҲƊଞƊӝிƊிƌ
                                                                                                  
55
̶ƊެϜƊࣨƊਹƊైҲிƊҲƊଐ࡙ƊࣨƊଙƊਹƊଔԀƊࣨୗƊϜӝƊࣨƌ
56

Ϝ֏ிƊʨƊ୩࡙ƊࣨƊ୩ƊনਹƊଓైƊথనϜƊӝ࡙ƊσிƊϊҲƊϜଙୗƊƊଐ࡙ƊऽୗƊனƊஔிƊிఆƊਹƊறிƊࣨଔƊଡ଼ైƊӝƊࣨƊҲƊ

ਹƊܦϜிƊࣨଔƊ୩ϜƊনైϜிƊࣨƊƊఆଔƌ

57

Ϝ֏ிƊʨƊై࡙Ɗ࡙ƊୗϜிƊϜ֏ிƊࣨƊୗƊӝƊӝైிƊࣨƊଐ࡙ƌ ̞ਹƊϜƊϜƊ̞ైଔఆƊԀథୗƊ୨ఒҲƊ࡙ிƊ֏ிƊਹƊӝҲƊ̞ਹƊ

Ϝଐ࡙ƊଐϜƊϜிƊତైƊ࡙ிƊ̞ਹƊϜ֏ிƊɷிƊୄƊ࡙ிƊਹݩୗƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƊୗƊ̞ਹƊୗైƊୗైிƊϜிிƊҲƊఆƊਹైƊୗైƊୗైƊ
পҲிƊ࡙ிƊ̞ైଔఆƊ੶ிƊ࡙ிƊ̞ైଔƊୗϜிƊࣨୗƊਹҲƊԀϜிƊிƌ

58
59

ଞ୩ƊࣨୗƊஹƊଏఅƊԢƊୗƊথƊƊ୩ƊிϜிƊࣨƊଞ୩ƊஹƊҲƊ୩ఆϜிƊஔୗƊଙ࡙Ɗైܦƌ
࣌Ɗ̣୩ƌ

ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊҲƊƊҲƊƊஙଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƌ
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Ϝிఆਹƌ ̶ƊிƊެఉϜƊ୩ிƊଙϜƊધҲƊެఉϜƊ࡙ƌ ƢǆϜிైୗƊଙϜ ƤǆϜଙఆƊଙϜ ƦǆҲఆ୩ƊଙϜ
ƨǆ ाƊਹ࡙ƊσƊଙƊϜైƊ ƪǆଓҲிƊଙϜ Ƭǆଡ଼ϜிƊଙϜƊӝிƊிƌ

ଐƌ ̶ƊிƊެఉϜƊ୩ிƊऽϜƊଞƊެఉϜƊ࡙ƌ ƢǆਹƊఆƌ60 ƤǆୗఆƊਹધో࡙ƌ61 ƦǆஔఒƊਹ̶ୗƌ62
ƨǆ୨Ɗ̶ҲƋƌ63 ƪǆϜƊϜ64 ƬǆଙϜƊધҲƊ65ైƊެఉϜƊଙ࡙Ɗ୩ƌ

ƌ ̶ƊிƊެఉϜƊ୩ிƊଚై࡙ƊެఉϜƊ࡙ƌ ƢǆϛఅҲƊҲƊϜ66 Ƥǆ Ɗଏఅƌ67 Ʀǆ ୨ƊԀிƌ68
ƨǆݩϜிƊҲƊ࡙ƌ69 ƪǆଙϜƊધҲிƌ70 Ƭǆଛఄ࡙ƊਹƊ71ӝிƊެఉϜƊଙ࡙Ɗ୩ƌ

ެఉϜ ̶ƊிƊެఉϜƊ୩ிƊࣨଔƊਹધ࡙ƊެఉϜƊ࡙ƌ ƢǆϜƊƌ ƤǆϜƊலƌ ƦǆଓైୗƊԀై࡙ƌ
ƨǆଓైୗƊԀథҲƋƌ ƪǆϜਹƊୗிƌ ƬǆϜƊϜƊӝிƊެఉϜƊଙ࡙Ɗ࡙ƌ ϜҲƊହਹிƊࣨଔƊࣨƊϜ੶థϜƊ
୩ϜƊाైҲƊଔƊԀிƊଔথనҲƊਹ̶ிƊࣨଔƊϜଔƊ࡙ƊఅƊଞிƊࣨୗƊϜிఆҲிƊଙƊ୩ƌ

ଔୗƊணఒிƊୗఆҲƊ
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ϜிҲƊଙϜƊҲƊୗ࡙ƊࣨƊԀైଔƊୗϜிƊɷƊƊ̞ƊࣨୗƊӝ࡙ƊƊఆƊிϜிƊ୩ƊʨଔƊମϜிƊɷƊऽϜƊଞƊƊఆଔƌ
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71

̣ਹƊମϜிƊɷƊऽϜƊଞƌ
ଙఆ୩ƊମϜிƊɷƊऽϜƊଞƌ
ԀிƊମϜிƊɷƊऽϜƊଞƌ

ࣨଔƊମϜிƊɷƊऽϜƊଞƌ
ਹҲிƊମϜிƊɷƊऽϜƊଞƊଙϜƊધҲிƌ
ࣨଔƊଔƊଚై࡙ƌ
ணୗƊਹଔƊଚై࡙ƌ
ଙƊୗிƊɷƊଚై࡙ƌ
ϜଙఆҲƊౌƊଚై࡙ƌ
ਹҲிƊࣨଔƊଚై࡙ƌ
Ҳ࡙ƊࣨଔƊଚై࡙ƌ

ிƊ࡙ਹிƊધƊୗҲƋƌ

202

ஹƊ̣ਹிƊɷƊϜ֏࡙Ɗ੶࡙ƊσƊ̞ƊԀிƊଔƊਹݩҲƊƌ

ிƊƊϜҲƊਹƊ࡙ிƊଓఆҲƊైƊஹƊ࡙ࣨƊҲƊ

̣ਹிƊ࡙ࣨƊϜ֏ிƊʨଔƊ୩ிƊਹƊϜӝϜƊϜிƊϜƊԀƊࣨୗƊӝథϜƊɷҲƊƌ ԀிƊஹƊଓఆҲƊఅƊଔনై୩ƊଔƊ
ிƊɷிƊஹƊ࡙ࣨƊଙҲƊԀிƊ࡙ࣨƊσிƊথிƊࣨிƊ࡙ƌ

ஔிƊଔଔƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩Ɗ୩Ɗ̞ƊఅƊ

Ϝ֏࡙Ɗ੶࡙ƊσƊ̞ƊԀிƊୟ࡙ƌ
Ϝ֏ிƌ୩ிƊଔϜ࡙ƊσƊୗਹƊࣨƊਹƊϜӝϜƊ࡙ƊਹϜிƊϜி୩ƊσƊ̶ైƊҲƊଙҲƊிƊிୗƊଔথైƌ

ࣨైୗƊ࡙Ɗ̶ƊிƊެఉϜƊ୩ிƊଙϜƊધҲƊެఉϜƊଐైிƊϜிైୗƊଙϜƊϜଙఆƊଙϜƊҲఆ୩ƊଙϜƊाƊਹ࡙ƊσƊଙƊϜైƊ
ଓҲிƊଙϜƊଡ଼ϜிƊଙϜƊӝிƊிఆƊথైƊ࡙ிƊଙϜƊધҲƊϜƊϜƊୗਹƊୗƊிƊிౌƊ̶ైƊҲƊਹƊϜӝϜƊࣨƊଔ
ƊଔনϜƊਹଔƊਹƊҲƊϜƊધƊ࡙ƊԀైƊଔনҲƊԀథҲƊϜிఆਹƊఅƊҲƊైƌ

ైƊଙҲƊਹƊҲƊԀైƊψிƊ୩ƊҲఆ୩ƊƊ

ધƊ72ଞƊҲƋƌ ଔনҲƊψிƊ୩ƊƊધƊఅ࡙Ɗӝథƌ ԀథҲƊψிƊ࡙ƊƊધƊƊӝథƊଙ࡙ƊࣨƊୗైƌ ଔଔƊথైƊ
ҲிƊҲƊܥఅ࡙ƊௐҲƊଙϜƊତҲƊϜƊƊ੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊ̣ਹிƊிఆƊୗƊިϜிƊଞϜƊࣨଔƊஔୗƊైƊ(P.T.  1071)

ҲƊ̞ƊଽƊ࡙ிƊਫƊிƊࣨଔƊஔୗƊ(P.T.   1073) ࡙ƊϜி୩ƊƊଐ࡙ƌ ҲƊϜƊୗ࡙ƊݩҲƊϜƊୗਹƊ
ࣨଔƊথైƊϜଐƊԀైƊ̶ϜƊϜிఆਹƊଙƊࣨƊైƊଐҲƊপ࡙ƊҲƊϜ੶ҲƊԀై࡙ƌ

ਹҲிƊଟƊϜଙఆҲƊӝிƊҲƊ

ਹધథҲிƌ ైୗƊମై࡙ƌ ƊଔƊଔনϜƊࣨଔƊϜਹிƊஹ୩ƊఅƊƊఅҲƊϜ࡙ଔƊ੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊఅிƊஔிƊிఆƊ
Ϝ࡙ܦƊॉƊথనҲƊଔƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩ƊϜƊϜƊଞ࡙ƊਹƊԀƊࣨୗƊஹҲிƊଙƌ ଐ୩ƊƊୗҲƊথҲƊҲிƊଙϜƊ

ाైҲƊୗైƊଞƊఅƊଙҲƊƌ73 (ाƢ) Ɓƌƌ প࡙ƊϜƊƊʀబƊ̶Ҳƌ (ाƤ)ʧఅƊଞ୩ƊϜ੶ϜிƊϜ࡙ҲƊ
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ƊધƊӝైிƊࣨƊ࡙ƊஙୗƊఅிƊɷƊƊધƊମƊਹϜƊਹƊӝైிƊҲఆ୩ƊƊӝథƊϜୗƊଓிƊࣨƊైƊୗϜிƊଙ࡙ƊଔఅϜƊɷҲƋƌ ਹƊҲƊ
ϜƊ࡙ҲƊఅƊƊધƊӝైிƊਹҲƊఅƊܦϜிƊࣨƊ੶ਹƊ୩ிƊҲఆ୩ƊσிƊਹƊଔݩఆிƌ
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Ϝ֏ଔƊϜҲƊʨ࡙ƊਹԀϜƊધƊମ࡙ƊσிƊୄਹிƊࣨଔƊƊɷƊƊତҲƊଙϜƊԀƊୄƊԀై࡙ƊਹிƊϜிƊହਹிƊɷƊ

ધϜƊ࡙Ɗʧఅ࡙Ɗ࡙ிƊ̣୩ƊୗƊথிƊࣨƊୗƊϜி୩ƊਹైƊ୩ҲƋƌ ƢƢƤ ࡙ிƊ ƢƢƬ ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ

ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊҲƊƊҲƊƊஙଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƌ
(ाƦ)ଔౘƊਹƊƊୗҲிƊ୩ƊଙౘϜƊψఉƊ

  
(ाƨ)নிƊࣨଔƌƌ

(ाƬ)σƊଐƊஙƊ࡙ிƊఆƊசఒҲƊϜ࡙ҲƊ(ाƮ)ైƌ

(ाƪ)ƃƌƌ੶࡙ƊॉƊ̣ౘƊஹҲƊୟైƊୄ࡙Ɗ

প࡙ƊϜƊƊʀబƊ̶ҲƊϜƊఆƊધƊ(ाư)ଞƊଔॉై୩Ɗ୩Ɗ

࡙ਹƊ࡙ਹƊଐƊଐୗƊ(ाƲ)Ҳఆ୩ƊσౘƊଙƊϜైƊԀై࡙ƊࣨƊϜӝϜƌ
(ाƢƢ)అƊழ୩ƊॉୗƊϜ࡙ҲƊҲƌƌ
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(ाƢƠ)࡙(࡙)ਫౘƊƊࣨୗƊϜଙఆҲƊެఉҲƋƌ

(ाƢƤ)ୄ࡙ƊࣨƊஹிƊ࡙ƊஔఒƊધƊୗிƊ(ाƢƦ)ୗైƊଐҲƊଙҲƌ

ƊϜҲƊϜౘƊఆƊધƊଞƊ(ाƢƨ)ଔॉై୩Ɗ୩ிƊϜӝౘϜƌଐਹƊଔনҲƊ(ाƢƪ)࡙Ɗ࡙ҲƊʨୗƊଙ࡙ƊӝƊఅƊϜଏఅϜƊ

(ाƢƬ)ӝҲƊધ୩ƊଓୗƊମϜƊఅƊਹԀౘிƊࣨୗƊ(ाƢƮ)Ϝ࡙ҲƊҲƋƌƌ ƊϜҲƊϜƊఆƊધƊଞƊ(ाƢư)ଔॉై୩Ɗ
୩ƊଣైƊপிƊσౘƊଢƊݩϜƊࣨଔౘƊ(ाƢƲ)ହਹிƊԢౘƊ੶ਹƊఅƊଢƊݩϜƊࣨୗƊʨிƊ(ाƤƠ)ʧఅୗƊଐౘҲƊƊࣨୗƊ

Ϝ࡙ҲƊҲƋƌ (ाƤƢ)ƊϜҲƊϜౘƊఆƊધƊଞƊσிƌƌ (ाƤƤ)੶࡙ƊࣨƊଐƊஙୗƌƌ ϊƊƊਹƊୗౘҲிƊ࡙ƌ ࡙ҲிƊ
(ाƤƦ)ਫౘϜƊϜଐ࡙ƊӝౘƊথనҲƊଙҲƊୗఆҲƋƌ

ஹϜƌ (ाƤƨ)ஹƊ୩ƊਫౘƊƊࣨୗƌƌ

ʨଔƊσƊσƊ

(ाƤƪ)ધϜிƊӝౘƊ୩ƊƊࣨƊ୩ிƌƌ ʨଔƊσƊ(ाƤƬ)࡙ƊϜӝౘϜƊϜிƊலƊӝౘҲƊҲƊୗƊ (ाƤƮ)
Ϝ࡙ҲƊҲƌƌ ƊϜҲƊϜƊఆƊધƊ(ଞƊ)ࣨై୩Ɗ୩ிƊ(ाƤư)୩Ɗ୩ƊଐϜƌ

ୗிƊԀƊ࡙ƊୗிƊԀƊ

(ाƤƲ)σౘƊ̶୩Ɗଙఆ୩ƊҲƌ

ఆƊࡘఅƊƊϜҲƊ֏ైƊƊழ୩Ɗ

࡙ୗƊऽనϜிƌ পୗƊਫƊ(ाƦƠ)ଐైிƊࣨୗƌ

(ाƦƢ)ࣨୗƊϜ࡙Ҳƌƌ প࡙ƊϜƊƊʀబƊ̶ҲƋƌ (ाƦƤ)ϜƊఆƊધƊଞƊࣨై୩ƌ ʧఅƊଞ୩ƊσƊଙƊϜైଔƊ
(ाƦƦ)୩ϜƊ࡙ƊଔԀҲƊଔԀҲƊƊଐౘϜƊୗிƊԀƊ(ाƦƨ)ਹƊɷ࡙ƊƊ࡙ƊଙҲƋƌ
(ाƦƪ)পୗƊਫౘƊଐైிƊࣨୗƌ

Ҳఆ୩ƊσౘƊଙƊϜైƊ

প࡙ƊϜƊƊʀబƊ̶ҲƋƌ (ाƦƬ)Ҳƌ ƊϜҲƊϜƊఆƊધƊଞƊϜҲƊ֏ైƊƊ

ϜӝౘϜƊ(ाƦƮ)Ҳఆ୩ƊσౘƊଙƊϜైƊԀై࡙ƊࣨƊϜଙఆҲƊެఉҲƊఅƊழ୩Ɗ(ाƦư)ࣨୗƊϜ࡙ҲƊҲƌƌ প࡙ƊϜƊƊʀబƊ
̶ҲƊϜƊ(ाƦƲ)ॉƊƊϜҲƊఆƊધƊଞƊଔॉై୩ƊσƊହਹிƊ(ाƨƠ)ଐҲƊ୩࡙ƊଙƊϜైƊࣨଔౘƊݩҲƊҲƌ ਹϜƊ
ிఆਹƊଞୗƊ(ाƨƢ)Ϝ࡙ҲƊҲƌƌ

ஔఒƊஹఉҲிƊଔॉ࡙Ɗଙఆ୩ƊଔƊ(ाƨƤ)ҲƊ࡙ࣨƊఅƊϜଐ࡙ƊிఆƊଙҲƊਫƊ

ϜଏఅϜƊࣨୗƊ(ाƨƦ)প࡙ƊϜƊƊʀబƊ̶ҲƊϜౘƊਫైிƊࣨƊϜிிƊైிƊ(ाƨƨ)σƊఆƊધƊଞƊࣨైҲƊ୩ிƊ
ϜҲƊଢƊݩϜƊࣨଔƋƌ (ाƨƪ)ਹҲிƊଔެҲƊϜӝϜ ஔఒƊஹఉҲிƊଔॉ࡙Ɗ(ाƨƬ)ଙఆ୩ƊଔౘƊҲƊ࡙ࣨƊ

ிƊ࡙ਹிƊધƊୗҲƋƌ
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ϜଙఆҲƊެఉҲƊఅƊழ୩Ɗ(ाƨƮ)ࣨୗƊϜ࡙ҲƊҲƌƌ
ଔॉై୩ƌ

࡙ਹƊଐୗƊσҲƊணైƊஔఒƌ

(ाƪƠ)పୗƊୗƊϜ࡙ҲƊҲƌƌ

Ҳ࡙Ɗ୩ਹƊϜிிƊైிƊ(ाƨư)σƊఆƊધƊଞƊ

(ाƨƲ)ஹఉҲிƊிఆƊϜ࡙ҲƊƊ୩ிƌ

ணైƊԀƊϛఅఅƊਫౘƊபଔƊਫƊ

ƊϜҲƊϜƊఆƊધଔƊ(ाƪƢ)ଞƊଔॉై୩ƊσౘƊ୩ϜƊ࡙Ɗন࡙ƊଐҲƊଔনϜƊ

ிϜƊ(ाƪƤ)ધ୩Ɗ୩ிƊழϜிƊైܦƊҲƊҲƊӝϜƌ পୗƊਫƊଐైிƊ(ाƪƦ)ਫƊনౘƊϜଐ࡙ƊσிƊਫƊाϜƊ

̶ҲƊܦƊϜƊਫౘƊ(ाƪƨ)ϜଔƊ࡙Ɗ֏ైƊୗҲƊҲƊଓҲƊҲ࡙ƊਫౘƊଣైƊୗƊ(ाƪƪ)Ϝ࡙ҲƊҲƌƌ ƊϜҲƊϜƊ
ఆƊધƊଞƊଔॉై୩Ɗ୩Ɗ(ाƪƬ)୩Ɗ୩ƊଐϜƊϜౘிƊƊ̶࡙ƊσƊϜƊఅƊஹϜƊஹƊ୩Ƌƌ (ाƪƮ)ਹଔƊୗƊ
থైƊࣨƊଐౘϜƊଙƊ࡙ƌ ʨଔƊ࡙࡙Ɗপƌ(ाƪư)࡙ிƊਹƊࣨୗƊϜ࡙ҲƊҲƌƌ ƊϜҲƊϜƊఆƊધƊ(ाƪƲ)ଞƊ
ॉై୩ƊσౘிƊϊƊƊਹƊୗౘҲிƊ࡙ƊाƊਹƊਫƊϜழࠖƊ(ाƬƠ)ϊ࡙ƊʨƊਫƊ੶୩ƊਫౘƊɷ࡙ƊୗƊϜ࡙ҲƊҲƌƌ

(ाƬƢ)ఆƊધƊଔॉై୩ƊσౘƊ࡙ҲƊ࡙ிƊ୩Ɗ୩ƊଐϜƌƌ ੶࡙ƊࣨƊ(ाƬƤ)ଐƊஙୗƊϊƊƊୗҲிƊଙҲƊϜƊࣨୗƊ

σనୗƊ࡙ƊϜҲƊ(ाƬƦ)ଐైிƊࣨଔౘƊୗƌ ʨଔƊσƊୁଔƌƌ ॉఆƊࡘఅƊƊϜଐ࡙Ɗ(ाƬƨ)̣࡙ƊҲƊਫౘƊϜϜிƊ
ஹϜƊஹƊ୩ƊਫౘƊƊࣨୗƊϜ࡙ҲƊ(ाƬƪ)Ҳƌƌ (ाƬƬ)Ɓƌƌ ਹୗƊ࡙ଔƊপ࡙ƊϜƊƊʀబƊ̶ҲƊϜƊ

ધƊƊϜҲƊ(ाƬƮ)ϜƊఆƊધƊଞƊॉై୩ƊஹϜƊxx ҲƊஹƊైୗƊݩఆϜிƊ(ाƬư)ϜҲƊਹƊైƌ ଐైிƊ
ϜிఆҲிƌ
ϜҲƊϜƊܥఅ࡙ƊௐҲƊଙϜƊତҲƊҲƊƌ
࣌Ɗ࡙ƌ

ƊୗҲƊϜ੶ϜிƊଙϜƊϜƊਹϜிƊϜி୩ƊσƊ̶ైƊҲƊϜƊ୩Ɗ

ࡘఅƊϊҲƊఅƊࡘఅிƊࣨƊӝƊଔެƊԀైƊ࡙ƊଔϜ࡙ƊଙҲƊైƊଐ࡙ƊԀైƊଐైிƊࣨଔƊϜܦਹƊࣨైƊ୩ிƊϜƊଞƊ

ଔϜଔƊଙƊࣨƊైƌ ࡘఅிƊࣨƊୗƊଔϜ࡙Ɗଔ̶ఆୗƊϜிƊ࡙ƌ ࡘఅிƊࣨଔਹƊଔϜ࡙ƊσƊԀైƊԀథҲƊୗƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊ
ݩƊ࡙ிƊ̶ైƊҲƊୗైƊଙƊࣨଔҲƊϜ࡙ிƊ୩ఆϜிƊҲƊਹݩఆ࡙ƊࣨƊଐϜƊଙ࡙ƌ ైҲƊிҲƊநƊધోϜிƊɷƊϜ࡙ிƊ
ଔϜଔƊୗఆƊҲிƊிఆଔҲƊైଔƊ୩ఆϜிƊଐ࡙ƊநƊσ࡙ƊଙƊɷҲƊ̶ƊݩϜƊܥఅƊଙҲƊైƊଔެƊਹƊଔƊࣨଔƊધథ୩Ɗ
ୈఈ࡙ƊਹƊଔϜଔƊୗైƊҲƊথనҲƊଙƊୗఆҲƊ࡙ƊҲிƊ୩ƊϜଐϜிƊ࡙Ɗʧఅ࡙ƊσிƊϜƊƌ

ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊҲƊƊҲƊƊஙଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƌ
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Ϝிఆਹƌ ଙఆ୩Ɗ̣ਹிƊଔϜிƊநƊધోϜிƊɷƊਹݩఆ࡙Ɗ୩Ɗ୩ƊϜ࡙ƊଔધƊైݩிƊࣨଔƊஔୗƌ
ƊɷƊநƊધోϜிƊଔƊψఉƊࣨଔƊ୩ƊଞிƊɷƊఅ୩Ɗ୩ਹƊୗҲƊਹౌƊ̣ƊϜଐϜிƊ࡙ƌ

பఐୗƊଞ୩Ɗ

੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊஙƊிƊ࡙ிƊநƊધోϜிƊɷƊ̶ҲிƊਹƊϜƊϜӝథ࡙Ɗଔ࡙ƊথైƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƊɷƊହਹƊࣨƊ࡙ƊҲైிƊࣨୗƊ
ଙƊਹƌ ଔ࡙ƊɷҲƊైୗƊிƊ࡙ƊଔݩఆிƊધҲƊଐҲƊϜƊୗਹƊୟ࡙Ɗࣨƌ থైƊࡘఅிƊ୩ైϜிƊࣨƊӝ࡙ƊσƊ̣ਹிƊɷƊ
ହਹƊࣨƊ࡙ƊபఐୗƊଞ୩ƊϜఅҲƊୗிƊிƊϜ֏ிƊࣨƊ̣ƊஹҲƊ੶࡙Ɗ֏ƊɷிƊϜӝϜƊσనୗƊσƊଞ୩Ɗ̶Ɗ੶థϜி
ƊࣨଔƊϜிƊࣨƊ୩ƊਹϜிƊ࡙ிƊ̶ƊிƊެఉϜƊϜ੶ోƊথிƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊɷƊਹƊ୩ϜƊଔݩఆிƊધҲƊଐϜƊ
Ϝ࡙ܦƊ୩ƊॉƊࣨƊଔƊଙ࡙ƌ

అிƊୗிƊҲƊிƊ̶ҲிƊਹƊଔެƊƊ୩ƊୗҲƊୗҲƊϜƊ̞ƊԀிƊҲƊୟ࡙ƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƊɷҲƊਹƊଔެƊƊ

ଙƊҲైிƌ Ɗ੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊஔிƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊநƊ୩ƊிƊ࡙ƊӝథҲƊிƊైƊଔƊҲƊધథ୩ƊଙƊਹƌ
পƊଐƊਹிƊଔҲƊୗైƊଞƊ࡙ƊైƊ୩ଔҲƊఅிƊஔிƊϜҲƊ୩ƊଙҲƊఒ࡙ƊࡘఅிƊࣨଔƊଞƊଚై࡙ƊଙҲிƊிఆƊ
ધҲƊϜிƊଐైƊ࡙ƊϜ࡙ிƊ୩ఆϜிƊҲிƊҲƊଔϜ୩ƊଙҲƊசਹƌ

ଞƊਹધ࡙Ɗ࡙ƊఅிƊஔிƊਹƊଔެƊଔƊ

ਹଔƊୗ࡙ƊݩҲƊƊƊҲƊʧఅ࡙ƊநƊધƊϜଐƊிϜிƊ୩Ɗ̞ƊࣨୗƊୗైƊଔথనҲƊҲైிƊࣨƊਹƊଓƌ ̶ƊிƊɷƊݩƊ
୩ƊிƊ࡙ƊଙైƊ࡙ிƊਹƊଔެƊଔƊହਹƊࣨଔҲƊথనҲƊଙƌ ైƊਹ࡙ƊநƊધోϜிƊɷƊψఉƊԀƊҲƊଔધోƊଔƊԀƊଚై࡙Ɗ
ிϜிƊ୩ƊଙҲƊ̞ƊࣨୗƊଙƊࣨிƊఅிƊஔிƊϜ֏ிƊɷƊਹଔƊୗϜƊϜ࡙ிƊҲƊఒ࡙ƊࣨଔƊথƊথైƊҲƊై
Ɗ୩ிƊ࡙ݩƊࣨଔƊϜ࡙Ɗ࡙ƊଙҲƊਹƊଔެƌ ైƊிƊ࡙ƊҲிƊϜ࡙Ɗ࡙Ɗ୩ƊਹϜிƊࣨଔƊƊ࡙ிƊ࣌Ɗ
ࣨୗƊܦҲƊ࡙ƊଔிƊࣨୗƊଔఅϜƌ Ɗ੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊஔிƊҲƊైƊऽிƊɷƊଞ୩ƊୗிƊிƊிౌƊϜிƊਹ̶Ɗ
ୗƊ̣ਹிƊଙϜƊϜƊϜ࡙ܦƊ୩ƊॉƊࣨƊ࡙ƊஔிƊైଔƊƊநƊધోϜிƊɷƊϜ࡙ிƊધథ୩ƊҲிƊ୩ƊϜଐϜிƊ
࡙ிƊথనҲƊଙƊైƌ நୗƊƊਹƊ࡙ƊϜଏఅҲƊެҲƊϜிƊଔԢਹƊσƊҲҲƊધథ୩Ɗୟ࡙Ɗ୩Ɗ୨ϜƊࣨୗƊ࡙ҲƊࣨଔƊԀிƊ
ɷƊ̞ƊϜ୩ƊҲƊఒ࡙ƊਹƊࣨଔƊ୨ƊԀிƊ୩Ɗ୨ϜƊࣨୗƊਹݩҲƊԀై࡙ƊথైƊࣨƊ੶ਹƊਹƊଓƌ ైƊఒ࡙ƊσƊ
ଔԢϜƊମై࡙ƊਹƊԀிƊɷƊϜ࡙ிƊ୩ఆϜிƊଔଔҲƊਹƊୗϜிƊநଔƊʧఅ࡙ƊநƊఅƊଓఆҲƊଙƌ ԀிƊ୩ఆϜிƊɷிƊ

ிƊ࡙ਹிƊધƊୗҲƋƌ
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ƊਹଔƊথƊথైƊ୩ƊϜӝథ࡙ƊଔਹிƊɷƊࡘఅிƊࣨƊ୨ϜƊࣨୗƊଙƊࣨƊҲƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊ୩ƊଙҲƊԀிƊ୩ఆϜி
ƊɷƊఅϜிƊଏఅϜிƊ࡙ிƊਹƊԀிƊϜ੶ҲƊਹƊӝథƊެఉϜƊிϜிƊϜ࡙ܦƊ୩ƊॉƊথనҲƊிƌ

ଔୗƊநƊધోϜிƊ

ɷƊ̶ҲிƊਹƊݩਹிƊӝƊɷிƊ̶ிƊ୩ై࡙ƊଐҲƊެҲƊ࡙ƊܥఅƊଔƊࣨଔƊϜӝϜƊਹݩఆ࡙ƊσƊথƊநƊધƊϜଐୗƊ
ଔ࡙ƊࣨଔƊଔƊࣨƊଙƊɷҲƊƌ ଙఆ୩ƊఅிƊɷƊҲƊϜிƊƊଔƊଙఆ୩Ɗ̶ϜƊϜƊࣨƊҲƊϜ࡙ƊணైଔƊτƊ

ધҲƊ̶ƊிƊɷிƊైୗƊ̶ƊϜଙୗƊ࡙ிƌ ైƊҲƊୟϜƊࣨଔƊথƊநƊҲ࡙ƊࣨଔƊ֏ైிƊࣨƊிϜிƊଐҲƊϜிϜƊ
ଐ࡙ƊଙƊࣨƊైƊࣨైୗƊ࡙ƌ

୩Ɗ୩ிƊ̶ϜƊϜƊࣨଔƊƊ࡙ிƊଔધోƊƊϜƊࣨଔƊୗఆƊਹધਹிƊɷƊথైƊƊైƊ

ऽϜிƊଐై࡙ƊσƊ̶ƊऽϜிƊҲ࡙ƊࣨƊ୩ƊஔୗƊ࡙ிƊଙఆ୩Ɗஹ୩ƊҲ࡙ƊࣨƊଐϜƊԀϜிƊிఆƊӝథϜƌ ଔఅƊైிƊணϜƊ
ଟ࡙ƊଔƊଔϜிƊ࡙Ɗଐ࡙ƊఅƊϜҲƊிƊϜҲƊ࡙ƊଐƊެϜƊƊધోϜிƊɷƊધథ୩ƊఅƊ̞ƊଐҲƊਹఆƊਹݩఆƊ࡙ிƊ̞Ɗ

ࣨଔƊધథ୩ƊైƊƊ࡙ƌ ଔଔƊެϜƊϜƊଔધోƊଔƊऽϜிƊୗైଔƊଔఅƊైிƊైƊଔఆୗƊఅƊƊ࡙ƊୂƊிƊୄƊୗైிƊ

থிƊ࡙ிƊਹƊ୩ఆிƊୗ࡙ƊࣨƊԀైƊϜிƊࣨƊҲƊƌ ଙҲƊ࡙Ɗ୩ிƊୗϜிƊிਹƊ୩ிƊ̶ఆҲிƊϜҲƊிƊϜҲƊఅƊிƊ
ऽϜிƊଔ࡙ƊୗైிƊɷிƊ࡙ҲƊଔ̣ఉϜƊƊધోϜிƊநƊࣨƊҲƊƌ

ଙҲƊ࡙ƊψఉƊਹݩଔƊ̶ƊϜଙୗƊ࡙ிƊϜଓƊ

ଣƊɷƊƊଞƊ࡙ҲƊ࡙Ɗ୩ƊެƊਹƊҲ࡙ƊࣨிƊயϜிƊࣨƊҲƊƌ ైƊிƊ࡙ƊୗҲƊӝϜƊ̶ƊƊӝ࡙ƊσƊଢ଼ҲிƊ
ଔୗƊஙୗƊ࡙ிƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩Ɗ୩ైϜிƊࣨƊଐϜƊୗƊଙƊୗఆҲƊƌ

ϜҲƊϜƊऽϜிƊଐై࡙ƊҲƊધథ୩ƊଔԀ୩ƊσƊ

நƊࣨଔƊிƊɷிƊైҲƊிҲƊϜƊਹƊƊ̶ƊிƊɷƊҲƊଙఆ୩ƊఅƊƊ୩ƊϜ࡙ଔƊ࡙ிƊ̣ਹிƊਹైƊ୩ఆϜிƊ
ਹైƊఅƊୗ୩ƊଔƊ̣ਹிƊஹƊɷƊࣨ୩Ɗଙ࡙ƊଣైிƊ୩ఆிƊɷƊநƊધోϜிƊிఆƊୗ୩ƊଔƊƊƊҲ࡙ƊࣨƊଔƊথనҲƊ
ிҲƊୗƊசਹƌ Ϝ୩ƊైܦƊϜҲƊϜƊ࡙ƊҲிƊҲƊਹƊਹݩఆ࡙ƊࣨଔƊƊҲ࡙ƊԢƊசైƊிై୩Ɗ࡙ிƌƊ࡙ƊॉƊਹైிƊ
ଙҲƊਹైிƊɷƊୗҲƊ࡙ிƊ̣ਹிƊϜଔƊ୩ఆϜிƊϜଔƊଐϜƊଙ࡙Ɗࣨଔਹƌ ƊࣨଔƊநƊધోϜிƊϜ࡙ଔƊ࡙ிƊ
ࣨ୩Ɗୟ࡙ƊఅƊபிƊଙƊࣨƊଐϜƊਹધో࡙ƊϜிƊ࡙ƌ

ݩϜƊਹୗƊైҲƊிҲƊƊଛఄ࡙Ɗ̶ୗƊ̶ైୗƊσிƊ੶థ࡙Ɗ

ࣨଔƊ࡙ƊଓଔƊଔϜైƊσ࡙ƊথிƊ࡙ிƊψҲƊ̞ైୗƊఅƊனҲƊ֎ఉ୩ƊҲƊ̶ƊிƊɷிƊऽƊ࡙ҲƊϜ֏ிƊʨƊԀਹƊଛఄ࡙Ɗ
থైƊࣨƊҲƋƌ

̶ƊிƊɷிƊிƊऽϜிƊଙఆ୩ƊऽϜிƊୗఆƊணైƊધోƊƊਹݩଔƊ࡙Ɗ̞ਹƊୗఆிƊɷƊହƊଔ࡙ƊଞƊ̶Ɗ

ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊҲƊƊҲƊƊஙଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƌ
  
ϜଙୗƊ࡙ிƊୂƊிƊୄƊࣨƊҲƊଛఄƊୗிƊிƊୁிƊথైƊࣨƊҲƊƌ
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̶ƊிƊɷிƊƊਹƊୗϜிƊɷƊ୩ƊଞƊ

ଔ࡙ƊଞƊ̶ƊϜଙୗƊ࡙ிƊਹƊୗϜிƊϜଐ࡙Ɗ୩ƊϜ࡙ƊଔધƊਹƊϜிƊࣨƊƊધోϜிƊܦҲƊƊҲƊƌ Ϝଐ࡙Ɗ
ଙҲƊԀிƊɷƊ࡙Ɗ୩Ɗ̶ƊϜଙୗƊ࡙ிƊଔҲிƊ୩ƊϜ࡙ƊଔધƊথైƊࣨƊƊఆƊୗҲƊਹƊୗϜிƊɷƊপƊધోҲƊਹ̶࡙Ɗ
ଔƊହਹிƊɷிƊୗҲƊਹધҲƊୗƊ࡙ிƊҲƊધƊଞƊॉୗƊଐϜƌ ݩƊ࡙ƊୗҲƊࣨଔƊୗƊଔƊࣨƊ࡙ƊƊଔƊƊ

ଙఆ୩ƊσƊϜ࡙ிƊϜҲƊਹҲƊଐϜƊϜƊԀైிƊϊై࡙ƊࣨƊఒϜƊࣨౌƊਹધో࡙ƊҲƊଐϜƊɷҲƊଙ࡙Ɗ࡙ਹƊசਹƊ࡙ிƌ ଔƊ
ϜƊϜƊநƊࣨƊ࡙ƊਹైிƊࣨౌƊϜਹிƊ̣ਹிƊҲƊୄƊƊ࡙ிƊଔϜ୩ƊଙƊࣨƊҲƊƌ ଔƊϜƊϜƊநƊҲ࡙Ɗ
ҲƊ࡙ƊࣨଔƊଐ୩ƊϜਹிƊҲƊଔϜ୩ƊଙƊࣨƊҲிƊଓ࡙Ɗ࡙ிƌ ଔƊϜƊϜƊথƊҲ࡙ƊҲƊଔਹƊϊҲƊϜƊ
ਹƊୗϜிƊϜҲƊҲƊԀிƊ୩ఆϜிƊϜҲƊϜƊிਹƊপౌƊ̞ైୗƊऽϜிƊҲƊୟϜƊଙƊࣨƊʧఅ࡙ƊσிƊਹ̞ై࡙ƊࣨୗƊ

σనୗƊ࡙ிƌ ైƊ࡙ƊୗҲƊਹƊୗϜிƊɷƊਹైிƊࣨƊହਹிƊɷƊୗƊথୗƊσనୗƊ୩ƌ ైҲƊϜƊୗƊথୗƊଙҲƊଔσనୗƊ
ϜிƊଞƊʧఅ࡙ƊσƊाϜƊ୩ƊிƊଙƊࣨୗƊσనୗƊ࡙ƊƊϜଓƊϜҲƊϜƊϜ࡙ƊଔધƊϜƊӝਹƊ࡙ிƊୗҲƊਹƊ
ୗϜிƊଙƊୗிƊҲƊϜଐ࡙ƊσிƊୄƊଔƊψிƊிఆƊଔԢఆϜƊݩఆƊƌƌ

ϜிఆਹƊࣨƌ ైҲƊிҲƊƊிƊϜ࡙ிƊଙఆ୩Ɗ̣ਹிƊɷƊଙ࡙Ɗ࡙ܦƊϜ੶ోƊƊଔϜଔƌ
ϜӝϜƌ ƊଞƊ࡙ҲƊ࡙ƊσிƊƊଙఆ୩ƊఅƊଙఆ୩Ɗ̣ਹிƊƊఆଔƊϜƊϜ࡙ிƊଓఆҲƊƌ
ైҲƊఅிƊநƊધోϜிƊଔƊଔॉై୩ƊଞிƊҲƊଔσనୗƊୟϜƊԀైƊƊথనҲƊଓ࡙ƊࣨƊҲƊఒ࡙ƌ
நଔƊైிƊଙ࡙ƊσƊԀథƊધోƊਹݩƊୗఆƊிҲƊଙƊɷҲƊƌ

ਹଔƊୗϜிƊ

ƊࣨƊହਹிƊɷிƊʨ࡙ƊਹԀϜƊϜிఆਹƊிƊிఆƊ

ଓఆҲƊƊϛఅிƊথƊଞƊ࡙ƌ ଞ୩ƊࣨƊஹҲƊ੶࡙ƊਹƊࣨிƊϜ࡙ܦƊ୩ƊॉƊࣨଔƊ̶ƊிƊެఉϜƊϜƊ࡙ҲƊ࡙ிƊਹƊ
ԀிƊϜ੶ҲƊਹƊӝథƊެఉϜƊϜƊҲƊࣨୗƊଐϜƊଙƊࣨƊ୩ிƊଔϜƊୄਹிƊଙҲƊୗƊଔƌ ʨ࡙ƊਹԀϜƊ
ிƊଓఆҲƊƊӝҲƊϛఅிƊࣨୗƊਹԀƊଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊথనҲƊƊ୩ிƊிਹƊপƊଐϜƊܦҲƊ̶ƊথிƊ࡙ƌ
ୗҲƊӝϜƊƊࣨிƊƊਹிƊথైƊிଔƊʨ࡙ƊਹԀϜƊϜிఆਹƊ୩ƊிƊிఆƊଓఆҲƊଐҲƊƊӝҲƊϛఅிƊࣨୗƊ
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ிƊ࡙ਹிƊધƊୗҲƋƌ

ਹԀƊࣨଔƊԀிƊ୩ఆϜிƊҲƊਹƊԀிƊଔެైிƊਹଔƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩ƊথనҲƊƊଔƊ࡙ƊƊࣨƊ̶Ɗ࡙Ɗ୩ƊଙƊࣨଔƊ
Ϝ࡙ிƊધథ୩ƊଐϜƊਹƊୗైƌ ୩ఆϜிƊଔƊƊఆƊ࡙ƊైҲƊఅிƊɷƊଔਹƊϊҲƊଔଔƊਹƊୗϜிƊிƊிƊҲƊଞ୩Ɗ
̶ƊϜҲƊਹҲƊƌ ݩƊ࡙Ɗ୩ிƊୗϜிƊɷƊହਹƊࣨƊிƊிୗƊҲƊଔƊநƊધోϜிƊ̶ϜƊϜƊ࡙ҲƊ୩ƊிƊ࡙ƌ ிƊ
ிౌƊୗҲƊୗҲƊϜƊԀிƊ୩ఆϜிƊƊਹிƊথైƊிଔƊଙఆ୩ƊਹƊϜӝϜƊୗఆҲƊƌ ԀிƊ୩ఆϜிƊଔƊϜҲƊிƊϜҲƊ
అƊ࡙ҲƊிైਹிƊɷƊϜܦҲƊఅƊଓఆϜƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩ƊଐϜƊܥఅƊσనୗƊଙƊࣨଔƊݩƊ࡙ிƊϜӝϜƊଔެୗƊிҲƊଙƊ
ࣨƊҲƊƌ

̞ƊࣨୗƊఅƊଙƊୗƊϊҲƊϜƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊ࡙ҲƊఅƊϜி୩ƊࣨୗƊਹધో࡙ƊଙƊࣨƊࣨైୗƊ࡙ƊଙƊୗƊ

ϊҲƊଔƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊ࡙ҲƊఅƊ̣ਹிƊୗƊଔϜƊଔધథϜிƊࣨଔƊஔிƊிఆƌ ై࡙ƊଙƊਹైƊϜҲƊୗఆҲƊϜƊ
σƊଙƊϜ֏ிƊʨிƊ̣ਹிƊ̶ҲƊ࡙ҲƊ̣ਹிƊ࡙ࣨƊҲƊ̣ਹிƊୗƊ࡙ҲƊϜƊਹƊધҲƊਹଔƊਹఅ࡙ƊఅƊ୩ϜƊࣨƊ
Ϝଙ࡙ƊࣨƊୗҲƊϜƊƊਹிƊথైƊிଔƊԀிƊ୩ఆϜிƊɷƊਹƊࣨౌƊݩϜƊଐϜƊైƊୗҲƊ֏ƊɷிƊ̣ਹிƊୗଔƊ
ݩϜƊܥఅƊƊࣨଔƊધϜƊݩਹிƊӝƊ࡙ƊެҲƊࣨƊެҲƊଚҲƊଙ࡙ƊଐైிƊਹ࡙ଔƊై୩ƊϜிƊࣨƊƊఆƌ

ైҲƊ

ிҲƊҲƊધౌƊɻఉҲƊϜౌƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊ࡙ҲƊఅଔҲƊࣨҲƊମϜிƊথైƊਹ̶࡙ƊσிƊநୗƊୄƊ̣ਹிƊࣨҲƊఅƊ

̞ైୗƊ࡙ிƊୗҲƊ֏ƊɷிƊ̣ਹிƊ̶ҲƊ࡙ҲƊఅƊƊࣨଔƊஔƊԀƊધҲƊਹƊ࡙ƊެҲƊࣨƊଙ࡙ƊࣨƊ୩ிƊୈఈ࡙ƊϜ࡙ܦƊ
࡙ிƊਹ࡙ƊଐైிƊਹ࡙ଔƊై୩ƊϜிƊࣨƊƊఆƌ ైҲƊிҲƊધ࡙ƊୗϜƊୗϜƊϜ࡙ிƊଔॉై୩ƊଞிƊԀైƊଔƊఅிƊ
ୗிƊଔୗƊԀிƊ୩ఆϜிƊҲƊଔনై୩ƊƊଙƊࣨଔƊிਹƊপƊҲƊথƊநƊହਹிƊଔୗƊఅƊଔԢఆϜƊϜிƊ
ଔƊ࡙ƌ ਹଔƊୗϜிƊɷிƊணఒϜƊங୩ƊƊધోϜிƊਫҲƊଙҲƊଙƊ୩ƊଔথనҲƊଙҲƊஹƊࣨƊైƌ ైҲƊிҲƊ
ଔਹƊϊҲƊଔୗƊࣨైƊҲ࡙ƊਹҲƊࣨƊথనҲƊଐҲƊ୩ிƊҲ࡙ƊଔথనҲƊҲైிƊଙ࡙ƊࣨƊʧఅ࡙ƊσிƊਹݩҲƊଐҲƊƌ ҲிƊ
ࣨƊଞƊ࡙ୗƊ୩ƊୗƊଞிƊԀైƊୗఆҲƊிਹƊপౌƊࣨ୩ƊଔƊଔॉై୩ƊଞிƊிఆƊଔψƊਹƊݩఆƊࣨଔƊϜ࡙ிƊધథ୩ƊথనҲƊ
ଙƊࣨƊైƊଐ࡙Ɗ࡙ƌ நƊધోϜிƊɷƊψఉƊԀƊϜҲƊݩƊ࡙ிƊଔॉై୩ƊଞிƊԢƊଔެƊଐϜƊথనҲƊ࡙ƊਹଔƊிਹƊপౌƊ
ԀథƊધోƊɷҲƊైƊఒ࡙ƊఅƊਹݩƊୗఆƊଔψƊଞƊ࡙Ɗ࡙ƊܥఅƊଙƊਹிƊிƊଐϜƊୗైƊசҲிƌ

ԀிƊ୩ఆϜிƊ୩ƊநƊ

ધోϜிƊϜҲƊୗఆҲƊఅƊਹ̶ƊଔƊԀிƊ֏ƊҲƊଙ࡙Ɗ࡙ܦƊிਹƊσிƊਹƊ̞ƊࣨƊୟ࡙ƊࣨிƊ࡙ƌ ԀிƊଔƊƊ

ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊҲƊƊҲƊƊஙଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƌ
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ࣨƊହਹிƊɷிƊϜ࡙ଔƊஙƊਹƊ࡙ிƊƊୗƊఅƊஹϜƊୄƊƊఆୗƊଓఆҲƊ࡙ிƊୗҲƊிƊிౌƊϜிƊਹிƊୗƊఅƊ
ଔધోƊƊై୩Ɗଐ࡙ƊଙƊࣨƊైƌ

࣌ƊɷƊଞ୩ƊਹౌƊϊఋƊথҲிƊ୩ிƌ74

ϜҲிƊୗிƊஔୗƊଔƊ

ଢ଼ҲிƊிఆƊਹԀϜƊϜிఆਹƊਹƊࣨୗƊϜ࡙ܦƊσƊிƊிఆƊଔ࡙ƊӝҲƊƌଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƌ ƊଔƊƊଙఆ୩ƊఅƊ
ஙƊਹƊ࡙ਹƊ୩ҲிƊࣨƊ࡙ிƊϛఅҲƊୗఆƊϜ֏ƊఅƊிҲƊଔƊୗƊ୩ƊƊଔҲிƊƊிైୗƊʧఅ࡙ƊσிƊ̶Ɗଔ࡙Ɗ

ଔ࡙ƊଞଔਹƊԀிƊఙƊଞଔƊଞ࡙ƊਹƊԀƊிƊ࡙ଔҲƊਹƊԀϜƊଞƊԀైƊਹైƊࣨଔƊધథ୩ƊҲƊƌ ࡙ҲƊԀிƊ
ఙƊҲிƊɷƊϜਹிƊϜிƊଔƊ֏࡙Ɗ࡙ிƊ֏࡙ƊਹݩఆƊైƊୄƊஹఉҲƊথైƊிଔƊ୩ఆϜிƊϜ࡙ܦƊࣨୗƊԀϜிƊ
ࣨிƊ࡙Ɗଙఆ୩Ɗ̣ਹிƊƊఆଔƊϜƊϜ࡙ிƊଓ࡙Ɗଙƌ

ƊଔƊிƊ̣࡙ƊଐҲƊԀై࡙ƊσƊ̣࡙ƊܥఅଔఆƊψҲƊ̞ైୗƊσƊଔఆƊϜƊધƊ（武侯祠）ଐైிƊথƊଔƊଞଔƊ

୨Ɗ̶ҲƊψϜிƊӝ࡙ƊଐϜƊଙƊࣨƊଔଔƊ֏ైƊଔƊɷƊஹҲƊୗƊ̶ϜƊܥఅƊƊଞƊ࡙ҲƊ࡙ƊσƊஔఒƊϜிఆҲƊ

ݩఆϜிƊମై࡙ƊσƊધోҲƊୈிƊϜ੶ోୗƊσనୗƊଔƊધోҲƊ̶ҲƊ࡙ƊܥఅƊਹҲƊ୩ƌ ƊఅҲƊԢైƊਹҲƊఅƊଔψƊଔƊધథ୩ƊଙҲƊ
ҲƊƌ

ଔிƊƊࣨƊ୩Ɗ࡙ҲƊ࡙ƊσƊƊࣨଔƊఅϜிƊԢైƊԀైଔƊધథ୩ƊҲƊψҲிƊԢైƊਹҲƊϜƊધథ୩ƊଙҲƊ

ਹધో࡙ƌ

ƊଔƊƊଔҲிƊிƊிౌƊԀிƊ୩ఆϜிƊϜƊମϜிƊɷƊધƊਹƊଔެƊୗఆҲƊƌ

୩ఆϜிƊƊਹிƊଙƊӝైிƊƊ࡙ଔҲƊਹƊԀϜƊଞƊԀైƊਹƊଔఅϜƊࣨଔƊધథ୩ƊҲƊƌ

ધҲƊਹୗƊԀிƊ

ԀிƊ୩ఆϜிƊɷƊϜਹிƊϜிƊଔƊ୩ైϜிƊࣨୗƊైƊநƊ࡙ிƊநƊધోϜிƊ୩Ɗॉ࡙ƊࣨƊࣨైୗƊ࡙ƌ ਹϜƊ
୩ϜƊƊҲƊϜҲƊਹଔƊਹ̶࡙ƊࣨƊݩఆƊ࡙Ɗ֏ƊਹƊਹԀϜƊϜிƊƊ୩ୗƊʨଔƊƊ̞ƊఅƊிƊ࡙ிƊਹϜƊ
୩ϜƊϜƊଔધోƊƊԀైƊ̶ϜƊϜ֏ிƊୗƊσƊ୩ƊਹҲƊୗƊσƊσƊҲ࡙ƊਫƊମƊӝథƊाϜƊ̶ƊிƊଙƊࣨƊైƊଔψϜƊ
ϜƊӝథϜƊࣨிƊ࡙ƌ ଔધోƊଔƊୗƊైƊƊଙҲƊଙƊࣨƊਹƊଓƌ ஹƊϜଏఅҲƊϜƊ୩ிƊʨୗƊଙҲƊॉ࡙ƊైܦƊ
ୈҲƊୗਹƊࣨଔƊஹƊϜଏఅҲƊϜிƊୗƊ̣ƊϜிఆਹƊҲƊଐҲƊୗਹƊࣨଔƊஹƊϜଏఅҲƊϜிƊɷҲƊୗƊ̣ƊϜӝϜƊ
ϜƊথƊϜଔƊॉఆ୩Ɗଙƌ ଔƊƊఆଔƊԀிƊ୩ఆϜிƊɷிƊநƊધోϜிƊɷƊైƊଔԢϜிƊ୩Ɗॉ࡙ƊԀై࡙ƊࣨƊҲிƊ
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ிƊ࡙ਹிƊધƊୗҲƋƌ
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ிఆƊ࡙ݩƊ࡙ிƊଙఆ୩Ɗ̣ਹிƊƊఆୗƊσనୗƊଙƊࣨଔƊધథ୩ƊਹҲƊࣨƊଙƊࣨƊʧఅ࡙ƊσƊਹϜƊݩϜƊܥఅƊϜி୩ƊࣨୗƊ
ୗƊଙƊࣨƊైƊଐ࡙Ɗ࡙ƌƌ
Ϝ֏ிƌ Ɗଙఆ୩ƊଙҲிƊɷƊైƊଔԢϜிƊ୩Ɗଙఆ୩Ɗ̣ਹிƊɷிƊॉ࡙ƊԀై࡙ƊࣨƊݩϜிƊஹƌ

ైҲƊிҲƊƊଙఆ୩Ɗʧఅ࡙ƊܥఅƊƊୗఆிƊϜӝϜƊϜƊபఐ࡙ƊଔƊਹଔƊୄైƊҲƊநଔƊైƊଔԢϜிƊଙҲƊநƊ
୩Ɗଙఆ୩Ɗ̣ਹிƊɷிƊఅϜிƊଚై࡙ƊైݩிƊਹైƊிƊਹైƊࣨଔƊଞƊਹધ࡙ƊଔϜଔƊ୩Ɗ࣌Ɗ࡙ிƊপƊƊୗైƊଔথైƊ
ଞƊଙƊైƌ

ୗҲƊӝϜƊ̶ƊଔƊଢ଼ҲிƊଔୗƊஙୗƊ࡙ிƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩Ɗ୩ైϜிƊࣨƊଐϜƊୗƊଙƊࣨƊଔிƊ

ైҲƊிҲƊਹƊƊ̶ƊிƊɷƊҲƊଙఆ୩ƊఅƊƊ୩ƊϜ࡙ଔƊ࡙ிƊ̣ਹிƊਹైƊ୩ఆϜிƊਹైƊఅƊୗ୩ƊଔƊ̣ਹிƊ
ஹƊɷƊࣨ୩Ɗଙ࡙ƊଣైிƊ୩ఆிƊɷƊநƊધోϜிƊிఆƊୗ୩ƊଔƊƊƊ࡙ƊҲிƊҲƊਹƊਹݩఆ࡙ƊࣨƊԢƊசైƊிై୩Ɗ
ࡘఅிƊҲƋƌ

Ɗ࡙ƊॉƊਹైிƊଙҲƊਹైிƊɷƊୗҲƊ࡙ிƊ̣ਹிƊϜଔƊ୩ఆϜிƊϜଔƊଐϜƊଙ࡙ƊࣨଔਹƊƊ

ࣨଔƊநƊધోϜிƊϜ࡙ଔƊ࡙ிƊࣨ୩Ɗୟ࡙ƊఅƊபிƊࣨଔҲƊଐୗƊ࡙ிƊਹધో࡙Ɗݩఆƌ ƊɷƊ୩ƊଞிƊிఆƊୗҲƊϜƊ
ਹైிƊࣨƊହਹிƊσிƊଐϜƊଙƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊଔƊϜƊైƊƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊୗϜƊϜƊϜଔƊଔધ୩ƊఅƊ
ైҲிƊਹైƊଐƊଙƊࣨƊਹƊଓƌ
ైҲƊிҲƊϜƊଙఆ୩Ɗ̣ਹிƊϜƊϜƊਹƊϜଐƊଙҲƊ੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊ̣ਹிƊிఆƊʨƊࣨଔƊϜైƊƊӝథƊҲƊਹƊ
ԀிƊϜ੶ҲƊӝథƊެఉϜƊிϜிƊଙ࡙Ɗ୩ƌ ƊଔƊƊɷƊநƊધోϜிƊிఆଔҲƊఅϜிƊଚై࡙ƊైݩிƊଙƌ ଞ୩Ɗ
̶ƊϜҲƊҲƊਹƊୗϜிƊϜҲƊϜƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩ƊϜҲƊଙ࡙ƊଙҲƊ֏ైிƊਹϜƊϜ࡙࡙ƊଞƊҲƊଙƊୗிƊҲƊଞƊ
࡙Ɗʧఅ࡙Ɗਹݩఆ࡙Ɗଙ࡙ƊࣨிƊ࡙ƌ ƊɷƊϜ࡙ଔƊ̣ਹிƊଞ࡙ƊైƊైҲƊிҲƊϜƊƊࣨଔƊநƊધోϜிƊɷƊऽϜிƊிƊ
ிౌƊଙୗƊଞிƊϜҲƊபై୩Ɗ୩ƊఅϜிƊଚై࡙ƊƊધోϜிƊਹఆƊਹݩఆƊఅƊ࡙ݩƊࣨிƋƊநƊધోϜிƊɷƊైƊଔԢϜிƊ
ҲƊࣨ୩Ɗଙ࡙Ɗ୩ƊஹఉҲƊҲƊথైƊϜிƊ࡙ଔҲƊƊɷƊϜ࡙ଔƊଔƊ̣ਹிƊଞ࡙ƊଔଔƊஔୗƊ୩Ɗଔ࡙ƊҲ

ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊҲƊƊҲƊƊஙଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƌ
Ɗபై୩ƊϜிఆਹƊথైƊϜிƌ
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ݩƊ࡙ƊైҲƊϜƊɻఉҲƊϜౌƊ̣ਹிƊୗϜƊϜਹƊଔਹƊϊҲƊ̣ਹிƊୗϜƊܥఅଔҲƊ

Ϝଐ࡙ƊσிƊધƊਹƊࡘఅிƊࣨଔƊϜƊϜ࡙ிƊҲైிƊӝ࡙ƊଐϜƊଓ࡙Ɗଙƌ
ଔୗƊଔনϜƊࣨଔƊଔધోƊୗƊਹધో࡙Ɗ࡙ƌ ƊɷƊਹ̶ிƊҲƊԀై࡙ƊࣨƊ࡙ਹƊਹ̶ଔƊ࡙ୗƊఆிƌ ୈƊԀథƊ
̶ƊҲƊਹϜƊ୩ϜƊϜிైୗƊݩୗƊிϜிƊ୩ƊॉైிƊ࡙ிƊୄਹிƊࣨଔƊথҲƊଔনϜƊϜƊ୩ਹƊଙϜƊଐైிƊࣨଔƊ
ϊైҲƊϜଐୗƌ75

ƊɷƊଔনϜƊࣨƊ࡙ƊƊਹҲଔƊୗிƊஔୗƊϜிఆਹƌ

ୗƊఆிƊϜ੶ҲƊୗఆƊଐƌ

லƊਹƊ̶ਹிƊਹƊެఉϜƊிϜிƊݩਹிƊӝƊఅƊଔધోƊୗƊϜ࡙ிƊଙƊࣨிƊிƊଞƊԀై࡙ƊࣨƊଐϜƊଓ࡙Ɗଙƌ
̶ƊிƊҲிƊଙƊƊɷƊଔনϜƊணైଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƊҲƋƌ

ైƊϜƊϜƊிਹƊநƌ

ԀƊ୩ఆϜிƌ

ϜਹிƊϜிƊ୩ƊிϜிƊࣨƊైƊϜƊਹҲ࡙ƊிఆਹƊఅƊਹݩҲƊଐҲƋƌ ైƊϜƊҲƊଔনై୩Ɗ୩ਹƊݩƊʨୗƊথనҲƊ

ଔƊଚై࡙ƊσிƊƊɷƊϜ࡙ଔƊਹଔƊ୩Ɗଞிƌ ࣨଔƊƊϊҲƊϜైƊிୗƊσƊఙҲƊହਹிƊ୩ிƊƊਹଔƊிਹƊ
நƊிϜிƊԢƊசƊӝϜƊ࡙ƊࣨƊైƊʧఅ࡙ƊୗҲƊপୗƊϜி୩ƊୗƊଔԀୗƊݩఆƊࣨƊଐϜƊҲƋƌ ైƊϜƊԢƊୗƊ
ଙ࡙ƊࣨଔƊஔୗƊਹҲ࡙ƊிఆਹƊધƊਹଔƊƊ࡙ிƊై࡙ƊࣨƊୗƊଔाƊࣨଔƊϜƊƊϜܦҲƊધథϜிƊࣨƊଐϜƊԀϜிƊ

ݩఆƊࣨƊথనҲƊҲƋƌ ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƌ ైୗƊମై࡙ƌ ଔনϜƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩ƊଔƊϜƊ࡙ƊƊɷƊϜ࡙ଔƊୗிƊ
̣ਹிƊஹ୩Ɗ୩ƊଐƊଔԢఆϜƊথైƊଞୗƊਹైƊఅƊਹƊୗఆҲƊଔƊ࣌ƊϜଐଔƊଔσనୗƊƊϜி࡙ƊࣨƊƊఆƊଐϜƊଙ࡙
ƊࣨƊϜ࡙ƊਹƊଓƊਹƌ

ଔনϜƊࣨଔƊଢ࡙Ɗ̣ਹிƊ࡙Ɗଙఆ୩ƊிƊிౌƊপƊୗƊҲƊϜଐƊϜƊϜਹƌ

ଙҲƊ࡙Ɗ

Ϝ࡙ƊࣨƊ̶ϜƊϜƊʨϜƊୗƊହਹிƊ࡙ிƊୗƊިϜிƊԀైƊाƊਹݩଔƊϜƊிƊਹƊԀϜƊӝҲƋƌ ଔনϜƊࣨଔƊୗƊ
ଞƊ࡙ƊଔনϜƊଙఆ୩ƊσƊপƊୗƊҲƊϜଐƊϜƊହਹிƊ࡙ிƊிఆிƊɷҲƊୗƊިϜிƊிƊਹƊԀϜƊࣨୗƊਹƊଓƊୈƊ
ଙఆҲƊҲƋƌ থୗƊୂƊϛఅ࡙ƊଔఆƊҲƋƌ ʨୗƊਹϜƊହਹிƊɷҲƊଛƊଔ࡙ƊথైƊਹƊԀϜƊӝҲƋƌ ైƊϜƊ࡙Ɗ
ଔনϜƊਹிƊƊஹ୩ƊఅƊথୗƊୂƊϛఅ࡙ƊଔఆƊҲƊʨୗƊਹϜƊ࡙ƊϜଐƊϜƊϜƊசҲƊ࡙ୗƊୗైƌ
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ҲƋƌ

ிƊ࡙ਹிƊધƊୗҲƋƌ

ୈƊଙఆҲƊ࡙ƊϜଐƊϜƊϜƊசҲƊୗైƌ ਹƊிఆிƊଛƊଔ࡙ƊথிƊ࡙ƊైଔƊਹƊऽనϜிƊ୩Ɗ࡙ƊଙਹிƊ

ެϜƊࣨƊଔথనҲƊଐҲƋƌ ైଔƊଚై࡙ƊσிƊଙఆ୩Ɗ̶ਹிƊ୩Ɗ࡙ƊଙਹிƊଔথనҲƊϜƊୗైƌ ӝైிƊଓైୗƊଐҲƊଙƊԀైிƊ
ɷҲƊথైƊɷƊଙƊࣨƊୗైƌ ଔনϜƊࣨଔƊୗƊైୗƊ࡙ƊଔনϜƊࣨଔƊଙఆ୩Ɗ̣ਹிƊɷƊଛҲƊଔ࡙ƊҲƋƌ ଙఆ୩ƊσƊ
ైƊଔԢϜிƊஹఉҲƊҲƊϜƊ୩ிƊଔ̶ఆୗƊϜ୩ƊԀైƊிƊ࡙ƊୗƊైୗƊথైƊϜிƊࣨƊైƊ֏Ɗଙ࡙ƊଔఅϜƌ ైଔƊ
ଔψƊਹ̶࡙Ɗ࡙Ɗଙఆ୩ƊிƊிౌƊॉƊϜଐ࡙Ɗଐ࡙ƊମƊଓҲƊψிƊହਹிƊଙ࡙ƊࣨƊୗైƌ

ైଔƊ୩ிƊ࡙ƊϜ੶ోƊ

Ɗ࡙Ɗଢ࡙ƊࣨƊҲƋƌ ୗƊଞƊϜƊਹ̶࡙ƌ ԢϜƊଛఄ࡙ƊҲƋƌ ܦிƊୄƊਹ̶࡙Ɗ࡙ਹƊైƊϜƊϜƊிƊ֎ఉ୩ƊிϜிƊ
ଙƊਹైƊମϜƊଐƊথైƊϜிƊࣨƊϜƊଙ࡙ƊଔఅϜ ଔনϜƊࣨଔƊԢϜƊ̣ਹிƊ࡙ƊଔনϜƊਹƊிఆƊଐϜƊϜிƊైƊ
ங࡙Ɗଔ̶࡙ƊϜଐƊথనҲƊਹైƊࣨଔƊਹƊணైƊϜҲƊୗఆҲƊҲƋƌ
ӝҲƋƌ

ਹƊணైƊ࡙ҲƊ̶ఆ୩ƊӝிƊࣨୗƊԢϜƊࣨƊଞϜƊਹƊԀϜƊ

Ϝ୩ƊైܦƊ̣ਹிƊଔϜ୩ƊথైƊਹ̶࡙ƊথనҲƊ࡙ƊϊҲƊଔƊଐƊଞ୩Ɗ୩ਹƊϜƊଔƊଔఅƊଔƊஔிƊ

ிఆƊϜҲƊଔाϜƊӝਹƊথிƊࣨଔƊҲிƊࣨƊହਹிƊୄிƊ୩ై࡙ƊσிƊψƊ୩ƊୄƊଔఅਹƊথైƊɷƊଙƊࣨƊୗైƌ

ࣨైୗƊ࡙ƊਹϜƊ୩ϜƊϜਹƊଔϛఅƊ୩ϜƊƊఆୗƊਹધో࡙Ɗ࡙ƌ ƤƠƠƮ୩ౌƊথୗƊσƊఅிƊிఆƌ ҲƊୗҲƊਹϜƊ

୩ϜƊமƊϜிୗƊϜ࡙ƊఅƊ࡙ݩƊࣨƊ࡙ƌ Ϝ࡙ƊࣨଔƊਹ̶࡙ƊࣨƊਹϜୗƊધҲƊϜƊপƊਹƊপƊધథୗƊσƊਹఅ࡙ƊఅƊଓଔƊ
ƊϜ֏ிƊୗƊ୩ƊଓଔƊଔ̶࡙ƊথనҲƊ࡙ிƊσƊଏఅƊϜƊଙҲƊଔఅϜƌ  ਹ̶࡙ƊࣨிƊσƊଙଔƊϜܦਹƊϜி࡙Ɗ
ଣైிƊிఆƌ

ݩϜƊਹୗƊଓଔƊƊϜ֏ிƊɷƊਫƊ̶ఆҲிƊிƊிౌƊୗఆிƊ̶ఆҲிƊଐƊԀଔƊƊ࡙ிƊਹϜ࡙ƊࣨƊୗଔƊ

னైଔఆƊথҲƊԀథƊிైਹிƊࣨଔƊҲƊনϜƊஹ࡙ƊਹƊ୩ிƊୗఆிƊެఉϜƊσైிƊધథ୩Ɗ୩ƊϜܥఅϜƌ
੶࡙ƊࣨƊஹҲƊ੶࡙ƊਹƊࣨிƊϜైƊƊӝథଔƊ̣ਹிƊӝிƊધథ୩ƊϜிఆҲிƌ
̣ਹிƊҲƊਹϜƊ୩ϜƊϜƊ̣ਹிƊɷƊଔনై୩ƊƊϜிఆҲƊƌ

ైƊ࡙ிƊƊɷƊ

ైƊ࡙ிƊƊ੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊ

ైƊ࡙ிƊਹϜƊ୩ϜƊϜƊ̣ਹிƊҲƊୗఆƊணైƊଔଔƊ

ଙఆ୩Ɗஹ୩Ɗ୩ƊୗƊ࡙ிƊଓଔƊƊଔƊϜ֏ிƊʨଔƊσƊƊࣨிƊ࡙Ɗॉ࡙Ɗધథ࡙ƊଔҲƊୗైிƊϜӝϜƊɷҲƊਹƊ
থிƊైܦƊσƊైƊ୩ϜிƊிƊ୩ϜிƊிƊଐైிƊਫనୗƊਹୗƊƊிҲƊଔƊॉ࡙Ɗଙ࡙ƊଣƊଙఆ୩Ɗ୩ிƊଔிƌ
Ɗଙఆ୩ƊϜҲƊிƊϜҲƊ࡙Ɗଙఆ୩Ɗ̣ਹிƊɷிƊଔƊଐ࡙Ɗॉ࡙Ɗଙ࡙ƊݩƊଙƊધథ୩ƊైƊϜி୩ƊଐҲƊਹҲƊҲƊƌƌ

ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊҲƊƊҲƊƊஙଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƌ
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Ϝிఆਹƌ ଔਹƊϊҲƊϜƊଐƊైƊ୩ଔҲƊਹݩఆ࡙Ɗଚై࡙ƊଔϜଔƊথிƊଣైிƊଐϜƊଓ࡙ƌ
ƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩Ɗ୩ƊϜଐ࡙ƊਹƊୗϜிƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊҲƊணఒୗƊ࡙Ɗ̞ƊԀிƊ୨ϜƊࣨୗƊଔఆୗƊఅƊƊ
ࣨଔƊԀƊଐϜƊଙƌ

ైƊ࡙ƊਹƊࣨଔƊԀிƊ୩ఆϜிƊైܦƊƊਹƊୗϜிƊɷƊୗϜƊϜ࡙ிƊҲƊଔఅƊైிƊଔ࡙Ɗ

ҲிƊӝிƊɷƊஹϜƊୄƊƊఆୗƊσనୗƊଙƊࣨƊଔƊଙ࡙ƌ ଔॉϜிƊࣨƊ୨ிƌ ԀிƊ࡙ƊਹୗƊ࡙ƊਹƊଔધƊƌ

ƌైƊଐ࡙ƊϜైϜƊࣨƊହਹிƊɷிƊϜிఆҲிƌƌ ଐైிƊϜிఆҲிƊࣨƊଐ࡙ƊƊࣨƊହਹிƊɷிƊƊਹிƊথైƊ
ிଔƊԀிƊɷƊசҲƊࣨƊ࡙ƊথਹிƊҲƊசҲƊଣైƊଙ࡙ƊࣨிƊƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩Ɗ୩ƊଙҲƊԀிƊ୩ఆϜிƊଔிƊ

అϜிƊଚై࡙ƊైݩிƊଙƊࣨிƊƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩ƊଔଔƊୄƊƊ࡙ƊਹƊହਹிƊ୩ƊநƊଓҲƊϜƊ୩ਹƊ࡙Ɗࣨ
ଔƊݩிƊϜƊଙ࡙ƊࣨƊ୩ிƊ֏ైிƊԀƊଚҲƊଚҲƊϜӝƊথైƊɷƊணϜƊ̣ਹிƊϜƊϜ࡙ܦƊ࡙ிƊਹ࡙ƊࣨƊʧఅ࡙Ɗ
σிƊਹ̞ై࡙ƌ

ࣨైୗƊ࡙ƊƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩ƊఅƊஹϜƊਹƊϜӝƊࣨଔƊϜி࡙ƊҲƊϜ࡙ƊҲƊƊఆଔƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊ

ॉƊ࡙ிƊ୩ƊҲƊҲƊाϜƊ୨ϜƊଔϜୗƊైܦƊఅிƊୗிƊ֏ైୗƊϜӝϜƊܥఅƊైிƊࣨƊ࡙ƊƊଓƊࣨ୩Ɗଙ࡙ƊσிƊ
̶ైҲிƊࣨଔƊࡘఅƊϊҲƊୗƊଞிƊԀైƊଔƊଞ୩Ɗ̶Ɗ̶ϜƊܥఅƊஹϜƊધƊ୩ƊஹϜƊਹƊϜܦҲƊଔƊ̣ਹிƊϜிୗ
ƊӝƊࣨଔƊଞ୩Ɗ̶Ɗ࡙ƊࣨైୗƊ࡙ƌ

থ࡙ƊԢƊ(England) ҲƊƌ ଔԢୗƊਹ࡙Ɗ(Germany)

ƊிƊ̣ఉƊୗƊଙƊ(Australia)   ࡙ైܦƊਹϜ(Denmark) ெ࡙Ɗ୩࡙Ɗ(Finland) থƊݩƊ୩Ɗ(Italy)
ௐƊ୩࡙Ɗ(The   Netherlands) ਹƊୗƊ̶Ɗ(Morocco) ଔ̞ϜிƊϊҲĂ(Iceland) ॉୗƊݩଔఆƊ
ʨ୩Ɗ(Portugal) ࣨୗƊ੶ୗƊ(Brazil) ࡙ైଔఆƊ੶Ɗ୩࡙Ɗ(New   Zealand) ிϜிƊଞ୩Ɗ̶Ɗ
ிఆਹƊӝథƊ୨ϜƊଙƊ୩ƌ ஙୗƊிఆଔఆƊ୩ై࡙Ɗ(Soviet  Union)σிƊஹϜƊ̣ਹிƊైݩҲிƊϜ֏ிƊୗƊଙҲƊ
ϜଏఅϜƊ࡙ிƊୗƊఅƊϜிிƌ ஹϜƊ̣ਹிƊਹైƊࣨୗƊଓƊଞଔƊݩƊ୩ƊଔԢଔƊ࡙ࣨƊ(Japan)σƊଔҲிƊ
ਹҲƊԀైƊிƊɷҲƊଔݩƊࣨƊਹƊথనҲƊƌ

ிƊ࡙ਹிƊધƊୗҲƋƌ
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Ɗ୩ƊଔƊଔެଔƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩ƊଓҲƊࣨƊϜƊԀϜிƊݩఆƊࣨଔƊଞƊਹધ࡙ƊଐϜƊ࡙ƌ
ଙƊԀైிƊଐҲƊணϜƊࣨଔƊ୩ிƊ୩ƊଔਹƊࣨଔƊிƊɷிƊଙ࡙ƌ

ଞƊଔনிƊ୩Ɗ

ଞƊଔনிƊɷƊƊƊ࡙Ɗ࡙ҲƊࣨƊிҲிƊ

ଞிƊࣨଔƊ୩ఆϜிƊɷƊଔ̶ୗƊƊҲƊਫҲƊଔிƌ ϜైƊணϜƊҲƊபҲƊপҲƊிϜிƊݩఆ࡙ƊਹҲƊϜƊହਹƊଐϜƊ
ݩਹிƊӝƊϜ࡙ܦƊ୩ƊଔైிƊথైƊɷƊிਹƊপౌƊϜଐƊଔఆϜிƊிƊϜ੶ోƊƊଐϜƊଙ࡙ƌ

୩ிƊଞƊଔনிƊ

ɷƊୗϜƊࣨƊଔƊଞ୩Ɗ̶ƊҲƊਹƊୗϜிƊਹҲƊࣨƊଐϜƊϜிƊɷҲƊ̶ிƊ୩ై࡙Ɗଐ࡙Ɗଙƌ ୩ிƊଞƊଔনிƊ
୩ƊఅிƊƊƊல࡙ƊࣨƊҲƊऽƊਹୗƊல࡙Ɗࣨƌ ਹƊଔҲிƊࣨୗƊல࡙ƊࣨƊӝிƊୗϜிƊਹҲƊࣨୗƊথైƊଞƊଔఅϜƌ

ైƊଐ࡙ƊఅƊԀிƊ୩ƊƊਹிƊӝ࡙ƊσிƊɷҲƊϜ࡙ிƊஔிƊɷƊਹϜிƊଙఆ୩Ɗଔ࡙ƊࣨƊҲƋƌ ਹݩୗƊݩఆϜƊ
ϜƊਹϜிƊଙఆ୩Ɗଔ࡙ƊࣨƊிϜிƊƊધోϜிƊଙƌ Ϝ࡙ிƊஔிƊɷƊਹϜிƊଙఆ୩Ɗӝ࡙ƊσிƊધƊଔƊ
੶ਹƊ୩ƊଞƊϜైƊƊਹҲƊࣨƊఙƊࣨƊҲƊƌ

ਹݩୗƊݩఆϜƊϜƊਹϜிƊଙఆ୩Ɗଔ࡙Ɗਹ̶࡙ƊσிƊϜైƊƊଞƊ

Ԁై࡙ƊࣨƊైƊ࡙ிƊிైਹிƊӝ࡙ƊݩਹிƊӝƊɷƊ࡙ƊఅƊϜైƊƊఙƊଐҲƊଔધҲƊଞƊୗƊଔƊࣨƊైƊଙ࡙ƌ

࡙ҲƊࣨƊிҲிƊଞிƊࣨƊଐϜƊଙ࡙Ɗऽ࡙Ɗ୩ிƊଞƊଔনிƊ̶ிƊਹƊপҲிƊ࡙ƊԀிƊ୩ఆϜிƊɷƊϜଐƊୄƊୗƊƊҲ
ƊଔެƊிƌ

ƊਹƊହਹிƊɷிƊ୩ிƊଞƊଔনிƊୄƊஹఉҲƊথƊଞୗƊனƊଐҲƊైƊ୩ైϜிƊࣨୗƊஹఉҲƊݩఆƊ࡙Ɗ

ଔনிƊఆƊଙҲƊ୩ైϜிƊࣨƊଐϜƊல࡙ƊݩఆƊଞƊ୩ƊైݩƊધోਹƊਹైƊࣨƊైƊଙఆ୩Ɗ̣ਹிƊƊఆୗƊσనୗƌ

ࣨైୗƊ࡙Ɗ

ଙఆ୩ƊॉƊਹƊҲƊ̞ਹƊਹધிƊଟ࡙ƊϜଐ࡙Ɗ୩ƊୄƊʧఅୗƊҲƊୗϜிƊୗਹƊথிƊ࡙ƊୗҲƊϜƊথƊƊ୩ਹƊଔψƌ
̶Ɗ୩ிƊఏҲƊମƊୗƊƊிϜிƊɷƊॉ࡙Ɗଙ࡙ƊଙƊࣨƊଐ࡙ƌ

Ϝଐ࡙ƊଙҲƊ୩ிƊଞƊଔনிƊҲƊଔϜ୩Ɗ࡙Ɗ

থƊƊӝƊଙҲƊ୩ਹƊ୩ƊਹƊଔψƊƊҲƊʧఅ࡙ƊσƊਹଔƊଔైிƊҲƊϜ֏ଔƊϜ࡙࡙ƊথైƊࣨƊிϜிƊநƊધోϜிƊ
ɷƊψிƊிఆƊਹƊધథƊࣨƊிϜிƊϜ࡙ிƊધథ୩ƊਹҲƊࣨƊଙƌ ਹୗƊ࡙ƌ ƊਹƊହਹிƊɷிƊਹƊ୩ఆிƊୗ࡙ƊࣨƊ
ԀైƊݩƊʨଔƊƊҲƋƌ ݩƊࣨƊ࡙ƊசҲƊԀైƊƊైிƊ࡙ிƊਹƊଓҲƊࣨƊଐϜƊথƊଞƊҲƋƌ ైிƊথଔƊপҲƊୗƊ
୩ƊଔƊ࡙ிƊਹ̶ிƊਹҲிƊӝ࡙ƊଐϜƊܥఅƊଔσనୗƊԢƊݩఆƊথƊଞƊҲƋƌ ƊϜிƊ̶Ɗ࡙Ɗ੶ਹƊσƊ࡙ƊఅƊϜ֏ైୗƊ
ଞƊైƊఅƊଔψƊிϜிƊɷிƊɷҲƊైிƊଞƊҲƊƌ ైƊிƊఅƊଔψƊҲƊ̞ƊଔথైƊࣨଔƊୗ࡙ƊݩҲƊଙƊࣨଔƊ

ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊҲƊƊҲƊƊஙଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƌ
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থƊƊଐϜƊ୩ƊଔƊϜிƊ࡙ƌ ਹϜƊஙୗƊσƊॉ࡙ƊైƊ੶ਹƊσƊ࡙ƊਹƊଙ࡙ƊࣨୗƊॉఆϜிƊଞҲƊୗҲƊࣨୗƊॉ࡙Ɗ
ࣨଔƊ࡙Ɗ୩ƊଔƊࣨƊҲƋƌ ୗҲƊҲƊୗҲƊϜƊϜ֏ై࡙Ɗ֏ైƊఅƊ୩Ɗॉ࡙ƊࣨƊ੶ਹƊਹƊଙ࡙Ɗࣨୗƌ ୗҲƊϜƊਹƊୗϜிƊ
ҲƊਹైிƊଞ୩ƌ

ݩƊ࡙ƊୗҲƊϜƊψƊҲƊӝிƊࣨଔƊਹୗƊσనୗƊிైਹிƊӝ࡙ƊݩਹிƊӝƊɷƊॉ࡙Ɗ࡙Ɗ୩Ɗ

ଔƊϜிƊࣨƊிϜிƊ࡙Ɗ࡙ҲƊࣨƊிҲிƊଞிƊࣨƊଐϜƊϜƊʧఅ࡙ƊநƊҲƊଙఆ୩Ɗ̣ਹிƊƊఆଔƊஹఉҲƊথƊ
ଐϜƊଙ࡙ƊࣨୗƊଔƌ

ƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊଞƊଓҲƊࣨிƊਹƊσనୗƊிైਹிƊӝ࡙ƊݩਹிƊӝƊɷƊԀైƊఅƊிైਹிƊైƊԀై࡙ƊࣨிƊ

୩ఆிƊҲϜƊଙƊϜிఆਹƊσƊநƊࣨଔƊୄƊƊଓ࡙ƊࣨƊଔிƊୗҲƊӝϜƊ̶ƊଔƊଢ଼ҲிƊଔୗƊஙୗƊ࡙ிƊ̣ਹிƊ
ஹ୩Ɗ୩ైϜிƊࣨƊଐϜƊୗƊଙƊࣨƊਹધో࡙Ɗݩఆƌ

ƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊଞƊધథϜிƊࣨଔƊୄƊƊசҲƊଣైƊԀై࡙ƊࣨୗƊ

ϜܥఅϜƊଙƊࣨƊଔிƊਹƊୗϜிƊ̶Ɗ࡙ଔƊ̶ైƊҲƊਹƊଓƊਹଔƊୗϜிƊநƊ୩Ɗॉ࡙ƊࣨଔƊசҲƊிƊైƌ

ైƊਹ࡙ƊƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊଞƊఅƊிైਹிƊӝ࡙ƊଙҲிƊிఆƊϜӝైிƊࣨଔƊ̶ϜƊଞƊԀై࡙ƊࣨƊୟ࡙ƊଞଔƊୗϜிƊࣨଔƊୄƊ
ƊଔƊ࡙ҲƊ࡙ƊୗϜƊࣨଔƊ࡙ҲƊϜƊிైਹிƊӝ࡙ƊݩਹிƊӝƊଔψƊଔƊୗϜிƊϜҲƊఅƊైிƊɷҲƊƌ

ଙҲƊ࡙Ɗ

ୗϜிƊɷƊਹݩƊਹ࡙ƊϜҲƊఅƊிƊୗఆҲƊƌ ऽϜƊଞƊଐଔƊ࡙ҲƊఅƊਹƊଔఅிƊࣨƊਹైƊࣨଔƊݩƊ࡙ிƊிైਹிƊ
ӝ࡙ƊݩਹிƊӝƊਹƊਹଔƊୗϜிƊʧఅ࡙ƊଔެƊਹ֏ਹƊଙ࡙ƊࣨୗƊଔƊࣨƊଔிƊƊଔƊ̣ਹிƊɷƊୄƊƊైƊிఆƊ
ҲƊϜҲƊଙ࡙ƊୗఆҲƊ̣ਹிƊ୩ఆϜிƊɷƊƊ࡙ிƊଔެƊਹ֏ਹƊσிƊެҲƊࣨୗƊϜӝƊϜிƊଞଔƊୄƊ࡙ƊҲƊ
ୗϜிƊࣨƊϜӝϜƊܥఅƊிƊଙƌ
ైୗƊମై࡙ƌ ϜଐƊ࡙ҲƊ࡙ƊҲƌ ଙఆ୩ƊైƊଔԢϜிƌ நଔƊଐƊైƊ୩Ɗॉ࡙Ɗଙ࡙ƊଔఆୗƊఅƊ࡙ݩƊࣨƊ࡙Ɗ
ైҲƊிҲƊϜƊଙఆ୩Ɗ̣ਹிƊɷƊ̶ƊऽϜிƊϜ੶ోƊƊଙ࡙ƌ ଔிƊƊࣨଔƊநƊધోϜிƊɷƊଔધోƊଔƊ̣ƊఅƊথƊƊ
ϜҲƊୗఆҲƊϜƊஔிƊҲிƊிఆƊୗҲƊிƊிౌƊଞƊఅƊசҲƊଣైƊƊਹైƊଐϜƊైƊ࡙ƌ ிƊிிƊୗҲƊϜிƊ
ެҲƊࣨౌƊƊ࡙ிƊ̣ਹிƊਹݩఆ࡙ƊσƊথƊƊʧఅ࡙Ɗ୩Ɗॉ࡙ƊࣨƊଐϜƊఙƊݩఆƊࣨଔƊୗϜிƊࣨଔƊ̶ఆҲிƊ࡙ƌ
ଙҲƊ࡙ƊிƊிౌƊଞƊఅƊசҲƊଣైƊƊਹైƊଐϜƊైƊݩఆƊ࡙ƌ ிƊிிƊୗҲƊϜிƊެҲƊࣨౌƊƊ࡙ிƊথƊƊ
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ϜҲƊୗఆҲƊଐϜƊ୩ైϜிƊࣨୗƊఙƊݩఆƊࣨଔƊ࡙ƊҲிƊிఆƊୗƊԀϜƊࣨଔƊԀிƊ֏ƊɷƊୄƊƊ࡙ƌ ଔୗƊ
ਹଔƊୗϜிƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊଙҲிƊɷƊݩఆ࡙ƊਹҲƊϜƊਹϜிƊࣨƊైƊӝƊ࡙ிƊԀƊࣨଔƊୄƊ࡙ƊσƊଔথనҲƊϜଐƊ
࡙Ɗଙƌ

ଔிƊƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊଞƊଔƊଔਹƊϊҲƊϜƊଐƊైଔƊψఉƊԀୗƊσనୗƊଔƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩Ɗ

୩ైϜிƊࣨƊிƊԀైƊƊଐϜƊଙ࡙ƊࣨƊਹધో࡙Ɗଙƌ ƊɷƊ̣ਹிƊଞƊɷƊୗϜƊࣨƊ୩ైϜிƊࣨƊଔƊƊఆƊƊ

ଔƊଙఆƊୗƊϊҲƊϜƊਹݩఆ࡙ƊધోϜிƊ(European   Union)   ƊఆிƊ୩ϜƊ୩ై࡙ƊҲிƊிఆƊথైƊଐ࡙Ɗ
ଙƊɷҲƊଔনிƊఆƊଓҲƊࣨଔҲƊਫҲƊଐ࡙ƊଙƊࣨୗƊசਹƌ

ƊୗҲƊ֏ƊɷிƊɷҲƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩Ɗ

୩ైϜிƊࣨƊଔƊ̶ƊƊ୩ϜƊ୩ై࡙ƊϜிైୗƊଐ࡙ƊݩఆƊ࡙ƊথƊƊਹƊଔψఉƊଞƊϜҲƊଙҲƊਹైƊࣨୗƊଙƊԀైிƊ

ଙƌ ైଔƊऽୗƌ ҲƊધౌƊƊਹƊୗϜிƊ࡙ƊਹଔƊୗϜிƊϜଐ࡙ƊσிƊƊਹிƊҲƊୄƊʧఅୗƊথƊଔிƊ
ࣨଔƊਹƊୗϜிƊிƊԀైƊƊଐϜƊଙ࡙ƌ

ƊɷƊஹ୩Ɗଞ࡙ƊஹƊ̣ਹிƊσƊҲƊƊҲƊƊஙଔƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƌ
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ଓఆୗƊଔƊଙϜƊԀƊ̶Ϝƌ
ਹ̶ிƊࣨƊୟైଔఆƌ ୟైଔఆƊԀிƊଔথనҲƊଞிƊࣨƌ ୨Ɗிƌ Ɗଢ଼ҲிƊਹƊਹҲிƊࣨైƊஒఙ࡙Ɗ̶ҲƋƌ நƊ୩ƊƢƲưƮ୩ౌƊࣨୗƊਹƌ
ଞ୩ƊҲƊƊࣨƊԀై࡙Ɗਹƌ ࣌ƊɷƊଞ୩ƊਹౌƊϊఋƊথҲிƌ ࣨైƊӝҲƊƌ ਹƊୗϜிƊࣨైƊஒఙ࡙Ɗ̶ҲƋƌ நƊ୩ƊƢƲƪƮ୩ౌƊ
ࣨୗƊਹƌ
ଔϜிƊ୩ƊϜଐ࡙ƊࡘఅƊࣨ୩ƌ ైƊైݩୗƊங࡙Ɗࣨƌ ̣࡙Ɗܦଔఆƌ ிƊ̣࡙ƊਹƊୗϜிƊࣨైƊஒఙ࡙Ɗ̶ҲƋƌ நƊ୩ƊƢƲưƨ୩ౌƊࣨୗƊਹƌ
ԀƊபై୩ƊધƊମ࡙Ɗॉఆ࡙ƊધోϜிƊҲƊ࡙ୗƊনҲƊఆƊଞ࡙ƌ ƊɷƊ୩ƊଞிƊୗϜிƊୗਹƊϜଙఆƊଙƊाైҲƊƌ ୨Ɗிƌ Ɗଢ଼ҲிƊ
ࣨైƊତҲƊࣨైƊஒఙ࡙Ɗ̶ҲƋƌ நƊ୩ƊƢƲưƲ୩ౌƊƢƠଔƊࣨୗƊਹƌ
ԀƊபై୩ƊધƊମ࡙Ɗॉఆ࡙ƊધోϜிƊɷிƊϜ੶ోƊଔϜ࡙Ɗଔ̶ఆୗƊ࡙ிƊϜிƌ ƊɷƊஙƊୗிƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩ƊଙϜƊԀƊਹிƊ
Ϝிƌ ୨Ɗிƌ Ɗଢ଼ҲிƊਹƊਹҲிƊࣨైƊஒఙ࡙Ɗ̶ҲƋƌ நƊ୩ƊƢƲưƲ୩ౌƊࣨୗƊਹƌ
֏ҲƊ֏ƊਹƊଔƊଓైୗƌ ԀிƊଔথనҲƊਹైƊܦϜƊசҲƊƊமҲƊୄଔƊӝథƌ ୨Ɗிƌ Ɗଢ଼ҲிƊਹƊਹҲிƊࣨైƊஒఙ࡙Ɗ̶ҲƋƌ நƊ୩
ƢƲưư୩ౌƊࣨୗƊਹƌ
Ϝ֏ଔƊϜҲƊʨ࡙ƊਹԀϜƊધƊମ࡙ƌ ƊɷƊƊତҲƊଙϜƊԀƊୄƊԀై࡙ƊਹிƊϜிƊହਹிƊɷƊધϜƊ࡙Ɗʧఅ࡙Ɗ࡙ிƊ̣୩Ɗ
ୗƊথிƊࣨƊୗƊϜி୩ƊਹైƊ୩ҲƋƌ ୩࡙Ɗɻଔఆƌ ʨ࡙ƊிఆଔఆƊਹƊୗϜிƊࣨైƊஒఙ࡙Ɗ̶ҲƊƌநƊ୩ƊƤƠƠƢ୩ౌƊࣨୗƊైݩҲிƊ
ҲƊࣨౌƊࣨୗƊਹƌ

ݩఆƊ࡙Ɗॉఆ࡙ƊધోϜிƌ ƊɷƊ୩ƊଞிƊநƊ࡙ƊࣨޜƊƊϜଔƊୟైƊਹϜƌࣨైƊӝҲƊƌ ிƊ̣࡙ƊਹƊୗϜிƊࣨైƊஒఙ࡙Ɗ̶ҲƋƌ நƊ୩Ɗ
ƢƲưƮ୩ౌƊƨଔƊࣨୗƊਹƌ
ୟైଔఆƊԢƊஹிƌୟైଔఆƊԀிƊଔথనҲƊƌ ԀிƊଔথనҲƊԀై࡙ƊਹƊ࡙ƊࣨଔƊଞ୩Ɗਹધ࡙ƊୟైଔఆƊԢƊஹிƊɷிƊਹƊࣨƊଏఅϜிƊிƌ
୨Ɗிƌ Ɗଢ଼ҲிƊਹƊਹҲிƊࣨైƊஒఙ࡙Ɗ̶ҲƋƌநƊ୩ƊƢƲưƮ୩ౌƊƲࣨଔƊࣨୗƊਹƌ
࡙ਹƊਹ̶ଔƊ࡙ୗƊఆƌ ƊɷƊ୩ƊଞிƊ୩ிƊଔाிƊࣨଔƊϜܦਹƊϜଙఆҲƊެఉҲƊ࡙ୗƊఆଔƊƊ୩ƊଏఅϜிƊிƌ̣࡙Ɗܦଔఆƌ
ிƊ̣࡙ƊਹƊୗϜிƊࣨైƊஒఙ࡙Ɗ̶ҲƋƌ நƊ୩ƊƢƲưƲ୩ౌƊƪଔƊࣨୗƊਹƌ
ࣨଔƊƊϜ੶థϜƊ୩ϜƊाైҲƊƌ ਹ̶ிƊࣨଔƊϜଔƊ࡙ƌ ࣨైƊӝҲƊƌ ਹƊୗϜிƊࣨైƊஒఙ࡙Ɗ̶ҲƋϜிƊநƊ୩ƊƢƲưƬ ୩ౌƊ
ࣨୗƊਹƌ
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࡙ਹƊਹ̶ଔƊ࡙ୗƊఆଔƊϜிఆҲƊୄਹƊऽϜிƊϜிƌɻఉҲƊϜౌƊƊɷƊైிƊୗϜƊࣨైƊஒఙ࡙Ɗ̶ҲƋƌ நƊ୩ƊƢƲƲƨ୩ౌƊ
ƢƤࣨଔƊࣨୗƊਹƌ
ਹఆƊϜైƊிਹƊϜ࡙ܦƌ ƊɷƊ୩ƊଞிƊʧఅ࡙ƊϜଔƊਹైƊ୩ҲƊଏఅϜிƊிƌ ଢƊƊƊୗϜிƊԀଔҲƊୗϜிƊୗҲƊҲƊ̶ఆ୩Ɗ
σƊୗϜƊϜ࡙ிƊ୩ƊଞிƊ࣌ƊଙϜƊਹிƊϜிƊநଔƊైƊƊࣨଔਹƊƊଙϜƊϜƊైƊϜ֏ிƊࣨƌ
ଔୗƊ̶ਹிƌ நƊ୩ƊƢƲưƮ୩ౌƊƢƠࣨଔƊࣨୗƊਹƌ
ધ୩ƊࣨƊʧఅ࡙ƊϜଔƊƊଣైƌ ైƊైݩୗƊਹୗƊࣨƌైƊైݩୗƊਹୗƊࣨƊହਹிƊɷƊҲƊࣨƊఅƊ୩࡙ƊైƊైݩୗƊଔƊƊଏఅϜிƊி ƌ
ࣨైƊӝҲƊƌਹƊୗϜிƊࣨైƊஒఙ࡙Ɗ̶ҲƋƌ நƊ୩ƊƢƲƲƦ୩ౌƊƤࣨଔƊࣨୗƊైݩҲிƊϜ֏ிƊࣨଔƊࣨୗƊਹƌ
ிƊƊிƊ࡙ਹிƊଞ୩Ɗਹધ࡙ƌ ଞ୩ƊୗிƊϜி୩ƊଔƊਹైƊ୩ҲƊƌ ࣨైƊӝҲƊƌ ਹƊୗϜிƊࣨైƊஒఙ࡙Ɗ̶ҲƋƌ நƊ୩ƊƢƲưƢ
୩ౌƊࣨୗƊਹƌ
ௐଔƊఇ࡙Ɗଐ࡙ƊҲƊܦଔఆƊધథ࡙ƊԀƊϜ֏ிƊɷிƊϜிƌƊଞƊ࡙ƊୗƊσƊైிƊথଔƊହਹƊψҲிƊʧఅ࡙ƊܥఅிƊધϜƊਹోƌ
ଓƊ୩ҲƊƌ ਹધోƊங࡙ƊਹƊୗϜிƊࣨైƊஒఙ࡙Ɗ̶ҲƊƌ நƊ୩ƊƢƲưƮ ୩ౌƊࣨୗƊਹƌ

ϜଏఅҲƊிƊϜଔƊୟ࡙ƊॉƊনҲƊϜƊிƊϜ࡙ிƊஹƊଔ࡙ƊথҲƊநƊҲƊথҲƊநƊணైƊ̶ϜƊϜƊ
୩ƊଞிƊଙϜƊધϜிƊ୩Ɗ࣌Ɗࣨƌ
ƊயிƊધƊୗҲƊଞ୩ƌ
࡙ҲƊ࡙ƊਹୗƊணఒிƌ

থҲƊநƊ࡙ƊϜଏఅҲƊிƊϜଔƊୟ࡙ƊॉƊনҲƊஔிƊɷƊநƊ̞ƊୗਹƊࣨଔƊிƊϜ࡙ிƊɷƊஹƊଔ࡙ƊଐϜƊ
ଙ࡙ƊైܦƌైƊ࡙ƊƊୗƊথనҲƊӝƊƊࣨଔƊਹైƊଔনఉϜƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩ƊƢƲƢƬ୩ୗƊநƊ̞ƊʨଔƊϜƊϜிƊƊ
থҲƊଞƊɷƊௐୗƊધోƊƊிƊϛఅଔƊҲƊଔ࡙ƊଔϜ࡙Ɗ୩ై࡙ƊσிƊҲிƊிఆƊௐୗƊநƊଐైிƊநƊ̞ƊୗਹƊࣨଔƊ

ிƊϜ࡙ிƊஹƊଔ࡙Ɗ̞నҲƊࣨƊైҲƊԀై࡙ƊఅƊ੶థϜிƊࣨƊ୩ிƊୗਹƊࣨୗƊଔॉై୩ƊైܦƊƊୗƊথనҲƊӝథƊެఉϜƊࣨଔ
ƊԀథƊମƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩ƊƢƲƨƤ୩ୗƊথҲƊநƊҲிƊிఆƊ੶థϜிƌ

ௐୗƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊҲƊࣨƊψϜிƊࣨƊହਹƊ

ଞ୩Ɗ࡙ிƊஙƊϜଏఅϜƊܥఅƊௐୗƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊϛఅƊথనҲƊଐҲƊϜଏఅҲƊிƊ࡙ிƊਹ̶࡙ƊୗਹƊୗైிƊਹிƊଐైிƊਹ̶࡙

ƊԀథҲƊҲƊୗਹƊଐଔƊϜƊਹҲƊଙƊࣨଔƊநƊ̞ƊࣨƊ୩ƊଐƊୗైଔƊਹધਹிƊிఆƊஔƊଐϜƊϜிƊୗైிƊਹிƊிఆ
ƊϜܦҲƊஹ୩ƊԀϜிƊଙƊ୩ƌ ైƊଔϜƊ୩ிƊথƊୄైƊƊެఉҲƊୗϜிƊϜӝϜƊୗైƊҲƊƌ ୗఆƊ࡙ࣨƊϜӝϜƊҲƊ
ஹఉҲƊথƊਹϜƊਹƊƊӝథଔƊψఉƊࣨଔƊϜଏఅҲƊிଔƊଐிƊணƊైƊਹƊ୩ிƊଔ࡙ƊࣨிƊௐୗƊધోƊƊிƊϛఅଔƊ
ஹƊ࡙ƊҲƊƌ ̣୩ƊணఒƊ̣ਹிƊϜ࡙࡙ƌ ிƊஹఉҲƊਹϜƊ࡙ƊிϜிƊɷƊଔϜ࡙ƊҲƊƊਹƊথிƌ
நƊ୩ƊƢƲƨƤ୩ୗƊైƊஙଔƊௐୗƊધోƊƊிƊϛఅଔƊஹƊଔ࡙ƊϜƊϜଐƊϜ࡙ிƊƊࣨଔƊୈҲƊଔϜƊ̶ϜƊެఉϜƊ
ܥఅƊϜிƊైܦƊୈҲƊணƊிైୗƊƊ֏ிƊமై୩ƊୗైƊஔƊଐϜƊϜிƊϜܦҲƊƊҲƊƌ ైƊݩϜƊ࡙ϜƊધҲƊ࡙ƊୄƊ
ୈҲƊҲƊƌ Ϝ࡙ਹƊୗఆƊிϜிƊথҲƊୗϜிƊணైƊଐƌ  ୗఆƊެఉϜƊ࡙ࣨƊଔϜƊӝிƊƊথҲƊଞƊɷƊநƊ
ଔਹிƊிఆƊϜ࡙ிƊଐƊࣨଔƊਹ̶࡙ƊୗਹƊமై୩ƊࣨƊଐైிƊথҲƊநƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊϜӝϜƊҲƊƌୗਹƊଐƊϜӝϜƊ
ైƊୄైƊƊެఉҲƊୗϜிƊ֏ிƊமై୩ƌ ୩ிƊথƊிైୗƊƊਹƊϜ֏ிƌ ிƊஹఉҲƊଔϜƊଔਹிƊଞƊ࡙ࣨƊϜӝϜƊ

ƊயிƊધƊୗҲƊଞ୩ƌ
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ҲƊஹఉҲƊথƊਹϜƊਹƊଞƊஔୗƊଙƊࣨƊ࡙ϜƊԀథƊୈҲƊఅƊநƊ̞Ɗ୩ிƊ̶ఆҲிƊϜிୗƊଔఆϜிƊɷிƊƊ
࡙ϜƊધҲƊ࡙ிƊலƊ̞నҲƊࣨƊైҲƊԀై࡙ƊୗƊσƊୈҲƊϜଐிƊӝƊଞƊఅƊψϜிƊࣨଔƊிƊ̶ఆ୩Ɗ୩ƊଔϜƊ
ଔਹிƊথైƌ ਹϜிƊி୩ƊσƊ୩ிƊ࡙ƊԀైƊ̶ϜƊਹƊϜܦϜிƊୗҲƊ̶ҲிƊɷƊଐƊެϜƊ୩ிƊ࡙ƊધҲƊ
ਹƊথҲƊநƊୗҲƊ࡙ிƊݩϜƊϜӝƊϜிƌ

থҲƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊҲƊࣨƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊॉƊ୨ƊݩఆƊ࡙ƊଔƊ

ୟ࡙ƊҲƊୗਹƊଐƊϜிఆਹƊਹƊƊଞ୩Ɗਹધ࡙Ɗଙ࡙Ɗ࡙ܦƊ֏ிƊமై୩Ɗ࡙ிƊஙƊϜଏఅϜƊܥఅƊথҲƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊƊ
থనҲƊƌ ైƊଐ࡙ƊఅƊϜଏఅҲƊிƊϜଔƊୟ࡙ƊॉƊনҲƊϜƊிƊϜ࡙ிƊஹƊଔ࡙ƊଐϜƊϜƊݩƊఅƊথҲƊநƊ࡙ிƊଙୗƊ
ଔఆ୩ƊਹୗƊϜܦҲƊϜƊϜଏఅҲƊଙϜƊଔୗƊԀై࡙ƊথనҲƊଙƊైƌ

ƊƊ୨ƊிୗƊԀϜிƊࣨଔƊƊୗҲƊҲƊ

ଢ଼ҲிƊଙϜƊધϜிƊ̶ҲƊఅƊথҲƊநƊҲƊଔনై୩ƊଙƊɷƊ୩ƊଞிƊଙϜƊધϜிƊ୩ైϜிƊϜƊথிƊଓ࡙ƊࣨƊ
̞࡙ƊணਹிƊଙϜƊψҲிƊଐƊҲƊ୨ϜƊଙƊӝҲƊƌైƊϜƊ୩ƊথҲƊநƊணైƊ̶ϜƊϜƊ୩ƊଞிƊଙϜƊધϜிƊ
ଐైிƊணైƊ̶ϜƊӝϜƊܥఅƊਹϜிƊிఆƊʨୗƊైܦƊ֏ୗƊધϜிƊথైƊଙƌ

থҲƊநƊணైƊ̶ϜƊϜƊ୩ƊଞிƊଙϜƊ

ધϜிƊ୩ிƊ୩ƊఅிƊஙƊிƊƊୗƊথనҲƊӝథƊϜ֏ிƊࣨଔƊԀథƊॉƊମଔƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩ƢƮƠƤҲƊऽƊிƊƊ

ୗƊথనҲƊӝథƊެఉϜƊࣨଔƊிƊॉƊ̞ଔƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩ƊƢƲƪư୩ౌƊ୩ƊଞிƊଙϜƊધϜிƊଙ࡙ƌ থҲƊநƊணైƊ̶ϜƊ
ϜƊ୩ƊଞிƊଙϜƊધϜிƊɷƊ࡙ҲƊ࡙ƊϜ੶ోƊƊথҲƊநଔƊਹҲଔƊ̶ҲிƊɷƊԀƊଔҲிƊైƊணఒϜƊҲƊƌ
࡙ୗƊஹƊϜܦҲƊଙҲƊƌ ̣୩ƊணఒƊ̣ਹிƊϜ࡙࡙ƌ ிƊஹఉҲƊਹϜƊ࡙ƌ ધోҲƊ࡙ƌ ஹƊ࡙ƌ ԀிƊ
୩ఆϜிƊ୩ிƊ࡙ƌ Ҳఆ୩ƊୄƊଔψƊଞϜ ୩ிƊધ࡙ƊஔƊଔ࡙ైݩƌ ୗҲƊথనҲƊϜ࡙Ɗଔધƌ ଐҲƊଔনϜƊ
ԀథƊ࡙ϜிƊɷƊஔୗƊଙ࡙Ɗ୩ƌ

Ϝଐ࡙ƊଙҲƊఅிƊஔிƊਹƊଔެƊୗƊϜҲƊிƊிƊਹϜ࡙Ɗܥ௫Ɗ୩ଔƊপƊਹƊ

ਹԀϜƊҲƊƌ ࣨۈƊԀై࡙ƊైୗƊܦƊ࡙ƌ ஹƊҲƊƌ ƊଏఅϜிƊਹƊ࡙ƊிϜிƊҲƊଔনై୩ƊଔƊ
୩ƊଞிƊଙϜƊધϜிƊਹҲƊࣨƊψఉƊଙƌ

থҲƊநƊҲƊথҲƊநƊணైƊ̶ϜƊϜƊ୩ƊଞிƊଙϜƊધϜிƌ
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ௐୗƊநଔƊ୩ƊଞிƊୗϜிƊୗਹƌ
ƊথҲƊଞƊ࡙ƊϜ࡙ଔƊஙƊਹƊ࡙ிƊਹଔƊୗϜிƊଔધోƊணƊথైƊࣨଔƊϜ࡙ிƊϜƊଙ࡙Ɗ୩ƌ ୩ƊଞிƊଞ࡙Ɗ
ୗҲƊୟ࡙ƊଐҲƊୗϜƊϜ࡙ிƊॉఆ࡙ƊிఆਹƊધోϜிƊࣨƊψఉƊଙƊࣨƊైƌ  అிƊୗிƊங࡙ƊਹଔƊ୩ƊୗிƊఅ࡙Ɗ
ӝథଔƊ࡙ҲƊϜ࡙ଔƊୈிƊୗϜƊࣨƊਹ̶ிƊӝ࡙ƊσிƊ࡙ƊୄƊҲƊƌ

ਹધోƊϜ֏ிƊ̶ఆ୩Ɗ࡙ிƊତైƊࣨଔƊϜଐϜƊ

ϜܥఅƊɷƊƊԀிƊҲƊƊԀிƊଐƊਹƊైƊϜƊ࡙ƊƊԀிƊତҲƊਹଔƊఅிƊஔிƊऽƊਹଔƊஔிƊிఆƊଙ࡙ƊધోƊ

అƊƊࣨƊ1ҲƊƌ Ɗ੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊଞ୩ƊୗிƊஔிƊிఆƊிఆਹƊࣨƊҲƊϜƊఆƊԀథҲƊଓైୗƊଔƊଙఆ୩ƊσƊথైƊ
নϜƊҲƊƌ

అிƊऽிƊଐҲƊଏఅҲƊƊॉఆϜƊୗƊϜிఆਹƊఅƊଔƊࣨଔƊƊƊై୩Ɗ୩ైƊଞƊʨୗƊଓైୗƊƊైҲƊ

ிҲƊϜƊైҲƊԀై࡙ƊୈҲƊϜƊਹҲଔƊ̶ҲிƊிఆƊଙƊࣨƊҲிƊଔ࡙ƊଞƊଙƊࣨୗƊ୩ƊଞிƊறƊிƊƊࣨƊ2

ୗƊψϜிƌ ௐୗƊધోƊଔਹƊௐୗƊϜƊ̶ƊிƊϛఅୗƊଔƊࣨଔƊଙఆ୩ƊଔଔƊஹƊɷƊҲƊ୩ఆϜிƊɷҲƊ
అிƊୗிƊୗਹƊথనҲƊϜƊଔॉై୩ƊଔσనୗƊ̣ƊఅƊ୩ఆƊϛఅƊଞƊఅƊଓਹƊਹƊԀƊࣨୗƊୗਹƊσிƊথనҲƊଙƌ Ϝ୩Ɗ
ԀైƊிƊϜƊ࡙ƊிƊॉϜƊୗ࡙ƊϜ੶ҲƊிϜிƊஹƊҲƊୗਹƊথనҲƊϜƊଔॉై୩ƊଔσనୗƊ̣ƊఅƊிƊϜ࡙ிƊୗҲƊ

ϜƊݩఆ࡙ƊਹҲƊਹƊଙ࡙ƊࣨଔƊԀிƊஹƊɷƊϜ࡙ிƊҲிƊҲƊƌ நƊધోϜிƊɷƊϜƊϜଐƌ ଙఆ୩Ɗ̶ਹிƊ
̶ୗƊଙఆϜ ࡙ݩƊైƊথైƊҲிƊ୩ƊϜଐϜிƊైܦƌ ϜҲƊ୩ƊϜҲƊଔધਹƊσƊ̣୩ƊணఒƊ̣ਹிƊϜ࡙࡙ƊσƊ
থైƊƊ̶ϜƊϜ੶ోƊୗƊσనୗƊଔƊஹƊଔ࡙ƊσƊϜƊϜଐƊଐϜƊԀϜிƊݩఆƊଙƌ  ϜଏఅҲƊிƊϜଔƊୟ࡙Ɗ
ॉƊনҲƊϜƊఅிƊਹԢఆϜƊైƊநƊ୩ƊƢƲƢƬ୩ୗƊநƊ̞ƊʨଔƊϜƊϜிƊƊথҲƊଞƊɷƊௐୗƊધోƊƊிƊ
ϛఅଔƊҲƊଔ࡙ƊଔϜ࡙Ɗ୩ై࡙ƊσிƊҲிƊிఆƊௐୗƊநƊଐైிƊநƊ̞ƊୗਹƊࣨଔƊிƊϜ࡙ிƊஹƊଔ࡙Ɗ̞నҲƊ
ࣨƊైҲƊԀై࡙ƊఅƊ੶థϜிƌ

ైிƊ࡙ƊௐୗƊધోƊƊிƊϛఅƊ࡙ƊϜҲƊϜƊଙ࡙ƊࣨୗƊଔެై࡙Ɗ୩ఆϜிƊਹƊଔެƊƊୗైƊ

1

安志敏等, 1979.

2

ɻƊƊிϜிƊɷிƊୄਹிƊࣨଔƊௐୗƊધోƊிƊϛఅଔƊ୩ƊଞிƊਹୗƊணఒிƌƤҲƊƌ࡙ϜƊԀథଔƊ୩ƊଞிƊୗϜƊϜ࡙ிƊ
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Ϝ֏ிƊথనҲƊଙƊਹƌ

ଔୗƊϜଐƊথైƊࣨଔƊௐୗƊધోƊƊிƊϛఅƊ࡙ƊௐୗƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊϜிఆਹƊࣨƊਹ̶࡙Ɗ

ԀథҲƊϜଙఆƊݩϜƊҲƊଔఅƊ࡙ୗƊఆிƊҲƊথƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩ƊƢƲƤƨ୩ୗƊଓிƊࣨଔƊଐƊϜଏఅҲƊఅƊௐୗƊધోƊ
ிƊϛఅଔƊ̣୩ƊఅƊҲƊƌ ϜƊਹҲƊƌ అƊψҲிƊʨƊଙƊࣨƊୗƊଙ࡙ƊࣨƊైƌ ୗƊƌ ୗƊலƌ

ʨୗƊƌ ʨୗƊலƌ ୗƊ̶Ҳிƌ ࡙ϜƊୗఆƌ ֏࡙Ɗݩƌ ֏࡙Ɗਹƌ ਹୗƊୗҲƊƌ থైƊଓైƌ ਹୗƊୗఆƌ
ஹƊݩƌ ଔެైƊϜ ୗ୩ƊϜிఆਹƌ ̣Ɗୗఆƌ ̣ਹƊધҲƊƌ ࡙ైਹƊધƌ ଙҲƊࣨƌ ଙైƊݩƌ ެఉϜƊӝథƌ ணਹƊࣨƌ

ҲƊୗఆƌ ࡙ƊݩƌிైୗƊધƌ ਹƊ̶࡙ƌ ଔনϜƊϜ ఆƊୈఈਹƌ̣ƊୗҲƊƌ ϜƊެఉϜ ிϜƊணైƌ ࡙ϜƊୗϜ
ଔনƊୗఆƌ

ୗϜƊƌ

ୗƊƌ

ୗƊலƌ

ϜైƊਹƌ

ଔϜਹƌ

ୈƊਹୗƌ

নƊƊӝிƊધోƊଔਹƊϜƊ̶ƊிƊϛఅƊଙƌ ਹైƊଔনఉϜƊైƊநƊ୩ƢƲƢƬ୩ୗƊநƊ̞ƊʨଔƊϜƊϜிƊ
ਹƊலƊநƊ̞ƊɷƊ୩ிƊথƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊψϜிƊࣨƊହਹƊଞ୩ƊܦҲƊైƊௐୗƊધోƊிƊϛఅୗƊϜӝϜƊσనୗƊσƊ
ʨଔƊଔਹிƊਹƊࣨଔƊஹ୩ƊܦƌௐୗƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊҲƊࣨƊψϜிƊࣨƊହਹƊଞ୩Ɗ࡙ிƊஙƊϜଏఅϜƊܥఅƊ
ௐୗƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊϛఅƊথనҲƊଐҲƊϜଏఅҲƊிƊ࡙ிƊ୩ƊୗైୗƊਹ̶࡙ƊୗਹƊୗైிƊਹிƊଐైிƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊҲƊୗਹƊ
ଐଔƊϜƊਹҲƊଙƊࣨଔƊநƊ̞ƊࣨƊ୩ƊୗైୗƊஔƊଐϜƊϜிƊୗైிƊਹிƊிఆƊϜܦҲƊஹ୩ƊԀϜிƊଙƊ୩ƌ

ైƊଔϜƊ୩ிƊথƊୄైƊƊެఉҲƊୗϜிƊϜӝϜƊୗైƊҲƊƌୗఆƊ࡙ࣨƊϜӝϜƊҲƊஹఉҲƊথƊਹϜƊਹƊƊӝథଔƊψఉƊ
ࣨଔƊϜଏఅҲƊிଔƊଐிƊணƊైƊਹƊ୩ிƊଔ࡙ƊࣨிƊௐୗƊધోƊƊிƊϛఅଔƊஹƊ࡙ƊҲƊƌ
̣ਹிƊϜ࡙࡙ƌ

̣୩ƊணఒƊ

ிƊஹఉҲƊਹϜƊ࡙ƊிƊɷƊଔϜ࡙ƊҲƊƊਹƊথிƌ ௐୗƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊҲƊࣨƊ

ψϜிƊࣨƊହਹƊଞ୩ƊஔிƊ࡙ிƊஙƊऽୗƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊϛఅƊথనҲƊଙƊࣨଔƊϜ࡙ிƊધథ୩ƊϜਹƊఅƊʨƊࣨଔƊ
ୗైଔఆƊਹϜƊҲƊࣨୗƊϜி୩ƌ ௐୗƊધోƊƊிƊϛఅଔƊிƊ̶ҲிƊ࡙ƊୗƊԀƊਹƊҲƊƌ ୗƊƊԀైƌ থҲƊ
࡙ҲƊԀై࡙ƊҲƊୈƊƊଔনƊਹୗƊிϜிƌ ࡘఅƊথҲƊୗϜிƊƊਹƊҲƊƌ ࡙ϜƊԀథƌ ୨Ɗ୨ƊୗƊҲƊƌ
ࣨ୩Ɗଔୗƌ ୨ƊୈҲƊிϜிƊҲƊிƊਹધਹிƊிఆƊʨୗƊଙƌ ƊଔƊஹƊଔ࡙ƊথైƊ୩ఆϜிƊୗƊ࡙ƌ
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ௐୗƊધోƊிƊϛఅଔƊிƊ࡙Ɗॉ୩ƊԀైୗƊԀƊਹƊிƊ̶ఆ୩ƊσƊైҲƊԀై࡙ƊୈҲƊҲƊƌ ࡙ϜƊԀథƊிƊ̶ఆ୩ƊσƊமƊԀై࡙Ɗ
ୈҲƊҲƊƌଔনƊୗఆƊୈҲƊƌச࡙ƊୗҲƊୈҲƊ̶ϜƊଐƊଙ࡙ƌ3

ௐୗƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊୗਹƊথ࡙ƊஔிƊிఆƊ̣୩ƊணఒƊ̣ਹிƊϜ࡙࡙ƊσƊথైƊƊϜӝƊୗƊσనୗƊଔƊஹƊ

ଔ࡙ƊҲƊ୩ఆϜிƊݩƊ࡙ிƊƊ࡙ƌ ϜӝϜƊ࡙ிƊஙƊਹౌƊ̣୩Ɗଔఆ୩Ɗ୩ਹƊ୩ఆϜிƊɷƊୁҲƊϜଐଔƊైҲƊ
ௐୗƊધోƊிƊϛఅଔƊైݩਹƊఅƊ୩ƊଐƊైୗƊσிƊఅிƊஔிƊிƊிୗƊୗਹƊࣨƊଐ࡙ƊఅƊƊ̣ƊਹҲƊϜଏఅҲƊ

ҲƊƌ ிƊୗϜிƊϜƊݩƊɷƊிƊైƌ ிైਹிƊӝ࡙ƊσƊݩƌ ƊଔƊணఒƊϜଏఅҲƊƌ ϜƊϜଏఅҲƊƌ
ଐƊϜଏఅҲƊிϜிƊଓிƊైܦƊϜଏఅҲƊଔƊ̶ϜƊైݩϜƊথிƌ ௐୗƊநƊψϜிƊࣨƊହਹƊଞ୩ƊஔிƊிఆƊਹైƊ
ଔনఉϜƊଐƊϜଏఅҲƊଐైிƊࣨƊଓிƊࣨƊҲƊƌ

ైƊୗƊ࡙ƊௐୗƊધోୗƊైݩਹƊఅƊϛఅƊҲƊ୨ϜƊଙƊࣨƊҲƊƌ

ௐୗƊநƊϜிఆਹƊࣨƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊϜଙఆƊݩϜƊҲƊଔఅƊ࡙ୗƊఆଔƊஔிƊிఆƊҲƊথƊଐƊϜଏఅҲƊଐైிƊࣨƊ

ଓிƌ ైƊୗƊ࡙ƊௐୗƊધోୗƊైݩਹƊఅƊ̣ƊϜӝϜƊҲƊ֏ైୗƊଐƊ੶ਹƊଓ࡙ƌ ௐୗƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊଞƊࣨƊ
ୗਹƊଐƊݩଔƊԢƊ̞నҲƊୗਹƊࣨƊ࡙ƊψఉƊଞ୩ƊࣨౌƊఅிƊஔிƊிఆƊிƊϜƊଐƊϜଏఅҲƊଐైிƊࣨଔƊௐƊӝҲƊଐ

ƊધϜிƊࣨƊଐϜƊଓƊଔԀୗƊୗƊଓிƊਹƊધୗƊࣨୗƊ୩ఆிƊࣨୗƊψϜிƌ4Ϝ֏ிƊ࡙ிƊԀிƊ̣ਹிƊୗƊσƊ
ਹఅƊࣨƊଔԢਹƊ୩Ɗਹƌ ଞ୩Ɗ̣ਹிƊϜிైୗƊσƊϜ֏ଔƊҲƊଢ଼Ɗ࡙࡙ƊԀైƌ ୗҲƊ̣ਹிƊైݩϜƊࣨƊ̶ఆୗƊ
পҲிƊଙ࡙Ɗ࡙ܦƊୟ࡙ƌ ଐైிƊࣨƊୗƌ Ɗ੶࡙ƊࣨౌƊଞ୩ƊୗிƊஔிƊ࡙ிƊୗਹƊଐ࡙ƊୗƊଔƊ
୨ƊԀிƊϜైƊƊӝథƊҲƊƌ ਹƊԀிƊϜ੶ҲƊਹƊӝథƊެఉϜ ଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƊӝƊƌ ଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƊӝథƊެఉϜ ଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƊ
ӝథƊϜிఆਹƊӝிƊϜଏఅҲƊϜிƊϜ࡙ܦƊ୩ƊॉƊࣨଔƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩ƊଙϜƊԀଔƊୁҲƊϜଐଔƊైҲƊƌ ிƊϜ࡙ிƊ
ୗҲƊϜƊਹҲிƊ̣ƊఅƊୗƊ̞ƊԀైƊଔƊ֏ైிƊԀƊ୩ƊଞƊݩϜƊԀƊࣨƊҲƊƌ ୩ఆிƊݩϜƊୄƊୗƊҲƊƌ ైƊ
ਹ࡙ƊఅிƊஔிƊிƊிୗƊ̶ƊਹԀథƊσƊϜܥఅϜிƊথనҲƊࣨୗƊ࣌ƊਹધਹிƊ̣ƊਹƊிҲƊଔƊଙƊϜై ॉ࡙Ɗધథ࡙Ɗ
3

ϜҲƊਹધథҲிƌƤ ҲƊƌƤƠƢ ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ

4

ɻƊƊிϜிƊɷிƊୄਹிƊࣨଔƊௐୗƊધోƊிƊϛఅଔƊ୩ƊଞிƊਹୗƊணఒிƌƦƢ ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ
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ଛఄƊԢϜƊਹƊଞϜƊࣨଔƊਹ࡙ଔƊϜ࡙ƌ ਹƊிƊଔाϜƊଔ̞ైୗƌ ிƊਹધਹிƊҲƊୂƊிଔƊ࣌Ɗਹધਹிƌ
ிƊணైƊҲƊਹƊୄଔƊிƊஔୗƊσƊ̣ƊਹƊிϜிƊϜଐୗƊӝிƊైܦƊ̣ਹிƊɷƊϜ࡙࡙ƊணైਹƊσிƌ ࣨైୗƊ࡙ƌ
ௐୗƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊϜிఆਹƊࣨƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊϜଙఆƊݩϜƊࣨƊҲƊଔఅƊ࡙ୗƊఆଔƊஔிƊிఆƊଓிƊࣨଔƊԀథƊ̞Ɗ

୩Ɗ࡙ҲƊϜƊ࣌ƊైƊӝైிƊࣨƊైƌ ԀథƊ̞Ɗ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩ƊƢƲƤƤ୩ƊҲƊƌ ԀథƊॉϜƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩ƊƢƲƤƦ୩ƌ
ҲƊথƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩ƊƢƲƤƨ୩ƊϜிఆਹƊୗҲƊௐୗƊધోƊ̶ఆ୩ƊఅƊ̶ƊਹԀథƊσƊ࡙ƊϜܥఅϜிƊϜైୗƊ୩ிƊথనҲƊ

ଔƊ࣌Ɗ̣Ɗ̞࡙ƊணਹிƊƮƲऽϜிƊϜிƊথிƊࣨƊଙ࡙ƌైƊ࡙ƊௐୗƊધోƊƊிƊϛఅଔƊ̶ఆ୩ƊఅƊ̣ਹிƊ
࡙ƊথనҲƊƊϜҲƊϜƊௐୗƊநƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊϜଙఆƊݩϜƊࣨƊҲƊଔఅƊ࡙ୗƊఆிƊநƊଔਹிƊଔϜƊ̞నҲƊࣨƊ
ైҲƊԀై࡙ƊఅƊϜ࡙ிƊࣨଔƊௐୗƊநƊ୩ிƊୗƊ̶ҲƊϜிƊ̣ਹிƊ࡙ƊਹݩଔƊଔਹிƊথிƊ࡙ிƊψఉƊࣨଔƊிƊ
Ϝ࡙ிƊɷƊ୩ƊଞிƊଙϜƊԀƊϜ୩ƊԀై࡙ƊଐϜƊଙ࡙ƌ ௐୗƊநƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊϜଙఆƊݩϜƊࣨƊҲƊଔఅƊ࡙ୗƊఆƊ࡙Ɗ
ௐୗƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊϜிఆਹƊࣨƊଙ࡙ƊଐҲƊƌ

ƊԀథƊ̞Ɗ୩ౌƊƊެఉϜƊࣨଔƊધிƊӝƊଞƊ֏࡙ƊநƊϜிୗƊ

ਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊϜଙఆƊݩϜƊࣨƊ࡙ிƊநƊତҲƊୗਹƊଐƊல࡙Ɗபై୩ƊிƊௐୗƊநƊଔ̶ఆୗƊୗҲƊҲƊ୩ிƊ࡙ிƊௐୗƊધోƊ

̶ఆ୩ƊఅƊƊϜிϜƊϜிƊॉ࡙Ɗધథ࡙ƊிƊୄƊথనҲƊࣨƊநƊ̞ƊʨଔƊϜƊϜிƊௐୗƊધోƊநƊଔݩఆிƊஔҲƊ
ଔϛఅϜிƊথிƊైܦƊ࡙ƊϜ࡙ƊϜƊై୩ƊথనҲƊ࡙ƊୗƊୗਹƊଐƊல࡙Ɗபై୩ƊƊଔॉிƊ୩ై࡙Ɗσிƌ ϜிୗƊࣨƊ
ଔψƊୗైிƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊୗਹƊࣨଔƊிైୗƊਹƊୗƊଔ̶ై୩ƊϜிƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊϜଙఆƊݩϜƊࣨƊҲƊଔఅிƊ࡙ୗƊఆƊ
ஔƊଐϜƊழ୩ƌ ԀథƊॉƊ̞Ɗ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩ƊƢƲƤƤ୩ౌƊƊƊƬࣨଔƊધிƊƢư֏࡙ƊநƊϜிୗƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊ
ϜଙఆƊݩϜƊࣨƊ࡙ிƊ୩ிƊݩਹƊୄிƊ୩ై࡙Ɗଓ࡙Ɗଔনై୩ƊైƊ࡙ிƊଓఆҲƊϜଏఅҲƊ࡙ƊଏఅƊƊநƊҲƊƌ

̣ਹிƊ

ଔਹிƊଣైிƊଔনై୩ƊσƊ̣ਹிƊఅϜிƊӝிƊ̶ఆୗƊপҲிƊɷிƊௐୗƊધోƊƊிƊϛఅଔƊநƊ̞ƊࣨƊਹƌ
ਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊϜଙఆƊݩϜƊࣨƊ࡙ிƊௐୗƊநƊଔ̶ఆୗƊୗҲƊϜଏఅҲƊிਹƊଔҲிƊথਹிƊԀైƊிƌௐୗƊநƊிైୗƊƊ
ҲƊ୩ிƊୗైிƊଔ̶ୗƊݩϜƊிƊஹఉҲƊୗఆƊਹϜƊଙҲƊఆிƊϜ੶ҲƊଔψƊୗైிƊɷிƊணƊଞ࡙Ɗ୩ƊଐƊୗైଔƊ

ਹધਹிƊϜிୗƊତҲƊଣైƊ୩ై࡙ƊਹƊଞଔƊଞிƊ࣌Ɗଐ࡙Ɗਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊϜଙఆƊݩϜƊࣨிƊௐୗƊநƊϜ࡙ҲƊ
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ࣨଔƊ୩ƊఅிƊୈϜிƊਹધਹிƊிఆƊௐୗƊધోƊிƊϛఅƊநƊਹψ࡙Ɗ࡙ிƊϜҲƊிƊிƊਹϜ࡙Ɗଞ୩ƊҲƊஔఒƊाైҲ
ƊӝథƊϜிఆਹƊࣨƊݩఆƊ࡙ƊଞƊਹધోୗƊச࡙ƊଏఅƊॉఆ୩ƊైܦƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊϜଙఆƊݩϜƊࣨƊௐୗƊநƊ࡙ிƊଣైƊ୩ై࡙ƊਹƊ
ϜிƊࣨୗƊਹఆƊਹݩఆƊ୩ƊଐଔƊୗҲƊୗҲƊϜ࡙ிƊϜிƊ୩ఆϜிƊଏఅிƊࣨƊଐ࡙ƌ ƊҲƊϊҲƊƢƲƤƪ
୩ౌƊƊƲધிƊƢƦ֏࡙ƊϜҲƊிƊிƊਹϜ࡙ƊԀై࡙ƊࣨୗƊச࡙ƊଏఅிƊ࡙Ɗଔনై୩ƊఅƊਹƊலƊநƊ̞ƊɷிƊ

ௐୗƊநƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊϜଙఆƊݩϜƊࣨƊ୩Ɗ୩ƊϜிఆਹƊୗҲƊ୩ிƊϜ࡙ிƊਹఆƊਹݩఆƊଞ࡙Ɗଔ࡙ƊϜிƊଞଔƊʨଔƊ

ଞƊୗ࡙ƊࣨƊԀైƊܦҲƊƊƊƲࣨଔƊધிƊƢƬ֏࡙ƊσƊϜҲƊެƊ̶ୗƊ̞నҲƊࣨƊైҲƊԀై࡙ƊఅƊநƊୗƊॉైிƌ ҲƊ
ϊҲƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩ƊƢƲƤƪ୩ౌƊƊƊƢƤࣨଔƊધிƊƤƪ֏࡙ƌ

ௐୗƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊϜிఆਹƊࣨƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊ

ϜଙఆƊݩϜƊҲƊଔఅிƊ࡙ୗƊఆƊ୩ϜிƊথƊϜܦƊϜ࡙ƊଔધଔƊƊఆଔƊਹԀ࡙ƊਹԀైୗƊϜଓైୗƊ୩ҲிƊ࡙Ɗ

ਹ࡙ୗƊσிƊધƊ୩ிƊଔிƌϜிఆਹƊ࡙ிƊௐୗƊநƊୄైƊƊਹ̶࡙ƊୗਹƊୗైிƊଔ̶ୗƊҲƊ୩ிƊݩϜ୩ிƊথƊ
ୄైƊƊެఉҲƊୗϜிƊϜӝϜƊୗైƊҲƊƌ ୗఆƊ࡙ࣨƊϜӝϜƊҲƊஹఉҲƊথƊਹϜƊਹƊƊӝథƊிƊϜ࡙ிƊிఆƊॉైிƊ
ƊݩϜ ிƊϜ࡙ிƊୗҲƊϜƊ࡙ࣨƊ̶ϜƊହਹிƊɷҲƊୗਹƊࣨƊଐ࡙ƊఅƊ࡙ࣨƊϜ࡙ிƊƊࣨƊҲƊƌ ެఉϜƊ
ࣨୗƊపୗƊࣨƊైƌ

ௐୗƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊϜிఆਹƊࣨƊϜଙఆƊݩϜƊࣨƊҲƊଔఅƊ࡙ୗƊఆଔƊఅிƊஔிƊிఆƊ

ௐୗƊધోƊிƊϛఅƊிƊϜ࡙ிƊୗҲƊఅƊైƊஙଔƊௐୗƊଞ୩ƊࣨౌƊਹƊଞƊҲƊƌ ʨୗƊୗఆƌ ϜƊެఉϜƊிϜிƊɷƊ
ҲƊ࡙ࣨƊହਹிƊଞƊ࡙ࣨƊσƊψிƊிఆƊॉƊైƊ࡙ࣨƊϜ࡙ிƊୗਹƊࣨƊƊࣨୗƊపୗƊƊ࡙ࣨƊ̶ϜƊӝథƊ
ଐƊҲƊƌ ધోƊࣨƊԀైƊ̶ϜƊϜƊైƊஙଔƊଞƊ࡙ࣨƊ̶ϜƊ࡙ࣨƊϜ࡙ிƊୗਹƊࣨƊެఉϜƊࣨୗƊపୗƊƊ࡙ࣨƊ̶ϜƊ
֏ైୗƊƌ ైƊਹ࡙ƊଞƊ࡙ࣨƊଔϜƊϜƊ࡙ࣨƊଔϜƊ̶ϜƊӝϜƊୗਹƊࣨƊఅ࡙ƊࣨଔƊୟҲƊ࡙ࣨƊఅƊపୗƊࣨଔƊ
࡙ࣨƊ̶ϜƊଐైƊϜிఆਹƊଙƌ

ైƊଔϜƊଟ࡙ƊࣨƊҲƊƌ

প࡙ƊࣨƊୗҲƊଔԢϜிƊɷிƊୗਹƊࣨƊଐƊࣨଔƊ

ௐୗƊநƊ࡙ிƊୗਹƊࣨƊఅ࡙ƊࣨଔƊୟҲƊ࡙ࣨƊୗƊఅƊધϜிƊிఆƊԀథƊࣨୗƊଓிƌ
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ୗైଔఆƊਹϜƊҲƊࣨƌௐୗƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊୗਹƊথ࡙ƊσƊϜ࡙ிƊધథ୩ƊୗైଔఆƊਹϜ நƊ୩ƊƢƲƢƬ࡙ிƊƢƲƨƤ)
ௐୗƊநଔƊ୩ிƊ ୄైƊƊެఉҲƊ
ݩϜ

ୗϜிƌ

୩ிƊݩϜƊҲƊ ୄైƊެఉҲƊਹ̶࡙Ɗ
ࣨƌ

ԀథҲƊƌ

நƊ̞Ɗࣨƌ
ψϜிƊࣨƊହਹƊ
ଞ୩ƌ

୩Ɗఅிƌ

ஙୗƊϜ࡙ிƊ୩ிƊધ࡙ƌ ଔॉƊ୩ై࡙ƊσƊଞƊਹધ࡙ƌ

ਹైƊଔনఉϜƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩Ɗ

ਹƊலƊநƊ̞ƊɷƊ

ƢƲƢƬ୩Ɗ࡙ிƊଡ଼ϜிƊথƊ ୩ிƊথƌ
୩ƊైƊநƊ୩ƊƢƲƤƢ୩ƌ
ଡ଼ϜிƊথƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩Ɗ

୩ிƊݩϜƊ
Ϝ֏ிƊࣨƌ

ƊެఉҲƊୗਹƊ
ଐƌ

ல࡙Ɗபై୩ƊƊிƊ
࡙ਹிƊଞ୩Ɗࣨƌ

ƢƲƤƢ୩ౌƊƊƊƬ
ધிƊƢƤ࡙ிƊԀథƊ̞Ɗ୩ƊైƊ
நƊ୩ƊƢƲƤƤ୩ౌƊƊƊ
ƬࣨଔƊધிƊƢư֏࡙ƌ

ҲƊথƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩Ɗ
ƢƲƤƨ୩ୗƊୗҲƊ
୩ƊƪƦҲƊ୩ఆϜƊ୩Ɗై
ƊநƊ୩ƊƢưƲƪ୩ୗƊ
ଐிƊணƊଏఅிƌ
ƊƊୗਹƊଐƌ5

࡙Ɗਹ࡙ୗƊσிƊ̞నҲƊࣨƊ
ైҲƊԀై࡙ƊఅƊଔிƌ
ௐୗƊநƊҲƊ୩ிƊ࡙ிƊௐୗƊ
ધోƊ̶ఆ୩ƊσƊਹƊிైୗƊݩϜƊ
ଔਹƊધోҲƊிϜிƊƊ
ϜிϜƊϜிƊிƊୄƊ
থనҲƊଚై࡙ƊऽୗƊଔ࡙ైݩƌ

ԀథƊ̞Ɗ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩ƊƢƲƤƤ
୩ிƊݩϜƊϜிఆ ୄైƊެఉҲƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథ ϜଙఆƊݩϜƊࣨƊҲƊ
ਹƊࣨƌ

ҲƊƌ

ଔఅƊ࡙ୗƊఆƌ

୩ౌƊƊƊƬࣨଔƊધிƊ

Ƣư࡙ிƊҲƊϊҲƊ୩ƊైƊ ഃ
நƊ୩ƊƢƲƤƪ୩ౌƊƊ

࡙Ɗਹ࡙ୗƊଔிƌ

ƊƢƤࣨଔƊધிƊƤƪ֏࡙ƌ
୩ிƊݩϜƊଐƊ ƊެఉҲƊୗਹƊ
ࣨƌ

ଐƌ

5

ʨƊƊࣨƊԀிƊ
ଞ୩Ɗ֏Ɗਹƌ

Petech 1973: 241.

ਹైƊϜƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩Ɗ

ҲƊথƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩Ɗ

ƢƲƤƬ୩Ɗ࡙ிƊ

ƢƲƤƨ୩ୗƊୗҲƊ

ഃ

୩ƊƤƤிƊ୩ఆϜƊ୩ƊైƊந
Ɗ୩ƊƢƲƢƲ୩ୗƊଐி

ऽୗƊଔ࡙ైݩƌ
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ƊணƊଏఅிƌ
ƊƊϜிҲƊୈҲƊୈҲƊ
ணƌ6
୩ிƊݩϜƊ
Ɗࣨƌ

ୄైƊެఉҲƊਹ̶࡙Ɗ
ԀథҲƊƌ

ψϜிƊࣨƊଞƊਹધోƌ ഃ

ഃ

୩ிƊଔ̶ఆୗƊ୩ƊఅிƊ
ୈϜிƌ

ҲƊথƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩Ɗ
ƢƲƤƨ୩ୗƊୗҲƊ
୩ிƊݩϜƊ
ެఉϜƊࣨƌ

ƊެఉҲƊ
ୗਹƊଐƌ

୩ƊƤƦ ிƊମƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ

சైƊਹƊਹƊਹ̶ୗƊ
ƊଔԢਹƊࣨ୩ƊધƊ ഃ
ମ࡙ƌ

୩ƊƢƲƢư୩ୗƊଐிƊ
ணƊଏఅிƌƊƊ

ଔॉிƌ

ୄƊோైҲƊୈҲƊ ணƌ7
ௐୗƊநଔƊங࡙ƊఅƊ
மϜிƊநƊথிƊਫҲƊƌ

୩ிƊݩϜƊ

ୄైƊެఉҲƊਹ̶࡙Ɗ

అ࡙Ɗࣨƌ

ԀథҲƊƌ

ݩఆƊ࡙Ɗࣨޜƌ

ҲƊॉϜƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩Ɗ
ƢƲƦƪ୩ౌƊƊƊƬ

ഃ

ࣨଔƊધிƊƪ࡙ிƊഃ

࡙ϜிƊƊୗϜƊଔƊ ிƊ
Ϝ࡙ிƊிఆƊψҲிƌ

ਹైƊଔনఉϜƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩Ɗ நƊ୩ƊƢƲƨƠ୩ƊƊ
୩ிƊݩϜƊ

ƊެఉҲƊ

ݩଔƊԢƊ̞నҲƊୗਹƊࣨƊ

ଞƊࣨƌ

ୗਹƊଐƌ

࡙ƊψఉƊଞ୩Ɗࣨƌ

ഃ

ƢƲƢƬ୩ୗƊୗҲƊ
୩ƊƦƦɰҲƊଏఅଔƊ̣Ɗ

ଢ଼ҲிƊધోϜிƊଔఅƊோϜƊ
ணఒிƊଞிƊࣨଔƊ࡙Ɗ

ଏఅϜிƊƦƪிƊॉϜƊ Ϝ࡙Ɗଞ୩ƊƊୗ࡙ƊࣨƊԀైƊ
୩ƊଐிƊணƊଏఅிƌ ஔఒƊाైҲƊӝథƊϜிఆਹƊࣨଔƊ

6
7

ϜҲƊਹધథҲிƌƤƨƮ ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ
ϜҲƊਹધథҲிƌƤƨƬ ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌ
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ƊயிƊધƊୗҲƊଞ୩ƌ
ƊƊϜ੶ҲƊਹଔƊ
࡙ࣨƌ8

ଙҲƊஹƊ੶୩Ɗଔધో୩Ɗ
σிƊଔ̣ఉ୩Ɗন୩ƊҲైிƊ

ҲƊথƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩ƊƢƲ ତైƊ୨ƊிୗƊϜ࡙ƊଏఅƊ
Ƥƨ୩ୗƊୗҲƊ୩ƊƨƢ ୩ైϜிƊψఉƊথనҲƊଔƊ
ிƊॉϜƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩Ɗ

ϜଓైҲிƊƊఅƊݩଔƊԢƊ

ணƊଏఅிƌƊƊ

ైҲƊ୩ƊਹƊଣైிƊ

ƢưƲƲ୩ୗƊଐிƊ

̞నҲƊୗਹƊࣨƊஹƊҲƊƊ

Ϝ੶ҲƊਹଔƊ࡙ࣨƌ9 ϜଓϜிƊଓிƊϜҲƊԀైƊ
Ϝ࡙ҲƊଞଔƊψிƊऽϜிƊ
ҲƊਹƊਹݩఆ࡙ƊࣨிƊƊైҲ
ƊϜƊऽϜிƊϜܦϜிƊ
ஔிƊైଔƊୄிƊ࡙ࣨƊ
୩ிƊଔॉୗƊʨƊƊࣨƊ
ԀிƊଞ୩Ɗ֏ƊਹிƊௐୗƊσƊ
ਹƊிైୗƊଔϜଔƊҲ࡙ƊଔϛఅϜ
ƊϜிƊௐୗƊધోƊிƊϛఅଔƊਹƊ
ிైୗƊநƊਹψ࡙Ɗ࡙ிƊଞ୩Ɗ
প࡙Ɗਹધ࡙Ɗଔ̶ƊɷƊైƊ
ணఒϜƊச࡙ƊଏఅଔƊଏఅƊϜܥఅϜி
Ɗୈఈ࡙ƊਹƊଓிƊైܦƊʨଔƊ
8

9

ਹైƊଔনఉϜƊެఉҲƊହਹிƊɷƊਹધ࡙ƊݩƊϜై ϜଏఅҲƊଙϜƊୗҲƊҲƊଢ଼ҲிƊଙϜƊધϜிƊ̶ҲƊఅƊ֏ୗƊધϜிƊথైƊ
ଙƌ
Petech 1973: 241.
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ϜƊ୩ƊϜଙƊୈఈ࡙ƊਹϜƊ
ஔୗƊܦҲƊ࡙ிƊݩଔƊԢƊ
̞నҲƊୗਹƊࣨƊ୩ிƊଐிƊ
Ϝ࡙ிƊথనҲƊܦҲƊଐҲƊƌ
୨ƊிଔƊϜ੶థϜƊ୩ϜƊ̶ҲƊ
ϜƊ୨ƊଞƊɷƊ੶ో࡙Ɗ̶Ҳ
ƊఅƊӝథϜƊࣨƊҲƊୗఆƊݩϜƊ

ୈҲƊఅƊऽୗƊਹƊୟϜƊࣨଔƊ
ଞҲƊॉఆƊܦҲƊైƊਹݩୗƊ
ஔఒƊ࡙ଔƊƊɷிƊୗఆƊݩϜƊ
ୗҲƊఅƊ࡙ƊଔிƊிఆƊ
σనୗƌ
நƊ̞Ɗ୩ிƊଔ̶ఆୗƊ୩Ɗ

୩ிƊݩϜƊ
ϛఅƊࣨƌ

ୄైƊެఉҲƊਹ̶࡙Ɗ
ԀథҲƊƌ

Ϝ֏ிƊ୩ிƊਹƊிҲƊୗఆҲƊ
ϜƊনϜƊϜଓਹƊ
࡙ࣨƊ࡙ਹƊଙҲƊ࡙Ɗ ഃ
ϜƊনϜƊপƊনҲƊƌ

ϜҲிƊࣨƊॉఆ୩Ɗଔ̣୩Ɗ
ഃ

ҲƊƌ ௐୗƊநƊҲƊ୩ிƊ
ஹఉҲƊਹϜƊҲƊӝிƊ
ஔƊୈҲƊਹƊϜிƊࣨୗƊ
থҲƊநୗƊపୗƌ

Ϝி୩ƊƌୗైଔఆƊਹϜƊܥఅƊମϜிƊഃʨƊࣨƊ࡙ƊϜ࡙ிƊஔிƊிఆƊϜ࡙ܦƊਹƊଔ̶ై୩ƊୗƊଐƊଔԢఆϜƊথైƊଞୗƊ୩ఆிƌ
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থҲƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊୗਹƊথ࡙ƊσƊ୩Ɗଞிƌ
থҲƊநƊ࡙ƊথҲƊଞƊநƊଔਹிƊଐైிƊࣨଔƊணఒிƊਹҲƊైƌ ϜଏఅҲƊிƊϜଔƊୟ࡙ƊॉƊনҲƊϜƊఅிƊ
ਹԢఆϜƊܥఅƊথనҲƊࣨଔƊƊথҲƊଞƊɷƊநƊ̞ƊୗਹƊࣨଔƊிƊϜ࡙ிƊஹƊଔ࡙ƊଐϜƊଙ࡙ƌ ైƊ࡙ƊௐୗƊધోƊƊ
ிఆਹƊӝథƊிƊϛఅଔƊநƊଔਹிƊௐୗƊநƊ୩ிƊୗਹƊσிƊଔॉై୩ƊైܦƊথనҲƊƊଙ࡙ƌ ௐୗƊધోƊ̶ఆ୩ƊఅƊୈҲƊ̶ϜƊ
ϜிୗƊஔౌƊଔԀୗƊϜଐଔƊ10ଙϜƊԀƊୗƊ࡙ƌ

থҲƊநƊ࡙ƊƊୗƊথనҲƊӝƊƊࣨଔƊԀథƊॉƊମଔƊ୩ƊైƊ

நƊ୩ƢƲƨƤ୩ୗƊҲிƊிఆƊ੶థϜிƊࣨƊଙ࡙ƌ

Ɗଡ଼ϜிƊமఙ୩Ɗ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩ƢƲƨƢ୩ୗƊௐୗƊધోƊ

ிƊϛఅଔƊிƊணైƊਹƊϜிఆਹƊσƊଞƊ̞࡙ƊԀైƊϜிƊௐୗƊநƊҲƊ୩ிƊҲƊӝிƊ࡙ிƊ̣୩ƊணఒƊ̣ਹிƊϜ࡙࡙Ɗ
σƊ̞ƊଔਹிƊધథ୩Ɗଐ࡙ƊఅƊʨଔƊƊҲƊƌ ϜଏఅҲƊϜ࡙ிƊிఆƊଔƊଙҲƊɷҲƊైƊ੶ਹƊਹƊਹԀிƊࣨୗƊ
ϜଐϜிƊైܦƌ ʨଔƊϜƊϜிƊஹƊҲƊଙҲிƊଔ࡙ƊϜƊনϜƊ୩ƊௐୗƊநƊਹైƊࣨƊଓிƊైܦƌ ிƊ
Ϝ࡙ிƊɷƊஹƊଔ࡙ƊୈҲƊ̶ƊிƊϜிୗƊଔఆϜிƊɷிƌ থҲƊଞƊɷƊநƊଔਹிƊথҲƊநƊଔఆϜிƊ
ଞଔƊଔԀୗƊϜଐƊॉఆ୩ƊୗƊైƊଔݩఆிƊɷƊऽϜƊମϜிƊϜ࡙ҲƊࣨிƌ

ైƊ࡙ிƊଓఆҲƊௐୗƊநƊҲƊ୩ிƊஹఉҲƊ

ਹϜƊҲƊӝிƊஔƊୈҲƊਹƊϜிƊࣨୗƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊॉƊ୨ƊݩఆƊ࡙ƊଔƊୟ࡙ƊҲƊƌ
ϜிఆਹƊਹƊƊଞ୩Ɗਹધ࡙Ɗଙ࡙Ɗ࡙ܦƊϜ֏ிƊୄైƊƊਹ̶࡙ƊୗਹƊமై୩ƊࣨౌƊݩϜ
Ϝ֏ிƌ

ୗਹƊଐƊ

୩ிƊথƊிైୗƊƊਹƊ

ிƊஹఉҲƊଔϜƊଔਹிƊଞƊ࡙ࣨƊϜӝϜƊҲƊஹఉҲƊথƊਹϜƊਹƊଞƊஔୗƊஔƊୈҲƊϜிƌ

থҲƊଞƊଔఅƊϜ࡙ƊԀైƊଔƊ࡙ϜƊԀథƊୈҲƊఅƊϜ࡙ிƊபୗƊైܦƊথҲƊநƊҲிƊிఆƊ੶థϜிƌ ௐୗƊநଔƊ୩ਹƊ

10

ௐୗƊધోƊ̶ఆ୩ƊୈҲƊ̶ϜƊϜிୗƊஔౌƊଔԀୗƊϜଐƊҲƊưࣨƌ ̶ƊথҲƊଞிƊࣨୗƊʨଔƊϜƊϜிƊௐୗƊநƊਹైƊࣨƊଓிƊ

ైܦƊஹƊଔ࡙ƊୈҲƊ̶ƊிƊҲƊƌ

থҲƊநƊϜிୗƊଔఆϜிƊথƊଞଔƊஔୗƊிϜிƊஹƊҲƊ୩Ɗॉఆ୩ƊଔԀୗƊଐైிƊଓైୗƌ

ଔԀୗƊϜଐƊଔƊ࡙Ɗଡ଼ϜிƊமఙ୩Ɗ୩ୗƊʨଔƊϜƊϜிƊௐୗƊநƊਹైƊࣨƊଓிƊైܦƊஹƊଔ࡙ƊୈҲƊ̶ƊிƊҲƊƌ থҲƊநƊ 
ϜிୗƊଔఆϜிƊথƊଞଔƊஔୗƊிϜிƊஹƊҲƊϜƊনϜƊҲϜƊҲƊϜிఆҲƊୗƊਹݩఆƊிƊ࡙ƊࣨଔƊଞ୩Ɗਹધ࡙Ɗ
୩Ɗॉఆ୩ƊଔƊଔԀୗƊϜଐƊଐϜƊଙ࡙Ɗ୩ƌଡ଼ϜிƊமఙ୩ƊƊƊƢƤࣨଔƊધிƊƢƦ֏࡙ƊஹƊҲƊϜிƊଐƊଔԢఆϜƊிҲƊƌ
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୩ఆϜிƊైƊୈҲƊଔϜౌƊ୩ਹƊ୩ఆϜிƊிఆƊపୗƊଣైிƊ̣୩ƊணఒƊ̣ਹிƊϜ࡙࡙ƊσƊσƊƊϜƊɷҲƊϜҲƊ
Ϝி୩ƊୗƌிƊணైƊਹƊϜிఆਹƊσƊଞƊ̞࡙Ɗ୩ƊϜଐϜிƊࣨଔƊଐƊϜଏఅҲƊଓிƊైܦƊ̣୩ƊଔƊணఒƊϜଏఅҲƊ
Ϝ࡙ܦƊଔ̶ై୩ƊҲƊƌ থிƊ֏ైிƊ̣ਹிƊϜӝƌ ̶ƊਹԀథƊிƊୄƊଏఅƊϜܥఅϜிƊ୩ƊிҲƊଔƊ࣌Ɗ
ਹધਹிƊ̣ƊਹƊிϜிƊϜଏఅҲƊϜ࡙ிƊɷிƊϜ࡙ܦƊఅƊॉƊଓ࡙ƊࣨଔƊଐ୩Ɗଡ଼ైƊҲƊயఐϜƊਹƊ୩ϜƊଔ̞ైୗƊୄƊ
ધϜƊଔনఉƊ࡙Ɗ୩ƊϜଐୗƊӝிƌ

ிƊϜ࡙ிƊୗҲƊϜƊ୩ϜƊமై୩ƊϜ࡙ƊଞƊிϜிƊ̣ਹிƊஹ୩ƊଙϜƊԀƊ

̶ϜƊ୩Ɗମై࡙Ɗ࡙ிƊ̣ਹிƊଔ࡙Ɗࣨƌ Ϝଐ࡙ƊଙҲƊথҲƊநƊਹ̶࡙ƊୗਹƊமై୩ƊࣨƊҲƊƌ ୩ிƊথƊிైୗƊƊ
ਹƊϜ֏ிƌ ிƊஹఉҲƊଔϜƊଔਹிƊଞƊ࡙ࣨƊϜӝϜ ஹఉҲƊথƊਹϜƊਹƊଞƊஔୗƊݩϜ ୈҲƊଔϜƊ

ஔƊଐϜƊথైƊऽϜிƊݩƌ ʨୗƊƊϜƊҲƊƌ ʨୗƊலƊϜ ࡙ϜƊୗఆƊϜ ƊƊϜ
ƊலƊϜƊӝிƊɷƊ̣୩ƊணఒƊ̣ਹிƊϜ࡙࡙ƊথైƊࣨƊ̞నҲƊʨୗƊైҲƊԀై࡙ƊఅƊϜ࡙ிƊƊࣨଔƊୈҲƊணƊ

ிైୗƊƊ֏ிƊமై୩ƌ ̞నҲƊிైୗƊথƊଓైƊϜƊҲƊୗƊ̶ҲƊϜƊϜ֏ிƊɷƊ̣୩ƊணఒƊ̣ਹிƊϜ࡙࡙ƊথైƊࣨƊ

Ϝ࡙ிƊƊࣨƊிైୗƊધƊୈҲƊணƊிైୗƊƊ֏ிƊமై୩ƌ ଙైƊݩƊϜƊҲƊƌ ެఉϜƊӝథƊϜ ௐୗƊଔনϜƊϜ
࡙ƊݩƊϜƊӝிƊɷƊ̣୩ƊணఒƊ̣ਹிƊϜ࡙࡙ƊথైƊࣨƊϜ࡙ிƊƊࣨƊௐୗƊமƊԀై࡙ƊୈҲƊணƊிైୗƊƊ֏ிƊ

மై୩ƌ  ୗƊலƊϜ ୗƊƊϜ ிϜƊணైƊƊலƊϜ ୈƊϜଏఅҲƊϜ নଔƊϜ ϜైƊਹƊϜ
ైƊୗఆƊϜƊӝிƊɷƊ̣୩ƊணఒƊ̣ਹிƊϜ࡙࡙ƊথైƊࣨƊϜ࡙ிƊƊࣨƊୗƊୈƊైƊிϜƊଔϜƊࣨƊிైୗƊƊ֏ிƊ
மై୩ƊிϜிƊϜܦҲƊϜிƊஹ୩Ɗଐ࡙ƊிƊϜ࡙ிƊɷƊஹƊଔ࡙ƊୗਹƊࣨƊଐ࡙ƊఅƊધϜிƊԀథƊࣨୗƊ
੶థϜிƌ ైƊ࡙ிƊஙƊऽୗƊথҲƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊୗਹƊࣨƊƊথనҲƊƌ ϜҲƊఅƊଣƊଓ࡙ƊࣨƊୗƌ থҲƊநƊైƊϜƊ
࡙ƊௐୗƊநƊҲƊਹƊଔެƊୗƌ ௐୗƊநƊਹ̶࡙ƊୗਹƊୗైிƊਹிƊϜܦҲƊஹ୩Ɗ୩ிƊথҲƊநƊਹ̶࡙ƊୗਹƊமై୩ƊࣨƊ
ଐైிƊୄైƊެఉҲƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊҲƊƊެఉҲƊୗਹƊଐଔƊϜƊϜ࡙ிƊଙƊࣨƊமై୩ƊࣨƊϜிୗƊஔƊσிƊైܦƊϜܦҲƊ
ƊҲƊƌ ୗਹƊଐ࡙ƊఅƊైƊଔϜƊ୩ிƊথƊୄైƊެఉҲƊҲƊƌ ிƊஹఉҲƊਹϜƊଔਹிƊிϜிƊɷƊϜƊϜଐୗƊ
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ଔσనୗƊƊܦҲƊଔƊݩϜ ైƊஙଔƊথҲƊୗϜிƊணైƊଐƊ11ҲƊƌ ୗఆƊެఉϜƊ12ϜƊଙఆ୩Ɗ̶ਹிƊிƊϜ࡙ிƊ
ୈҲƊଔϜƊ̶ϜƊެఉϜƊܥఅƊϜிƊైܦƊ̣୩ƊଔƊணఒƊ୩ై࡙ƊҲƊƌϜƊ̣ਹிƊϜ࡙࡙ƊணైਹிƊɷிƊƊ࡙ϜƊ
11

ஙୗƊσƊଣƊஹ୩ƊଐϜƊైƊƊଔƊ࡙ϜƊԀథƊୈҲƊҲƊƊਹƊୈҲƊϜ֏ிƊɷƊ̶ҲிƊிఆƊϜܦϜிƊࣨଔ ƊிଔƊԀୗƊైƊஙƊԀథƊ

থҲƊୗϜிƊிਹƊଙҲƊ࡙ƊথҲƊୗϜிƊணైƊଐୗƊଔƌ Ɗஹ୩ƊϜଐ࡙ƊଐϜƊ࡙ƊϜଏఅҲƊிϜƊ୨ƊথҲƊҲƊƌ  ୗƊݩƌ
Ɗਹƌ ϜிҲƊϜଏఅҲƊӝிƊଐୗƊଔƌ ଙҲƊ୩Ɗ୩ிƊϜଏఅҲƊிϜƊ୨ƊথҲƊҲƊైୗƊࣨƊॉఆƊࣨଔƊϜிҲƊϜଏఅҲƊ
ҲƊƌ ୗƊݩƌ Ɗਹƌ ௐୗƊலƊӝிƊଐୗƊୄƊਹ̶࡙ƊଙҲƊଙƊࣨୗƊҲƊƌ  ԀథƊথҲƊୗϜிƊଐైிƊଔƊࣨଔƊ
ଞƊਹધ࡙ƊଙҲƊଞ୩ƊਹƊଢఇ୩ƊԀథଔƊԀథƊॉఆϜƊైƊ࡙ϜƊԀథƊϜ੶ҲƊࣨౌƊୄైƊƊɷƊ୨ƊথҲƊଞƊ୩ƊϜ࡙ிƊଙƊࣨிƊਹҲƊైƊୗƊ
ݩϜிƊࣨଔƌ

12

ైƊஙଔƊথҲƊୗϜிƊிƊ̶ఆ୩ƊఅƊϜƊ̶ଔਹƊધోƊϜƊƊӝథƊҲƊϜிఆਹƊଙƊࣨƊైƊହਹிƊୗఆƊެఉϜƊఅƊऽైிƊଙƊࣨƊైƌ ୗఆƊ 

ҲƊࣨƊ࡙ƌ ୗƊݩƊైୗƊϜଏఅҲƊϛఅƊଙƊࣨଔƊ࡙ҲƊ࡙ிƊணైƊϜிୗƊϜƊҲƊƌ ଔఆƊݩୗƊϜ ୗఆƊԀై࡙ƊϜ থிƊԀై࡙Ɗ
Ϝ থிƊԀథҲƊϜƊӝிƊϜଏఅҲƊணైƊ̶ϜƊƊҲƊƌ ϛఅҲƊஔୗƊϜ ϜƊணైƊϜ ϜଙఆƊݩϜƊϜ ୗϜƊநƊϜƊ
ӝிƊైୗƊணైƊଐƊӝிƊϛఅଔƌ ైୗƊైୗƊϜଏఅҲƊଔƊࣨଔƊଞƊਹધ࡙Ɗ࡙ƊైୗƊࣨƊଓైୗƊƊஔఒƊެϜƊҲƊϜ࡙ƊணైƊ̶ϜƊ
ϜƊਹƊிైୗƊ୩ƊଓైୗƊƊҲƊƌ ϜଏఅҲƊଐైிƊࣨƊƊிƊϜ࡙ிƊஹƊϜଏఅҲƊϜƊਹƊிైୗƊ୩Ɗଓైୗƌ ୗఆƊϜ֏ிƊࣨƊ࡙ƌ ϜிҲƊ
ϜଏఅҲƊైୗƊϜଏఅҲƊϛఅƊଙƊࣨଔƊ࡙ҲƊ୩ிƊଔƊƊϜிƊެఉϜƊԀైƊƊϜୁୗƊଙҲƊϜݩϜƊୗఆƊϜிైਹிƊ
ࣨଔƊϜ ɻிƊଢ଼ҲிƊϜƊӝிƊϜଏఅҲƊϜƊެఉϜƊҲƊƌ ୄైƊϜிైୗƊϜఅҲƊʨୗƊୗఆƊϜ ிైਹிƊࣨଔƊ
ମƊୈƊਹƊϜ ϜଔƊୟ࡙ƊୗఆƊƊϜƊӝிƊైୗƊϜƊϜிఆਹƊଙ࡙ƌ ୗఆƊϜிఆਹƊࣨƊ࡙ƌ ϜଏఅҲƊிϜƊ୨ƊথҲƊϜƊ̶Ɗ
ӝథƊϜ֏ிƊైƊ୨ƊਹƊϜƊެఉϜƊҲƊথҲƊਹƊϜƊެఉϜƊଙ࡙ƌ ైƊϜƊ࡙ƊƊ࡙ƊୗఆƊƊϜ ୨ƊਹƊୗҲƊϜ ࡙ҲƊிƊୗఆƊƊ
Ϝ ਹైƊਹై୩ƊୗఆƊƊϜ ϜƊତҲƊਹƊϜ ଙҲிƊଔ࡙ƊୗఆƊƊϜƊӝிƊ୨ƊਹƊϜƊެఉϜƊҲƊƌ ϜƊୗҲƊϜ
ϜƊϜிୗƊϜ ƊϜҲƊୗఆƊƊϜ ƊୗҲƊୗఆƊƊϜ ଞƊ࡙ࣨƊୗఆƊƊϜ থƊୗϜிƊୗఆƊƊϜƊӝிƊ
থҲƊਹƊϜƊެఉϜƊଙ࡙ƌ ୗఆƊଐƊࣨƌ ైୗƊࣨƊϜƊଞƊଙƊࣨƊ࡙ƌ ఆƊܦϜƊϜ ̣ƊࣨƊୗఆƊƊϜ ࡙ƊଞிƊ
ϊҲƊୗఆƊƊϜ

ʧఅ࡙ƊైƊϊҲƊୗఆƊƊϜ

τƊધҲƊୗఆƊƊϜ

ϜிైୗƊ̶ҲƊୗఆƊƊϜ

ଞƊਹƊୗఆƊƊϜ

ƊୗҲƊୗఆƊƊϜƊӝிƊଙ࡙ƌ ୗఆƊƊࣨƌௐୗƊலƊϜƊଐƊଙƊࣨƊ࡙ƌୗఆƊତҲƊϜୗఆƊϜிୗƊϜԀైƊଔఆਹƊϜ
ଔ̶ୗƊਹҲƊϜƊӝிƊଙ࡙ƌୗఆƊެఉϜƊࣨƌƊਹƊϜƊଞƊଙƊࣨƊ࡙ƌƊਹƊƊਹƊϜƊਹƊலƊਹƊϜ

থҲƊநƊҲƊথҲƊநƊணైƊ̶ϜƊϜƊ୩ƊଞிƊଙϜƊધϜிƌ
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ધҲƊ࡙ிƊலƊ̞నҲƊࣨƊైҲƊԀై࡙ƊୗƊσƊୈҲƊϜଐிƊӝƊଞƊఅƊψϜிƊࣨଔƊிƊ̶ఆ୩Ɗ୩ƊଔϜƊଔਹிƊ
থிƌ থҲƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊҲƊࣨƊ࡙ƊୄైƊެఉҲƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊॉƊ୨ƊƊݩఆƊ࡙ƊଔƊୟ࡙ƊҲƊƌ ƊެఉҲƊ
ୗਹƊଐƊϜிఆਹƊਹƊƊଞ୩Ɗਹધ࡙Ɗଙ࡙Ɗ࡙ܦƊிైୗƊƊଓఆҲƊமై୩Ɗଙ࡙ƌ  থҲƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊϜ֏ிƊࣨƊ࡙Ɗ
ୄైƊެఉҲƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊ୨ଔఆƊମƊୗƊݩఆƊ࡙Ɗ࡙ƊୗƊҲƊƌ ƊެఉҲƊୗਹƊଐƊƊƊࣨƊপƊϜி୩Ɗ࡙Ɗ
ψఉƊிైୗƊƊଓఆҲƊமై୩ƌ

থҲƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊϜிఆਹƊࣨƊ࡙ƊୄైƊެఉҲƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊݩఆƊ࡙ƊଓҲƊࣨƊҲƊƌ

ƊެఉҲƊୗਹƊଐƊୗƊிƊଞƊଟ࡙ƊࣨƊॉఆ࡙ƊધోϜிƊҲƊଞ୩ƊிైୗƊƊଓఆҲƊமై୩ƌ থҲƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊଐƊࣨƊ
࡙ƊୄైƊެఉҲƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊݩఆƊ࡙ƊথҲƊԀథƊҲƊƌ ƊެఉҲƊୗਹƊଐƊல࡙ƊϊҲƊࣨƊଔԢਹƊথҲிƊଞ୩Ɗ
ਹધ࡙ƊிైୗƊƊଓఆҲƊமై୩ƌ থҲƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊƊࣨƊ࡙ƊୄైƊެఉҲƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊ࡙ݩƊࣨƊপƊଓҲƊ࡙Ɗଔ࡙Ɗ

ҲƊƌ ƊެఉҲƊୗਹƊଐƊல࡙ƊƊࣨƊপƊଓҲƊҲƊଔఅிƊிైୗƊƊଓఆҲƊமై୩ƊӝிƊƊୗƊথనҲƊӝథƊ
ެఉϜƊࣨଔƊிƊਹƊॉϜƊైƊநƊ୩ƢƲƪƲ୩ƊୗƊఅƊஙƊऽୗƊথҲƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊƊথనҲƊƌ ైƊϜƊϜƊଞƊਹધ࡙Ɗ
Ϝி୩ƊࣨƊϜਹƊఅƊʨƊࣨଔƊୗైଔఆƊਹϜƊϜ֏ிƊࣨƊথҲƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊୗਹƊথ࡙ƊσƊϜ࡙ிƊધథ୩ƊୗైଔఆƊਹϜƊ
ܥఅƊϜி୩ƌ

ୗైଔఆƊਹϜƊϜ֏ிƊࣨƌথҲƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊୗਹƊথ࡙ƊσƊϜ࡙ிƊધథ୩ƊୗైଔఆƊਹϜ நƊ୩ƊƢƲƨƤ࡙ிƊƢƲƪƲ)
থҲƊநଔƊ

ୄైƊƊެఉҲƊ

୩ிƊݩϜƊ

ୄైƊެఉҲƊਹ̶࡙Ɗ

୩ிƊݩϜ

ҲƊࣨƌ

ୗϜிƌ

ԀథҲƊƌ

நƊ̞Ɗࣨƌ
ॉƊ୨ƊݩఆƊ
࡙ƊଔƊ
ୟ࡙ƌ

୩Ɗఅிƌ
(நƊ୩)
ƢƲƨƤ ࡙ிƊ
ƢƲƨƬ

ஙୗƊϜ࡙ிƊ୩ிƊધ࡙ƌ

ଔॉƊ୩ై࡙ƊσƊଞƊਹધ࡙ƌ

ୄైƊਹψ࡙ƊݩϜƊਹψ࡙ƊϜ֏ైୗ ਹైƊॉϜƊ୩ୗƊਹψ࡙ƊϜ֏ైୗ
ƊԀై࡙ƊਹƊݩఆƊ࡙ƊҲϜƊ
ҲƊਹԀϜƊϜƊ୩ிƊધƊ

ƊԀై࡙ƊਹୗƊϜ࡙ிƊபୗƊ
ஔƊଐϜƊথிƌ

ிైୗƊୗƊୗఆƊƊϜ ɻƊୗఆƊϜ ϜƊԀై࡙ƊਹƊϜ ଞƊਹધోƊୗఆƊƊϜ ϜƊԀథƊୗఆƊƊϜ ϜƊଞƊୗఆƊƊϜƊ
ӝிƊଙ࡙ƌ
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ܥఅƊ࡙ϜƊԀథƊ̶ୗƊଞ୩ƊଔƊ
ଙҲƊஹƊɷƊॉైிƊிఆୗƊ
ƌ
ҲƊମƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩ƢƲƪƨ
୩ୗƊୗҲƊ ୩ƨƲҲƊƌਹైƊ
ϊҲƊ୩Ɗ୩ிƊધ࡙ƊԀథҲƊ̶ଔƊ
ƊެఉҲƊୗਹƊ
ଐƌ

ϜிఆਹƊਹƊƊ

Ϝ࡙ƊݩƊழ୩ƊݩϜƊଡ଼Ϝி

ଙ࡙Ɗ࡙ܦƌ

୩ிƊਹైƊୗਹƊଐƌ13

ଞ୩Ɗਹધ࡙Ɗ

Ɗமఙ୩Ɗ୩ƊଐிƊணƊଏఅிƌ

ഃ

ஙƊऽୗƊୗ࡙ƊபఐҲிƊୈҲƊணƊ
ҲƊƌ ॉϜƊୗƊ୩ƊƊ
ிϜிƊথிƊਫҲƊƌ
ଡ଼ϜிƊϜƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩Ɗ

ୄైƊެఉҲƊਹ̶࡙Ɗ
ԀథҲƊƌ

୩ிƊݩϜƊ
Ϝ֏ிƊࣨƌ

ிƊϜƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩Ɗ ƢƲƦư

୨ଔఆƊମƊୗƊ
ݩఆƊ࡙Ɗ
࡙Ɗୗƌ

࡙ிƊҲƊথƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩Ɗ
ƢƲƨƬ ࡙ிƊ
ƢƲƪƠ

ƢƲƨƪ୩ౌƊୗƊୄైƊਹψ࡙Ɗ
୩ƊଞƊথிƌ

ƢƲƪƠ୩ୗƊެఉҲƊଙϜƊԀైƊ
ਹƊҲƊƌƊଢ଼ҲிƊ
ਹϜƊநƊ̶ҲƊϜƊநƊ
ଔਹிƌϜଏఅҲƊୄிƊ
ଐƊ̶ҲƊਹƊࣨƊଐୗƊ
ଡ଼Ϝிƌ

ƊެఉҲƊୗਹƊ
ଐƌ
13

ƊƊଟ࡙ƊࣨƊ
পƊϜி୩Ɗ࡙Ɗ

ҲƊମƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩ƊƢƲƪƨ
୩ୗƊୗҲƊ୩ƊƨƲҲƊƌ

ഃ

ҲƊମƌƊެఉҲƊହਹிƊɷƊਹધ࡙ƊݩƊϜై ϜଏఅҲƊଙϜƊୗҲƊҲƊଢ଼ҲிƊଙϜƊધϜிƊ̶ҲƊఅƊ֏ୗƊધϜிƊথైƊ

ଙƌ

থҲƊநƊҲƊথҲƊநƊணైƊ̶ϜƊϜƊ୩ƊଞிƊଙϜƊધϜிƌ
ψఉƌ 
ୄైƊެఉҲƊਹ̶࡙Ɗ
ԀథҲƊƌ

୩ிƊݩϜƊ
ϜிఆਹƊࣨƌ

ƊެఉҲƊୗਹƊ
ଐƌ
ୄైƊެఉҲƊਹ̶࡙Ɗ

୩ிƊݩϜƊ
ଐƊࣨƌ

ԀథҲƊƌ
ƊެఉҲƊୗਹƊ
ଐƌ
ୄైƊެఉҲƊਹ̶࡙Ɗ
ԀథҲƊƌ

୩ிƊݩϜƊ
Ɗࣨƌ

ƊެఉҲƊୗਹƊ
ଐƌ

ԀథƊॉϜƊ୩ƊଐிƊணƊଏఅிƌ
ƊƊୂƊϜ֏ైୗƊୗਹƊଐƌ14

ݩఆƊ࡙Ɗ
ଓҲƊࣨƌ
ୗƊிƊଞƊଟ࡙ƊࣨƊ
ॉఆ࡙ƊધోϜிƊ

ഃ
ƢƲƪƠ ࡙ிƊ
ƢƲƪƤ

ҲƊଞ୩ƌ
ݩఆƊ࡙ƊথҲƊ
Ԁథƌ
ல࡙ƊϊҲƊࣨƊ
ଔԢਹƊথҲிƊ

ƢƲƪƤ ࡙ிƊ
ƢƲƪƬ

ҲƊମƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩

୩ୗƊଐிƊணƊଏఅிƌ15

ୗਹƊଐƌ16

ҲƊথƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩ƊƢƲƤƨ

Ɗਹƌ

ƢƲƪƨ୩ୗƊ୩ிƊਹైƊ

ഃ

Ϝ࡙ிƊެఉϜƊࣨƊʨଔƊެఉҲƊ
࡙ிƊਹϜிƊி୩ƊϜ࡙ி ഃ

ഃ

࡙Ɗଔ࡙ƌ

ଔఅƌ

ܦҲƊଚై࡙ƊऽୗƊଔ࡙ైݩƌ

Ɗபୗƌ

࡙ݩƊࣨƊপƊଓҲƊ

ଓҲƊҲƊ

ਹƊிైୗƊ୩ƊଔॉୗƊƊ

ҲƊମƊ୩ƊୗҲƊ୩ƊƨƲ

Ϝ࡙ிƊଐƊࣨƊଐிƊଔॉୗƊ

ଞ୩Ɗਹધ࡙ƌ

ல࡙ƊƊࣨƊপƊ
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ƢƲƪƬ ࡙ிƊ
ƢƲƪƲ

ഃ

ҲƊମƊ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩ƊƢƲƪƨ
୩ୗƊୗҲƊ୩ƊƦƬ ҲƊƌ
ҲƊ̞Ɗ୩ƊଐிƊணƊଏఅிƌ

ഃ

ƊƊপƊনҲƊऽϜƊਹోƌ17

Ϝி୩ƊƌୗైଔఆƊਹϜƊܥఅƊମϜிƊഃʨƊࣨƊ࡙ƊϜ࡙ிƊஔிƊிఆƊϜ࡙ܦƊਹƊଔ̶ై୩ƊୗƊଐƊଔԢఆϜƊথైƊଞୗƊ୩ఆிƌ
14

ϜҲƊਹધథҲிƌ

15

ϜҲƊਹધథҲிƌ

16

ϜҲƊਹધథҲிƌ

17

ϜҲƊਹધథҲிƌ
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ௐୗƊநƊҲƊথҲƊநଔƊଔॉƊ୩ై࡙ƊஔƊୈҲƊ୩ਹƊ୩ఆϜிƌ
ௐୗƊநƊైƊௐୗƊધోƊƊிƊϛఅଔƊநƊ̞ƊɷƊஔƊଐϜƊ࡙ƊϜ࡙ிƊଐƊࣨଔƊୄైƊެఉҲƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊҲƊ
ƊެఉҲƊୗਹƊଐƊୗైிƊଔ̶ୗƊҲƊƌ

থҲƊநƊైƊথҲƊଞƊநƊଔਹிƊɷƊஔƊଐϜƊ࡙ƊϜ࡙ிƊଐƊ

ࣨଔƊୄైƊެఉҲƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊҲƊƊެఉҲƊୗਹƊଐƊமై୩ƊࣨୗƊஔƊୈҲƊথైƊϜிƌ ௐୗƊநƊҲƊথҲƊநƊ
Ϝ֏ிƊʨƊଞிƊ࣌ƊଔԀୗƊϜଐƊऽϜƊମϜிƊଐ࡙Ɗ୩ƊଐƊୗైଔƊਹધਹிƊநƊ̞ƊࣨƊϜிୗƊତҲƊଣైƊ

୩ై࡙ƊথైƊࣨƊҲƊƌ ୩ிƊݩਹƊҲƊநƊ̞ƊࣨƊҲƊ୩ிƊɷƊݩƊମై࡙ƊிƊଐҲƊୄிƊ୩ై࡙Ɗσிƌ ௐୗƊநƊୄైƊƊ
ୗਹƊଐƊҲƊ୩ிƊிƊஹఉҲƊୗఆƊਹϜƊҲƊӝிƊϜଏఅҲƊிƊ࡙ிƊϜிୗƊఅƊஔƊୈҲƊƌ থҲƊநƊ୩ிƊথƊ
ଞƊ࡙ࣨƊҲƊӝிƊϜଏఅҲƊிƊ࡙ிƊϜிୗƊఅƊஔƊୈҲƊথైƊϜிƌଐୗƊఅƊௐୗƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊҲƊࣨƊ
ਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊψϜிƊࣨƊହਹƊଞ୩ƊҲƊϜ֏ிƊࣨƊୗਹƊଐƊல࡙Ɗபై୩ƊଔƊ୩ிƊݩਹƊʨƊࣨƊϜਹƊ
Ϝி୩Ɗఅƌ

ௐୗƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊҲƊࣨƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊψϜிƊࣨƊହਹƊଞ୩Ɗ
σƊ୩ிƊݩਹƌ

ైƊଐ࡙Ɗఅƌ

ௐୗƊநƊ୩ிƊݩϜƊϜ֏ிƊࣨƊୗਹƊଐƊல࡙Ɗபై୩ƊƊ
ிƊ࡙ਹிƊଞ୩ƊࣨౌƊ୩ிƊݩਹƌ

ௐୗƊநƊҲƊথҲƊநଔƊଔॉƊ୩ై࡙ƊσƊ୩ਹƊ୩ఆϜிƊ࡙ƌ

ଞிƊ࣌ƊଔԀୗƊϜଐƊऽϜƊ

ମϜிƊଐ࡙Ɗ୩ƊϜிఆਹƊிҲƊଐƊଔψౌƊਹધਹிƊிƊிୗƊଔॉƊ୩ై࡙ƊஔƊୈҲƊஔிƊிఆƌ ʨଔƊϜƊ
࡙ிƊ࡙ƊϜ࡙ƊϜƊై୩ƊਹƊƊԀైƊୈҲƊϜிƊҲிƊ࡙ƊϜி୩Ɗ̶Ɗ࡙ݩƊଣైிƌ நƊ̞ƊࣨƊϜிୗƊତҲƊ

থҲƊநƊҲƊথҲƊநƊணైƊ̶ϜƊϜƊ୩ƊଞிƊଙϜƊધϜிƌ
ୗƊୄிƊ୩ై࡙ƊனƊ̣ƊଔެƊϜ֏ிƊʨƊైƌ
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நƊϜிୗƊσிƊϜƊிై୩ƊਹƊଞƊҲƊநƊତҲƊϜிƊ

நƊϜிୗƊ୩Ɗ̶ƊଔॉҲிƊਹైƊࣨଔƊ̶ఆҲிƊై୩ƊଏఅƊଔ࡙ƊʨƊైƊଔॉƊ୩ై࡙ƊஔƊୈҲƊψఉƊଓ࡙ƌଔୗƊ
ଔনై୩ƊଙƊɷƊଙϜƊԀƊ̶ϜƊϜ֏ிƊࣨైୗƊਹધో࡙Ɗ੶ਹƊఅƊʨƊ࡙ƌ
ࣨైୗƊଣƊҲƊࣨƌ

னƊ̣ƊଔެƊϜ֏ிƊநƊϜிୗƊୗਹƊଐƊல࡙Ɗபై୩ƊƊ࡙ிƊ֏ୗƊଞƌ

ԀథƊ̞ƌ ௐୗƊધోƊƊிƊϛఅଔƊநƊ̞ƊୄైƊƊୗਹƊଐƊҲƊ୩ிƊୗైƊଔ̶ୗƊݩϜƊிƊஹఉҲƊୗఆƊਹϜƊଙҲƊఆிƊ
Ϝ੶ҲƊଔψƊୗైிƊɷிƊணƊଞ࡙Ɗ୩ƊଐƊୗైଔƊਹધਹிƊϜிୗƊତҲƊଣైƊ୩ై࡙ƊਹƊଞଔƊଞிƊӝƊ
ଐ࡙ƊݩϜƊਹଔƊௐୗƊநƊਹ̶࡙ƊԀథҲƊψϜிƊହਹƊଔிƊધƊϜிୗƊࣨƊୗਹƊଐƊல࡙Ɗபై୩ƊୗƊϜҲƊ

Ϝி୩ƊଣైிƊਹԢఆϜƊ࡙ிƊஔఒƊϜிఆҲƊݩఆϜிƊମై࡙ƌଙϜƊୗϜிƌ̶ҲƊҲிƌମƊ࡙ୗƊƊ୩ఆϜƊிϜிƊனƊ
ୗϜிƊநƊҲƊƌ ϜிୗƊତҲƊனƊਹધਹிƌ ϜଏఅҲƊୄிƊଏఅƊ୩ఆϜிƊӝிƊɷƊϜଏఅҲƊ̣ƊଔެƊϜ֏ிƊ

ʨƊࣨୗƌ நƊϜிୗƊୗਹƊଐƊல࡙Ɗபై୩ƊƊ࡙ிƊଡ଼ϜிƊথƊƊƬધிƊƢƤ֏࡙Ɗ୩ிƊݩਹƊҲƊƌ ҲƊ୩ிƊ
ɷƊݩƊମై࡙ƊிƊଐҲƊӝிƊୄிƊ୩ై࡙Ɗଓ࡙Ɗଔনై୩ƊϜଏఅҲƊ࡙ƊԀైƊाƊҲƊƌ

̣ਹிƊଔਹிƊਹƊైƊ

̣ਹிƊఅϜிƊୄிƊଏఅƊӝிƊϜிୗƊࣨிƊਹƊଞƊҲƊƌ ԀథƊ̞ƊƢધிƢ࡙ிƊଓఆҲிƊ̣୩Ɗ̣ਹிƊϜҲƊ
ӝƊϜிୗƊࣨிƊਹƊϜிƊତҲƊࣨୗƊ̶ƊଔॉҲிƊਹైƊࣨƊਹƊଞƌ ଡ଼ϜிƊথƊ୩ౌƊϜଏఅҲƊଔƊ୩Ɗ
̣୩ƊԀైƊाƊϜҲƊӝƊତҲƊࣨଔƊଣైிƊਹԢఆϜƊ࡙ிƊணఒƊ୩ై࡙ƊσிƊநƊϜிୗƊҲƊ୩ிƊɷƊॉϜிƌ ϜிୗƊࣨଔƊ
ிƊஹఉҲƊψƊଐƊୗఆƊਹϜƊϜƊॉϜிƊݩƊӝிƊԀథƊ̞ƊƊƢƠધிƊƤƪୗƊତҲƊࣨிƊனƊଞϜƊҲƊଔনై୩Ɗ
ϜଏఅҲƊଔƊୄிƊଏఅƊҲƊƌ ऽϜிƊਹધథҲிƊైƊ୩ౌƊமƊԀై࡙ƊσƊϜܦҲƊଔƊԢƊଙƊତҲƊࣨிƊணఒிƊ
ଔনై୩ƊϜிƊɷƊਹԀƊైݩƊϜܦҲƊƊிϜிƊϜҲƊਹધਹிƊୗƊϜிୗƊࣨୗƊ̶ƊଔॉҲிƊਹైƊࣨƊତҲƊ
ࣨிƊথైƊଞƌ ైƊଔনై୩ƊਹైƊଔনఉϜƊனƊݩƊ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƊσƊԢƊҲƊƌ ଔনఉƊୗϜிƊƊ୩ਹƊϜிୗƊࣨୗƊୄிƊ
னƊਹƊথనҲƊϜிƊணƊிҲƊϜଏఅҲƊୄிƊତҲƊࣨிƊথైƊଞƊலிƊਹైƊݩϜƊஔఒƊମై࡙ƊਹԀƊԀிƌ

ाƊ
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ଞ࡙ƌҲிƊୗϜிƊӝிƊனƊైୗƊஔிƊԀƊୗϜிƊ୩ƊʨଔƊϜҲிƊଐ࡙Ɗୗ࡙ƊଔƊϜଏఅҲƊ
ଔఆ୩ƊଏఅƊϜிƊॉైிƊࣨƊୗƊԀƊ̣ƊଓఆୗƊϜி୩Ɗୗ࡙ƊଔƊԢƊݩƊϜிୗƊࣨୗƊ̶ƊଔॉҲிƊਹైƊࣨƊ
ତҲƊࣨிƊਹϜƊɻఉிƊϜҲƊϜƊথైƊଞƊଓ࡙ƊࣨƊӝிƊॉఆƌ ైƊথҲிƊଙϜƊୗϜிƊʨୗƊԀϜƊϜிୗƊ

ତҲƊైݩଔఆƊଔথୗƊ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƌୈҲƊ̶ҲƊ୩ైƊ୩Ϝଔ࡙ƊҲிƊଔԀୗƊଔॉୗƌମƊ࡙ୗƊƊ୩ఆϜƊனƊݩƊଓఆୗƊ
Ϝி୩ƊୗƊӝிƊତҲƊࣨிƊϜிୗƊࣨୗƊୄிƊனƊଓ࡙Ɗ࡙ƊୗƊϜிୗƊࣨிƊ̶ఆҲிƊై୩ƊথైƊଞƊӝிƊ
நƊϜிୗƊୗਹƊଐƊல࡙Ɗபై୩ƊଔƊମϜிƌநƊତҲƊଣైிƊਹԢఆϜƊҲƊਹƊધƊҲƊϜƊମϜிƌ
ࣨైୗƊଣƊϜ֏ிƊࣨƌ
ௐୗƊநƊତҲƊࣨƊʨƊƊࣨிƊҲிƊϜଏఅҲƊୗƊநƊϜிୗƊ୩Ɗ̶ƊଔॉҲிƊਹైƊࣨƊ̶ఆҲிƊై୩ƊଏఅƊଔ࡙ƌ
ϜƊଞଔƊଔনƊୗఆୗƊҲிƊࣨƊ୩ϜƊଙƊϜଏఅҲƊ̣ƊҲƊƨƢ࡙ҲƊϜி୩ƊஔైƊψƊୄైƊிϜƊఅ࡙ƊତҲƊிҲƊ
ଔऽనୗƊाƊԀథҲƊҲఆƊଙƊࣨƊϜӝϜƊԀƊࣨƊୗҲƊਹ࡙ƊҲிƊਹϜƊୄிƊଔఆ୩ƊଏఅƊଞƊਹƊଓƌ ࡙ƊݩƊ࡙ࣨƊ
ଞ୩ƊધଔƊҲிƊࣨƊ୩ϜƊଙƊϜଏఅҲƊ̣ƊҲƊƨƦଔ̶ƊϜி୩ƊϜଔఆƊ࡙ҲƊϜƊ࡙Ɗ୩ఆϜிƊਹ̶ଔƊଔψౌƊ
ஔఒƊ୩ƊਹƊϜӝϜƊଐైிƊࣨƊƊ୩ਹƊԀƊிҲƊƊஔఒƊైƊϜƊϜிҲƊψϜிƊɷƊଔনƊୗఆୗƊҲிƊࣨƊ୩ϜƊଙƊ
ϜଏఅҲƊ̣ƊҲƊƬƤଔ̶ƊϜி୩ƊୗிƊଔୗƊҲƊƢଔ̶ƊࣨଔƊʨƊਹୗƊ୩ϜƊਹƊ࡙ҲƊҲఆ୩ƊσƊ
ிন୩ƊࣨҲƊମϜƊଞƊધƊϜிైୗƊӝ࡙Ɗথ࡙Ɗମై࡙ƊୗҲƊଔψϜிƊଐైிƊࣨƊైଔƊ࡙ҲƊ࡙ୗƊଔ̣ఉ୩ƊσிƊଔԢఆ࡙Ɗ
ݩ୩ƊσనୗƊఅ࡙ƊࣨƊୗƊҲிƊࣨƊଐƊైୗƊஔிƊϜҲƊϜி୩ƊϜଔఆƊ࡙ҲƊ࡙ிƊஔఒƊଔƊ୩࡙Ɗ࡙ƊலிƊ
ਹైƌైƊਹ࡙ƊநƊϜிୗƊਹԀϜƊ୩Ɗ̶ƊଔॉҲிƊਹైƊࣨƊ̶ఆҲிƊై୩ƊϊైҲƊਹైƊଏఅƊଔ࡙ƊఅƌௐୗƊநƊତҲƊ
ࣨƊୗਹƊଐƊʨƊƊࣨிƌிƊமఙ୩ƊƊ ƢƢધிƊƢ୩ƌ
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থҲƊநƊணైƊ̶ϜƊϜƊ୩ƊଞிƊଙϜƊધϜிƊɷƊஔୗƌ
Ƣ ϜଏఅҲƊிଔƊஹƊ࡙ƊσƊஔୗƌ
Ƥ ୩ிƊધ࡙ƊஔƊଔ࡙ైݩƊσƊஔୗƊ୩ƌ ௐୗƊநƊਹ̶࡙ƊୗਹƊ୩ிƊୗైிƊҲƊƌ থҲƊநƊਹ̶࡙Ɗ࡙ҲƊமై୩Ɗࣨƌ
୩ிƊথƊிైୗƊƊ֏ிƊமై୩ƌ ୩ிƊথƊஹఉҲƊਹϜƊҲƊӝிƊࣨƌ ிƊஹఉҲƊଔϜƊଔਹிƌ ிƊஹఉҲƊ
ਹϜƊ࡙ࣨƌிƊஹఉҲƊୗఆƊ࡙ࣨƌிƊஹఉҲƊଞƊ࡙ࣨƌ ௐୗƊ̶ఆ୩Ɗ̣୩ƊணఒଔƊƊਹƌথҲƊଞƊ

ॉϜிƊଔনఉƊƊਹƊਹψ࡙Ɗ୩ிƌ ࡙ϜƊԀథƊଔϜƊமై୩ƌ ࡙ϜƊધҲƊଔϜƊமై୩ƌ மƊԀై࡙ƊୈҲƊமై୩ƌ
ଔনƊୗఆƊୈҲƊƌ Ϝ࡙ਹƊୗఆƊଔϜƊࣨƌ থҲƊୗϜிƊୗఆƊެఉϜƊଔϜƊ࡙ࣨƌ ୨ƊୗƊୈҲƊணƌ ௐୗƊ̶ఆ୩Ɗ
̣୩ƊணఒƊƊਹƌ୨ƊୈҲƊଞƊ࡙ࣨƌ୨ƊୈҲƊୈҲƊணƊமై୩Ɗࣨƌଟ࡙Ɗࣨƌ

Ʀ ԀƊଔҲிƊైƊணఒϜƊϜƊஔୗƌ

ƨ ிƊਹધਹிƊஹఉҲƊଔਹிƊɷƊஔୗƊ୩ƌிƊଔϜϜƊଔఅƊϜ࡙Ɗ̶ϜƊܥఅƊஹఉҲƊଔਹிƌԀథƊୄైƊிƊஹఉҲƊƌ
ிైୗƊધƊிƊஹఉҲƊϜ੶ҲƊਹଔƊਹધోƊƊƌ ଡ଼ϜிƊଓਹƊிƊஹఉҲƊƌ ୗƊଡ଼ϜிƊிƊஹఉҲƊƌ ॉƊମƊிƊ

ஹఉҲƊƌ ମƊ࡙ƊிƊஹఉҲƊƌ ਹધోƊଔƊிƊஹఉҲƊƌ ࡙ƊݩƊிƊஹఉҲƊƌ ̣ƊƊԢƊ୩ਹƊ̶ఆ୩ƊσƊிƊஹఉҲƊƌ ધƊైƊ
ԢƊ୩ਹƊଞƊɷƊிƊஹఉҲƊϜ࡙ிƊધథ୩ƌ
ƪ থிƊ֏ైிƊ̣ਹிƊଔਹிƊɷƊஔୗƊ୩ƌଞƊҲிƊଔाϜƊଔ̞ైୗƌƊऽనϜிƊԢϜƊଔైƌਹƊிƊ
σƊ࡙ƌ ଔਹƊધోҲƊபఐிƊపୗƌ ଔఆƊபఐிƊધోҲƊϜƊσƊ࡙ƌ ிƊਹધਹிƊҲƊୂƊிଔƊ࣌Ɗ
ਹધਹிƌ ॉ࡙Ɗધథ࡙ƊଛఄƊԢϜƊਹƊଞϜƊࣨଔƊਹ࡙ଔƊϜ࡙ƌ ਹƊୂଔƊிƊஔୗƊ୩ƊܦҲƊଔƊ࣌Ɗ̣ƌ
ிƊணైଔƊிƊϜଐƊஔୗƊσƊ̣Ɗਹƌ ࣌ƊਹધਹிƊ̣Ɗਹƌ ଔఅਹƊ̣ƌ ࣌Ɗଓ࡙ƌ ଔެƊఅிƌ
থிƊ֏ైிƊଔ̣ఉ࡙ƊϜӝƌ ࣨైୗƊ࡙ƌ ƊୗƊথనҲƊӝథƊެఉϜƊࣨଔƊԀథƊனై୩Ɗ୩ƊైƊநƊ୩ƊƢƲƦƤ୩ୗƊ
ௐୗƊધౌƊ̶ҲிƊ࡙ϜƊԀథƊҲƊƌ ଔਹƌ Ϝ࡙ਹƊୗఆƌ ଔনƊϛఅҲƊƌ ୨ƊୗƊிϜிƊ࡙ிƊॉ࡙Ɗધథ࡙Ɗ
ψƊԢϜƊிϜிƊਹƊথƊଔƊপҲƊୗƊநƊϜிƊϜ࡙Ɗଞƌ
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Ƭ ਹϜƊ࡙ƊσƊஔୗƌ
Ʈ ࡙ୗƊஹƊϜܦҲƊଙҲƊϜƊஔୗƌ ௐୗƊધోƊ̶ఆ୩ƊσƊ୩Ɗ୩ౌƊଐƊϜி୩Ɗ̣୩ƊଔƊϜଏఅҲƊଔఆ୩Ɗஔୗƌ
ଔƊଙҲƊୄிƊ̣ƌઠƊଔƊথనҲƊଔ࡙ƌଔনఉƊଔƊணఒƊ୩ై࡙ƌ୩ƊଔƊԢƊଔনఉƌƊଔƊணఒƊ

ϜଏఅҲƊƌ ϜଏఅҲƊிଔƊଔƊଔনఉƊணఒƊϜܦҲƊƌ Ɗ̣୩ƌ ઠƊϜிƌ ઠƊ ધోҲƊଓϜƊƊ̣୩ƌ
τƊ̣୩ƌௐୗƊધోƊ̶ఆ୩Ɗ࡙ிƊϜଏఅҲƊଔƊઠƊƊ୩ƊଢƊҲƊƌୂƊல࡙ƊிϜிƊɷƊ̣୩ƊணఒଔƊƊਹƌ

ư ԀிƊ୩ఆϜிƊਹƊౌƊஔୗƌ  ଞ୩ƊਹԀϜƊୗ࡙ƊࣨƊԀైୗƊଐிƊମ࡙ƊୗਹƊψƊఙƊࣨଔƊॉఆ୩Ɗச࡙ƌ
ଐிƊମ࡙ƊୗਹƊψౌƊଔψƊிҲƊϜƊݩƌ Ϝ࡙Ɗ̶ϜƊ୩ƊଐிƊମ࡙Ɗӝ୩ƊଙϜ ϛఅҲƊʨైϜƊ
ଐிƊମ࡙ƌ ϛఅҲƊୈϜிƊଐிƊମ࡙ƌ ଐிƊୗਹƊఙƊݩƌ Ϝ࡙ƊࣨଔƊԀிƊ̣ਹிƊଔϜ୩Ɗ
ਹైƊபҲƊপҲƊଏఅƊଞଔƊϜ࡙Ɗଞƌ
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࣌ƊϜଐଔƊଙϜƊԀƊ̶Ϝ
࡙ϜƊԀథଔƊ୩ƊଞிƊୗϜƊϜ࡙ிƊ࣌ƊϜଐଔƊଞƊԀƊਹிƊϜிƌ ଔ࡙ƊైݩҲிƊƢưࣨƌ ஹƊψிƊ
࡙ϜƊԀథƊிƊϜ࡙ிƊఆƊଙ࡙Ɗ୨࡙Ɗ̶ҲƊ୩ƊଞிƊୗϜƊϜ࡙ிƊ࣌ƊϜଐଔƊଞƊԀƊୄਹƊϜƊ̶ҲƊϜிƊ

Ϝிƌ Ϝ੶ోƊϜƊࣨƌ ிƊ ࡙ਹிƊଞ୩Ɗਹધ࡙ƌ ʨୁƊʧఅ࡙Ɗ̞ƌ ࡙Ɗଔ࡙Ɗ୩Ɗਹƌ
ୄਹƊϜƊଔϜ࡙Ɗଔ̶ఆୗƊƌ

ƊயிƊધƊୗҲƊƊଣైƌ
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